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In the controversial years of 1930's Louis MacNeice 

(1907-1963) emerged not only as a poet and classical 

scholar but also as a thoroughly classical 

intellectual. Although he was a modern man of his 

times, there were many aspects of classical attitude in 

him. 

The aim of this thesis is to prove that part of 

MacNeice's involvement in poetry and drama can be 

interpreted in many ways in terms of the classical 

images and ideas which occur in his work. 

This study consists of three parts; The first one is 

a study of MacNeice's poetry with special emphasis on 

those of his poems which contain classical themes. We 

shall consider these poems in the order in which they 

appear in his Collec ted Poems <1979). The second part 

is a practical criticism of MacNeice's translation of 

Aeschylus' Agamemnon', we have used Fraenkel ' s scholarly 

translation and Fagles' liberal one as parameters. In 

the third part we shall discuss those of MacNeice's BBC 

radio dramas which contain classical themes. The reason 

for this criticism is to show how MacNeice perceived 

the recurrence of classical events in modern times. He 

considered classicism as a living continuation of 

ancient ideals and events. 

T.S.Eliot established a distinguished line of 20**^ 

century poets with classical themes in their work. This 

thesis endeavours to show MacNeice as a brilliant 

participant in this sequence. 
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INTRODUCTION 



a. Louis MacNelce : His childhood and his education 

(1907-1930) 

Frederick Louis MacNeice' was born in Belfast on 

September the 1907. The family's origin was from 

Connemara and their name was old Irish originating in 

the mythological times of Conchubor, Deirdre and 

Naisi^. His family had five members; apart from Louis, 

there was the father - John Frederick MacNeice who was 

appointed rector of Carrickfergus while later became a 

Bishop^, the mother - Elizabeth Margaret who died in 

December 1914 of tuberculosis after a long living in 

hospital"*, the sister - Elizabeth and the mongol 

brother - Willie®. 

MacNeice's family, though by no means rich, did not 

face any financial problems. There were many books 

around, plenty of time for leisure and various maids^. 

The fact that the family could afford domestic help was 

not unusual for middle class families before World War 

II. 

Throughout the poetry of MacNeice we meet instances of 

deep influence from his early childhood. We can easily 

infer that he had an outstanding keeness and 

imagination about events which to other children of his 

age would be either unnoticeable or unimportant. In his 

autobiography MacNeice describes an excursion to the 

seaside and the things he saw and made him think while 

he was still a child. He has also vivid memories of 

individuals who influenced him since the age of five, 

as it happens in a late poem, Death of an Old Lady, and 

in one of his last plays for the radio. The 

Admlnlstrator, in which he remembers the Titanic as she 

passed down Belfast Lough for what was to be her first 

and last voyage. In autumn 1916 MacNeice began writing 
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childish newspapers, drawing his themes both from Red 

Indian Wars and various domestic scenes. He also wrote 

some doggerel poems about his father and some Odes to a 

parrot, a stuffed Monkey and to Miss Craig, a lady who 

was taking care of the children and the household^. 

When MacNeice was ten years old his father remarried 

and the children were quickly behaving affectionately 

to their stepmother. Then, in September 1917, MacNeice 

went to preparatory school in England, in Sherborne. It 

seems that he was pleased having at last left the 

company of the adults®. His objective was to become 

popular at school. While he was still studying at 

Sherborne he was awarded a scholarship to Marlborough 

College. In 1921 MacNeice went to Marlborough and he 

was impressed by the huge buildings and the 

environment. He had to study hard and in the second 

year of his studies he bought a full size Liddell and 

Scott Greek Lexicon®. 

MacNeice found a great pleasure in Greek grammar 

especially in the double negatives and in the 

differences between ou and )jiî, the wealth of subtle 

particles and the modal particle <5v with its frequent 

and expressive uses - all linguistic phenomena with no 

precise parallels in English^*^. During his three years 

at Marlborough two classical masters had almost a 

monopoly of his education and it seems that their 

attitude to Classics and Classical writers influenced 

MacNeice profoundly'*. So MacNeice's acquaintance with 

Classics started at the age of fourteen which is the 

most crucial age for the formation of our attitude; 

besides, at that time, he loved classics enormously. 

At seventeen MacNeice began studying hard in order to 

attempt an Oxford scholarship. His study of Ancient 

Philosophy excited him and gave him the impression of a 

tremendous intellectual development, Before Christmas 
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of his last year at school, MacNelce was awarded a 

scholarship at Merton College in Oxford'^, MacNeice 

arrived at Oxford in summer 1926. He started studying 

Literae Humaniores or Greats. It was a course of four 

years divided into two parts - Honour Mods, and Greats. 

Each part terminated in an examination: "Honour Mods, 

involves a great deal of futile memorisation and Greats 

encourages jargon and false profundity"''^, he was 

afterwards to comment, MacNeice's memories of life in 

Oxford are vivid and recall the climate of 

intellectuality and homosexuality which was prevailing 

at that time. MacNeice was an able and industrious man 

and he could afford enough time to write poetry of a 

somewhat "rococo" kind in his undergraduate years. 

In 1928, MacNeice got his first Class Honours in Mods. 

His interest in poetry continued to develop. His formal 

studies included Ancient Philosophy and he tended to 

prefer Aristotle to Plato, mostly because Aristotle's 

concept of kv^pyeia seemed to be an antidote to the 

static and self-contained heaven of Plato's 

transcendent forms. But the more he considered the 

question the harder he found it to accept Aristotle's 

explanations of evepysia as "a significant and absolute 

movement" in relation to as "a movement which 

is merely relative"T*. 

When MacNeice was studying in Oxford he made the 

acquaintance of Mariette^® to whom he got engaged in 

1928. They got married in a registry office at Carfax 

in the centre of Oxford on the last day of the term in 

1930. MacNeice disregarded in this marriage the fact 

that she was the daughter of a Jewish doctor and he was 

the son of a clergyman^®. Then they started their 

married life in Birmingham where MacNeice had been 

appointed Lecturer in Classics at the University^^. 



b. The Professional Years : MacNeice as a Lecturer, 

Poet and Dramatist 

When MacNeice went to Birmingham in 1930, he was only 

23 years old. The University seemed physically ugly. 

The unresponsiveness of the students when he attempted 

to teach Plato, disappointed him. While still at 

Birmingham MacNeice formed a friendship with his head 

of department and compatriot E.R.Dodds which continued 

throughout his life'®. 

For five years MacNeice lived together with Mariette in 

Birmingham, creating their own individual world, in 

what seemed to be a somewhat alien environment. Many 

people considered them as a "romantic and comfortable 

couple". MacNeice was enjoying his married life and 

thought of Mariette as "a real person" and a genuine 

woman. In May 1934 Mariette bore him a son"*®. 

At that time the MacNeices did a fair amount of 

entertaining. One of their guests was an undergraduate 

from Oxford, a Russian Jew from America called Tsalic, 

After a motor accident in which Tsalic and MacNeice 

were involved, Tsalic, who was injured, stayed in 

hospital and was paid a lot of attention by Mariette. 

Their relationship developed into something more than 

friendship and at the end Mariette ran away with 

Tsalic. MacNeice was desolate by being left alone and 

for a time he was into a state of "anxiety and 

spiritual squalor"^®. These events took place in 1935. 

In the next year, in 1936, MacNeice accepted a post in 

Greek at Bedford College for Women in London. He 

settled down in a flat in Hampstead with his son and a 

nanny and he was free at last to pursue a more social 

and intellectual life^^. 
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During his years in Birmingham MacNeice made some 

efforts to write some plays, as the Station Bellplay 

performed by the Birmingham students and the Roundabout 

Vlay. a sentimental, semi-autobiographical novel under 

the pseudonym of Louis Malone^^. But both of them were 

proved to be false starts. In the meanwhile some early 

poems which he had written during his Oxford years, the 

Blind Fireworks^ had been published by Victor Gollancz 

in 1929. MacNeice's development from the time he had 

written the Blind Fi reworks was evident in his Poems 

which were published in 1935. The language is more 

contemporary and the prevailing theme concerns the 

eschatological doom. 

Meanwhile life in London had its own attractions. 

MacNeice joined the experimental Group Theatre^^ which 

at that time had drawn all the young intellectuals. It 

was Auden who suggested that MacNeice should translate 

a play of Aeschylus to be performed by the Groups*. So 

MacNeice undertook translating the Agamemnon of 

Aeschylus which was performed by the Group Theatre on 

1st and 8th November 1936. MacNeice's translation was 

thought to be the best ever made on the Agamemnon and 

established him as a dramatic writer. Another play of 

MacNeice, the Out of the Picture, was performed by the 

Group Theatre in 1937, but it cannot be described as a 

successful play even though all the elements of the 

thirties like humour, satire on society and long 

monologues were present^®. 

In 1937-1938, MacNeice started writing prose without 

any great distinction or success. He seemed to be 

trying to show that since other people could do this, 

he too, was capable of it. In 1937 he published in 

collaboration with W.H.Auden, after spending some time 

together in a trip in Iceland, the Letters from Iceland 
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which consists of prose and verse and can still be used 

as a document of the times^®. 

1938 was a highly prolific year for MacNeice. He 

published his verse in The Earth Compels: also in J 

crossed the Minch which consists of verse and prose 

and concerns the islands of the outer Hebrides. The Zoo 

is a prose book about the London Zoo^^\ Another book 

written at that time is Modern Poetry : a personal 

essay, in which he presents his theories and experience 

in poetry. 

In December 1938 MacNeice visited Barcelona together 

with other English writers and was very much impressed 

by the Spanish style of life and the local people, as 

he accounts in his autobiography^®. His experience from 

that trip and the pre-war climate of 1938 has taken 

shape in what is broadly accepted as his masterpiece 

and the most representative poem of the whole decade, 

the Autumn Journal. published in 1939. It is a long 

poem with 24 cantos, written in irregular metre and the 

content varies from autobiographical elements to 

political, social and philosophical thoughts. 

At Easter 1939 MacNeice visited America and gave a 

lecture at State College, Pennsylvania. In a second 

visit to America next year he taught at the Easter 

semester at Cornell University; his subject was mainly 

poetry^®. MacNeice also visited Chicago and went to 

various parties assorting in liberals and Trotskyites. 

While he was at New York, he spent a week-end with his 

ex-wife Mariette and Tsalic who lived there^^. 

Back in England MacNeice published his poetic 

collection, The Last Ditch, which lacks passion and 

belief, but the poems are good from the technical point 

of view. Next year Plant and Phantom, a book on verse, 

was followed by his critical book on The poetry of W. B. 
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Yeats. This book is a complete study of the work of the 

great poet. 

At the same time MacNeice had started writing and 

producing propagandistic programmes for the BBC where 

he was to work until his death. These broadcasts 

concerned the damages inflicted upon London and aimed 

at moving the American audience. There were also some 

programmes about the allied countries, Russia, Greece, 

Yugoslavia; all these programmes "were not the kind of 

propaganda of which MacNeice might be ashamed"®''. 

During the war MacNeice was in Ireland with his second 

wife, Hedli Anderson whom he had married in 1940, and 

their son, Dan®^. In these years MacNeice's collection, 

the Springboard. expressing the pessimism of the war, 

was published in 1944. Also two of his most successful 

radio plays for the BBC, Christopher Columbus and The 

Dark Tower^ were published in 1944 and 1947, 

respectively. His next poetic collection Holes in the 

Skv: Poems 1944-1947 is the last one which is dominated 

by the war themes and shows some signs of loosening in 

his craftsmanship. 

Late in 1949, MacNeice went to Athens as Director of 

the British Institute®®. He spent there a year and a 

half. At Easter time he had visited Crete accompanied 

by his wife, his son and the Dodds. They went to Anoyia 

and this experience became a dramatic radio piece In 

Search of Anovia^'^. Since the war and apart from 

Greece, MacNeice had travelled extensively in India, 

Africa, South Africa, the U.S.A. and the Far East®®. 

Back in England MacNeice published the poems he was 

writing while in Greece, under the title Ten Burnt 

Offerings. which recapture his vitality and reflect his 

maturity as a poet. This collection consists of ten 

long poems which are more complex in structure and in 
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diction than his previous ones. Even MacNeice himself 

maintained that these poems were his best ones^®. 

At the same time, he continued working for the BBC 

which in a way offered him a kind of financial 

security. 

In 1954 MacNeice published the Autumn Sequel , a long 

poem consisting of 26 cantos in the form of the Autumn 

Journal which however reminded nothing of the 

successful strength of his masterpiece. There are so 

many references to the friends of the poet that 

sometimes this long poem reminds us of an obituary. In 

those years of his life MacNeice started showing signs 

of tiredness and lack of inspiration. He became a heavy 

drinker both at pubs and at home. Even his marriage 

broke up in 1960. Only his last three poetic 

collections - Visl tat Ions (1957), Sol stlces <1961) and 

The Burning Perch (1963) made some efforts to revive 

his poetic genius. Especially in The Burning Perch, he 

shows an excessive energy and return of his 

imaginat i on. 

In August 1963 MacNeice had been with engineers from 

the BBC in caves in Ingleton in order to record the 

sound effects for his last play Persons from Porlock^'^. 

He got soaked, then he caught a chill which he 

initially neglected and turned into pneumonia. 

MacNeice was admitted at St. Leonard's Hospital where 

he died with his sister at his side on September the 

3'"'=*, 1963^®. The funeral was at St John's Wood and his 

ashes were taken to Ireland, to be buried in his 

mother's grave in a church yard at Carrowdore^^. 

His death was a great shock to his friends. Before his 

death MacNeice had named E.R.Dodds as his literary 

executor and this task proved to be heavy. In 1964 

Astrology was published, a book which shows MacNeice's 
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interest in superstition and the supernatural, In 1965 

his unfinished autobiography The Strings are False and 

his Clark Lectures at Cambridge, Varieties of Parable. 

were published. Another play that MacNeice had written 

in 1958 under the title One for the Dead was published 

in 1968 with a new title: One for the Grave : a modern 

morality pl^v. It is an "Everyman play" with many 

autobiographical elements*^. The Mad Islands and the 

Administrator and Persons from Porlock and other Radio 

plays were published in 1964 and 1969, respectively. 

c. Characterization of Louis MacNeice 

MacNeice was a clear example of a complex personality 

composed of contradictory elements, From those who were 

close to him and knew him well we can conclude that 

while basically he was shy, after he came to know a 

person and they drank together, his friendship quickly 

ripened. He was very sociable, given to friendship and 

trusting of those whom he regarded as friends**''. 

J. Press admires MacNeice as one endowed with that 

mental clearness and "emotional vitality" which enables 

a poet to make successful poetry out of the daily 

pleasures of life; he classifies him, in this respect, 

with Shakespeare, B.Johnson, Byron, Tennyson and 

Browning who wrote important poetry out of the 

happiness of small events*^. E.R.Dodds agrees with 

J.Press' views, namely, that in spite of melancholy, 

MacNeice's company was however a source of continuous 

enchantment for his friends. Also he has good memories 

from MacNeice's days in Birmingham; when MacNeice first 

came there, he was an intellectual snob influenced by 

the aestheticism of his times, despising all but his 
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circle of intimate friends at Oxford. In Birmingham 

MacNeice gradually became more human and came nearer 

to his fellowmen. MacNeice had not the arrogant manner 

of some poets. Dodds considers him as one of the best 

poets of his times*^. 

Robert Medley, the designer, who had cooperated with 

MacNeice for the Group Theatre's productions remembers 

him as "a dandy and difficult to pin down. His slightly 

slanting beautiful dark eyes, shaded by long black 

lashes, were always quizzically alert; watchful of the 

world, he kept much of himself secret. He was 

humourous, witty and convivial; but something in his 

manner suggested always an underlying sadness, a 

predisposition to melancholy". And R.Medley points out 

to MacNeice's deep Irishness and his innate feeling of 

the liberation of the soul**. 

Louis MacNeice was an Ulster Protestant, who felt 

sympathy with the claims of Southern Ireland*®. Since 

he was educated in England and lived there, his 

attitude was different from that of the natives of 

Ulster although he himself may be said never to have 

left the Ulster of his childhood. Although we can trace 

in MacNeice's work religious themes and questions, he 

never declared himself to be a Christian. MacNeice 

participated in many social and political activities, 

but he was never excessive, prefering the moderation of 

the ordinary man*®. He liked to participate in the 

celebrations and the entertainments of the intellectual 

upper middle class and also to ridicule the established 

order of society*^. 

But above all MacNeice was an urban observer*®; his 

poetry was that of the everyday life. This may be the 

reason why his work is generally accepted never to be 
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boring and to keep the interest vivid; on the other 

hand he was accused of showing no particular depth*^. 

What MacNeice seemed mostly to be interested in was the 

conception of an original poetic theme and its 

transformation into rhythmic and beautiful language. 

MacNeice has been criticized for remaining relatively 

static in artistic technique. Through the years his 

poetry does not show significant development; but it 

may also be said that his progress is so assured and 

gradual so that for the reader it is difficult to 

distinguish and see its differences from time to 

time®*^. Memories from his childhood remain very vivid 

to MacNeice. His language is contemporary and close to 

the best standards of fluid and informal speech. 

MacNeice's style of writing reveals that he does not 

concentrate on one topic. He generally thinks of 

society, religion, philosophy; he struggles with and on 

behalf of life and tries not to escape the real 

problems®^, 

MacNeice and the 'Thirties' 

Every decade has its own problems and achievements but 

it seems that the 1930's were amongst the most 

turbulent years of the twentieth century. The years 

between 1929-1934 were marked by the collapse of 

prosperity in the modern world and a mistrust of 

capitalism whose breakdown and inability to provide 

solutions led to a crisis not only of economic but also 

of intellectual values. 

Britain was badly affected by the New York crash of the 

stockmarket in 1929. As the unemployment increased day 
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after day, the Labour government resigned and a 

National Front of Conservative and Liberals was formed 

under Ramsay MacDonald in 1931®^. At the same period 

the massive invasion of cinema, radio and mass-

circulation newspapers increasingly provided the means 

for the people to become aware of the worsening 

situation®®. And due to the inability of the civilized 

world to cope with the desperate situation, new 

extremist movements like Fascism and Nazism were 

gaining ground rapidly. 

This crisis of confidence and misery affected the young 

people and the intelligentsia alike. The thirties 

marked the involvement of young writers and poets in 

politics, which was mostly those of the left®-*. "The 

1930's were the Red decade, because only the Left 

seemed to offer any solution"®®. These young 

intellectuals, being active and conscious about the 

changes of their times, were fascinated by Communism 

because they believed that this system could provide a 

way out of the crisis of capitalism. Although one 

cannot maintain that these people were active 

communists, nevertheless they sympathised with 

Communism after the threatening rise of Fascism and 

Nazism. 

The most acknowledged literary movement of the decade 

is that of the poets of the thirties which is 

considered leftist even though it was mostly concerned 

with war poetry through a political context. This group 

included W. H.Auden, C.D.Lewis, S.Spender and 

L.MacNeice. However, it is mostly an arbitrary 

grouping, as there is no record of these poets having 

ever met together to form a movement or publish any 

manifesto®^. It was mostly people who thought of them 

as a group because of some common characteristics. 
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One of the characteristics that all these poets had in 

common was their background; all of them had been 

educated in public schools which helped them form a 

certain attitude towards life®^. The ideals of these 

schools tended to be "rather barbarous, reactionary and 

utopistic", thing which led these people, after their 

graduation, to seek freedom from the authorities®®. 

These young poets showed two main attitudes towards 

art; the one was that of an escape - from daily life -

and the other that of parable art which teaches people 

love instead of hate®®. Also, all four poets as fellow-

undergraduates in Oxford were expected to deal in their 

poetry with their "public-school-classical-Platonic-

Romantic English Literature education but all of them 

deviated from that"®°. This generation had also 

questioned the Christian faith. Another characteristic 

of the decade which impinged upon these people was the 

acceptance of homosexuality as a personal idiosyncracy 

to the point that it was overused and became a password 

into the publishing world®'' . 

In the recent years there is the feeling that the work 

of Louis MacNeice had been overlooked in his times. He 

had protested against the decline of society, but Auden 

was always leading the way. Even though J.Symons states 

that heterosexual poets were not ignored in favour of 

the homosexuals®^, taking into account the general 

attitude of the thirties, we may think of this factor, 

too, as a reason for MacNeice's failure to take the 

place he deserved in the poetry of his times. Besides, 

he was wrongly put under the shadow of Auden because 

since there was no official "group of the thirties", he 

had been developed independently. His first close 

contact with Auden was in 1936 with LbIters from 

Iceland. Until then he simply sympathized with some of 

the political convictions and originalities of his 
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fellow poets®^. This conviction is shared by the 

Sa t urdav Re vie w. namely, that MacNeice even though was 

never active in any political movement nevertheless he 

responded to it positively®-*. But J. Press and 

E.R.Dodds, who was also his friend, have different 

opinion about this. They both believe that MacNeice 

detested participation into politics, he was hostile to 

Communism because he did not trust "lofty-idealism" and 

would never like to submit his conscience to any "-ism" 

whether it concerned politics or religion. In his 

poetry he is dealing with social and political problems 

but because he was an escapist he liked to be able to 

make his own decisions. We may note that his only 

ordinary pastime was playing rugby. He believed that "a 

poet's duty to his society was neither greater nor less 

than the ordinary citizen's"®®, a view which itself 

indicates how deeply imprinted he was by the idea of 

the classical tradition in which he was so thoroughly 

trained. 
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CHAPTER I. CLASSICAL INFLUENCES IN THE POETRY OF LOUIS 

MACNEICE 
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a. Introduction 

Throughout English Literature we can find classical 

influence in both writers and poets. The Graeco-Roman 

element is pervasive particularly in the poets of 

"higher-style" such as Milton, Pope, Shelley, Keats, 

Tennyson, Browning and Swiburne, who accept the 

classical Greek Tradition as an ideal which they try 

faithfully to realize in their work"". 

We shall try to place Louis MacNeice alongside these 

poets as far as the classical ideals in his work are 

concerned, The majority of scholars who have studied 

MacNeice's work have disregarded the effect that the 

poet's classical education had on his poetry. It is 

through this perspective that we are going to consider 

his work in this chapter, even if in certain of his 

poems MacNeice consciously tries to pay less attention 

to classicism. But according to Aristotle, MacNeice's 

favourite philosopher, a drama or a poem has form from 

the moment it has unity; the poem consists of written 

or spoken words which the poet has to choose and 

arrange in order to present the TTpa^iq, the real 

object. Every poem is entirely individual, it expresses 

a beauty of its own and the poet's job is to create 

this "artefact"^. 

The classical themes that occupy MacNeice's poems are 

drawn mostly from mythology and philosophy, 

particularly that of Plato and Aristotle, even though 

earlier philosophers like Pythagoras, Heraclitus and 

Parmenides create an impact on his work. 

Here we shall examine the development of MacNeice as a 

classical poet and humanist and we shall see how he was 

able to cope with contemporary problems in his poems by 

using references from the classical world, Our 
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procedure will in the main follow the periods of the 

development of his work in the order that they appear 

in his Collected Poem^ with the exception of the B1ind 

Fireworks which belong to a separate edition*. 

b. Junvenllla. 1925-1929 

While MacNeice was still in Oxford, he started writing 

his first poems. At this early stage of his poetical 

development, he draws his themes from his immediate 

environment or from personal childhood memories which 

seem to have a deep influence on his thought. He has 

not yet started investigating human nature 

independently. These poems are characterized by long 

couplets as the Trains in the Distance. Evening-

Indoors. River in Spate. The tone of the poems of this 

period is a lyrical one. This lyricism is evident in 

the description of noises, as in the Trains in the 

Distance: 

Then distantly the noise declined like a descending graph. 
Sliding downhill gently to the bottom of the distance. 

This is a representative poem in which MacNeice is 

involved in the texture of family life and childhood 

fears. The quietness and calmness of the setting brings 

in our mind the pastoral setting of bucolic poetry: 

Gentle murmurs nosing through a summer quietude. 

The closing of the poem 

Till all was broken by that menace from the sea, 
The steel-bosomed siren calling bitterly, 

is characteristic of the fear that the young poet had 

for the sea, which exercised a similar influence in 

ancient times as well. This fear for water is extended 
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into the Rlvsr in Spate where the rush of the water 

falling symbolizes a catharsis of corpses, coffins 

surrounded by every kind of noises made by horses and 

their claws, the cataracts, the laughter of the 

undertaker. 

One of MacNeice's prime concerns was the passing of 

time. And this makes its early appearance in Candles', 

I have no clock, yet I can hear 
The minutes pass while I sit here 
Tired but free from tedium 
And mark the waning cylinder. 

The definition and passage of time was something that 

occupied the mind of many poets and writers dated back 

to the Greek and Latin ones. 

Happy Fa mi lies apparently is a poem dealing with a 

child haunted by family, feeling locked and being in a 

cul-de-sac. This is a reminiscence of a prisoner man, 

in the dark cave of Plato, longing for freedom which 

will eventually bring real knowledge. 

MacNeices's lyrical and at the same time philosophical 

abilities appear in Spring Sunshine where he wonders if 

it is better to give in to sleep than 

To colonise any more the already populous 
Tree of knowledge, to portion and reportion 
Bits of broken knowledge brittle and dead. 

Knowledge was what the first philosophers were asking 

for and this question continues to occupy the mind of 

modern man, too. This tortured questioning, MacNeice 

believes, had better stop. Man can find other things, 

even better than sleep, to deal with. The lyrical mood 

of MacNeice which is inspired by sun, is not something 

new in poetry. Ancient lyrical poetry was inspired by 

the strong effects of sun: 

Let me in the calm of the all-humouring sun 
Also indulge my humour 
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And bury myself beyond creaks and cawings 
In a below world, a bottom world of amber. 

This "below world" sounds like a desire to try Hades 

and its fruits. The disappointment from livng in the 

present world takes the expression of the desire to 

escape into the other, the unknown world. 

MacNeice, like ancient lyrical poets®, has written an 

invocation to sleep in the form of Cradl e Song f or 

Miriam. The interest in sleep, the passage of time and 

the flames in the fireplace symbolize time which 

destroys the beauty of the ladies: 

And flames like faded ladies always unheeded simper 
And all is troubledness. 

It is due to Lethe, the river of forgetfulness, that 

The clock's fingers wind, wind the wool of Lethe, 
(Sleep, sleep, Miriam) 
It glides across the floor drawn by hidden fingers. 

c. Blind Fireworks. 1929 

When MacNeice was arranging his poems for his first 

Collected Poems 1929-194-8. he stated in his preface 

that the Juvenilia are twelve poems from his edition of 

Blind Fireworks in 1929®. Here we shall consider some 

of these poems which do not appear in the edition of 

the Collected Poems because they provide the clues to 

MacNeice's development as a poet and a classical 

humanist. 

The theme of these poems varies, they give the 

impression of scattered themes, without any particular 

purpose. There is a variety of images and subjects as 

those of childhood experiences, search for identity and 
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there are the first signs of social criticism and 

eschatological doom. 

This volume was dedicated to Giovanna, his first wife. 

As the poet explains in the preface of the edition, 

although these poems have their roots in "an esoteric 

Mythology", there are certain inconsistencies in their 

contents. For example Pythagoras for him is not a 

historical person but a man of science who bears a 

resemblance and close relationship to Thor, the time-

God^. As for the title of the collection, this is 

inspired from the fireworks that the Chinese made after 

the invention of the gunpowder. Because this invention 

was made just to make fireworks, analogously, MacNeice 

identifies his poems with them because "they are 

artificial and yet random; because they go quickly 

through their antics against an important background 

and fall and go out quickly"®. 

The emphasis that MaNeice had given on sleep in his 

first poems continues once more in the Inaugural Rant 

and the Child's Terror. In the second poem remembrances 

from childhood and figures such as time and death are 

expressed. 

MacNeice's favourite theme of death and doom appears in 

at least four poems in this collection: In Sai 1 or' s 

Funeral. the coffin of the sailor is held at the bottom 

of the sea "his bright life dead and gone". This bears 

a similarity to the boat which transferred the dead to 

the underworld. The themes of Corpse Carousal. A Nigh t 

and Sunse t are macabre. In Falling Asleep. t/?e child's 

mind is full of emptiness which resembles death. 

When still being at childhood, the poet had started the 

search for identity: "Where is yourself, my child?" 

asked him the nurse in Child's Unhappiness. And as he 
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grew older, he searched for his identity in the 

existence of classical divinity: 

Reveal Apollo in sleep as fair 
As when Daphne half enjoyed despair. 

The myth of Daphne, who was pursued by Apollo and 

changed into a laurel tree in order to avoid him®, had 

fascinated the poet's childish mind. But he is aware of 

a real despair which ends in a cul-de-sac. The only 

thing he has learned from classical deities is "a stark 

stranded wreck" which is "the bones of dead divinity". 

It seems that MacNeice found an equivalent of the 

despair that Daphne felt at the moment of her capture 

by Apollo, to that which he felt in his childhood when 

everything led him to further questioning without any 

further answer. It might have led him to an early loss 

of faith. 

The childish imagination of the poet made him find 

refuge in the world of myths; it sounds like an escape 

from the real world which started early enough due to 

the inability to comprehend the world of the elderly. 

The quest for identity is continued in FNOBI ZEAYTON. 

"Narcissus in the lake ..." tries to get to know 

himself. But this is a deception. We cannot know 

ourselves through our own self. Reflections of the self 

are worthless, what we need is the help of the others 

to this achievement; 

His own self only like a tenuous chain 
Holding events together desperately 
Grapples the Proteus of reality. 

In the search for identity, Narcissus left the 

motionless reflection of his self and encountered 

Proteus. From Homer (Od. iv. 363-570), we learn that 

Proteus, son of Poseidon, possessed the gift of 

prophecy but was unwilling to dispose of his 

predictions. Under the compulsion of facts, he assumed 
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a variety of shapes including fire, water and wild 

beasts. Those, who wanted Proteus to tell them the 

future, had to catch him. To those who managed this, 

Proteus told the truth and then returned into the sea. 

Here we have another attempt to discover reality. The 

poet, lost into this quest, makes an attempt to 

identify himself with Narcissus who asked for the help 

of Proteus - only that MacNeice does not state whose 

help he is about to ask for. Now childhood has passed 

and maturity arrives. This arrival is described in an 

eloquent way: 

The flowery hours departed, on the left 
The Three Old women have up level; Waves 
White beat and billowy black, rush black and white 
With gleaming teeth, and couple where they cleft 
To rend that beauty if they cannot end it. 

But being unable to make a decision, Narcissus 

continued to look at his reflexion into the sea. 

However the waves tended to destroy it. The only thing 

left after this was 

a simulacra trailing in the void 
And a faint echo sifted through the caves. 

The search for identity is fruitless. Nothing has been 

done through the years. This poem reveals MacNeice's 

personal problems; in these early years of his 

development as a poet, he was still questioning 

himself, he was lost into his own knowledge and was 

making efforts to establish his identity both as a 

personality and as a poet. But, like Narcissus, he had 

not yet managed to break through his self-centredness. 

The interrogation proceeds with the enquiry about time: 

can time eliminate the rusting Greeks and the Romans 

who are goose-stepping? This is the main question in A 

Classical Education. Obviously, the poet is doubtful 

about the value of classical education; he thinks of it 
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as having nothing more to offer after the passing of 

many years. 

... And yet one might suppose 
On a windy night their teeth were chattering 
In frivolous phalaecians or stern hexameters. 

These thoughts emerge in a windy night when one can 

hear the frivolous phalaecians. The phalaecian verse 

was well known from its frequent use in the Roman 

poets^°. The attitude of MacNeice in this poem, namely, 

his attack on classical education could be seen as a 

reaction against his studies of that time in Oxford. 

Probably he was so tired of his exhausting course in 

Classics that "on a windy night" he had a crisis about 

the use of all the knowledge that he was accumulating. 

But all these thoughts are perhaps influenced by this 

special night and if he pays attention he will meet 

A poet like a pale candle guttering 
On a worn window-sill in the wind. 

Louis MacNeice often expresses a desire for gardening 

and this appears in different forms into his poetry. In 

Gardener Melancholy. he mourns because "King perhaps 

has stol'n away my Ganymede". Ganymede was son of Tros 

(Hom. JX. 5.265; 20. 231-235). Because of his beauty he 

was abducted by gods to live among them as Zeus' cup-

bearer. There are other witnesses saying that, Zeus 

himself in the form of an eagle abducted Ganymede 

(Virg. Aen. 5.255; Ov. Met, 10.155ff.). 

My Ganymede 
Is lost to me, rapt by the hawk-face king 
And I, the gardener, am left sorrowing 
Too sad to sow my packets, of spring seed. 
I will steal away the fountains pearls 
And bribe the winds to bring back Ganymede. 

MacNeice sounds pessimistic. His Ganymede may be his 

poetical inspiration; he may feel betrayed by it and 

looks for the one who is responsible. Being 
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unsuccessful In his investigation, he identifies this 

with mythology, when people attributed to gods whatever 

they could not solve. 

The above anxiety of the poet, that is, the loss of 

his ideal and of the beauty of his inspiration appears 

in another poem of the collection, the Neurotics. Both 

these poems imply the dying culture: 

Fire! Fire in Troy! ... Where did it start? 

Like a chorus of ancient tragedy, the poet asks where 

the evil originated; and he immediately gives the 

answer, that it started by the open door that Helen 

left and then it continued with Orestes' well-known 

actions. But now, who and what, is responsible for the 

decay of culture? Attis who was much-loved by Cybele 

and died unable to respond to her passion''^? Attis may 

be taken as a parallel to the modern times 

intellectuals who are short of inspiration in order to 

respond to the requirements of poetry or writing. Or it 

may be MacNeice who still finds himself unable to serve 

art in the way it should be served. Then Cybele, who 

was responsible for people's welfare as the Great 

Mother, "shakes the cymbal" which is her s y m b o l a n d 

asks if there is any escape "from the weltering 

closet". The poet is anxious to escape this morbid 

culture like "The desperate Saint Aeneas" who "has 

taken the Way Difficult". Aeneas is called "Saint" 

because MacNeice should have in his mind Ovid (Met. 

14.581ff.) who writes that Aeneas was purified in the 

river Numicius and was taken up to heaven with the 

title of Indiges. A mere obvious allusion is to the 

epic adjective "pious" which Virgil frequently attaches 

to Aeneas' name in the Aeneld. 

Lions gape 
Under the flail and drum of the Magna Mater 
The narrow pilgrimage beaten flat hereafter 
By questioning Galahads and shadow-lovers 
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After a star in the west. But we are left 
Pinned by a falling rafter, Burning away, 
We have no virgin to call to. Guilty Dido 
Shows livid for a moment. 

In Virgil's Aeneid (Books I-IV), Dido of Carthagen fell 

in passionate love with Aeneas and they had a love-

affair. But Mercury ordered Aeneas to leave Africa; as 

soon as Dido discovered his intentions, she ordered a 

pyre to be raised and then she leapt on it, after she 

had killed herself with a sword which Aeneas had given 

to her. 

Turn again Aeneas; 
Look, Anne, through the chinks of flame if you can; 
Turn again to Troy, to Carthage, to the Inferno. 

In the Aenei d. we can follow all the adventures of 

Aeneas, from the moment he left Troy to the 

establishment in Latium. The poet appeals to Aeneas to 

come back to his country, or to Carthage where Dido had 

loved him, or to the Inferno — for Troy has decayed and 

resembles a real Inferno. If he does so, he will not 

lose his traditions, he will not forget his language 

and culture. Unfortunately this loss was inevitable 

because Hera, who was adverse to Aeneas' plan from the 

beginning, persuaded Zeus to decree that if the Trojans 

were established in Latium they should forget their 

language and customs and adapt themselves to Italian 

ways. Hera was adverse to Aeneas' plan so that when he 

was on his way to Italy she sent a great storm to wreck 

the fleet, but Neptune saved them. In Cumae Aeneas 

consulted the Sibyl and they went down to Hades, where 

Aeneas met among the other dead, Dido, who did not 

speak to him at all'^. 

This poem, as we have already mentioned, is about a 

dying culture but also about the poet's personal 

crisis. The tragic figure of Dido who has sacrificed 

not only her reputation but also her own life after 
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many desperate attempts to win her lover is contrasted 

with Aeneas' commitment to his duty towards gods. To 

the much asked question, why had Dido to follow this 

tragic end without any hope of salvation, R.D.Williams 

has given an explanation which echoes the answer to 

many questions in MacNeice's days: "Dido is a victim of 

the foundation of Rome - She is the outsider who does 

not belong in the great cosmic scheme, and she loses 

her life so that Rome may prosper"^'*. In the turbulent 

days of 1929 following the financial collapse, many 

intellectuals were wondering how such a disaster 

originated. MacNeice as a classically trained person 

used parallel events of the past as a guide to his 

enquiry about not only current affairs but also about 

the exploration of his own self. 

MacNeice has done a clever pun with the name of Anne 

here: she may be Anna, sister of Dido of Carthage, who 

helped her when Dido resolved upon commmiting suicide. 

After many years, Anna, being in Laventum, met Aeneas 

and had a friendship with him; but his wife, Lavinia, 

was Jealous of this and Anna threw herself into the 

river Numicius. According to Varro, it was Anna, not 

Dido, who killed herself because of love for Aeneas^®. 

But at the end of the poem MacNeice addresses "sister 

Anne" as a person of modern times, a friend of his'®. 

There is also a possibility that the first "Anne" 

refers to the ancient one and the second "sister Anne" 

to the living friend of the poet Anne Graham. The 

expression "sister Anne" also inevitably conveys a 

reminiscence of the heroine on the B1uebeard story. At 

any rate, the main theme of this poem is that Aeneas 

managed to escape his burning city of Troy, while the 

poet and sister Anne are left into the present to be 

burnt together with the dying culture. 
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In this collection we find some poems about Pythagoras 

or Thor, dealing with time and death. Th 1 s To urn a wen t 

is a Thor poem, and in A Lame Idyll where the effects 

of human arrogance are shown, Pythagoras is told that 

his own time is approaching. "These poems might have 

been classified on the basis of the strength of their 

echoes of ancient legend and learnlng"^^. 

Stranded Tritons on their back blare on factory horns 
And cold, old gods whistle most forlorn. 

Triton was a minor sea-god, son of Poseidon, and is 

said to have directed the Argonauts back to the sea 

when they were stranded in lake Tritonis, in Libya. In 

Pausanias, Triton is referred to in plural'®. 

Pythagoras sits, his eyes half shut-
Then man came and caught at Its feathers 
He and the fire strode arm in arm together. 
Pythagoras shivers as he looks at her. 
For he hears the voice of the dumb commissionaire; 
'Your time is finished and the seal is set, 
Gather up ..." 

Pythagoras believed that the soul, decayed from 

divinity, was condemned into a circle of reincarnations 

in order to gain purity. 

Bear wan Adonis and Proserpine 
Your bout is finished and your well-padded hopes 
The seven spheres sink, you are knocked through the ropes. 
The universe fades in the upper distance; 
It is no more, though it was once. 

Proserpine, the Roman name for Persephone, and Adonis 

were both considered to be the spirits of dying and 

reviving vegetation. One of the versions of Adonis' 

story presents him to have been much loved by 

Persephone; but as Aphrodite contested for him, too, it 

was decided by Zeus to spend half of his time with each 

of the goddesses. But Adonis was killed by a boar. His 

"bout" and Persephone's "well-padded hopes" did not 

last long. So now Time has approached; Pythagoras must 
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join Adonis and Proserpine. Aristotle (Cael. 293a. 

18ff.) attributes to Pythagoras an astronomical system, 

presupposing a central fire, around which circle the 

celestial bodies, including earth, sun and countei— 

earth. The older belief of "the harmony of the spheres" 

was accommodated into this system. However here we have 

the eschatological doom: the seven spheres disappear; 

time, space and matter have no more existence. 

The thoughts of A Lame Idyll, namely, that Pythagoras 

is unable to continue influencing the world, are 

repeated in the Twilight of the Gods: 

The snowflakes of Nirvana drop about my being 

In the family of the Thor poems belongs, as well, the 

Coal and Fire. On the surface it is about the 

Industrial Revolution with the discovery of coal. But 

mainly it is parallel to a future revolution where no 

ancient value will remain: 

And now I have my panther waiting silently, 
For Prometheus Purphoros, 

The coal is called "panther" by MacNeice; and the 

Industrial Revolution is identified with Prometheus who 

brought the change in men's lives against the will of 

god. Here no golden mean is going to be found. 

Classical powers cannot resist any more. Gradually they 

disappear. This pessimistic attitude is a recurrent 

theme in MacNeice's poetry. 

In Adam's Legacy. there is a mixture of Classical and 

Christian ideals. Adam 

... at least has come to meet our fruit-fed need-
This barbarous rough-hewn Anadyomene? 

Aphrodite takes Eve's role by participating in Adam's 

sin. This juxtaposition of Classical and Christian 

ideals is very strange and mostly shows the confusion 

during the formation of MacNeice's poetical mind. We 
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could even think of MacNeice as trying to make social 

criticism through biblical archetypes while at the same 

time he inserts his own personal experience. 

Adam in his sleep turned and saw the wall of the cave 
Where shadows writhed from the mimicking hands without-
The shadows on the wall creep when all sleep or fall asleep, 
And the deep sleeping corpses turn over in the grave, 
But the shadows creep and crawl over all the cavern wall. 
And one can hear the pendulum go to and fro till cock crow. 

While this poem reminds us of the tenth book of Plato's 

Republ 1 c. at the same time we are deceived by the 

insertion of Adam in it. We can receive this poem as a 

representative example of the wrestle and the confusion 

between Christian and Classical ideals in MacNeice's 

mind, who was at the same time the son of a rector and 

the outcome of Classical education. The shadows in 

Plato's cave creep into the poet's mind, when he places 

his Adam to inhabit Plato's cave. There is one clue: 

Did Christianity use classical elements in the 

formulation of Its beliefs? 

In this poetical collection MacNeice has tried to 

control the arbitrary events of the world - as human 

mind conceives them - and has dealt with too many 

themes which a young poet has not experienced at 

length. So, he thought that "the only way to cope with 

them was to detach oneself chronicle decay and give it 

mythic proportions"'^' 

d. Poems. 1931-1935 

These poems cover a wide range of interests. A great 

variety of things and concepts occupy the poet's mind 

such as social and philosophical problems, death, 

childhood memories, search for identity, which give the 
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impression of being the product of a child's experience 

from his acquaintance with reality. The same sources 

were used in MacNeice's previous poems as well, but now 

he adds the eschatological warning, the encounter with 

communist dialectic and the references to social and 

political criticism. 

Memories from childhood and references to Ireland are 

obvious in Sunday Morning', this is a representative 

poem of MacNeice's clarity and strength of images 

expressing at the same time his love for the daily life 

of Ireland. In Turf-Stacks MacNeice makes a pun on 

words: 

Among these turf-stacks graze no iron horses 
Such as stalk, such as champ in town and the soul of crowds. 
Here is no mass-production of neat thoughts. 

Apparently he does not like hypocrisy in this world, he 

detests deceiving like the ancient Greeks in Troy who 

used a "stalking horse" to conquer the city. He much 

prefers a straight-forward way of communication. 

The poet is conscious of the changes which take place 

on earth, and urges the man in To a Communist to be 

moderate in acting as well as in dreaming in this 

world. MacNeice was convinced by Heraclitus' doctrine 

of flux that everything changes. The eschatological 

threat is present here: the earth may become fair in 

one night by a sudden snowfall; but the communist 

before cheering up that the solution to all problems 

has been found, will have to bear in mind that the snow 

lasts for a while and the best he has to do is to 

"consult the barometer". Turf—Stacks and To a Communist 

were written during the difficult period of Spender's 

conversion into Communism, Auden's differentiation from 

it, and C.D.Lewis' sympathy with socialism^*'. But 

because MacNeice was always adverse to taking 

somebody's side, due to the potential risks of 
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betrayal, he remained distant from all these political 

tensions and preferred dealing mostly with social and 

metaphysical problems. MacNeice as a genuine classical 

humanist abstains from the dangerous political 

tendencies of his time and prefers the seclusion and 

safety of his art, in this case, his poetry; with an 

Olympian and remote mind he can discern the traps of 

politics. His classical education has helped him 

overcome the obstacles and have an explicit Judgement. 

Train to Dublin conveys some of MacNeice's metaphysical 

notions. It is full of wooden idol passengers who are 

governed by God. As Edna Longley comments, " Train to 

Dublin explores perhaps the fundamental metaphysical 

paradox that troubles the conscience of MacNeice's 

poetry: how can pattern be achieved without stasis, 

without falsely systematizing, without doing 

violence"^'. The poet knows that these idols will not 

last long, after a short time they will disappear 

without causing any problems while on the other hand 

they will make their holder richer in experience. The 

egocentric attitude of Blind Fireworks gives way to a 

more social attitude in the Poems, 1931-1935 in which 

MacNeice deals with choices between political parties 

and the individual himself. War is always a threat even 

in a peaceful time. The tendency of the poet to 

escapism makes its appearance in this period: the poet 

wishes to escape war conditions and be lost "on the far 

side of the Fair" in The Individualist Speaks. 

Now MacNeice's poetical inspiration begins to acquire a 

concrete shape. Escapism makes a timid appearance using 

as a disguise the classical world especially the 

mythological one. The poet had much been influenced by 

Perseus' myth, as we can see in Perseus: 

Borrowed wings on his ankles. 
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starts the poem. According to the myth, when Polydectes 

had sent Perseus to bring the head of the Gorgon 

Medusa, the nymphs helped Perseus by bringing him three 

aids; one of them was a pair of winged shoes^^. 

Carrying a stone death 

Everybody who looked straight at Gorgon Medusa's head 

would be petrified. In this way Perseus killed many 

people: 

The hero entered the hall 
All in the hall looked up, 
Their breath frozen on them 
And there was no more shuffle or clatter in the hall at all. 

There is a sense of terror in this verse, a solipsism, 

which threatens the poet and his environment: the 

threat of stone death. "And you are left alive no 

better than dead", as it happened in the legend. 

Or look in the looking-glass in the end room-
You will find it full of eyes. 
The ancient smiles of men cut out with scissors and kept in 
mirrors. 

These smiles are reminiscent of the formal smile to be 

seen at the faces of archaic Greek statues and the poet 

assimilates these with the frozen smiles of those whom 

Medusa's head has turned to stone. 

Another sense of fear is when the poet sees his own 

reflection in the mirror; this horrifies him because it 

looks like all those ancient men: 

Ever to meet me comes, in sun or dull. 
The gay hero swinging the Gorgon's head 
And I am left with the dull drumming of the sun, suspended and 
dead. 

The hero who swings the Gorgon's head is the main 

figure of the poem; he dominates the poet's mind. 

Eventually he is left alone in this world and so 
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one feels the earth going round and round the globe of the 
blackening mantle, a mad moth. 

Perhaps after death the poet will find the reality 

which he seeks and he will avoid the solipsism of the 

self which leads to complete destruction. As W. 

MacKinnon comments, "the solipsism of the reflection 

leads to ni-hilism because of the awareness of 

separation from this real in the divided reflection"^^ 

and Perseus with Medusa's head represents this idea. 

According to the legend the principles which Perseus 

pursued were justice and reality, and all his actions 

were directed towards this aim: the beheading of Medusa 

happened in order to save his mother from Polydectes' 

hands, the blinding of the Graiae in order to show him 

the way to Medusa^"*. As for the use of mirrors in the 

poem the explanation has been given by MacNeice himself 

in Modern Poetry where he concludes that "a mirror is a 

symbol of nihilism via solipsism"^®. 

Circe alongside with Perseus are the chief 

representative poems of MacNeice's classical interests 

in this collection^®. They prove that the poet was 

prone to life after death and to mystical elements. 

Something of glass about her, of dead water. 
Chills and holds us. 

The desire to escape into an unreal world has to be 

rejected, though it is pervasive in Circe. Logic keeps 

the poet from escapism and helps him understand his 

obligation and the requirements of life. He must stay 

on earth. 

Narcissus' error 
Enfolds and kills us 
Dazed with gazing on that unfertile beauty 
Which is our own heart's thought. 

There was an ancient magical danger of seeing one's own 

image in the mirror^^. That exactly was Narcissus' 
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error who disobeyed Tiresias' warning concerning his 

Life; "He will live long, if he never knows himself". 

Narcissus died from the excessive passion of love he 

had for himself. Is Narcissus' error a reason for man's 

mortality? Man's desire to know himself, his enquiry to 

know his own nature and reflection, leads him to early 

destruction. The "unfertile beauty" of ourselves, when 

we keep it for us only, is "our heart's thought". A 

return to MacNeice's solipsism is evident here: he 

would like to flee away from this world, to live by 

himself. 

Fled away to the beasts one cannot stop thinking. 

However the sense of duty would chase the poet if he 

tried to escape; he is conscious of this and tries to 

resist it. The essential thing is that even when the 

struggle for survival leads nowhere, man should not 

desert effort, he can draw his weapons from life 

itself. If he wants to enter into the kingdom of 

poetry, he has to surpass egotism, which is the 

opposite of poetry, according to Shelley^®. He can 

achieve this if he loses himself in something which he 

admires and believes, which he imitates and longs for 

becoming one with. 

One cannot stop thinking; Timon kept on finding gold. 

Possibly MacNeice had in his mind Timon, the skeptical 

philosopher, follower of Pyrrho <320-230 B.C.). After 

being poor in his youth, he earned money as a dancer^^. 

Or he was thinking of Timon of Athens, the misanthrope. 

This case here is parallel to that of a modern man: as 

Timon could not stop from finding gold, in the same 

way, man cannot stop thinking and meditating. 

Narcissism is superfluous in this poem. The title could 

well be Narcissus instead of Circe. 

In parrot-ridden forest or barren coast 
A more importunate voice than bird or wave 
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Escutcheoned on the air with ice letters 
Seeks and, of course, finds us 
(Of course, being our echo). 

To come back to Narcissus' legend, the Nymph Echo, who 

had fallen in love with him, was punished by Hera to be 

unable of speaking; she could only repeat the last 

syllable of any word she heard. Her voice reminds us of 

a forest full of parrots; or we can listen to her in a 

barren coast. But this voice is our own echo which 

follows us, we are unable to escape from her. Neither 

Narcissus managed to get rid of her; he was punished by 

death for neglecting her love®*^. His punishment came 

because of his self-attachment. Everybody has to fulfil 

his duty in this world, otherwise he will be lost for 

ever. We have to leave our deeds for remembrance 

behind, to offer something to this unfortunate earth. 

Be brave my ego, look into your glass 
And realize that that nevei—to-be touched 
Vision is your mistress, 

the poem ends. At last, the poet has reached a 

conclusion, a realization: he has to conform himself, 

to be brave in this life; his vision "never—to—be 

touched" will be his Muse which will give him 

inspiration. His position is in this world, until 

natural end comes, but his desire for escapism will be 

the leader in his life. Finally, the main theme of this 

poem is created by the search for identity. 

From MacNeice's autobiography, The Strings are Falser^'', 

we know that he preferred Aristotle to Plato. Plato was 

concerned with the problem of flux which was founded by 

Heraclitus and tried to solve it with his theory of 

"Everything is moving" declared Heraclitus. But 

MacNeice is not quite sure about this and reacts; 

The tide comes in and goes out again, I do not want 
To be always stressing either its flux or its permanence 
I do not want to be a tragic or philosophic chorus 
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But to keep my eye only on the nearer future 
And after that let the sea flow over us, 

we are said in Wolves. A possible explanation for this 

attitude is the boredom of the poet about different 

theories and his desire to be free. The care for the 

future is his only concern and he neglects philosophy 

or tragedy. In some point there comes a recognition 

that without firm bases, the future will be unstable, 

unknown, without predicament. However a light exists: 

if all people gather together, they will be able to 

resist the "wolves of water who howl along our coast". 

Unity, " ojjLdwoioc" , saves and encourages: 

And be it assumed 
That no one hears them among the talk and laughter. 

The best thing is to ignore the enemies, but this 

attitude does not offer protection from any danger. The 

poet's effort to present a certain conclusion is 

inadequate here; he tries to give an aspect of the 

world but at the same time he mixes it with the 

opposite one. It sounds as an attack on the general 

attitude of the thirties. There is a vivid 

contradiction of the self. MacNeice's originality in 

this poem lies mostly in the way in which he presents 

his ideas, even when these are unacceptable. "His 

greatest vitality lies in the poetic clothing"^^. 

A contempt to middle-class and ancient values appears 

in Birmingham, There is a domination of the poet's 

irony which does not accept classicism: 

In these homes men as in a dream pursue the Platonic Forms. 

These lines remind us of the Platonic cave in which 

people are deceived of what they see as real. Their 

calmness is due to their Ignorance, during their whole 

life they thought as real only what they could see 

without making any further effort for investigation. 
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This past attitude is convicted in the poem and the 

outcoming consideration shows that man's actions have 

to coincide with those of modern times. It also 

suggests the exploitation of capitalism over the 

working class people; MacNeice finds capitalism 

responsible for the rejection of spiritual things and 

the preference of materialistic ones, instead. 

We shall finish this section with Snow which happens to 

be the last but most discussed poem of the collection. 

The Snow continues the transcendental and metaphysical 

conceptions of MacNeice's poetry. The absolute 

metaphysical distinction between the concrete 

particular and the abstract universal^-* is expressed in 

the concluding lines: 

There is more than glass between the snow and the huge roses. 

The meaning of "between" is ambiguous; does this 

"between" unite or separate "the snow and the roses"? 

Once more MacNeice's metaphysics sounds complex. 

In Poems. 1931-1935 MacNeice repeats Blind Fireworks' 

form and style. He is still striving to achieve his own 

stance in poetry but is still lost among childhood 

memories, individual questions and metaphysical 

concepts. There is a pervasive feeling of frustration 

and egocentric illusions which remind us of Oscar 

Wilde's characters. From time to time he uses themes 

from classical life and world in order to find an 

explanation to his own quest. This attitude of MacNeice 

was in line with the general spirit of 1930's which 

"had seen a rash of books, witness to financial 

pressure and a compulsion towards self-definition"^®. 

e. Poems. 1933-1937 
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The inevitability and the non-escapism of B1 ind 

Fi reworks continue in the long Poems of 1933-1937 as 

well. Only that here MacNeice has changed his style. He 

has abandoned the short verse and has used dialogue 

verse which has an intense dramatic sense. 

The first four poems, called Eel og-ues. are reminiscent 

of Virgil's Eel agues, a group of ten poems. These were 

pastoral poems in the form of Theocritus' Idvl 1 s. The 

characteristic elements of these poems are the presence 

of the countryside as the centre of beauty and economic 

activity. 

The persons who talk, contest and sing are shepherds 

living in a pastoral surrounding and talking about 

their suffering, passions and loves, in a quiet mood. 

The reason which confirms the view that MacNeice used 

Virgil's Eel agues mostly instead of Theocritus' Idyl 1s 

as a starting point for his inspiration, is that Virgil 

had made two innovations to Theocritus' poetry: the one 

was "to distance the rural settings into an imaginary 

dream-land and the other was to introduce into this 

idyllic never-never land contemporary political or 

social institutions and sometimes real p e o p l e A n d 

we are going to show in the discussion how MacNeice has 

adapted these innovations into his own poetry. 

Furthermore MacNeice's Eelogues have a dialectical 

style and their resemblance to those of Virgil is that 

there is discussion without necessarily having to make 

a decision on the topic. 

An Eelogue for Christmas is a pastoral poem in a 

dialogue form which takes place between a city-dweller 

and a country farmer; therefore the theme is drawn from 

the differences between urban and country life and 

there is a pervasive sense of decline, escapism and 
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hopeless truth. As MacNeice writes in his 

autobiography, 

During Christmas of 1933 Marriette performed her usual rites -the 
rustle of coloured paper- and I sat down deliberately and wrote a 
long poem called Eel ague f or Chri s tmas. I wrote it with a kind of 
cold-blooded passion and when it was done it surprised me. Was I 
really as concerned as all that with the Decline of the West? Did I 
really feel so desperate? Apparently I did. Part of me must have 
been feeling like that for y e a r s . 

MacNeice's attitude which falls in line with Virgil's 

innovation, that is, to introduce into the idyllic 

setting political institutions and to distance himself 

from the rural setting, makes its appearance at the 

very start of An Eclogue for Christmas-. 

A. I meet you in evil time. 
B. The evil bells 

Put out of our heads, I think, the thought of everything else. 

The decline of the 1930's culture both from a social 

and political point of view has already started with 

the sound of these evil bells. This approaching ending 

has been caused by 

The excess sugar of a diabetic culture 
Rotting the nerve of life and literature. 

There Is also a striking similarity between these lines 

and Eliot's Waste Land, As Eliot's poems heralded the 

dying culture of 1920's so An Eclogue for Christmas 

offers a transition to the troubled decade of 1930's. 

The dying culture and the need for purification is 

expressed in 

Therefore when we bring out the old tinsel and frills 
To announce that Christ is born among the barbarous hills 
I turn to you whom a morose routine 
Saves from the mad vertigo of being what has been. 

The announcement of the birth of Christ Is analogous to 

Virgil's prophecy about a Messiah in his Eelogue IV In 

which he expects the birth of a child to set up a 
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Golden Age. This vision written in 40 B.C. is thought 

to be a prophetic one^^. 

But in this poem there is not much hope of avoiding 

fatalism. The anxious question that both A and B ask 

all the time starting with "What will happen ..." gives 

a clear view of the inescapabi1ity of the situation: 

B. What will happen to us when the State takes down the manor 
wall, 
When there is no more private shooting or fishing, when the 
trees are all cut down 
When faces are all dials and cannot smile or frown -

There does not seem to exist any great possibility for 

change. So at the end both speakers decide to follow 

ways of lives already established: 

B. Let all these so ephemeral things 
Be somehow permanent like the swallow's tangent wings: 
Goodbye to you, this day remember is Christmas, this morn 
They say, interpret it your own way, Christ is born. 

MacNeice shows an Epicurean mood, by taking refuge in 

living for his self. His occupation with the subjects 

of Heraclitean flux and that of permanence is evident 

in this poem. Although he admits that things are bound 

to change, on the other hand he would wish to be "a 

permanent, divine order"^^ and the "fullblooded 

humanity of soul and flesh"^^. 

The triviality of life and " the importance of words 

against inevitable endings"-*', is a common theme 

between An EcIo^ub for Christmas and thB following 

Eclogue bv a Five-barred Gate. 

The second eclogue, like the first one, is written in a 

pastoral form and the heroes are Charon and the two 

shepherds. This eclogue is the most classical one. 

Written in 1934, expresses the poet's concern about the 

position of art into the disturbed political context of 

his times. It bears a great similarity to Virgil's 

Eelogue I where "What happens in your farm - whether 
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you have a farm - depends on external forces"*^ and 

particularly political ones. 

In MacNeice* s eclogue, Death asked the two shepherds to 

narrate to him their dreams and if he Judged them good, 

he would open his gate for them and their flock in 

order to feed it. 

Death; I must have your credentials, sing me who you are. 
1. I am a shepherd of the Theocritean breed. 

Been pasturing my songs, man and boy, this thirty year, 

says the first shepherd, and Charon asks: 

Have you ever heard of Death?, 

and the shepherds' answer is: 

1: Only off and on 
Thanatos in Greek, the accent proparoxytone -

2; That's not what he means, he means the thing behind the world. 

MacNeice's difference here is that he uses allegory. 

That's why the second shepherd is deceived by Charon's 

appearance when he is talking about his dream. When 

Death talks to the shepherds he refers to poetry's 

functional and aesthetic use: 

Death: Poetry you think is only the surface vanity 
The painted nails, the hips narrowed by fashion. 

And poetry is not only the bridging of two-banked rivers. 

MacNeice's concern about poetry's role today is 

evident. Charon, in order to fulfil the purpose of the 

song gives to both shepherds a chance to use the words: 

D. Look, I will set you a prize like any of your favourites, 
Like any Tityrus or tired Damon; 
Sing me, each in turn, what dream you had last night. 

Tityrus, a central figure in Virgil's Eelogue J. was 

son of Earth seen by Odysseus in Hades (Horn. Od. 

11.576—581); Damon's pastoral Muse appears in Virgil's 

Eel ogue VIII. 
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Thanatos, a personification of Death, was son of Night 

and brother of Sleep, while in mythology he had the 

appearance of an angel: 

Angels ascending and descending with a shine like mackerel. 

In the closing of the eclogue, the two shepherds die; 

it was their destiny from the setting of the dialogue. 

Here, we have simply the composition of a pastoral poem 

for the sake of words. 

Death's last words in the eclogue express the 

shepherd's predestined fate: 

So; they are gone; life in my land . . . 
There is no life as there is no land. 
They are gone and I am alone 
With a gate the facade of a mirage. 

As Virgil had used in his Eel ague I the talk between 

shepherds in order to convict and point out to the 

political misconduct of his age-*^, so it seems that 

MacNeice has created this eclogue in order to attack 

the political abuses of his own times. With the above 

mentioned lines, spoken by Death, at the end of this 

long poem, MacNeice may suggest that Death represents 

the political Ideologies rising In the thirties, Nazism 

and Fascism, which deceive people with words and false 

promises whereas in reality they lead them to death and 

destruction. 

In 1937 MacNeice published together with Auden the 

Letters from Iceland^'*, It contained their memories and 

impressions from a visit there. He also composed an 

Eclogue from Iceland which is Included in the Col 1ected 

Poems. In the poem, Craven-Auden, Ryan-MacNeice, the 

Ghost of Grettir and the Voices from Europe attempt to 

pass the message that, the numerous fighters of modern 

times who win the battles do not eventually achieve 

happiness. Ryan wants to escape into an Intellectual 

past but soon the Voice from Europe - his conscience, 
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brings him back into the present time where he has to 

struggle in order to live; 

There was Mackenna 
Spent twenty years translating Greek philosophy 
111 and tormented, unwilling to break contract, 
A brilliant talker who left 
The salon for the solo flight of Mind. 

Stephen MacKenna was a famous Irish translator of 

Plotinus. EcloguB from Iceland is the most political of 

all MacNeice's eclogues. Although it starts with a 

purely pastoral setting, it moves on to political and 

humanistic matters: 

R. This is the place, Craven, the end of our way; 
Hobble the horses, we have had a long day. 

C. The night is closing like a fist 
And the long glacier lost in mist. 

Both, Ryan and Craven sound like the shepherds in 

Theocritus' Idyl 1s. But the threatening atmosphere of 

Hitler's rule and the coming of war is evident: 

C. Things are bad. There is no room 
To move at ease, to stretch or breed-

Grettir and the Voice from Europe represent the two 

contrasting voices of good and evil respectively. While 

the Voice from Europe does not care about anything, it 

is the voice of moral indifference, -Grettir's voice, 

who is a hero of the Icelandic sagas- that expresses 

his deep concern for the doom to come. It seems that 

Ryan and Craven strive with their conscience between 

individualism and humanism, but as the eclogue closes 

with Grettir's advice we can think of them as having 

already made their choice: 

G. Hatred of hatred, assertion of human values, 
Which is now your only duty 

C. Is it our only duty? 
G. Yes, my friends 

What did you say? The night falls now and I 
Must beat the dales to chase my remembered acts. 
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Yes, my friends, it is your only duty. 
And, it may be added, it is your only chance. 

The return to the nowadays culture is indispensable, 

everyone has to try and live his individual destiny. 

This eclogue presents MacNeice's main concern, being a 

classically trained person of the 1930's; On the one 

hand there is the influence of the classical tradition 

and on the other there is the spirit of classical 

Hellenism which does not agree with classical 

tradition'*®. Also MacNeice compares the power of Zeus, 

when he appeared to Danae in the form of a golden rain, 

with the god-power that the rise of the film cinema had 

in the thirties: 

C. The pause before the film again 
Burst in a shower of golden rain. 

But MacNeice's attitude towards a doomed Europe may be 

judged as stoical enough because even though it seems 

disappointing there is still something remaining to be 

done and avert the defeat*^. 

Browning's style of the emotional dramatic monologues 

appears in Eclogue between the Motherless, Again 

memories from childhood reveal the development of the 

poet in writing and diction. There is a mixture of real 

events and imagination. Even though from the title we 

know that the two speakers are motherless, actually the 

eclogue is about their lack of love which prevails in 

their adult personal lives. We learn that love was 

always absent from their life. Mr Moore believes the 

two speakers, A and B, represent the two different 

aspects of MacNeice's persona which is "the mother-

fixated man, doomed always to search for a wife who 

will be a mother-substitute"*^. 

Themes from childhood and Ireland are expressed in 

Valedic tlon. The pastoral setting of Ireland intervenes 

with the poet's anxiety about the religious conflicts, 
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that between Catholic and Protestant-^®. In Ode, 

meditation helps the poet arrange thoughts in his mind. 

The basic dilemma is how to find the golden means in 

order not to deceive emotion and experience. 

The Letter to Graham and Anna originally titled Let ter 

to Graham and Anne Shepard^^ is an investigation of the 

poet's nature; 

Aristotle's pedantic phraseology 
Serves better than common sense or hand-to-mouth psychology 

Tt)V (puCTiv -'found its nature' 

Daily life is a continuous effort to find our nature 

into nature itself. Also the themes of escape without 

success exist in the poem: 

Escape by staying where you are; 
A man is what he thinks he is and can 
Find happiness within, 

is what Medici manuscripts tell. They also write about 

ideal pastoral places. In the poem there is a tone of 

subtle irony and humorous mood: 

So I came here to the land the Romans missed. 

And at the end of the poem this mood continues: 

I can see the joke myself; however the case is 
Not to be altered, but please remember us 
So high up here in this vertiginous 
Crow's-nest of the earth. Perhaps you'll let us know 
If anything happens in the world below? 

The last poem of the present collection, The Hebrides. 

refers to MacNeice's experience from his visit to these 

islands. Written in 1937, it contains a full account of 

his fears and premonitions about future. Although the 

poem is an account of MacNeice's impressions and 

thoughts about the islands, there are hints about the 

doom to come: 

On those islands 
Where no rain runs on rails and the tyrant time 
Has no clock-towers to signal people to doom 
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With semaphore ultimatums tick by tick, 
There is still peace though not for me and not 
Perhaps for long - still peace on the bevel hills 
For those who still can live as their fathers lived 
On those islands. 

According to MacNeice there is hope for a few people 

who can stick to tradition and live isolated from the 

outer world. 

Eschatological doom is more vividly present in this 

collection of poems than any previous one. The poet's 

development is rapid at this time in both, poetic 

diction - being more adapted into twentieth century 

speech - and in political criticism which is influenced 

by the prevailing socialist and communist thoughts of 

those times. As E.E.Smith writes, "the classification 

of everything into a blind Platonic pattern is strongly 

repelled. MacNeice follows the road of enquiry, that of 

taken something for granted"^^. Finally MacNeice tries 

to show the contrast and the analogy between the 

eschatological doom - as he experiences it - and that 

which took place in the classical world. In 

particularly he seems to be Influenced by Virgil who 

was writing at the same turbulent and ambiguous times 

of the Roman empire as MacNeice did of his own times. 

f. Poems. 1936-1938 

With the poems of 1936-1938 MacNeice's poetry starts 

showing signs of maturity. He is now even more aware of 

society and its problems and directs himself towards 

the formation of his own philosophical system. His 

concentration upon his "self" which had attracted 

unfavourable criticisms remains strong; it intervenes 

in a large scale in his poems of 1936-1938 in a way 
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that obstructs the communication with his public. These 

poems come from three different publications; Out of 

the Picture. a verse drama published in 1937®^, The 

Earth Compels, a volume of verse published in 1938 and 

I Crossed the Minch, a book of verse and prose 

published at the same year, too. The poems in The Earth 

Compels express MacNeice's reaction to the political 

events that took place between 1936 and 1938. The dark 

clouds of war and misery have already made their 

appearance with the outburst of the Spanish Civil War. 

Especially, Out of the Picture contains a number of 

poems "which for a reader in the seventies, who was not 

alive in the thirties, evoke most clearly what he 

imagines that period to have been like"®^. 

A great deal of the poems from The Earth Compels are 

related to the childhood of the poet. Carrickfergus is 

a purely autobiographical poem with accounts of his 

origin, the house, the objects, the people and his 

school years. Similarly, in Now that the Shapes of Mist 

MacNeice uses the childhood's environment in order to 

talk about his loneliness. The same mood is found in 

Hidden Ice in which the everyday workers in spite of 

their hard work do not manage to achieve something 

better in their life: 

There are few songs for domesticity 
For routine work, money-making or scholarship 
Though these are apt for eulogy or for tragedy. 

The feeling of being lonely into a decaying world 

becomes more intense in Postscript to Iceland: for W. H. 

Auden. The political events of 1936, the Spanish civil 

war, the formation of the British Union of Fascists 

under O.Mosley and the rising depression, created a 

pessimistic attitude to MacNeice because of the 

inability of western world to react effectively against 

the approaching dangers: 
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Down in Europe Sevile fell, 
Nations germinating hell, 
The Olympic games were run-
Spots upon the Aryan sun. 

Although a good classical education can provide people 

with a deep insight and courage, now it does not prove 

to be a great help to them, especially to MacNeice who 

feels plunged into loneliness: 

Rows of books around me stand. 
Fence me round on either hand; 
Through that forest of dead words 
I would hunt the living birds-

Great black birds that fly alone 
Slowly through a land of stone, 
And the gulls who weave a free 
Quilt of rhythm on the sea. 

There may be a reference here to the birds which are 

equal to thoughts in the aviary of the mind, an image 

from Plato's Thsastetus. These stanzas bring sounds of 

a pastoral setting. The pastoral lyrical mood of 

MacNeice is blended with the contemporary events about 

which he can do nothing at all. 

The next set of poems come from Out of ths Picture: 

MacNeice tried to imitate Auden's style in this play. 

This imitation is not only a common belief among the 

critics of his work, but MacNeice himself writes in his 

autobiography; 

I continued dreaming about bombs and the fascists, was worried over 
women, was mortifying my aesthetic sense by trying to write as 
Wystan did, without bothering too much with finesse (witness Out of 
the Picture), was bothering not to bother®^. 

The prophetic ability of MacNeice is evident in The 

Oracle: from its title the poem reminds us of the 

ancient oracles and as we can conclude from the 

description, of the most renowned of all, the oracle of 

Delphi; 

The Oracle 
High between the cliffs, 
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The tripod over 
The mephitic cleft, 
Or the sybil's cave 
Where the winds blow 
The dead leaf answers 
To and fro: 
Where shall we find truth in an oracle? 

The above question which is also repeated in the second 

stanza of the poem, underlines the feeling of ambiguity 

and insecurity that the oracles created. Their sayings 

were deceptive and adapted to what served the 

situation. The message seems to be that in modern times 

it is not advisable to give faith and devote ideals to 

ancient constitutions. Men must look for truth by 

themselves, they have to fight for a solution and not 

rely upon confused and unreliable sayings. 

Riding- in Cars expresses the same pessimism about lost 

values; it is no point now to look for classical values 

in order to get out of this situation: 

Riding in cars 
On tilting roads 
We have left behind 
Our household gods, 
We have left behind 
The cautious clause 
The laws of the over-
rational mind. 

The industrial revolution has deprived men from the old 

spiritual values. Time has brought a real change in our 

society. "Pindar is dead ... Pindar is dead and that's 

no matter" is continuously repeated in the second and 

last lines of all four stanzas in Pindar is Dead. The 

poem brings about the senses of doom and extinction. 

Pindar had written many hymns, poems and odes to 

victories, obtained at the four greatest Greek 

festivals - Olympic, Isthmian, Pythian and Nemean. But 

now, after his death, there is nothing left. 

New potatoes and green peas for Easter, 
Wreaths of moss and primrose for the churches 
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But no wreaths for runners, whether of olive or laurel-
Pindar is dead and that's no matter. 

Everything died together with Pindar; the same has 

happened now, where because of the war destruction came 

over. In spite of his lyricism MacNeice sounds 

prophetic. He does not attack classical values, but to 

his disappointment, he realizes that people do not care 

about them. In a contrary way, if they did care there 

would still be a sign for salvation. But it does not 

make any difference to them, "Pindar is dead", the past 

is past. They drive themselves, half consciously and 

half unconsciously towards their conquest by Fascism 

and Hitler. 

The mourning and the anticipation for the coming of 

destruction continue in Les Nelges d'An tan. A chorus, 

reminiscent of an ancient tragedy, demands: 

Fire in Troy, fire in Babylon, fire in Nineveh, fire in London, 
FIRE FIRE FIRE FIRE ... 

It sounds as if MacNeice was anticipating the air raids 

in London. The much asked question "What's become of 

..." sounds as a self-criticism and a continuous 

wondering of the doom to come. The way MacNeice has 

treated the theme of the poem is ambiguous; at times it 

sounds as if he is talking about an ancient 

civilisation, but then we realise that he means the 

contemporary one. This presentation contains a mixture 

of the doom to come which has striken regardless of 

time: 

What's become of all the glory and the grandeur of the gold-men 
and gunmen, 
What's become of the oracles in beards and whiskers, beauty in 
bustles? 
What's become of them? What's becoming of us? 

This full of anguish question dominates the lyricism of 

the poem: 
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When the golden cycle is over, the wise men said, 
Fire will consume the lot, the game resume. 

D.B.Moore has commented that "this poem might well be 

used to illustrate the way in which the prophet's mind, 

sensitive to the 'winds of change' becomes prophetic 

and sees more surely than does the mind of the 

politician the shape of things to come"®'*. This happens 

because MacNeice as an intellectual with the deep 

critical knowledge of the past and also of the messages 

we derive from it, is able to perceive future changes. 

The Sunlight on the Gardsn is a vain symbolical attempt 

to grasp a disciplined freedom. The poem is about a new 

love affair that the poet had at the time but also this 

love is not free to flourish because of the shadow of 

the coming war: 

The earth compels, 
We are dying, Egypt, dying 
And not expecting pardon 
Hardened in heart anew. 
But glad to have sat under 
Thunder and rain with you. 
And grateful too 
For sunlight on the garden. 

The personal feelings are dangerously threatened by the 

war. Emotions do not easily survive in such situations, 

even Antony's and Cleopatra's love affair was destroyed 

by it. 

A catharsis is Introduced in June Thunder. The black 

sky, before the thunder, is brightened by a shine "like 

the sword of the mad archangel". The world of "our 

overdated fancies our old sentimentality and 

whimsicality" has to be cleansed: 

Now there comes the catharsis, the cleansing downpour 
Breaking the blossoms of our overdated fancies 
Our old sentimentality and whimsicality 
Loves of the morning. 
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After the powerful destruction, which will cleanse them 

of the heritage of the past, they will perhaps be free 

to pursue their own love which is going to emerge pure 

from the sweeping downpour. MacNelce poses the 

question: "What will remain after the end of the rain, 

after the decline of our civilization?" Perhaps only 

love: 

If only now you would come I should be happy 
Now if now only. 

Both these last poems, The Sunlight on the Garden and 

June Thunder. are dominated by MacNeice's love for 

Nancy Sharp. 

The love for the same woman continues with Lea vlng 

Barra. where the poet asks for knowledge; 

If only I could wake in the morning 
And find I had learned the solution 
Wake with the knack of knowledge 
Who as yet have only an inkling. 

But the only knowledge MacNeice can achieve at the 

moment is only an inkling, he is content with his life 

for he has this woman who is 

... alive beyond question 
Like the dazzle on the sea, my darling. 

Bagpipe Music sounds a humorous poem dealing with 

contemporary political events and people and satirising 

them. But beneath the surface it expresses the fear of 

the Munich crisis, it has "a nihilistic cruelty in its 

pointless violence" and "it moves from event to event 

with an electrified speed"®®. In the poet's mind 

Bagpipe Music expresses the ultimate despair. 

MacNeice's tone, though light, reveals his despair 

about the rising unemployment. And in order to conceal 

his pessimism and his tendency for escapism, MacNeice 

has adapted this satirical tone. But "the safety valve 

of humour as is expressed here is a sort of 
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nihilism"®'®. Future is portrayed dark and uncertain; 

since it is difficult to give much faith MacNeice 

conveys all his intellectual powers in a mocking poem. 

It's no go the Yogi-Man, it's no go Blavatsky, 
All we want is a bank balance and a bit of skirt in a taxi. 

And the despair of the times is evident in the last 

stanza: 

It's no go my honey love, it's no go my poppet; 
Work your hands from day to day, the winds will blow the profit. 
The glass is falling hour by hour, the glass will fall for ever, 
But if you break the bloody glass you won't hold up the weather. 

Everything, all the balance of the world, is so 

fragile, so we must be extremely careful not to break 

the glass which holds the balance. 

Bagpips Music prepares the ground for MacNeice's great 

masterpiece. Autumn Journal. The poems of the years 

1936-1938 have worked out the atmosphere of tension in 

social and political situations. Especially the 

internal conflicts, like unemployment and the rising of 

Fascism, have influenced the mood of the poet. The 

power of Hitler and the Spanish civil war are bad omens 

for what is going to come. He also feels a sense of 

conflict: in times like these, he cannot entirely 

reject the idea that he should be taking some practical 

step to remedy the threatening situation. The only 

bright light is the love affair that MacNeice is 

experiencing in those years, but he feels committed to 

his art especially during these crucial times. The 

stream of the events is ultimately so forceful that it 

drags him away into the whirlwind of late thirties and 

inspires the production of his Autumn Journal. 

g. Autumn Journal. 1938 
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Autumn Journal, written between August 1938 and January 

1939, concerns events which took place within this 

period of time and worked on MacNeice's poetic 

sensitivities. It is a long poem consisting of twenty-

four cantos and since it was written -as the poet 

himself has confessed- he did not change anything. 

MacNeice also admits that Autumn Journal does not 

represent any definite philosophical system and that it 

is not impartial. "This poem is something halfway 

between the lyric and the didactic poem"®'^. It 

expresses what he felt at the moment of writing it and 

after this, he did not eliminate any inconsistencies or 

overstatements. This poem from its nature is not final, 

it does not propose any solution, but simply enquires a 

dilemma on which the poet himself cannot give an 

answer: "What can my kind of man do, in this kind of 

world, at this kind of moment? Probably Nothing"®®. If 

we consider Autumn Journal from this point of view, we 

can recall Eliot's Waste Land', both men were writing at 

the most difficult years, They tried to resolve their 

personal disappointment by producing long poems. 

MacNeice's Autumn Journal, written in the late thirties 

represents the poet's observant eye and his humanistic 

nature. Seen from this angle it is a much more personal 

expression than Eliot's Waste Land, 

The poet addresses to the average man in England, who 

is the bourgeois, prone to social changes in a mild way 

and not at all a radical. The poet visualizes a better 

future and prepares himself to cross the Rubicon of 

decision. He has not yet decided about the time, but it 

may be tomorrow. Later on things will turn better but 

not now. The tone of Autumn Journal is pessimistic 

enough, but in the depths there remains hope: that hope 

resides in the persistence of the poet's concentration 

on social and economic changes and also his attack on 
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the conventional and traditional system of education, 

like the one he has received, which has no connection 

with modern life and deprives children of the necessary 

resources to face the difficulties of life. Through 

Autumn Journal MacNeice has addressed a message to the 

intellectuals and the humanists of his times that their 

duty is to fight for a better political system which 

will respect the individual's interests and values. In 

the thirties, the interests and values of the 

individual had been disregarded. In the domestic scene, 

the government was hit by hunger marches and the rising 

of unemployment whereas in the international scene 

there was the hysteria of Hitler and his alliance with 

the Fascists on the one hand, and the promises of 

Communism on the other. The loss of the Spanish civil 

war and the betrayal of Munich came to fulfil the 

scene. 

From the opening canto, we realize that there is a 

pervasive feeling for endings: end of a season, of a 

certain way of life, of a marriage. Although he had 

loved his wife passionately, this love is now over; 

I loved her between the lines and against the clock, 
Not until death 
But till life did us part ... 
I loved her with peacock's eyes and the wares of Carthage. 

There is a parallelism here with Aeneas who had loved 

Dido, the queen of Carthage, but because of his duty to 

the gods he had to leave her; MacNeice, although he is 

the one who has been deserted by his wife, will 

continue with his life. He is deeply conscious that 

life goes on and by applying his classical values he 

has to pursue his own target and take advantage of 

time. All the old ways are going; they have to be 

replaced by something new. The senses of movement and 

flux dominate the poet's feelings. 
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The poet moves from Hampshire to London with the end of 

summer 1938: 

Close and slow, summer is ending in Hampshire. 

MacNeice Is very conscious of the role of classes; the 

social hierarchy Is well into his mind: 

And the growth of vulgarity , cars that pass the gate-lodge 
And crowds undressing on the beach 
And the hiking cockney lovers with thoughts directed 
Neither to God nor Nation but each to each. 

However he did not consider vulgarity to be a 

prlvlledge only for the monied. He thought that anyone 

who could afford a better life, was entitled to some 

vulgarity. What is most, the definition of something as 

vulgar changes from time to time. In Aristotle's time, 

as MacNeice says, "it has been thought vulgar to have a 

loud voice, to talk a lot about oneself, to make risky 

Jokes and to monopolise the conversation"®^. But 

MacNeice refutes them all, especially in the late 

thirties when due to the world situation the only 

pleasure left to the individual is an "easier and 

comfortable" life: 

My dog, a symbol of the abandoned order, 

lies next to him as they travel towards London. The 

first canto introduces us to the subject matter of the 

whole poem - that the poet deliberately leaves the 

calmness of the countryside and goes to London, 

Where a warm wind blows the bodies of men together 
And blows apart their complexes and cares. 

Gods who stand for the perfect beings are absent from 

the night in London which reminds us of a spider's web, 

whereas people who stand for the imperfect beings are 

still there (II): 

And the gods are absent and the men are still -
Noll me tangere, my soul is forfeit. 
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Metaphysical problems occupy the poet's thought: 

I wonder now whether anything is worth 
The eyelid opening and the mind recalling 
And I think of Persephone gone down to dark, 
No more a virgin, gone the garish meadow 
But why must she come back, why must the snowdrop mark 
That life goes on for ever? 

The poetic meditation of MacNeice is at its crisis. In 

the light of events he doubts the continuity of life 

which is against his up-to-now beliefs of flux and 

change. MacNeice believes mythological legends were 

wisely composed but he wonders why had Persephone to 

live half of her life on earth and half in the 

underworld®*^. He would rather that she did not come 

back; he cannot explain why life has not to come to an 

end. He is so tired of the restlessness of the events 

succeeding one another that he should like to be lost 

into the solipsism of the self. Due to the difficulties 

of keeping on with life he is tempted to try 

forgetfulness, whereas on the other hand, his 

consciousness holds him steadily on remaining with the 

other humans and "become a match for Being". Into this 

confusion, MacNeice tends to get rid of classical 

scholarship which influences him so much in his 

actions: 

Good-bye the Platonic sieve of the Carnal Man 
But good-bye also Plato's philosophising; 
I have a better plan 
To hit the target straight without circumlocution. 
If you can equate Being in its purest form 
With denial of all appearance. 
Then let me disappear - the scent grows warm 
For pure Not-Being, Nirvana. 

These lines are almost a cynic rejection of Plato. 

Plato in an age of apparent barbarism and decay is a 

persisting challenge and causes irritation to the poet. 

From the beginning MacNeice was against Plato's views; 

the philosophy of the Platonic sieve did not appeal to 
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him at all. He would rather face things straight, as 

they really are and not looking only at their 

reflection. The poet prefers a state of Nirvana, of 

not-being because it seems purest than real life; 

MacNeice believes that the purest form of being is non-

existence. However, he soon recovers from his refusal 

and understands that his place is in this world, he has 

not the right, being an intellectual man with a 

thorough knowledge of the past, to leave it helpless: 

Who am I -or I- to demand oblivion? 
I must go out to-morrow as the others do 
And build the falling castle; 

The poet has true faith to the power and will of human 

mind. Man, the everday man, is the only capable of 

averting the dangerous situation which has remained 

intact not because of the support of any political 

movement but thanks "to the human animal's endless 

courage". 

It is difficult to go on living when one philosophises 

(III). A change, which seems more feasible to take 

place tomorrow is necessary. But the change must become 

in such a way as not to interfere with freedom which 

has to be preserved. MacNeice believes that the 

aristocratic state in Ancient Athens was the best kind 

of governing because in order 

To preserve the values dear to the elite 
The elite must remain a few. It is so hard to imagine 
A world where the many would have their chance without 
A fall in the standard of intellectual living. 

These lines sound like an attack against the advances 

of Communism in the late thirties. When unrestrained 

freedom is left to the many, there are bound to happen 

atrocities like those which at the end led to the 

destruction of the city-state in Ancient Greece and 

Roman Empire. MacNeice holds that only the 

intellectuals are able to preserve not only the idea of 
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freedom, but freedom itself into a well-organised 

society. MacNeice tends to agree with Aristotle who was 

neither an aristocrat nor a democrat but advocated that 

the rule of the middle class, which in modern society 

is represented by the intellectuals, is the most firm 

basis for the welfare of a state. 

A desire for dancing overtakes the poet after he has 

overcome this sense of unworthiness; the retreat has 

not been achieved, he has to try together with other 

men "and in the end - with time and luck - to dance". 

The fourth canto is about a wonderful love affair the 

poet had sometime in the past, but it now has become 

painful to him. However he has not regreted his love at 

all®'. MacNeice's mood becomes excessively lyrical when 

he talks about women he had loved in his life. The 

light tone of the fourth canto is a break before the 

storm, that comes with the fifth one. The hysteria and 

the threat of Hitler one day becomes apparent and 

people think: "This must be wrong, it has happened 

before". Men are responsible for the present state of 

affairs, therefore they have to face it alone and not 

pass it to somebody else's shoulders. 

And at this hour of the day it is no good saying 
'Take away this cup'. 

There is no escape; once war has broken up, they have 

to go through it and its consequences. Then, there is a 

shift to Spain (VI>; whereas at the time of his visit 

to Spain, at Easter 1938, MacNeice had behaved mainly 

as a tourist, now, after the succession of events, he 

is able to realise that the war in Spain was between 

Democracy and Fascism and that Spain was the last 

fortress of democracy before the outbreak of war which 

was unfortunately lost: 

And next day took the boat 
For home, forgetting Spain, not realising 
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That Spain would soon denote 
Our grief, our aspirations; 
Not knowing that our blunt 
Ideals would find their whetstone, that our spirit 
Would find its frontier on the Spanish front. 
Its body in a rag-tag army. 

Even the intellectuals had failed to take the stance 

they were bound to, on the matter of Spain. When they 

realised their fault it was already late. Unlike 

Ancient Greece, where a city-state in danger might call 

successfully on allies for help, in modern society 

people did not pay the necessary attention to the 

trouble of their neighbour. Their ideals which found 

their frontier in the Spanish front were not enough. So 

now, the only action they can take is to prepare 

themselves for the war. Then there is a shift from 

Spain (VII); the news is full of conferences and 

Hitler continues his announcements while demonstrations 

follow one another. 

Afterwards, MacNeice goes to Birmingham where eight 

years ago he taught Classics: Virgil, Livy, Homer 

(VIII). Then he was happy, he did not care much about 

complicated things, but now he is wifeless. Meanwhile 

a national crisis approaches. The eighth canto gives 

the full scale of the intellectual's agony about the 

desperate situation; while it starts with the first 

happy days of a married life and a lecturer's career, 

then it changes to reality and the present situation, 

when vain attempts are made for peace: 

The night grows purple, the crisis hangs 
Over the roofs like a Persian army 
And all of Xenophon's parasangs 
Would take us only an inch from danger. 

Hitler's threat to peace and order is compared with 

that of the Persians against Greece. History repeats 

itself. As in antiquity, the city-states and especially 

those of Athens and Sparta did not agree about the 
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foreseeing danger, they did not estimate the gravity of 

the situation and instead put themselves at serious 

risk of being conquered by the Persians, so now modern 

times states do not consider the growing importance of 

Nazist Germany's imperialistic policies. The situation 

has worsened so much that with a tragic irony MacNeice 

comments that "all of Xenophon's parasangs would take 

us only an inch from danger". The parasang was a unit 

of distance measurement. Xenophon had successfully led 

back to Greece his 10,000 men after Cyrus' defeat. He 

and his army had crossed all the way down to the sea, 

but the world today -in spite of its peaceful attempts-

is so much jeopardized that it is not going to go far: 

Arguing for peace 
While the zero hour approaches. 

Neville Chamberlain, the conservative Prime Minister 

who replaced Baldwin in May 1937, made many efforts to 

avert the war in spite of the growing aggression around 

him®^. Many observants had criticised his tactics as 

being that of a businessman, since before his 

involvement in politics he was a "Birmingham 

businessman'"^^. But there were others who 

, , . feel negotiation is not vain-
Save my skin and damn my conscience. 
And negotiation wins, 
If you can call it winning, 
And here we are -just as before- safe in our skins; 
Glory to God for Munich. 

Ironically MacNeice comments about the crisis of Munich 

where Chamberlain thought of Hitler that "here was a 

man who could be relied upon when he had given his 

word"®"*' thus he preferred to remain silent about the 

betrayal of Czechoslovakia: 

And stocks go up and wrecks 
Are salved and politician's reputations 
Go up like Jack-on-the-Beanstalk; only the Czechs 
Go down and without fighting. 
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Fortunately the national crisis has been defused by the 

efforts of Chamberlain (IX), and "now we are back to 

normal". The poet comes back to London to teach Ancient 

Greek, like an impresario "who wore the chiton and 

lived on fish and olives", who talked about philosophy, 

had a great confidence in youth and disregarded the 

coming of age. However all the ancient ideals are gone 

- Pindar who had composed and sung so many hymns, 

Alcibiades who was famous from Athens to Persia and 

Sparta; there are no models in modern times. They are 

all dead. Many of them died during the disastrous 

Peloponnesian War <431-404 B.C.); the majority lost 

their lives either in the plague of Athens (429 B.C.) 

or they were drowned in the Sicilian expedition (415-

413 B.C.). The recognition that civil war brings decay 

comes immediately. The corrosion and destruction of 

ancient civilization started from the war between the 

city states: 

And many more who told their lies too late 
Caught in the eternal factions and reactions 
Of the city-state. 

It seems to him that the Ancient Greek world regardless 

of its faults, had more honesty than modern politics 

and practice. Although the Greeks had created this 

wonderful civilization they allowed themselves to be 

ruined by the same forces and policies as those by 

which European countries allowed Hitler to deceive 

them. The same process that took place in Ancient 

Greece during the Peloponnesian War, that is, the 

intrigues that were deployed and the results that 

emerged, seemed to find an equivalent to the formation 

of the League of Nations or even of the German-Soviet 

Pact in 1939. 

Those who avoided being killed in the war, lost their 

lives through their active engagement in politics. In 
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all the city-states, particularly in Athens, there was 

intense striving and competition for power: 

And free speech shivered in the pikes of Macedonia 
And later on the swords of Rome 
And Athens became a mere univsersity city. 

Free thought gradually stopped to be a characteristic 

of Athens, it fled away from that city: 

And the goddess born from the foam 
Became the kept hetaera, heroine of Menander. 

Menander, with his New Comedy, represents life; his 

plays have always a love-interest. The hetaera -here 

represented by Aphrodite- who leads a married man to 

crisis with his wife is a favourite theme of Menander's 

Comedy®®. On the other hand, philosophy shifted its 

interests and focused on the individual's needs. The 

philosopher narrowed his focus and took care of his own 

soul more than the others; philosophy did not appeal to 

people's souls any more: 

And for a thousand years they went on talking, 
Making such apt remarks, 
A race no longer of heroes but of professors 
And crooked business men and secretaries and clerks 
Who turned out dapper little elegiac verses ... 

This is how MacNeice sees later and modern Athens; 

there is not much left to remind of the ancient spirit. 

But we can also think of MacNeice as describing his 

Immediate environment, that is, how he saw the world 

around him. Since Ancient Greeks and Romans, later on, 

transferred the enlightment of their civilization and 

ideals into modern world, then, modern Europeans are 

"the crooked businessmen" who sprang out of a race "no 

longer of heroes" and they must be people of his 

country even Neville Chamberlain himself, who is now 

dealing and negotiating peace as if it is a business 

deal. This view -that these people are around the poet-

is confirmed because they 
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... turned out dapper little elegiac verse 
On the ironies of fate, the transcience of all 
Affections, carefully shunning an ovei—statement 
But working the dying fall. 

These lines are another allusion to Chamberlain's vain 

attempts for peace, when everything, from history and 

fate to up-to-date events, were proving peace to be an 

inevitable dream. And instead of trying to turn the 

situation to their own benefit he was trying to deceive 

destiny with "dapper little elegiac verses". So, here 

is the past classical age which MacNeice Judges from a 

classical standpoint! The heroic age of Hesiod does not 

exist any more; no other messages have passed. "The 

Glory that was Greece" is now a syllabus for the 

training of the mind and for 

Models of logic and lucidity, dignity, sanity 
The golden mean between opposing ills ... 

There is no continuation of the excellent ancient 

spirit, only some scattered moral principles which have 

survived through the centuries. As for instance the 

golden mean which is the ideal rule dominating a 

moderate life. So, what if there are no living persons 

to practice the glorious spirit of ancient Greece? One 

should be satisfied that through time, continuous 

fights and slavery, the Greek spirit with its moral 

principles is still alive. It is unforgivable to blame 

the glory and wisdom of Greece by quoting that "These 

dead are dead"; people die but deeds last for ever. The 

only explanation for this attitude has been offered by 

MacNeice himself in a recorded reading of canto IX of 

his Journal: "... far from being objective about the 

Ancient Greeks, I see them here in the light of the 

mood induced in me by Munich"®®. The only exceptions to 

this practising logic are "the bloody Bacchanals on the 

Thracian hills". The Bacchanals was another name for 

the maenads who were women dedicated to Dionysus and 
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practised orgiastic rites. Because Greeks considered 

Thrace to be the most barbaric land, it was thought 

that the barbarous episodes during the ritual of 

Dionysus took place mostly there®^. The peak of 

MacNeice's allusion of presenting situations is 

expressed in: 

And when I should remember the paragons of Hellas 
I think instead 
Of the crooks, the adventurers, the opportunists. 
The careless athletes and the fancy boys. 
The hail—splitters, the pedants, the hard-boiled sceptics 
And the Agora and the noise 
Of the demagogues and the quacks; and the women pouring 
Libations over graves 
And the trimmers at Delphi and the dummies at Sparta and lastly 
I think of the slaves. 

"The trimmers at Delphi and the dummies at Sparta" 

could well represent the failed attempt of Munich or 

could be "an ironical way in which pedants distort the 

truth about that savage, vital civilization"®®. As for 

the libations, they bring in mind the Choephoroe of 

Aeschylus and the attempt to appease the Erinyes from 

their avenging mood. 

The poet deliberately thinks of the scape-goats of 

ancient society; he could well think of the bright and 

wise men. He feels consciously compelled to reflect on 

the superstitious women, the priests of the Oracle of 

Delphi, the slaves. But he forgets that the Delphic 

Oracle was the common symbol of unity in the ancient 

world or that the slaves were an integral part in the 

structure of social classes. The ancient world survived 

through the difficulties and transferred its messages 

into the next generations. Perfection is not to be 

found in any society. The two opposing forces of 

civilization and decay are met everywhere and it is 

through them that a balance, "a golden mean" is 

achieved. 
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And how one can imagine oneself among them 
I do not know; 
It was all so unimaginably different 
And all so long ago. 

MacNeice comes back to the present state of events and 

although he recognises the undisputable elements of 

philosophy, literature and art, in other words the 

components and bases of modern civilization, he accepts 

that the ancient world was different from the present; 

however our task is to proceed, using its elements in 

order to differentiate our era from the old one. 

Without firm data and principles this will be 

difficult, if not impossible, to be achieved. So even 

if the great moments of victory and the great 

misconceptions and faults took place "long ago", their 

messages are still valid, especially now. 

MacNeice returns from his recollection of the ancient 

world and thinks of his classical teaching in his work 

(X) : "Demosthenes on the Crown, and Oedipus at 

Colonus". The beginning of the term reminds him of 

other school terms at Marlborough College and at Merton 

in Oxford. School was supposed to be an initiation into 

life but "the initiates were blindfold" which suggests 

that school taught him a certain model of life which he 

was obliged to follow. Now in 1938, although things do 

not "get better and bigger" another term begins again. 

Canto XI is another break from the burning events. 

MacNeice turns now to his own personal matters; the 

memory of the girl of canto IV still tortures the poet 

and his Jealousy emerges, even though he is aware of 

the end of their relationship. 

On October the 25**^, when the weather reminds of the 

Roman one, the poet's mind travels in the Ancient Roman 

World which cried for bread and circuses (XII). The 

continuous effort for averting the war does not seem to 
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work. The criticism is so harsh, people ought to be 

activated, to do something: 

And that then when we go to Rome 
We must do as the Romans do, cry out together 
For bread and circuses; put on your togas now 
For this is Roman weather. 

These lines were written at a time when the French had 

already been alerted in the prospect of war between 

them and the imperialistic Germany, with the last using 

her claims on Czecholsovakia only as a reason for a 

futher expansion in Europe. As for the false hopes 

arising out of the Munich conference on September the 

30**^, 1938, people -like the Romans- have to "cry out 

together" that it does not "mean peace in our time"®®. 

MacNeice seems to object Chamberlain's policy; as for 

his Rome of the poem, it stands for Munich in 1938. And 

instead of suppressing Hitler's wishes, the delegates 

of Britain and France compromised with him: 

Sitting by the fire it is hard to realise 
That the legions wait at the gates and that there is only 
A little time for rest though not by rights for rest, 
Rather for whetting the will, for calculating 
A compromise between necessity and wish. 
Apprenticed late to learn the trade of hating. 

While meditating about the Romans in the morning of 

25th October, with the white fog and mist, MacNeice 

transfers his thought to the differences between Plato 

and Aristotle. Plato's forms dazzle him: 

And reading Plato talking about his Forms 
To damn the artist touting round his mirror, 
I am glad that I have been left the third best bed 
And live in a world of error. 
His world of capital initials, of transcendent 
Ideas is too bleak. 

There are references here first to Plato's view that 

the artistic representation of a bed was three stages 

away from the real Form of Bed and second, to W. 

Shakespeare who bequeathed his "second best bed" to his 
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wife Anne. Platonic idealism was so abstract for the 

poet that he preferred Aristotle: 

Aristotle was better who watched the insects breed, 
The natural world develop, 
Stressing the function, scrapping the Form in Itself, 
Taking the horse from the shelf and letting it gallop. 

MacNeice himself in his autobiography accepts his 

preference to Aristotle rather than Plato. Aristotle's 

concept of ev^pyexa. was used as an antidote to the 

static and self-contained Forms of Plato. Ordinary 

people may compromise with Plato's Form of One, when 

they have no food or shelter; at that time they think 

of Good in order to stop their hunger. But as soon as 

they fulfil these needs, then, they need something more 

than the static world of Plato. In that case people's 

needs are fulfilled by Aristotle who is " the champion 

of the Other Eleven". By contrast to Plato, what 

MacNeice tries to say at the end is that he would 

rather find the function and reaction (evtpyexoc and 

by himself^^. 

Aristotle's way of linking the Form and the function 

seemed to the poet to be superior to that of Plato. The 

emphasis that Aristotle gave to the natural world 

fascinated MacNeice. The above lines about Aristotle 

may have been contrived by a reference to Pol 1 tl cs 

(II.iii.1262a) where Aristotle attacks Plato's ideal 

community of wives and children. Aristotle's well-known 

motto was ^ pitp-e rxat xî v which expresses 

his doctrine of fine art and shows the relation between 

fine and useful art which at the end are 

interdependent. Aristotle says that nature creates 

something out of her own resources while the artist has 

to use artificial material. But if man had the same 

abilities as nature, the rules of evepY£xot and xtvr)axq 

would be the same and man should take "the base from 

the shelf and letting it gallop". So in each case 
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"there is a necessary order of means and ends that is 

better to be followed"^^. 

Education surpasses many difficulties, "cuts too many 

Gordian-knots" . What an ordinary man likes, even the 

poet himself, is a well-paid Job which will enable him 

to give his full care to the body. He thinks that the 

full due is given only to the mind and the body is 

mistrusted. It is better to have a degree in Human 

Letters which will give you "a cushy Job" than being an 

intellectual snob and looking for superhuman qualities. 

He prefers to have "an authentic mammon than a bogus 

god". MacNeice seems very much down to earth. He sees 

education not only as a mean to satisfy one's 

intellectual needs but also to care for one's bodily 

pleasures. In MacNeice's philosophy are accommodated 

Jointly the intellectual and bodily pleasures, as 

exactly ancient Greeks expressed it: "Hav jj-̂ xpov 

^xpiCTXov" and " Nouq ev uyi E i" . Excess in 

human studies which MacNeice had followed 

May lead to cushy Jobs 
But leave the men who land them spiritually bankrupt 
Intellectual snobs. 
Not but what I am glad to have my comforts 
Better authentic mammon than a bogus god; 
If it were not for Lit.Hum. I might be climbing 
A ladder with a hod. 

MacNeice proves himself to be an ardent pragmatist. For 

if he cannot pay for the rent, the bills and the food, 

his spiritual capacity will be certainly lost. If he 

has to care and occupy his mind with daily survival, he 

will not be able to think of anything else. Whereas now 

that he has used his studies for a "cushy Job" he is 

able to write poety in his free time. The only risk is 

if someone is too much occupied with the "mammon god" 

that at the end he will become spiritually bankrupt. 
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The next canto (XIII) is a detailed account of the 

course that MacNeice had pursued at Oxford. The great 

asset of studying Classics at Oxford is that the 

student is supposed to submit everything to 

interrogation before accepting anything: 

We wrote compositions in Greek which they said was a lesson 
In logic and good for the brain; 

The students during their studies were "bred to the 

purple". They were trained not only in logic but in 

morals. Classics was the main post-Renaissance training 

for the European middle-class. The subjects that they 

were taught, apart from Greek and Latin, were 

Philosophy, Logic and Metaphysics. The Platonic theory 

of Forms was extensively taught in Oxford: 

And it made one confident to think that nothing 
Really was what it seemed under the sun, 
That the actual was not real and the real was not with us 
And all that mattered was the One, 

According to MacNeice a classical scholar from Oxford 

separates himself from the man in the street because of 

different values. He considers other people to be naive 

because then they are ready to accept everything 

without further investigation. Philosophy and universal 

values have no place in a working town. MacNeice's 

humour makes its appearance here too: 

And I got my honours degree 
And I was stamped as a person of intelligence and culture. 

This is a criticism of the intellectual life as 

irrelevant to working society. It may reflect on the 

one hand MacNeice's rejection of Ancient Greek 

hostility to pavotuCTta and on the other it reveals that 

he is not untouched by the assumption, characteristic 

of British society since the Norman invasion, that 

there was one group, Latinate in culture which did 

society's thinking and governing, and another which 
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performed the necessary vanausic functions. This 

attitude has also Platonic overtones, which MacNeice, 

as a pragmatist, cannot yet 

Believe anything that anyone sees and that of course is an asset 
In a world like ours; 

Here he sounds embittered by the recent situation where 

politicians try to manipulate the ordinary working 

people. Having received this kind of education from 

Oxford is an asset for him, because he is able to 

criticize the deeds of those who sometimes abuse the 

crowds. MacNeice may be a member of the British elite 

but he is also an impartially thinking man, like a 

philosophic Greek-Roman, who was left free to challenge 

or criticize everything in human experience. But as the 

situation is now 

Good-bye now, Plato and Hegel, 
The shop is closing down; 
They don't want any philosopher-kings in England, 
There ain't no universals in this man's town. 

The working society has its own worries and problems, 

it does not need any abstract universals but a concrete 

particular in order to take them out of the desperate 

si tuation. 

The perfectionist who abides only to ideas will never 

achieve anything (XIV). These are the thoughts that 

occupy MacNeice's mind as he drives during the night 

towards Oxford. This driving by night provides an 

interval to the meditation and the philosophical issues 

which arise out of the previous cantos. Now MacNeice 

goes to Oxford to vote in a by-election even though he 

hates politics. But, being a logical man, he realises 

that his vote is the only means he has at the moment to 

pass a verdict upon the present political situation. 

This is the only difference between a democratic and a 
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totalitarian state as exactly was happening in Athens 

and Sparta: 

Remembering that this crude and so-called obsolete 
Top-heavy tedious parliamentary system 
Is our only ready weapon to defeat 
The legions' eagles and the lictors' axes. 

As for the perfectionist he lives in an illusionary 

state. MacNeice believes that it is 

... better to be vulgar 
And use your legs and leave a blank for Hogg 
And put a cross for Lindsay. 

Hogg and Lindsay were both classicists by training: 

Hogg, who later became Lord Chancellor of England, was 

a traditional conservative. Lindsay was a liberal, 

progressive "Platonic" educator and the founder of 

Keele University. Even though the result was not the 

desirable one, Oxford "made its coward vote" and what 

he did was the only way to oppose to "the beast" of 

totalitarianism^^. This canto sounds like an urge to 

other liberally thinking men of the poet's times in 

order to be activated in politics otherwise they will 

have no rights left to them. The parliamentary system 

is a strong weapon against fascism and militarism. 

Dead ghosts of soldiers from World War II, follow 

people in their desire to forget the war (XV). Then the 

issue of Ireland arises again (XVI). MacNeice attacks 

the actions and attitudes of his countrymen and makes a 

socio-political comment on the matter of Ireland. On 

the other hand he agrees with Aristotle that the only 

real men are the 

.,. men of action 
Who sleep and wake, murder and intrigue 
Without being doubtful, without being haunted. 

The thoughts about the philosophical systems of Plato 

and Aristotle continue (XVII).• while the poet lies in 

the bath and meditates, he agrees with Plato in the 
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definition of bodily pleasures "as pouring water into a 

hungry sieve", but disagrees with Plato's ignorance of 

rhythm "which the intercrossing coloured waters 

permanently give". Dualism continues with Aristotle; he 

considers Aristotle's view of man correct but that he 

was wrong to "make it [the mind] a halfway house". The 

spiritual isolation which he condemns to the self is 

not acceptable to the poet: 

Who could expect -or want- to be spiritually self-supporting, 
Eternal self-abuse? 

The man-in-action was the real man for Aristotle; this 

seemed to require a terrifyingly responsible self-

sufficiency together with a comprehensive social 

involvement: 

Why not admit that other people are always 
Organic to the self, that a monologue 
Is the death of language ... 

For MacNeice the self has not any value when being 

alone, it has existence only through the mass, the 

mixing with other substances. And the conclusion is the 

agreement with Aristotle's conception about man-in-

action "as the essential and really existent man". 

Man cannot live alone; he has political existence which 

means that he has to co-exist with other people. If he 

tries to be confined to himself "nothing will be self-

sufficient". The pessimistic temper is evident as the 

next cantos are dominated by the events of December 

1938. MacNeice does not expect any rebirth or any 

improvement of the worsening international affairs. 

The opening of the XVIII canto reminds us of the 

pastoral eclogues of MacNeice, the bucolic environment 

is predominant but there is the shadow of threat: 

The uplands now as then are fresh but in the valley 
Polluted rivers run -the Lethe and the Styx; 
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Sing us no more idylls, no more pastorals, 
No more epics of the English earth; 

England is so much under stress and fear that her 

children can be compared with those of Niobe's: 

Niobe and her children 
Stand beneath the smokestack turned to stone. 

As Niobe was turned to stone on Mount Sipylus because 

of her increasing tears of grief for her children, so 

English children are at risk of being "turned into 

stone" by the new evil forces arising out in Europe^-*. 

The unknown god of decadent Athens is remembered by the 

poet in his enquiry for a superhuman power on which we 

shall rely upon. Religious Instincts emerge in this 

canto concerning the real existence of God. The 

ambiguity is obvious after seeing the discrepancies of 

this world: 

If everything that happens happens according 
To the nature and will of God, then God must go. 

The following cantos (XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII) deal 

with different themes concerning the past love affair 

of the poet, the coming of Christmas, the co-existence 

of mind and soul, the achievement of eternal life and 

the political events in Spain^®. 

The final canto (XXIV) begins with an invocation to 

sleep: the poet wishes the conflicting selves which he 

has long suffered from, to "Sleep in Asclepius' temple 

and wake cured". He asks his conscience for 

appeasement, he himself has been tired from all these 

thoughts and the various encounters of life. Is it an 

implication that Classical values will "cure" his mind 

and help him in finding his real identity? The New Year 

is announced by bombs instead of the best wishes for 

welf are: 
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The dead are dead as Nineteen-Thirty-Eight. 
Sleep to the noise of running water. 

Change may bring some hope, but not now. Tomorrow the 

Rubicon of decision must be crossed; at the moment 

there is no place for thinking or delay. Later on these 

may be attainable: 

The accounts later, there will be sunlight later 
And the equation will come out at last. 

There is some hope at the end of the poem in spite of 

the pessimistic attitude for the most part of it. 

Besides there is some speculation concerning MacNeice's 

Autumn Journal and Horace's Satires. The scepticism on 

personal and political issues as well as the intention 

not to be didactic but discursive and argumentative is 

common to both of them. "MacNeice perhaps lacks 

Horace's elegance, but does attain a lyricism unsuited 

to the Sa tires" . 

Autumn Journal is the last poetic voice of a turbulent 

decade. Together with the account of the current events 

it is also a romantic poem from a romantic poet. 

Alongside the meditation about the philosophy of 

Aristotle and Plato and their place in the modern world 

as well as the parallelism between the Peloponnesian 

War and World War II, we have the romantic love affairs 

of the poet and the pastoral setting together with the 

invocation to sleep to ease down both his past loves 

and the black clouds of war, The Journeys which are 

mentioned in the poem may have been inspired by the 

Greek epic poetry or Roman satire, or both. MacNeice 

has kept faithful both to historical-political events 

and to his poetic art and also tries to encourage 

people that something significant will emerge from the 

crisis. The form of Autumn Journal is "informal", there 

is a mingling of personal comments and reflections with 

main theme, but allowing digression and divisions, it 
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cannot but remind us of the Roman satire as practiced 

by Luclluls, Horace and luvenal. 

h. Poems. 1939-1940 

In 1940 MacNelce published a group of poems called The 

Last D1 tch. Most of these poems were written while he 

was in America. The reason why he stayed for so long 

there, was for a love affair he had with the American 

writer Eleanor Clark, to whom the collection is 

dedicated^"^. Sixteen of these poems describe the 

coming of war which is seen as the death of peace; the 

others talk about his boyhood and what will be the 

remains of England after the war. Nostalgia is another 

theme which occupies these poems. And it is about 

everything; Ireland, America, Eleanor Clarke. These 

are not heroic poems. "The poet is rich technically and 

intellectually but he is not rich in affirmation, 

confidence and faith"^®. In this section of the 

Collected Poems there are poems not only from The Last 

Di tch but also from Plant and Phan torn which was 

published in 1941 and included 28 poems from The Last 

Di tch. As for the main theme of Plant and Phantom it is 

"a poetic meditation on the nature of man's 

relationship to his world""^^. 

Prognosis. the first poem of the section, starts with a 

farewell to winter and the announcement of a stranger. 

This could be an allusion to the "messianic" 

Hellenistic theme which is treated in Virgil's £cl og-ue 

IV or a reminiscence also of Yeat's Second Coming, What 

this stranger will bring is unknown; it may be 

business, gladness, suffering. The poet does not even 

know his name; it may be John, Jason, Love, Death. As 
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for his message it may be war, work, marriage. If his 

name is Death then his message will be easy. In this 

poem, the poet tries to guess and foretell what will 

take place in spring of 1940. The stranger that he is 

afraid of is the herald of war. The closing of the 

poem, although it is written in a simple lyrical style, 

reminds us of ancient tragedies where people anticipate 

something terrible. As in the Agamemnon. where the 

murder had already been committed and people were 

praying for the evil to stop, in this poem, too, the 

acts which led to World War II have already taken place 

whereas MacNeice in vain prays for a stranger to come 

and put an end to the war; however it does not seem 

feasible at the moment; 

Will his name be Love 
And all his talk be crazy? 
Or will his name be Death 
And his message easy? 

MacNeice's preference to the Classical world instead of 

the Christian one is shown in Styli te. There is the 

depiction of two pillars: in the first one the saint is 

petrified after seeing that "the world is banned". In 

the second pillar a young man in blue, 

A white Greek god 
Confident, with curled 
Hair above the groin 
And his eyes on the world, 

marks the opposition between Hellenic and Christian 

concepts. The saint with the "conscience of a rope" 

determines to exclude this world through death, while 

physical beauty with ancient values shown in the face 

of the Greek god comprise the whole living world. 

MacNeice does not see any improvement in the human 

relations, due to the Christian principles, and asks 

for the help of Greek gods who responded to men's 

prayers immediately. 
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The metaphysical issues and the human search for 

absolute ideas continue in Entirelv. If man "could get 

the hang of it entirely" and "we could find our 

happiness entirely", then fear would disappear from 

men's soul. The anxiety about the human evolution would 

go if we were sure of the Tightness of every action and 

decision. This poem is the "most attractive and 

persuasive statement MacNeice made of his inability to 

be dogmatic -in art or love or the world- though that 

was not presumably the poem's purpose"®^. The 

vocabulary is colloquial enough and what's more, 

MacNeice tries to challenge the much-asked question of 

the universe by using a variety of Images like the 

"eavesdroping on the great presences", "the finding of 

happiness in somebody else's arms", so that we would 

not experience any fear for "the spears of the spring 

nor the city's yammering fire alarms" but unfortunately 

these spears which may represent anyone's conscience 

and fears 

. . . each year go through 
Our flesh and almost hourly 
Bell or siren banishes the blue 
Eyes of Love entirely. 

Plant and Phantom concerns the thoughts of a liberal 

man in war-time about the nature and destiny of man. 

The answers that are given in the poem concern man who 

is a superstitious being and asks the leaves in the 

Sibyl's cave to tell him his fate. Sibyl, an ancient 

prophetess pronounced her oracles in riddles and wrote 

them down on leaves®'. 

Man: a flutter of pages. 
Leaves in the Sibyl's cave, 
Shadow changing from dawn to twilight, 

A shaking of hands with hallucinations, 
Hobnobbing with ghosts, a pump of blood, 
Mirage, a spider dangling, 
Over chaos and man a chaos. 
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The situation now is much worse than at Sibyl's time 

when men were consulting her about their fate. The 

complication is expressed in the last lines; there is 

chaos everywhere and man in the middle of it is hunting 

hallucinations, ghosts and mirages, looks for miracles 

but all in vain: "Over chaos and man a chaos" , a 

pessimist destiny. Only the deeds can cheat the Fates; 

if he moves beyond superstition and use his individual 

mind then he will prevail over his nature and will 

create his own fate. The uniqueness of man in the 

universe, the domination into nature and the revolt 

against it for a "Metabolism of death" and "Re-

orchestration of world" is another definition of his 

nature and his goal. The last definition presents man 

as "a riot of banners", "organ-pipes in the sunset", 

"orgy of brains and glands", "a rampant martyr" and "a 

forest fire". These expressions allude to the 

Promethean man who went against the will of gods and 

created his own nature. Man, the rebel, seeks for truth 

without faith in anything, before he is able to prove 

it. Therefore he does anything in order "to find in the 

end the World Itself". MacNeice sees man as dependent 

upon nature; he is not alone in the universe, therefore 

he is not entitled to concentrate only to himself, he 

is not allowed to the solipsism of the self. So, man 

has to discover certain values and incorporate them 

into the real world. 

Another metaphysical issue in which MacNeice combines 

human action and reality with flux is presented in 

London Rain. The poem, written in July 1939 before the 

outbreak of war, finds an equivalent to the fight among 

the countries of Europe with that between God and No-

God : 

Across the countless chimneys 
The horses ride and across 
The country to the channel 
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Where warning beacons toss, 
To a place where God and No-God 
Play at pitch and toss. 

MacNeice sees flux as the cleansing water which runs 

down and brings catharsis and purification to a guilty 

world, like the present one: 

So let the water sizzle 
Upon the gleaming slates, 
There will be sunshine after 
When the rain abates 
And rain returning duly 
When the sun abates. 

False intellectualism and utopistic scholarship are 

treated in The British Museum Reading Room. Many of the 

readers and scholars are there because either they have 

nothing better to do or to fall into sleep or from hope 

to "deaden the drumming of the demon in their ears". 

This poem seems to be either the favourite of MacNeice 

or of his editors because it is repeated in several 

anthologies and Journals®^. It has also an inevitable 

appeal to anybody who has worked in the British Museum 

Reading Room! 

Novel letes. a group of six poems, have a common theme: 

all of them deal with a kind of death. The Old Storv is 

about the fading charms of a woman's beauty and the 

death of the poet's emotions and feelings towards a 

person he had once loved too much. Les Sylphides is 

considered to be the best poem of the group®^; it is 

concerned with the theme of marriage, whereas five of 

the six stanzas of the poem contain a water image. The 

Gardener concerns a man who would stay proud for ever 

for his work because "he was not quite all there" and 

when he died he went to "the land of the Ever Young", 

that is, the Gaelic Hesperides (Tir na nOg). Christina 

and Provence are short lyrics. The Preacher involves 

death, as all the other poems, and reaches the zenith 

of both death of body and death of love. Whatever way 
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the preacher took, led to Charon's place which is 

reminiscent of Hades in Greek mythology, where everyone 

and everything is doomed to death. 

The poems which follow the Novelettes deal primarily 

with destruction and death. This attitude of MacNeice 

is quite understandable since it is poetry written in 

late 1930's and in the beginning of 1940's. Although 

war poetry is not predominant in MacNeice, there are 

the elements of pessimism and death which is the 

feeling that war creates. 

One of the many poems of doom and death in this 

collection is Plain SpBakin^. Language exists in two 

phases -in the beginning and in the end of life; In 

both cases it is tautological. If one attempts to give 

a definition it can only be done by tautology. 

Man is man 
Woman Woman, and tree tree, and world world. 

If one tries to give a definition of the above with 

comparison or in relation to others, then, he misses 

the thing in Itself. For instance, 

a tree becomes 
a talking tower, and a woman becomes world. 

In spite of the comparison, personal identity remains 

self-contained. The dialectic continues with the 

proposal that the world is identified with an object; 

And I am I although the dead are dead. 

The Return mixes Christian and pagan ideals and uses 

symbols to show the passing of ancient philosophy and 

religion which however has left earth in a state of 

confusion resembling an inferno. But people anticipate 

a birth which might be either that of Christ or 

The acclamation of earth's returning daughter 
Jonquils out of hell, and after 
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Hell the Imperative of joy, the dancing 
Fusillade of sunlight on the water. 

The small asphodels, the underworld flower, are 

equivalent to daffodils. This is a clear allusion to 

Persephone, Demeter's daughter who is coming back from 

the underworld to bring Joy and light. This is the 

positive expectation of the poem and the poet himself: 

after the war something good is bound to come out of 

it. 

Like Autumn Journal, which ended with an invocation to 

sleep, so this collection ends with Cradle Song for 

El eanori he addresses it to his twenty years old love 

and tries to persuade her that it is better to try and 

fall asleep, which is a kind of escape from reality, 

than watch the falling of disasters. The world will try 

to interrupt her sleep but she must give no notice. 

With the closing of the present collection the 

development in the ideology of the poet is obvious. The 

life and the mind of MacNeice come quietly to an 

exultation and an upper level of his idiosyncracy. The 

classical ideals are Interwoven with Christian ones in 

an effort to find a way out of his intellectual 

deadlock which has been created by the dislocation that 

war brings to the sense of reality and moral values. 

That is why this section is dominated by a sense of 

death, doom and reminiscences of his childhood and his 

love for women, which are used as an antidote to the 

corruption that war brings to mentality and feelings. 

The only mention of the classical world concerns an 

attempt to find answers and advice in the present 

crisis. An oracle would serve the poet nicely, or else, 

the Joy that the return of Persephone from the 

underworld would bring, which unfortunately does not 

seem feasible at the moment. 
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i. Sprl nf^board, 1941-1944 

Springboard, the next collection which was published in 

1944, marks a new and profound change in MacNeice's 

poetry. Perhaps we may say, this is the only collection 

where the war themes prevail - though not directly. 

Apart from war images, there is the influence of all 

the other subjects we have met in MacNeice's poetry up 

to now like those of self, society and philosophy. 

The opening poem, Prayer before Birth, starts with an 

invocation by an embryo, which with the feelings and 

the sight of its bearing mother understands the 

approach of a danger; 

I am mot yet born; provide me 
With water to dandle me, grass to grow for me, trees to talk 
to me, sky to sing to me, birds and a white light 
in the back of my mind to guide me. 

There is an allusion to Aphrodite's myth who was born 

by the foam of the sea®-*. Uranus genitals were 

scattered into the sea and Aphrodite was born out of 

them. Here we have a castration symbol whose equivalent 

may perhaps be found in the relationship that MacNeice 

had with his father; it expresses the fear he had for 

him, whereas his mother was a beloved figure. The 

foetus asks for protection from the dangers of the 

world which await for it: 

Let not the man who is beast or who thinks he is God 
come near me. 

The poem has caused much controversy about its artistic 

value and the importance it has been given by the BBC 

and the anthologies®®. The frightening hostility and 

the dehumanizing educational system which lead to 

disaster, make the unborn child cry: 
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Let them not make me a stone and let them not spill me 
Otherwise kill me. 

The underlying message is that, if life has to come 

into existence it will be either self-inspired and free 

or it should not exist at all. This is the main concern 

of an intellectual who is emerging from the war in a 

liberal society as exactly a foetus emerges out of the 

womb of its mother. What the foetus asks for is 

reassurance, that it is not going to be destroyed in 

entering society, just as a liberal man hopes for the 

dominance of certain positive values in the postwar 

society. But above all it is a prayer from a religious 

man who although not an ardent Christian, is the 

product of a Christian education. The blend of 

Christian influences with the mythological ones is 

evident in this poem from the use of a foetus which 

communicates with the external world through its mother 

on the one hand - which is an old concept, and that of 

prayer on the other - which is a Christian concept. The 

prayer is mostly to avoid dehumanization, which does 

not differ very much of being turned into a stone, as 

it happened in Perseus' myth: 

I am not yet born; 0 fill me 
With strength against those who would freeze my 
humanity, would dragoon me into a lethal automaton, 
would made me a cog in a machine, a thing with 
one face, a thing, and against all those 
who would dissipate my entirety, would 
blow me like thistledown hither and 
thither or hither and thither 
like water held in the 
hands would spill me. 

Another catharsis and purgation is demanded. The fears 

of the foetus sound prophetic as the world was just 

becoming free, but on the other hand there was the 

shadow of the approaching struggle for power and the 

reaction of Britain and other countries against 
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communism. To sum up, the fear of the foetus springs 

out of the fear for the alteration of individuality. 

In spite of the corrosive effect on the individual 

caused by various human, social and educational 

structures, human race is unique. Precursors^ 

Expl or a Hons and Muta Hons are three poems which can be 

read together first, because their themes are related 

to each other and second, because all three contain 

water images. The philosophic view about the evolution 

of humanity expressed by Aristotle, is also expressed 

by MacNeice in Expl or a Hons. Man should not accept as 

his paradigm mere adaptation to environment like that 

of the whale, the tapeworm and the swallow. We are our 

own prototypes, the achievement of our individual 

life. We are conscious beings and we hope, therefore we 

can also despair, we are the 

Anomaly of the world, we can learn no method 
From whales or birds or worms; 

Man is responsible for the different situations and 

puts his own terms on them. The emphasis on human 

intelligence continues in Mutations. The scholar 

suddenly forms a concrete idea about a problem he was 

coping with for so many years. There is a magic moment 

that "Patterns form new disorders open like a rose". In 

Precursors, as in Expl or a Hons and Muta Hons, there is 

the water image which is bound to bring regeneration 

and cleansing. All three poems contain images of 

purification, catharsis and flux. In MutaHons the 

sense of flux opposes to the static world after a war 

which has lasted for so many years. People anticipate a 

change, a "precursor" who through his "explorations" 

will bring "mutations". 

After a bombing in London Brother Fire forced people to 

ask if there was a supernatural power which was hostile 

to mankind and willed to destroy it. Beforehand man has 
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to understand that the song of fire is "Destroy! 

Destroy!" Fire is the "dialectician Fire", an "enemy 

and image of ourselves" which echoes our thoughts of 

negation of ourselves. What's more the title of the 

poem suggests "an unholy kinship between man and the 

destructive forces he has unleashed"®®. Brother Fire 

together with The Trolls and Troll's Courtship were 

written after an air-raid in London, in April 1941®^. 

MacNeice not only analyses the Blitz, but also connects 

Its forces with those of mythological creatures. The 

Trolls consists of fire sections and focuses on man's 

strength for survival despite the odds. Man confronts 

death and the forces of destruction. The value of death 

is stressed by MacNeice as being that of helping us 

perceive life Itself: 

Death has a look of finality; 
We think we lose something but if it were not for 
Death we should have nothing to lose, existence 
Because unlimited would merely be existence 
Without incarnate value. 

Then MacNeice searches for the value of time, which is 

precious because things change through death, therefore 

there Is some value out of it : 

Than which not any. Time 
Swings on the poles of death 
And the latitude and the longitude of life 
Are fixed by death, and the value 
Of every organism, act and moment 
Is, thanks to death, unique. 

Troll's Courtship sounds like an answer to the agony 

and the question raised by the embryo in Prayer before 

Birth where a lonely troll, like the embryo, fears for 

the destruction caused by the war not only to humanity 

but to poetry, too; 

Nostalgia for the breasts that never gave nor could 
Give milk or even warmth has desolated me. 
Clutching at shadows of my nullity 
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That slink and mutter through the leafless wood 
Which thanks to me is dead, is dead for good. 

The intellectual liberals of the poet's times have as a 

rule to fight only when they have "pure motives" and 

"clear ends". Eventually, they will only kill 

themselves if they decline from their principles. The 

Bottlensck is an autobiographical poem which expresses 

MacNeice's pragmatism with his preference of material 

things instead of ideals; it might also represent 

Liberal British Intellectuals who had the same 

education and upbringing as the poet®®. The bottleneck 

of the poet's idealism cannot come over even when he 

makes compromises. 

The confusion of different languages does not happen 

only in the Bible; in Babel. we learn that there is 

lack of communication even among people who speak in 

the same language. "Can't we ever, my love, speak in 

the same language?" is the impassioned invocation of 

the poet to his beloved person in all four stanzas of 

the poem. And the conclusion comes in the form of a 

question: "Have we no aims in common?" Even with the 

existence of common targets, it is doubtful if any 

solution would be given; the tower of Babel was a 

common goal, but people failed in accomplishing it. As 

T.Brown suggests, MacNeice like S.Beckett in Wa iting 

for Godot has used faded images and cliches in order to 

stress the lack of communication^^: 

Patriots, dreamers, die-hards, theoreticians, all. 
Can't we ever, my love, speak in the same language, 
Or shall we go, still quarrelling over words, to the wall? 
Have we no aims in common? 

The beginning of 1940's, originated a re-examination of 

the values of the intellectuals, especially after the 

effects that War had on them. MacNeice remembers 

Bacchylides, the Greek lyric poet who calls drink the 

balancing power of class struggle in Alcohol. After 
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having several drinks, the drinker is back to the 

archaic and biblical history. People have not a great 

need for slogans, but for entertaining, which is 

achieved through drinking. The effects of alcohol, 

known from the archaic times, have not changed. 

Bacchylides' reputation still remains the same. The 

moral evasion of man has been provoked by war and the 

poet contradicts himself; on the one hand he claims 

that man does not need slogans and on the other he uses 

them in his favourite way of mixing classical and 

religious ideologies: 

Another drink: Bacchylides was right 
And self-deception golden - serve him quick, 
The siphon stutters in the archaic night. 
The flesh is willing and the soul is sick. 

The death of individualism to the favour of 

technocratism is expressed in Epitaph for Liberal 

Poets. There will be no salvation, no coming back, in 

spite of our whines the liberal poets will vanish: 

The Individual has died before; Catullus 
Went down young, gave place to those who were born old 
And more adaptable and were not even jealous 
Of his wild life and lyrics.Though our songs 
Were not so warm as his, our fate is no less cold. 

Before leaving, we may leave behind us some messages 

which will "accentuate a thirst" for future. This poem 

is in the form of an elegy in which MacNeice attempts 

to pass the message of intellectualism from 1930's to 

the mid of 1940's. There lies hidden a fear that 

individual ideals and manners have been lost through 

the ordeal of war. Classical values which stressed so 

much the freedom and creativity of the individual have 

now been superseded by "technocratic Conquistadores" 

The myth of Thyestes comes into poet's mind. Thyestes, 

son of Pelops, had an incestuous relationship with his 

daughter Pelopia who bore him Aeglsthus^^. The 
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equivalent of the myth in modern times is found in 

cannibalism which kills innocent victims: 

When the King sat down to the feast and the golden lid revealed 
The human cutlets and the Graces sang 
Their lays of love returned and lovers meeting, 
Did his blood tell him what his mind concealed? 
Didn't he know -or did he- what he was eating? 

MacNeice cannot accept that we are innocent victims in 

the present war. There were warnings beforehand, we 

have our share in the responsibility of the disastrous 

situations. Men did not do much to avert the worsening 

situation, they might have been drawn into it but, 

nevertheless, they still possess a critical mind which 

did not speculate thoroughly into the events. The 

Christian equivalent of Thyestes' myth is found in the 

crucifiction of Jesus Christ, We see how mythology is 

traced again in religion: we are heirs to two of the 

three crosses that arose on Golgotha, because 

such are we 
Who garnish to pollute and breed to kill-
Messmates in the eucharist of crime. 

The title poem of this collection, Ths Springboard. is 

formed upon a man's desire to dive like a bomber into 

the world in order to wipe out his original sin; the 

same did all those who sacrificed their lives in war. 

If his action brought any good results he would be very 

willing to do this 

But he, quite rightly, long had ceased to believe 
In any Utopia or in Peace-upon-Earth. 

Nevertheless, Christian beliefs worked out in the mind 

of the poet and somewhere he recognizes that he would 

like to offer his love to people. As for the sacrifice, 

he long awaits for, resembles that of St Thomas, who 

was so difficult to be convinced to. This poem is 

highly religious and reflects the concern of the poet 
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about the lack of faith in a time of intellectual 

crisis and historical scepticism. 

The present collection, written during the war, 

concerns mostly the question of how religious values 

can be worked out in a broader sense. The classical 

influences here are remote and those which exist are 

mingled with Christian ideas which are mostly an 

expansion of classical or mythological moral 

principles. At any rate, MacNeice has developed his 

poetical style and imagery but the themes which had 

appeared in his early poetry have given way to a more 

pragmatic scepticism which can be easily explained 

because of the war which gives a different perspective 

to events, language and, of course, poetry. 

j. Holes in the Sky. 1944-1947 

"What is truth?" asks Pilate without anticipating any 

answer. In the motto poem of Holes in the Sky. MacNeice 

seems to face some sort of crisis. He probably looks 

for a new way of poetic expression through the 

questioning of truth. 

The majority of critics agree that this poetic 

collection is far more different from the previous ones 

and that the poet has certain problems both personal 

and poetical^'' . The themes which occupy his poems are 

centred to the self and his personal dilemmas. 

Classicism is almost entirely absent from his thought. 

In the last two lines of the motto poem, the child 

gives an answer to Pilate's question: Truth is "Holes 

in the sky". After the war years, the situation had 
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changed exercising an influence upon MacNeice who 

started looking for new horizons. Besides he was 

already middle-aged: 

Double your stakes, says the clock 
To the ageing dancer; 

We can easily deduct that the poet faced many problems 

due to different factors: his detachment from the group 

of the thirties, the end of the Second World War, the 

coming of the middle age - all these factors might have 

led him to the point of artistic and personal crisis. 

Holes in the Sky reveals an altered approach: the poems 

are generally "less concentrated than in the preceding 

three collections, and frequently reverting to his 

personal past"^^. 

The first poem of the collection, The Streets of 

Laredo, was a "cowboy song" and it follows the rhythm 

of its North American original: it is about a dying 

cowboy. MacNeice refers to a bombing in London and 

transfers this event into the final Judgement. The 

achievements of the past are given in a ballad-like 

rhythm and make the poem sound as one of the best of 

this collection. The ballad rhythm reminds us of that 

of Bagpipe Music: also these two poems have the common 

theme of "the horrifying violence which is so close to 

the surface of modern life .where cities can be laid 

waste and the crime of violence is a common place"®®. 

The futility of the war years and the mood induced by 

the postwar atmosphere continues in Hi atus. The 

schoolboys of the thirties, by whom MacNeice means the 

left intelligentsia reappear 

Fledged in the void, indubitably men. 
Having kept vigil on the Unholy Mount 
And found some dark and tentative things made clear, 
Some clear made dark, in the years that did not count. 
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"The years that did not count" is the opening and the 

closing phrase of the poem. The crisis that war brought 

to intellectuals is so deep that it is as if time has 

been lost. Memories of war years torture MacNeice's 

mind: 

The sleepers in the Tube had come from Goya's Spain 
Or Thucydides' Corcyra - a long way to fetch 
People to prove that civilization is vain, 
Wrapped in old quilts; no wonder they wake stiff. 

In his mind of anguished anticlimax the poet blends 

images of the latter decade not only of the recent 

events in Spain but also of an earlier strife depicted 

by Goya. The civil war in Spain and the Blitz in London 

are both related to themes of antiquity, to those of 

the Peloponnesian War which bear so many similarities 

to World War II. The description of the civil war in 

Thucydides is equivalent to Goya's disastrous "de la 

guerra" . This is a most letting and fateful image. It 

is reminiscent of Thucydides' reference to ndcacx 

xctT̂ CTXT) 9o£vaxif (Thuc. Ill, 1-84). 

MacNeice's favourite images of windows and mirrors and 

the reflections on them reappear in the Corner Seat of 

a train which moves in the moving night. MacNeice feels 

as if the windows protect the individual from the 

terrifying world. But then 

Why does your reflection seem 
So lonely in the moving night? 

The crisis could well be of MacNeice's himself. He does 

not know what to pursue -flux, movement or isolation? 

He has not yet decided. 

In the Af terma th of the war people broke bonds which 

united them in emergencies. They now withdraw into 

themselves. Ideal vision has not survived the impact of 

war. It ended with the end of the war; 
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Where is the Fear that warmed us to the gun, 
That moved the cock to tousle the night and crow 
In the gaps between the bombs? 

MacNeice has written Fear with a capital F either 

because he wished to emphasize the terrible feeling it 

created or because he wanted to personify it with the 

ancient god Deimus (Fear) who was brother of Phobus 

(Panic). In mythology they were the prevailing emotions 

felt in war^-*. 

Tarn Carl Capitis, from Horace's Odes^^. is an elegy for 

the death of the poet's friend Graham Shepard. While 

the poet begins the ode with a cliche -that the world 

is not the same after the death of a friend- then the 

poem changes mood and takes an Individual and original 

turn: MacNeice misses his friend mostly because of the 

great help he had offered to him to kill the time with 

games like chess and darts. The poem through its 

structure represents the movement of the mind from 

unrestrained grief to the acceptances of the 

inevi table. 

His interest in art is expressed in this collection as 

well: Th e Na11onal Gal 1ery reference to various 

paintings proves that love will be everlasting. The 

Or amiech and The Cyclist draw their themes from ancient 

and prehistoric times and transfer them into modern 

times. 

The favourite themes of childhood are also present in 

this collection: Carrick revisited brings to the poet 

memories and scenes of his life in Carrickf ergus but 

the feelings are not now as strong as they then were. 

MacNeice simply admits that the background of one's 

childhood is inescapable but one is able not to be so 

much emotionally attached to it after a certain period 

of t i me: 
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Time and place - our bridgeheads into reality 
But also its concealment! Out of the sea 
We land on the Particular and lose 
All other possible bird's-eye views, the Truth 
That is of Itself for Itself - but not for me. 

The difference between eternity and particular, which 

represents reality, are more stressed by the use of sea 

-which represents the vast eternity- and land -which 

stands for the concrete particular. Also in AubadB for 

In fants. MacNeice tries to express the feelings and the 

dreams of a small child. 

In the Elegy for Minor Poets, there is the suspicion 

that the poet classifies himself among them. These dead 

minor poets either were too happy or too sad, so they 

were classified as inferior. Poetry requires strong 

feelings and emotions in order to be great. Some of 

these "minor" poets thought either too much or too 

little and they were born either too soon or too late. 

.... For them as for us 
Chance was a coryphaeus who could be either 
An angel or an ignus fatuus. 

The identification of chance to the coryphaeus reminds 

us of the coryphaeus of the chorus of an ancient 

tragedy. The poet's thoughts are ambiguous, because he 

is not sure if the coryphaeus resembles an angel or an 

ignus fatuus. The concluding line of the poem, 

,.. these debtors preclude our scorn-
Did we not underwrite them when we were born? 

may mean that all the poets of our times are minor 

because of the conditions under which they were born^®. 

This poem is written in the form of an elegy and 

finally leaves the question raised unanswered. 

Taking Shakespeare's Autolycus. a character in The 

Winter' s Tale. MacNeice shows his preference to the 
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last period of the great dramatist when he shifted his 

interests and created his famous romances: 

He ranged his classical bric-6-brac in grottos 
Where knights of Ancient Greece had Latin mottoes 
And fishermen their flapjacks - none should want 
Colour for lack of an anachronism. 

MacNeice seems to be puzzled about the attitude a poet 

should adopt towards his public. That is, if he should 

try to answer their questions or he should Just show 

the spectrum of a matter. At the end MacNeice seems to 

adopt Autolycus' attitude; that is, the poet is not 

obliged to give answers or solutions to the reader's 

interrogations. 

The Drunkard represents another phase of the postwar 

bathos of the spirit. On returning home, the poet -

drunkard- undergoes Purgatory; when going down to the 

hell, he has not even the taste of his drunkenness. The 

light and disinte grated mood that the end of war 

creates has been conveyed in this poem. MacNeice is 

looking for the actual, he asks for the "natural Man" 

to be revived. As for his religious instincts, when he 

is drunk he sees Madonna in the face of a barmaid: 

The barmaid was a Madonna, the adoration 
Of the coalman's breath was myrrh, the world was We 
And pissing under the stars an act of creation 
While the low hills lay purring round the inn. 

Irish vernacular often refers to "barmen" as "curates": 

it is a subconscious reminiscence of the sacred 

character of drink, a little remembrance of the 

Dionysian theme and of the Eucharist, too. When Time 

arrives man has to discover his own humanity "but 

cannot taste that hour—gone sacrament of drunkenness". 

The religious occupations continue in Hands and Eves. 

If there were a God to see all hands and eyes 
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addressing to Him their prayers, would He "have mercy 

on us all"? 

Slo\^ Mo vemen t deals with a man who wakes up in a train 

with no remembrance of the past. The train stops in the 

middle of a field; nothing moves. The images which 

succeed one another are quite depicting; there are 

"wafers of early sunlight blessing the unknown fields", 

"the viola-player's hand like a fish in a glass tank 

rises", "great white nebulae lurch against the window" 

and so on. These images could pass in front of our eyes 

as if in "slow motion": 

And what happens next on the programme we do not know. 

The exploration continues but nothing can be taken for 

granted. The insecurity which overtakes MacNeice is 

evident. The whole collection represents this "we do 

not know". The problems of himself and agnosticism 

concern MacNeice more than anything else during these 

years. It is evident that his inspiration and energy 

had undergone a crisis and this is reflected in Hoi es 

in the Sky. After the tension that six years of war had 

created, it is natural for an intellectual to 

experience a kind of Instability, both personal and 

cultural. The shattering of mind and feelings that war 

creates have found their expression in this poetic 

collection. Besides, MacNeice was approaching middle 

age with all the subsequent problems it can create. At 

the same time Europe was engaged in a programme of 

reorganisation, but the first signs of cold war were 

already making their appearance. At any rate, the poems 

of Holes in the Sky cannot be classified among the best 

that MacNeice had ever written and certainly are the 

product of a socially and politically turbulent period. • 
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k. Poems. 1940-1948 

Poems. 1940-1948 comprise collected poems from previous 

collections as the Plant and Phantom. Sprlnfi:board and 

Holes in the Sky, Their common feature is that all 

these are either long poems or consist of many cantos. 

The volume opens with PIural1ty. from the Plant and 

Phantorn collection, which is considered to be the most 

important poem^^. MacNeice's metaphysical problems and 

thoughts come to light with PI ural i ty. The main theme 

of the poem is a philosophical one, namely, the poet -

as a classicist- attacks the monistic doctrine of 

Parmenides^® who claims that Being -the One- is, 

exists, and that Becoming is an illusion. For if 

something comes to be then it does not become because 

it already is. If it comes out of not-Being then it 

does not exist at all, it is an illusion because out of 

nought comes nothing. So, Being is One and plurality -

Becoming- is an illusion. 

The smug philosophers lie who say the world is one; 
World is other and other, world is here and there. 

The poet attacks the monistic attitude and believes 

that change and movement are essential in this world; 

Parmenides would smother life for lack of air 
Precluding birth and death; his crystal never breaks-
No movement and no breath, no progress nor mistakes, 
Nothing begins or ends, no one loves or fights, 
All your foes are friends and all your days are nights 
And all the roads lead round and are not roads at all 
And the soul is muscle-bound, the world a wooden ball. 

The bulk of Parmenides monistic materialistic theory is 

expressed here. There is no future for his system since 

he precludes progress -even mistakes- because through 

them life goes on, we learn and progress through our 

faults. The philosopher asserts that "It is" cannot be 

divided into anything else than itself. It seems that 
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this "It" -Being- Is material since it has no sense, it 

is only Reality. Since "It is" is finite and nothing 

can be added or abstracted, then it can be nothing more 

than a finite object without any beginning or ending. A 

question emerges out of this: how can anything have a 

real substance when it never comes and never ends? 

Parmenides is not specific at this point; his system 

abolishes all human feelings and insticts in a 

totalitarian-like way. He sees the world as a "wooden 

ball" without the spirit or mind which controls it. 

The modern monist too castrates, negates our lives 
And nothing that we do, make or become survives, 
His terror of confusion freezes the flowing stream 
Into mere illusion, his craving for supreme 
Completeness means he chokes each orifice with tight 
Plaster as he evokes a dead ideal of white 
All-white Universal, refusing to allow 
Division or dispersal - Eternity is now 
And Now is therefore numb, a fact he does not see. 

Transferring the static, monistic theory into modern 

times, MacNeice sees the modern monist being in a 

confusion of terror, trying in vain to defend himself; 

he uses diversal and desperate actions in his effort to 

assemble everything into one thing, to make all colours 

white and persuade himself that eternity is now. 

Without the slightest distinction between essence and 

existence, the world will remain numb with no 

possibility of growth. Then 

If man is a mere mirror of God, the gods collapse. 

The poet once more shows his persistent conviction of 

the incorrigible multiplicity of things; he proceeds 

from Being to Becoming, from Universals to Particulars, 

from the year into its seasons, from mankind into the 

individual. Any formula that rejects the principle of 

change fails: 

That a thing, a beast, a man is what it is because 
It is something that began and is not what it was, 
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Yet is itself throughout, fluttering and unfurled. 
Not to be cancelled out, not to be merged in world. 

When people talk about ultimate value and universal 

Form, they refer to visions "that ride upon the storm". 

Soon they will be diminished. Even if man had been a 

beast, he is no longer that because he has changed into 

a human being who all the time develops himself. He is 

not a god but he tries endlessly to improve himself. 

The poet is proud of belonging to human race in spite 

of the bad aspects: At least man is conscious of guilt, 

inadequacy, the sick Ego, the broken past, the quick 

passing of time, waste of labour, spite, hate, poverty. 

This is one of the qualities of beings who change 

through time. But man is also conscious of the good 

qualities of our race; love, Joy, power, sunlight, even 

of death "not completely conscious but partly -and that 

is much". 

PI ural i tv, written in 1940, exposes all the crisis the 

poet faced with the outbreak of war. Probably he 

experienced some kind of crisis concering the nature of 

human being, its qualities and its feelings, its 

beliefs and reactions. MacNeice could not easily come 

to terms with the brutality demonstrated by some 

people, so he started questioning the origins and 

becoming of human existence by tracing back the 

monistic theory of Parmenides which however is unable 

to prove that violence emerges out of man's character. 

Only later philosophers, through the theory of change 

could give a clue to man's changing mood which is 

capable of experiencing and enjoying all the adverse 

feelings of this world, good and evil, "sunlight and 

death". The nature and the fate of man are fully 

indicated in this poem. Another characteristic of 

PI ural i ty which defines a change in the mind of the 

poet is the persistence on change and movement, in one 
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word, flux. Its message is quite optimistic and 

hopeful. The poet denotes his belief in the good 

qualities of human character and in the power of his 

mind with which he had achieved many things and deeds 

up to now. If this poem goes ashtray then "it is very 

possible to miss a prime pivotal moment in the 

development of the poet"®®. The solutions that MacNeice 

offers here are mainly drawn from his own experience 

within the world he was living and functioning in. 

MacNeice wrote The Casual tv. in memory of his friend 

Graham Shepard who was drowned in the Atlantic while he 

was very young; he was there as a war soldier. However 

it is not a war poem; it is more about the deep and 

frank friendship that the poet had with the dead. The 

death of Shepard had cost very much to MacNeice. He 

remembers that as boys they used to discuss how it 

should be to die. "How is it now?", he wonders but his 

friend is unable to talk to him any longer. As it 

happens with every memorial, the poet remembers the 

good characteristics of his friend and devotes some 

meditation on the aftei—death life. 

The Kingdom is composed of individual characters who 

remind very much the characters of Theophrastus. Canto 

II describes an old man dressed in tweeds, canto III a 

mother who has a stroke, canto IV a ship's officer, 

canto V a classic-looking girl, canto VI a dapper 

little man who works secretly in scientific research 

and canto VII an old preacher. These characters, like 

the Theophrastean ones, exhibit certain deviations from 

the normal. The peculiar characters who compose The 

Kingdom act as they like and urge the others to do the 

same at the expense of their personality which is being 

threatened. The large girl of canto V finds an antique 

goddess who, because she is a Doric rivei—goddess, 

pours out water which is not only healing and pure but 
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also wild and anarchic. However the girl cannot receive 

the benefits of this river because she has to comply 

with the rules of the kingdom since she is a citizen of 

it. The individuals of this kingdom are all kings. 

These people are chosen to enter this kingdom because 

they have proved themselves to have special qualities 

of morality and mind. The importance of the poem lies 

in the impulse it gives to the individuals, to be 

active and self-confident in order to be able to live 

their own life. "After reading The King-dom one is 

inclined to feel that decency, like patriotism, is not 

e n o u g h " T h e way these characters live in The 

Kingdom is reminiscent of Plato's Republic and Laws in 

which the state of the individuals lives a peculiar 

life but by accord with their own commonly accepted 

rules. Taking into account that The King-dom was written 

in 1943, it expresses all the disappointment and 

ultimate disillusion that occupied the mind of a man 

who was still thinking. The anarchic qualities in the 

character of these Theophrastean-like types act as a 

reminder that humanism and individuality continued 

their existence in the difficultt years of 1940's. 

Western Landscape is a long philosophical poem which 

marks the development in the thought and diction of 

Louis MacNeice. He seeks to honour Western Ireland and 

claims that he is disfranchised from the country which 

once was his own. 

The Stygian Banks like Western Landscape. is a 

philosophical poem of the new MacNeice's style. It 

begins with a fragment of Troilus' speech in 

Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida''. The main problem 

that occupies the poet is why people have children. He 

thinks it may happen in order people to keep themselves 

young for ever; when they see their children growing, 

they think of their own lost innocence. In canto II we 
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are warned that even if the ages are together, they are 

separate like notes in music at the same time. Son does 

not repeat his father; he has his own personality and 

his own beliefs. Everyone is his own master, different 

from the others and he has to support himself: 

I am alone 
And you are alone and he and she are alone 
But in that we carry our grounds we can superimpose them, 
No more fusing them than a pack of cards is fused 
Yet the Jack comes next to the Queen, 

claims the poet. No one knows more about you than you 

yourself. 

In canto III, it is spring time and a baby is not 

destined to live any more; even though it is dead, it 

has received some experience which is not going to get 

lost. "Breaking a closed circle" reminds us of the 

Pythagorean doctrine. Canto IV, presents the world as a 

walled garden with no existence beyond it. The only 

thing that changes in this world is the coming of the 

next generation which, however, follows the same old 

patterns. But feelings are stronger: the lover's eyes 

look beyond this wall in their attempt to realize what 

exists beyond this. The tired from the war man looks 

beyond this wall with the hope to discover a better 

reality than the present one. The walled garden is not 

our home (V), we are transient from here and our home 

is every hazad inn of the road. 

And the lisping child 
Envious of a bird stretches his arms to fly 
Or to embrace the sea, loving it at first sight: 
0 air, 0 water, take me! 

The poet asks the elements of nature to take him away. 

But 

the drums of Judgement 
Slacken their pace and, not to be taken by That, 
Implore all others to take them. 
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Nevertheless there is no offer of shelter for the 

travellers. The answer they receive is silence; the 

Judgement is everlasting. The wisdom in this world can 

be achieved by love among people. If people stop 

fighting each other and co-operate, they will finally 

manage to achieve knowledge; as it exactly happened 

during the war when they gathered together to face the 

air-raids. In canto VII, Troilus reminds us that he 

patrols the Stygian Banks and he is eager to cross 

them. What matters is the mood and the willingness to 

achieve something. To the original question of the poem 

-"Why people have children"- there is no answer; only 

silence. Though childbirth is far from the perfect 

circle, it continues the existence of human race. Then 

Far from perfect 
Presumes perfection where? A catechism the drums 
Asseverate day-long, night-long: Glory is what? 
A question! . .. Now it is Spring. 

The answer to the man's glory is the main question of 

the poem. There are no answers given here. The poet 

simply expresses his own philosophical and metaphysical 

thoughts in an effort to make obvious his inside 

burden. 

The central problem of The Window is expressed in canto 

II: 

How, yes how! To achieve in a world of flux and bonfires 
Something of art's coherence, in a world of wind and hinges. 

We are born in a vertical hourglass which is not art at 

all and it flows without stopping. But the flow of the 

distractors and the self-interest make us lose our own 

real life. Then how is it possible to pronounce a 

betrothal between the outrush and the backrush? Canto 

III makes an attempt to give a partial response; even 

though we are Just on the point of indifference in 

mating, building and other actions, we can affirm that 
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the antithesis of art to life is what makes life worth 

living. "Miracle" or "catalysis" are not satisfactory 

explanations in how it happens. But the poet, who 

represents the artist, like a parent will be sure that 

we shall find out the right forms for living. The 

symbols used here vary: the window tries to transfer 

the right dimensions of real world but on the other 

hand it protects us from them, it serves as a barrier 

between them and us; 

We do not know nor who keeps the ring and in passing 
Absolves us from time and tide 
And from our passing selves, who salves from the froth of otherness 
These felt and delectable Others; we do not know for we lose 
ourselves 
In finding a world outside. 

As for the flowers they represent both the high 

aesthetics of art and the fragile equilibrium between 

the inside and outside world. 

The poems discussed above convey MacNeice's 

philosophical and metaphysical meditation without 

advancing his poetic writing or technique. Even though 

The Stygian Banks. Th e K1 ngdom and The Window are 

highly praised for their content, however they do not 

present any interest from a classical point of view. 

MacNeice seems to have been influenced by the general 

disintegration and crisis of 1940's. His thoughts and 

ideas are discursive. 

1. Ten Burnt Offering's. 1950—1951 

Ten Burnt Offerings is a collection composed of ten 

long poems which were written during MacNeice's stay in 

Greece with the British Council, from March 1950 to 

April 1951, MacNeice seems to be occupied with daily 
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life problems on the one hand and with his own thoughts 

about his self on the other. The theme of the poems is 

mostly religious and classical. The structure and 

diction are more complex than any previous poetry 

MacNeice has presented. There is a big diversion in 

prosody and rhyme in these poems: we often meet both 

long and short lines even in the same poem; as for the 

verse, it varies from blank verse and quatrains to 

octets and terza rima. Although Ten Burnt Offerings 

reflect the maturity of MacNeice as a poet there are 

some critics who argue that he is dull and idle in his 

diction or are hesitant in expressing their 

appreciation' 

The dedicatory poem of the collection refers to the 

great expectation of all poets 

Every voyage is a death, 
Every action is a loss, 
Every poem drees its weird. 

The gifted poet, however, is anxious to create with 

whatever kind of material he has to hand. The great 

hope of the poet as it is expressed in this collection 

is that the dry, dying words of his poems will 

transform with their burning the living world. The 

inspiration .and mood for creativity that the poet feels 

take shape in the following poems even though sometimes 

he gives the impression of going or seeking too far. 

The first poem of the collection. Suite for Recorders. 

starts with Shakespeare's passage from As you Like 

o3 and gives an Elizabethan tone. Then the 

ingredients of the Elizabethan Renaissance become 

apparent: 

If sheperd to nymph were the whole story 
Dying in holocausts of blossom, 
No midwife and no middleman 
Would contravene the upright sun. 

Ill 
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The shepherd with the nymph of the pastoral poetry, the 

adventures of Raleigh and Marlowe create the deadly and 

serious mood of the poem. From the pastoral we pass to 

violence (II) where the poet does not know if 

Life as a game? An art? An orgy? Something of each; a mortification 
Also. Prematurely dead -or dumb- they left behind them 
What for us? A bed of flowers? A second best? A starting point? Or 
Blind end, blind spring, spring of a trap? 

The poet is not certain as to what the Elizabethans 

left behind them, which were their motives and 

influence. The historical interests of the poet are 

revealed in the third canto. He asks what is pride in 

history, in antiquity and posterity: 

Pride in your history is pride 
In living what your fathers died. 

It is our "Alter Egos, present, past or future", which 

chose us, we should not cheat ourselves that we chose 

them. We are caught through the mesh of gossamer while 

we are trying to give answers to higher intellect. 

Canto IV has a pastoral form: 

Come, my sheep, my goats, graze where the shoots are tender, 
Now I will sing of her 
Who passed but once this way and never again till Judgement 
Day become Mayday too 
And ribbons are round the Cross. 

It has been suggested that "her" is a personification 

of the bucolic peace in the country landscape; "If so, 

then this is a pastoral elegy" Once she has passed 

this way she will come back only on Judgement Day which 

coincides with Mayday. The shepherd plays with a 

borrowed pipe which even if she has not paid, and never 

paid, his songs are heard only by her and by nobody 

else. In Suite for Recorders classical culture is 

blended with Elizabethan ideas which originated from 

bucolic poetry. 
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Areopafsrus examines the relations and differences 

between Classical and Hebrew-Christian beliefs about 

guilt, sacrifice and judgement. It contains references 

to Ancient Greek mythology, the Old Testament, the 

Gospels, even to the poems of T.S.Eliot. From the title 

of the poem we are given the duality of themes and 

interests. Areopagus, the west part of the Acropolis, 

gave its name to the superior judging court in Athens, 

but it was also the place where Paul spoke for the 

first time about that "Unknown God". So it serves as 

the symbol of Classical, Christian and Modern ideals 

since it continues its operation in Modern Greece. The 

poem starts with religious themes: it presents the 

Hebrew Saul-Paul who preaches in Greece, which is a 

land of olives, and an appetiser for a tired mind as 

well as a titillation to the philosophers together with 

a threat for history and civilization. 

Spermologies fallen on stony ground. Stone of relentlessness, stone 
of crime. 
Where hard words flew in the dark. Primaeval 
Echoes of evil. A nuance, a noise. 
As of Titans gurgling into the sink of the world. 

The word "spermologies" recalls the way Titans sprang 

out of Cronus. The second canto suggests that both 

worlds have inherited some curses which they cannot get 

rid of: 

From these children you still may glimpse 
The child-eyed Fury tossing her shock of snakes, 
Careering over the Parthenon's ruined play-pen. 

It may be late for classical deities to be worshipped 

but it is not late for Saul and Christ. Christ on the 

cross was an ideal until the poets and the builders 

"gilded the nails" and put the cross in a square box. 

In canto III, Paul's reference to the Unknown God's 

Altar in Athens makes the poet ask if it was Christ's 

for Christians or Furies', "the unknown goddesses", for 
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non-Christians. The unknown usually causes fear but it 

can also be proved to be kind. The tension between 

Christian and Ancient beliefs comes to its peak here: 

The Unknown God? Judge or saviour? 
The unknown goddesses - Cursing or Kind? 
Shall we have neither? Either? Both? 

MacNeice's agnosticism is apparent. Since he was a 

child he was bred with Christian ideals and as a 

scholar with Classical ones. The confusion is so 

intense that he seems to object and doubt them both. 

What he is more interested in is to find out the way 

people live in peace of mind. Orestes acted as saviour 

for the Greeks and Christ for the Jews. Eliot's 

Christianity intervenes with MacNeice's fight to 

understand the philosophical issues which govern this 

world. 

In canto IV, we have an invocation to Paul to put off 

the day of doom: "Orestes too was acquitted". The 

Erinyes lost their battle, became Eumenides. The target 

of this poem is to blend together and reconciliate the 

Furies of the ancient world with the Christian doctrine 

of love and peace of mind and state. The wish of the 

poet is to find a way to transform Furies into 

Eumenides. Aeschylus' Choephoroe. with Orestes' murder 

of Clytemnestra is implied here: 

Could we too lead our Furies to their shrine? 
Forget them sprung from blood, remember them divine? 
Nurses of fear and hope, come taste our honey, taste our wine! 

The sacrifices which included the offering of honey and 

wine serve, in MacNeice's mind, as the basis for the 

formation of the Christian doctrine and practice. As a 

classically trained person with a profound study into 

classical practices and ideals he unites the formation 

of ancient and Christian faith, with the second, being 

a continuation and development of the first. 
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Cock o' the North starts with a passage of Lord Byron's 

Don Juan. The Byronic style exercised a special 

fascination to Auden and his group. The colloquial 

diction for every purpose, the mixture of present and 

past events and the scholarly background, had a special 

attraction to the group of the thirties'®®. With a 

vivid spirit and a mood for parody MacNeice describes 

the character and the temperament of Byron; 

Twang the lyre and rattle the lexicon, Marathon, Harrow and all, 
Lame George Gordon broke the cordon, nobody broke his fall; 

The satirical mood is blended with Byron's background 

at Harrow where he started learning Greek and Latin for 

the first time. "Byron's affair with Greece, which 

began in his schooldays, developed from his time at 

Harrow. And as an affair between two people can grow 

into a passion, though a turbulent one, so Byron's 

became, though it had been variable, sometimes 

difficult genuinely complex""^®, The parallelism to 

MacNeice's upbringing is quite obvious. However because 

MacNeice had experienced World War II, he was not in a 

position to be fully engaged in Greece's problem. But 

in order to confirm the parallelism between Byron and 

MacNeice it is worth noting that, when MacNeice found 

himself in Greece after a difficult period, the civil 

war had just finished, he had eprerienced the kind of 

inspiration that Byron had when he was in Greece during 

the Independence War. 

MacNeice praises Byron's interference with the Greek 

fight for Independence and particularly his 

participation in the suffering at Missolongi: 

Oh Meleager! Ah Meleager! 
Where is Leonidas? Has he struck camp? 
Where is my shield to be borne on? 

If we recall The Famous Greek War Sonfc of Byron where 

he mentions Leonidas and Thermopylae we can conclude 
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that MacNeice had certainly Byron's poems in mind while 

writing Cock o' the North. The first canto closes with 

the sound of guns booming to celebrate Easter; 

"Christos an6ste". Easter may serve as a symbol of 

catharsis, of purification, of cleansing the soul and 

mind from temptation and dirty deeds. 

The poet also invokes Leonidas who died with his three-

hundred brave warriors fighting against the numerous 

Persians. The influence of the ancient world upon the 

aristocratic Byron continues with Miltiades, the winner 

in the battle of Marathon: 

Miltiades is coming, 
The golden age is coming back, coming to life the poppied eyes. 
Spring and Greece and glory and Easter too - are coming. 

In canto II, the poet finds similarities between Byron 

and Meleager. The Homeric hero whose father was Oeneus 

or Ares and his mother was Althaea, was desperately in 

need to help Calydon. He was angry with his mother 

because she cursed him for slaying her brother and so 

he refused to defend the city^°^. Another version of 

Homer also is that Oeneus forgot to sacrifice to 

Artemis and so she sent a wild boar to ravage the 

c o u n t r y ' ' M e l e a g e r with his hunters managed to kill 

the boar. But finally his mother, Althaea, after 

killing his uncles killed her own son, too. The poet 

now tries to transfer the myth into the case of Byron: 

.... You would never guess 
From Greece who Veeron was . . . 
The oleanders are pink and dry beside the river 
Which weeps for Meleager. Crackle and hiss 
On the hearths of Calydon .., 

The third canto continues with a blend of ancient heros 

and Lord Byron's death which is presented as parallel 

to that of Meleager and Adonis, who was killed by " the 

goddess who loved him" and he had also gone to hunt a 

boar. Like Adonis, Byron wasted his youth, his beauty 
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and his scholarship for the "glory that was Greece" and 

finally met death in a Greek swamp without ever having 

taken a sword in his hands. 

The opening of the fourth canto reminds us of Robert 

Burns' Scots, wha 

Bards wha hae for Hellas bled-
Oh Meleager, ah Meleager, 

and reveals all Byron's grandeur in giving his life, 

his youth, his talent to the liberation of Greece, 

while he is leaving his last breath in a Greek swamp. 

Byron as a northerner and MacNeice as an Irishman have 

many passions in common which for a small period of 

time coincide with the glory of Greece. 

The trip that MacNeice had taken in India, inspired the 

writing of Pidymus which is about India's patron, 

Christian Saint Thomas, who was the great missionary in 

the country. Thomas had not been convinced that spirit 

may be also man until he groped by himself the wounds 

of Christ, On a bare plaque in a church in India, there 

is his declaration in this belief: 

To one who had thrust his fingers into the wounds of God. 

The water image is pervasive in Pidvmus but it overules 

the images in Our Si ster Wat er. The best thing in the 

world is water: 

World's best is water; in the megrims of parched 
Towns where the sun's laugh drills into the occiput 
Or in brown uplands where river beds parody 
Bubbles with pebbles, rivers with rock. 

"Heart's best is water" continues the first canto. 

Apart from the good qualities the poet defines the bad 

qualities of water, too. On the one hand he describes 

it as useful, humble, precious and chaste while on the 

other hand he calls it spendthrift and harlot. The poem 
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is about Francis of Assisi but the poet adds Pindar's 

praise on it: 

In Pindar's 
Land his word runs true. Water is best: 
A miracle out of the rock, a royal flush in the hand, 
A river nymph on the table. Tumbler, chameleon. 
Clown, conjuror of God! 

As wine is indispensable for luxury and milk for a 

baby, so water is necessary for dying men; this 

necessity is due to their last attempt and wish to live 

more. The recollection about the value of water goes 

back to the first theories about the formation of the 

world: 

In gas, maybe, the world began 
But in water we. Thales was right; 
Stone can stand, steel thrust, but we 
May dodge betwixt, may slither between. 

It was neither air, nor fire, nor earth that originated 

this world. For Thales it was only water and he was 

right according to the poet. The writing of a poem 

about water is justified because on a hot day, in a hot 

country, like Greece, the poet orders a coffee and the 

water comes free: 

We wilt at a table and order a Turkish 
Coffee. To pay for. Water if free. 
Water is free; she comes in a tumbler. 

So here it comes! All this lyrical attitude which took 

philosophical expansions comes from the bright and hot 

sun of Greece which has remained the same through the 

centuries. Water was a power by itself, was the living 

means for both Ancient and Modern Greeks. Even now that 

new habits have been introduced, as Turkish coffee, 

water is still the standard drink, it comes free 

because it still is the natural product of nature 

itself. In the East, water is a miraculous thing 

springing out of a rock, endlessly watering the thirsty 

plants. "Water is beginning, is end, is pure, is pure 
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gift", are some of the characteristics attributed to 

water. We come to this world with water and with this 

we finish, in the bed of ocean, of death. 

Although the next poem refers to The Island we can 

assume that the water images prevail in MacNeice's 

thoughts since an island is surrounded by water. The 

island reveals once more the classical interests of the 

poet. It is not easy to know from the very beginning to 

which place in particular it refers. We have the 

picturesque description of a Greek location, of 

everyday rural life and the realization that Sun was a 

deceiver since Homeric times: 

But then, as now, Sun was a deceiver 
Who promised no more than he could give 
But than men could take, dangling before them 
Wealth, glory, freedom, life. 

In this way, Icarus was deceived, he thought he could 

get more than people on earth and tried to approach the 

sun. He flew too high that freedom 

Lopped his wings like a knife 
And he fell by this island, 

which even today bears his name. The first clue for 

location comes here. The poet refers to the south 

Aegean sea and particularly to the island of Icaria. We 

know that MacNeice had visited this island as a guest 

of his maid*T°. To go back to the pursuit for freedom, 

unfortunately it was not achieved, there was only 

reprieve. The Juxtaposition between Homeric and modern 

times is evident. Because Greece was just recovering 

from the civil war, there were a great deal of 

political prisoners extradited in the island of Icaria. 

It is a cynical coincidence: as in ancient times Icarus 

was punished by falling on this island because he was 

asking for too much freedom, so in modern times those 

who were deceived that could change the country 
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completely, lost their own freedom by being banished in 

the island of Icaria: 

where labouring wisdom 
Then as now, ready to leave 
Things till to-morrow asked of to-morrow 
No freedom, only reprieve. 

In canto II, we are still on this mountainous village 

in which there is the cave of Calypso. On this spot, 

with no horizon across the sea, Hermes came from 

Olympus and gave the message of gods to Calypso which 

ordered her to release the captured Odysseus'^'. The 

poet is transferred to modern times and thinks of these 

places as the land of the dead. Now, people who have 

migrated across the Atlantic, from the skyscrapers, 

support financially the poor lands of Greece. 

.... Hermes came from Olympus 
Tipster and god of the market; these across the Atlantic, 
Tides invading the tideless. Where was the land of the dead 
Rise now the towers of life, the steel and concrete 
Which scorn yet prop these cabins. 

The poet as a visitor (III) in a place, which could be 

either place in Greece, is having his August siesta. It 

is so peaceful, only the cicadas make some noise: 

And, granted there is no God, there are gods at least, at least in 
Greece, 
And begins to drowse; but his dreams are troubled 
By the sawmill noise of cicadas on and on - Will they never cease? 

He thinks that not only one God but many gods have 

gathered to create such a harmony and peace. As sleep 

comes, a dream begins: he sees an idyllic, bucolic 

landscape with numerous sheep and suddenly he sees dogs 

which turn first into wolves and then into men and 

chase him. The sleeper is panicked. He is driven before 

a glorious judge who wears a "wig like a dirty sheep", 

frightened himself in his effort to give his wisdom and 

warning. When the sleeper awakes, he gives the 
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explanation that the people of this island are 

prisoners 

.... who would not agree 
To sign for their freedom, whether in doubt of 
Such freedom or having forgotten or never having known what it 
meant to be free. 

One of the many ideals of modern civilization which had 

their origin in Greece, was the idea of freedom. But 

the poet feels that the inhabitants were unable to 

understand its value to a great extent. In the last 

canto we have a marvellous description of the sunset in 

a Greek island; MacNeice is really a master of poetic 

diction: 

Our shadows walk on stilts, look old 
As our ambitions, the sun is younger 
Having no dreams; like a self-made god 
Who mouths his mottoes, parades his gold. 

The quiet flow of water adds a note to the brilliant 

landscape. Calypso appears in this canto again. She 

knew the verdict of gods before Hermes came to her. Now 

"she sleeps alone in her cave since then". Because of 

the infertility of this little island, many of its 

people were obliged to ask for their lot in foreign 

lands. They are now in America and they have to learn 

and live without the wine and the oil of their island. 

The poem moves to its end with a quiet and slow motion 

which the nightfall brings. There is a tint of calmness 

which however comes out of tiredness. The prevailing 

sun images seem to be the recreative power on this 

island: 

The sun's wheels turning in the night 
Which drowns and feeds, reproves and heartens. 

The most autobiographical of Louis MacNeice's poems 

finds its expression in Dav of Renewal'''*^. It was 

written in 1951 when the poet was fourty-three years 

old; in the first canto he claims: 
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Do I prefer to forget it? This middle stretch 
Of life is bad for poets; a sombre view 
Where neither works nor days look innocent 
And both seem now too many, now too few. 

MacNeice is afraid of that middle age in which his 

poetic inspiration may decline. Now, neither works nor 

days are as pure and innocent as they were in 

childhood; this "works and days" reminds us of Hesiod's 

epic poem. The poet leaves his works aside and shifts 

his mind to his days of childhood, his birthday 

celebrations and the gifts he received. He has a 

meditation on how he saw life as a child and how he 

sees it now. He longs not to be, but to become; 

instead, what expects him is death which is the only 

one that is: 

Death is, but life becomes, and furthest westward 
The dead must lap fresh blood to recover sense 
As Homer rightly thought. 

Then places did not mean anything to him. Nothing is 

going to change; he will remain as he is now. His 

interest in physiology had as a result to obtain both 

taboos and values. His fate might be predetermined 

never to come to be significant; nevertheless it is 

what keeps him in his time, place and glory. In the 

second canto, life is composed of pieces and the events 

follow one another: a rainstorm, a funeral, a voyage to 

India. The remains of all them are just memories. 

Perhaps all the questions arising out of childhood are 

answered in the light of the closet: 

Who'll pull us out? ... Shall I get out? now can I do it ? 
What? ... Why? 

In canto III, some of the poet's own milestones are 

mentioned: when he was twenty-one the coming slump 

could be seen; in his thirty, the fear of war 

prevailed; in his forty his arm was sore from the 

needles; now, in his forty-three he is gazing at the 
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sea before dawn, as he is heading into the port of 

Athens. The lights ahead are those of Salamis: 

the port so loved 
By Themistocles, great patriot and statesman. 
Great traitor five years on? 

Finally (IV), falling reminds the poet scenes of 

childhood 

For all my years are based on autumn, 
Blurred with blue smoke, charred by flame. 
Thrusting burnt offerings on a god 
Who cannot answer to his name. 

The title of this collection is referred to this 

version. Then he makes a reference to Cadmus, the 

founder of the city of Athens. Cadmus prayed to gods to 

help him and entertained his fears with "dragon's 

teeth". Ever since fears are always present and threat 

persons and cities but from each one, even friend, 

"shines a spear". Some of the clashes survive in order 

to lay stone and light fires. We all want to eat our 

calf and at the same time to have it all. It may be 

achieved only if every single flame shines, like 

altogether do, and a god springs out of the flame which 

will need no name. The renewal in this poem comes 

through those who resist the obscurities of life and 

find the strength to build up houses, cities and then 

brighten them with their presence. It is also possible 

for a man to consume his capability without stealing 

the labour of the others. The god who is worshipped by 

those who work hard needs no name, because He reveals 

His presence and identity by giving substance in our 

lives. 

Calypso's island of Ogygia in The Island is the 

location of Day of Returning as well. We are reminded 

of Homer's Odyssey from the very opening of the poem; 

Crouched upon sea-chiselled gravel, staring out and up at the sea, 
The gnarled and glorious twister, seasoned in danger, wept, 
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Thrusting his heart at that monstrous wall of water 
Beyond which somewhere was Ithaca. 

The verb, contrary to English sytax, comes after the 

adjectives and adverbs. Odysseus stares at the sea 

imagining that beyond that there is Ithaca and he is 

extremely sad (I). He turns his back to Calypso's 

island and yearns 

... for the crisp commands of laundry and kitchen 
Which his wife must be giving in Ithaca. 

He has been tired of wandering around and feels 

nostalgia for his beloved wife. Life is not everywhere 

so sweet, so fulfilled emotionally as it is at home. 

Experience is necessary but the well known environment 

of one's own country and home is indispensable: 

For here his bed was too soft and the wine never rough and the 
scent of the flowers 
Too heavy; here when he should have smiled he wept. 

Odysseus would rather have stayed in the island of 

lotus and drawn himself into forgetfulness; at least he 

would not suffer psychologically from pain for his 

beloved home. Religious thoughts and interests are 

mixed up with classical ones (II). The human wondering, 

if there is something else beyond this life or through 

it and in which form it exists, occupies the poet's 

mind. Sometimes we are all homeless and homesick, 

godless and godfearing, but it is natural for these 

opposites to exist. We long for that which we lack at 

the moment of feeling it. Man is never pleased with 

what he has; he always longs for that which he has not. 

The immortality that Calypso promises to Odysseus is 

only an illusory escape from time and home. Penelope 

had never escaped her land: 

And, though her husband did. 
He found that bliss a prison and each day 
Wept as he watched the changing unchanging ocean, 
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which separated him from his wife, his dog Argus and 

his own people. In the third canto, the thought of 

returning takes a certain shape in Odysseus' mind. He 

cannot stand the period of inaction any more: 

Only my wits with nothing to grind on. Nectar, ambrosia. 
Promise me nothing; the goddess no longer pleases me. 

The love of a goddess does not reflect real human love 

because she has no emotions, no problems; she never 

gets old, her voice is too sweet to move him. The more 

Odysseus thinks, the more he longs for his day of 

returning. Ithaca is different from all the other lands 

he has visited; even the sea of Ithaca is not similar 

to the seas of the other territories. As we read these 

lines we can bring back in our minds Tennyson's Ulvsses 

where Odysseus longs for adventure even when he is 

still in Ithaca. It proves that this "crafty man" even 

in old age was restless and too adventurous. There are 

echoes in MacNeice's poem from U1 yssesx 

It little profits that an idle king 
By this still hearth, among these barren crogs, 
matched with an aged wife. I were and dole 
Unequal laws onto a savage race. 
That hoard, and sleep, and feed, and know not me. 

How dull it is to pause, to make an end, 
To rust unburnished, not to shive in use! 

Whereas Tennyson presents his Odysseus longing for 

adventure when he is in Ithaca, MacNeice's Odysseus 

longs for adventure but at the same time he longs for 

returning and settling down in his Ithaca. The tone 

sounds the same but the objective is different. 

Until now we have seen crafty Odysseus thinking of his 

returning home. MacNeice, in the fourth canto, like 

Milton, makes a parallelism of ancient mythology with 

Christianity. Like Odysseus, Jacob longed to return to 

his country. He was also called crafty because of the 

abnominies he had done. He was a practical man but he 
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had visions of angels who were on a ladder going up and 

down looking for honey in the human souls; when they 

found it, people were suddenly happy. Jacob was chosen 

after a wrestle he had with God, to father the chosen 

people. A nightmare continues to torture the poet 

throughout the night. An opponent is after him and he 

cannot see any means of escape. He wakes in a sweat to 

realize in the darkness that he is still on his own. He 

may be at home but which home? He does not choose any 

more, he can only father the chosen which is "a full-

time task". 

Still on the whole I have little to ask 
But that day should return, each day of returning. 

Because Dav of Returning- was written when MacNeice was 

in Athens, we may assume that he might have felt 

homesick for his country; therefore Odyssev exercised a 

great influence on his emotional world. Odysseus and 

Jacob had a common characteristic: they were both men 

of action and had a common aim: a day of returning. 

Nostalgia seems to be the true objective of the long 

poem which does not match the objective of Homer or 

even Tennyson's U1 ysses'. "MacNeice is best when he 

composes Odysseus' meditation on the seduction of 

Calypso, whose perfection falls short of the real 

challenges of Ithaca; nostalgia for a grittier way of 

life, for the sight of remembered seas"^^^. 

The Death of a Cat is a lament concerning the death of 

the poet's cat in Athens. He catches the opportunity to 

think of the animal's feeling and understanding and the 

effect they have at people's hearts. The sentimentality 

of MacNeice is deeply touched: 

The Greek Anthology 
Laments its pets (like you and me, darling), 
Even its grasshoppers; dead dogs bark 
On the roads of Hades where poets hung 
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Their tiny lanterns to ease the dark. 
Those poets were late though. Not really classical. 

The last poem of the collection, Flowers In the 

In terval. is a love poem which is offered to the woman 

who is all the places they have visited together and 

her stance is like a caryatid's. MaNeice also praises 

the voice of his singer wife Hedli. It seems that with 

all these praises, the poet is trying to catch the 

immortality of love. 

Although Ten Burnt Offerings pose many philosophical 

questions, they fail to give any definite answers or 

solutions to what racks the poet's mind. On the whole 

MacNeice seems Indifferent to political life. What is 

most evident is a conflict about the poet's self and 

convictions. This can be explained by the fact that 

MacNeice is now over forty years old. He is away from 

his country feeling nostalgia about it, on the one 

hand, and being haunted by questions about his own 

personality and identity on the other. However in spite 

of the absence of any discernable unifying theme, Ten 

Burn t Of f ering-s remain a stage in MacNeice's poetical 

writing for both change in form -since they are longer 

poems- and a shift in the poet's interests. 

m. Autumn Sequel. 1953 

In 1938 MacNeice had published Autumn Journal. Fifteen 

years later he presented Autumn Sequel. The motto in 

front of this long poem, which consists of twenty six 

cantos, is taken from W.Whitman: 

Do I contradict myself? 
Very well then I contradict myself. 
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To what extent may we consent to the hypothesis -that 

this question represents MacNeice, too? We may assume 

that Autumn SBquel contradicts Autumn Journal or that 

it is different from the rest of his work. The last 

hypothesis seems more plausible as in this long poem 

the poet attempts a wedding between myth and 

actuality? T*. He has deviated from the style of Blind 

Fireworks where his mind was preoccupied with Greek, 

Roman and Christian tradition. Since he has already 

passed this "middle stretch" of his life, his mind is 

now more experienced in dealing with other matters. 

Unfortunately his sacred fire is not so strong; he 

seems to suffer from lack of inspiration since the time 

of Ten Burnt Offerings and he makes desperate attempts 

to avoid idle talk. As Mr G.S.Fraser has expressed it, 

"MacNeice has yielded almost fully to the temptation to 

write because one must" and "Both Ten Burnt Offerings 

and Autumn Sequel gave me the sense that a fine talent 

was forcing itself"; he also claims that "perhaps 

readers will not return to Autumn Sequel"'*''^. It is 

commonly accepted by commentators of MacNeice's work 

that, "Autumn Sequel was a strategy of despair, a way 

of working through a barren perod"""?®; "We are forced 

to conclude that Autumn Sequel is defective because its 

purpose is never apparent . . . The only unity of Autumn 

Sequel is the unity of despair, or, of hopelessness. 

Nothing is inspiring; the allegory leads nowhere" 

Autumn Sequel imitates the earlier style of Autumn 

Journal: there is a terza rima and ottava rima; both 

poems consist of numerous cantos. But the rhyme is not 

so vivid as it was in Autumn Journal, It is monotonous 

enough. The Sequel exercises a social criticism, the 

old doubts and problems re-appear. The main theme 

consists of the poet's devotion to his friends. It is 

not an obituary, in spite of the mentioning of friends, 
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the majority of who are dead. The Epicurean devotion to 

friends has also appeared before Autumn Sequel. The 

Kingdom, from the Springboard collection, is a sketch 

of the character of individuals who are all based on 

real persons from the poet's personal life. The fact 

that individuals were the theme of previous poems, as 

well, has arisen a negative response from the critics; 

"Here once again have the brightly coloured pub-talk, 

the Epicurean devotion to individual friendships, the 

nostalgic pictures of childhood or Oxford days"^'®. The 

tone is ironical enough, because MacNeice repeats 

himself. 

The opening of the poem starts with a reference to 

London's Zoo. Fifteen years ago, when MacNeice wrote 

the Autumn Journal, he could listen to the animal vows 

from the Zoo. And now it is August again, the same 

month as then. MacNeice's obsession with time manifests 

itself from the very beginning. First he declares when 

exactly the writing of the poem takes place and then he 

expresses his thoughts, once more, about the passage of 

time: 

Fifteen years - and enough. Plain or pearled 
Chequered or lacquered, I do not want them again; 
Though golden curls in lockets come uncurled, 
Put back no clock; clocks were made for men. 
It is not time I resent, it is that the hand should stick 
On a lie which the heart repeats again and again. 
An autumn journal - or journey. The clocks tick 
Just as they did but that was a slice of life 
And there is no such thing. Our days are quick-

Apart from the passage of time there are many 

references to historical themes that we have not met 

before. We find references to time intersected into 

modern world in most cantos of the Sequel: 

The black bureau 
Of history where pale clerks do sum on sum, 
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and try to come into terms with previous historical and 

political events, however teaches people that there are 

men 

Who fight for their own chattels, burn or freeze 
From pride which may be foolish, though folly again 
Might have a tint of wisdom, as disease 
Can foster courage; . . . 

At least these people are content that they have done 

their duty and appeased their consciousness. At this 

point we have a reference to Thucydides, the great 

historian of antiquity who tried to Judge and criticize 

human affairs impartially: 

... that all things are mixed 
Or have two sides had taught Thucydides 
How little, a precious little, in life is fixed. 

Thucydides said that the things which happened, given 

human nature, were likely to happen again. Every event 

has its pros and cons; we cannot totally blame or take 

the part of one side without examining thoroughly and 

investigating the role of the other parts: 

On the one hand this but on the other that; 
Justice must lie between and truth betwixt. 

Thucydides might have a cool head but he was not cynic. 

Although he blamed and criticized both the war-lords 

and demagogues, he loved Athens. He gave his full care 

to the demos who gathered in Pnyx even when "the blade 

of Damocles hung above it" while at the same time 

traitors and usurpers tried with various means to gain 

power. 

Gavin, in canto II, stands for Shepard; 

Gavin was due to meet his death by water 
Far from all dust and women, sleeping alone. 

His interests were "The Gates of Horn" and women, in 

order to fulfil his lust. But ten years ago he was 

drowned, being one of the war casualties in the 
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Atlantic. Ancient history repeats itself into World War 

II: 

Ancient history one might think, 
Runs into World War Two. A dive-bombed jeep 
Is no less broken, or old, than a bronze wheel 
From Agamemnon's chariot. Sleep, sleep, 
You widows of Mycenae. The years reveal 
The need for everydayness, for picking up 
Such trivial threads, more durable than steel, 
As Gavin himself had dropped. .,. 

Both, a destroyed jeep and a part of Agamemnon's 

chariot are the same useless, even though, for their 

invention, intervened some thousands years. 

From August we have now arrived on the first of 

September: 

This is the first of September; let us unmake 
The dreary dog days and baptize the Fall. 

We may think of the Fall as a symbol of a real fall. 

Fall in the poet's ideas, in the world's morals. There 

is another reference to a friend here; 

For Gwilym is a poet; analogues 
And double meanings crawl behind his ears 
And his brown eyes were scooped out of the bogs, 
A jester and a bard. Archaic fears 
Dog him with handcuffs but this rogue's too quick. 
They grab and he turns a cartwheel and disappears. 

This is a reference to Dylan Thomas. 

In canto III, the poet imagines the transformation of a 

tree into a bed in the garden of Eden: the initials of 

the lovers were carved on this tree to remind the 

original sin. Another symbolism of the Garden of Eden 

with a dual meaning: the Earthly Paradise on the one 

hand, but, its transformation due to man's original sin 

on the other. Also the tree where the lovers carve 

their names may symbolize the tree of knowledge, 

something that MacNeice longs for. Or the climbing to 
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mount Everest may suggest man's effort to raise his 

philosophical and ethical standards: 

And passing one more golf course, shaved and dressed 
With yellow flags but empty; on and on 
Until we stop beneath mount Everest. 
We stop - and start. 

In the closing of the canto, the loudspeaker of the Zoo 

announces the closing of the gates: 

A harsh voice cries All Out - all out of Regent's Park, 
Of Everest, of Eden - casts of doubt 
If we were ever in. The whole massif is dark, 
The one tree silent, one day (to-day) ruled out, all out. 

Does the poet think that we do not deserve paradise, 

Regent park may also stand for Eden, that we are 

outcasts and therefore we have to be excluded from any 

rewards or even pursuits -like climbing Everest? The 

crisis and contradiction with himself start becoming 

clearer. 

As we have already mentioned, MacNeice worked for the 

BBC during the war (IV). Harrap, his friend, who 

invited him to continue with the BBC after the war was 

over, is now dead. Autumn Sequel resembles an obituary. 

Until now two of the poet's friends are dead and he has 

exposed all their good qualities of character as well 

as his memories of them. 

After the war MacNeice continued working for the BBC, 

but his scripts about ancient history, the Greek, 

Polish or Czech resistance did not appeal to the public 

any more (V). The old actors had to renew their roles; 

the poet thought of being an actor, too, fearing that 

his Muse had deserted him: 

Actors' careers go on and I sometimes think 
That I am an actor too, that the Muse has defaulted 
And left me an apparatus, rivet and link. 
With nothing to link or rivet, and I lament 
The maker I might have been; in half a wink 
The eye can be put out. The hours I have spent 
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Nagged by those two black telephones on my desk 
And signing my own name in dumb consent. 

At last, MacNeice's fears have been exposed. He dreads 

the Infertility of his inspiration and he tries to 

overcome it by using a difficult poetical form, terza 

rima, but also with excessive volubility. 

In canto VI, there are numerous references to most of 

the poet's friends, repeating those who are now dead. 

There are also many references to the fall of man but 

also to a Parrot which seems to symbolize MacNeice's 

objection to the by-products of an industrial 

civilization: 

Earthquake or flood or napalm bomb: who cares? 
The Parrot encores, the Doll has nothing to lose 
Stuffing itself with nothing, the moving stairs 
Move up and down crowded with empty shoes 
All stepping into each other. ... 
Men's hands and faces also. Though denial 

May please the Parrot and the Petrine cock, 
Yet some still tell the truth in an hour of trial; 
Say Yes instead of No. 

Does the poet imply that man has to give himself and 

his beliefs up to the demands of a mechanised society? 

Boyce was a friend who twinkled Greek wisdom "in his 

potting shed". Boyce was a "Yea" sayer, he could say 

Yes instead of No (VII): 

Thus Boyce, both classical scholar and gardener, 
Alike in shelves and plots can plant a Yea 
Against that obstinate No; there comes a stir 
Alike among Greek roots and roots of flowers 
When Boyce bends over them. Each blight and blur 
And slur and slug and sheer hiatus cowers, 
And garbled soil and pest-infested page 
Become themselves, thanks to his cleansing powers. 
While the great No-God winces. . . . 

It is obvious now that Boyce stands for E.R.Dodds. 

Boyce amends a corrupted and glossed text of Plotinus, 

and he knows that he has to oppose to the cynics and do 

something against them. The great No-God had made this 
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age appear his own with nothing worth while. All men 

in some moments of their lives need to fight the 

antagonists of malice who wait to devour them. But 

behind the eternal vice of the world stands "the 

eternal bride like a half-opened rose in a hedge of 

spears and horrors". 

The artristic interests of MacNeice reappear in canto 

VIII. As in his old poems, he continues visiting 

picture galleries. The Muse never conforms to types and 

gives her inspiration to the blind, the fanatical and 

simple-minded people or she favours dying kings, 

sitting suns and the kissed lips. The conclusion of 

this hymn to the Muse of arts is that, in order to 

escape mankind we go to art galleries but unfortunately 

there we rediscover it: 

Where science, ethics and politics stand aloof 
The arts eat meat and paddle around in dung, 
They tear off women's knickers and raise the roof 
With thump and rump and kickshaw, they blow the bung 
From the cask and the corpse from the casket, they mount the ladder 
Of Jacob and toss it behind them rung by rung. 

The poet seems rejecting politics whereas he is 

enthusiastic about art for art's sake. 

Athens was crowded with the faith and the hope of 

people; but in order to maintain this freedom somebody 

had to pay for it. Plataea and Melos through their 

servitude to Athenian rule paid 

For the freedom of our ears. The days grew hot, 
The Spartans hotter still, we wanted a high 
Place In the solar zenith; what we got 
Was the Syracusan quarries, the right to die 
On a daily half pint of water. 

The poet has some disillusioned thoughts in politics; 

it is strange that he goes back in ancient times, but 

it may be due to the fact that after the return to 

power of the conservatives with Churchill, he had no 

more motives to think about it. Instead he has some 
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futile philosopical-politleal thoughts, trying to 

arrive at a conclusion. 

Whereas in 479 B.C. , in the famous battle of Plataea, 

Mardonius, the general of the Persian army was 

defeated^T^, after all what we got was the Syracusean 

quarries where the Athenian fleet was destroyed and all 

the glory of Athens, together with the sacrifice of 

other people on her behalf, had gone. And the poet 

warns: "A word to the wise: Such are political ends". 

Even if he cannot repudiate the death of the Athenian 

civilization, yet he cannot deny that "Athens no longer 

dies". 

It is not suitable to stick to lovelorn melancoly (XI). 

Images which existed in mythology recur here: 

. , . Mother or maid or whore. 
This is that western sea where ships go down. 
Think twice, Leander, trembling at the door, 
Before you throw it wide and swamp the town. 
What of it if you swam the Hellespont? 
It is in Hero's love you are doomed to drown. 

Even Byron invented Haidee but he did not marry her. 

The parrot had warned the lover of Circe of the black 

magic he could suffer: 

As the wronged lover does himself more wrong 
Waking in Circe's room, where marmosets 
Lurk in the curtains and a slobbering throng 
Of hairy or scaly creatures gambols and upsets 
The creams and trays and siphons of last night. 
Then swarms up Circe's bed, being her pets. 

We must not also forget Jocasta, Medusa, Medea. All 

three females brought destruction and death; Jocasta 

was proved to be Oedipus' mother to whom he was 

married. Medusa's head turned everybody staring at her 

into stone; and Medea killed her children in order to 

revenge Jason's infidelity to her. But MacNeice 

maintains that it is our own innocence which brings 
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these terrible women into our sheets and gives 

potentiality to their evil power: 

as the poisoned flower 
Medea wore between her breasts was free 
Of poison until Jason placed it there 
To kill her children and his. 

Ideal love and the problems it can cause as well as the 

Oedipus complex are vehemently interrelated in Autumn 

SequBl. They prove MacNeice's confusion as well as his 

efforts to produce good poetry by projecting different 

ideas. 

In October, the poet visits his college in Oxford 

together with his friends Boyce and Aloys, who stands 

for Ernst Stahl (XII). They recall scenes of their 

student days in 1926. Now they criticize the arrogant 

behavior of their times and the education system, 

considering this rotten and old fashioned. They dine in 

the restaurant they used to dine (XIII), they visit 

their accommodation and think of their classical and 

human studies: 

Exactly seven centuries of mist 
Have rolled away since the first Chancellor died 
Who wished Greek letters added to the list 
Of the humanes studies . . . 

From canto XIV, onwards MacNeice's style changes. He 

becomes even more serious and meditative; he now 

describes a nightmare in an allegorical way. The 

meaning of this dream is a continual search for light. 

The search for the Quest has a special appeal in 

MacNeice's poetry. But no answer comes out of this. On 

the contrary, it brings more hopelessness and raises 

more intricate questions. This is the great weakness of 

Autumn Ssquel: the poet is desperately seeking 

something, is trying to give a final answer, to 

discover the Quest, but in vain: 
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... yet many trust 
That show of fat white hands to point the way 
To the Better Life for All. Away with dust and lust! 
No lust grows here unless the lust for power. 

Why are you here? 
Who are you? Are you my past? Are you my doubt? 
My alter ego? My basic self? My fear? 
Or even my future too? The sad eyes blink; 
He scratches first his arse and then his ear 

These questions reveal the poet's agony which starts 

from the Quest about himself first, before it expands 

to the rest of the world; 

The Quest goes on and we must ask why 
We are alive, though no one man has met 
A full or lucid answer; .... 

Our young man (XVI) is incapable of giving an answer to 

what life is: 

He asks himself - but dare not answer that. 
The Quest has come to a standstill. Like a wife 
The worm clings closer, closer, in the fat 
And intestinal darkness. What night could be 
Darker than this? ... 

The worm says that within him there are darker cells. 

If life meant a rising towards the sky followed by the 

fall, then "who would choose life?", the young man asks 

himself. Then through the interrogation he provides the 

answer: he chooses to grow and decay, to weep and 

rejoice, to be what he was and will be. Our being is 

confirmed through our actions, positive or negative; 

even when they are negative, we shall have the chance 

to repent and correct ourselves, to return to our 

former status in order to go on with living. Through 

acting we assure our existence. Since we are alone, we 

pay the debt which no one offers proof that we owe it. 

But "the more you pay the more comes back to you". The 

poet's philosophizing tries to explain the repayment of 

our debt: it may be connected with God, but others give 

various explanations, even magical ones. The poet's 
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nightmare resembles the allegorical meaning of Prayer 

before Birth. The dream he has now, the worm, the ape, 

remind us of the foetus in the womb which thinks of the 

external world and the dangers which await for it. But 

the observer finally breaks out -the foetus is born! 

The poet with his friends take the radical decision to 

break into this world, to come into contact with light, 

knowledge, wisdom, experience. They do not abstain from 

envisaging the reality of everyday life and fighting in 

order to achieve their means. 

The Incoherence of the long poem returns; now the poet 

mourns for the death of another friend (XVIII), Gwilymj 

he died in New York three weeks after he had met him 

for the last time. He was then full of life and energy; 

his death has shocked MacNeice: 

Lament for the Makers. Monday comes; at noon 
Gwilym died in New York . . . 

MacNeice shows a vivid interest in Thucydides' opinion 

about the role of civic virtues (XIX): 

On the one hand this 
But on the other that. And to condole 
Should not condone. A just analysis 
Would weigh the pros and cons; the cons are great. 

Then the master is asked why demos is not so powerful 

now as it was described in his city state: 

We share the word democracy but what 
Is Demos now? , . , . 

Demos is numerous, let him rule the streets and then 

let the endowed philosophers rule in their own sky: 

Society and the whole? We are not such fools 
As to equate the two, 

the poets ask the Master - Thucydides. He smiles and 

answers that there are two schools of thought on this 

subj ec t: 
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one reviles 
The notion that any artist could fulfil 
A conscious social role; the other files 
Art in the civil service. 

Thucydldes considers both of them to be false. He 

accepts that Demos provides the basis to the 

flourishing of arts, however his main purpose is to 

condone Demos. Pheidias had all ivory and gold he 

needed to finish the statue of Athena. But the poet 

thinks that in the same Acropolis other statues were 

used as a mere rubble to plug the gaps. People do not 

always appreciate the works of art. Practical needs 

prevail over the aesthetic taste. Acropolis, the symbol 

of the golden age of Greece, was badly destroyed not 

only by enemies but by Greeks themselves, in order to 

protect their country and defend it against the 

adversaries. They sacrificed the works of art for the 

ideal of a state. This is accepted by Thucydides who 

insists that those works were primitive, that masonry 

lasted for a short time and after all "we were solid 

practical men". But Athenians began to bawl that 

injustice pays. Athens, in order to survive, to 

consolidate her power and raise her standard of living, 

had to force the imperialistic policy on other cities: 

Imperialism means the means to raise 
Standards of life at home. What do we care. 
If Potidaea whines and Megare brays? 
It is we who count. Let Mitylene dare 
To revolt, let puny Melos dare to stay 
Neutral, we have no sentiment to spare 
They and their like are merely in our way 
And call out to be massacred, 

All the atrocities of the Athenians in Potidaea, 

Megara, Mitylene and Melos had a solemn purpose: the 

interests of the Athenian demos. In these lines we have 

a reference to Thucydides' Mel Ian Dlalog-ue''^*^: 

One vote 
By Demos and self-interest wins the day 
Over those pleas for mercy that connote 
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A failure to keep up to date. 'Aye! Aye!' 
Shouts Demos in his haste, and cuts each throat 
In Melos 

The proposal of the Melians' death was brought up by 

Alcibiades, the good friend of Socrates, who later on 

turned to be a traitor. His compatriots based their 

hopes on him but he betrayed them at the end -in spite 

of his genius and wit. The poets ask Thucydides how the 

harmonious Athenian system fits into his pattern. But 

the Master believes that Alcibiades was not the cause 

for the dissolution of this system. It was corroded 

long before: 

Is that not clear 
From my own history of the war, the war 
Which broke both Athens and me? 

And then he gives up the conversation. The glory that 

was Greece is not going to be restored again: 

all the gold of the Golden Fleece 
Will not put Phoebus Apollo back in the sky. 

The reason for all this meditation finds an explanation 

now: the poet in his quest about modern society's 

problems and atrocities was trying to find an answer by 

looking back at history. Although 1950's was a 

relatively peaceful era, the disarmament did not take 

place, and the tests of new hydrogen bombs continued, 

causing a grave concern among the intellectuals about 

the future of humanity. 

As the poet reads in a newspaper about an experimenting 

bombing in Kenya in order to discourage terrorists, he 

immediately thinks of the damage on nature: 

A bitter pill to make the forest sick 
And vomit its black poison; 

MacNeice was far more ahead of his times. The above 

lines read more contemporary nowadays than in 1950s! 
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Without becoming able to hide his disgust he throws the 

paper in the basket: 

Yes, history makes bleak reading after all 
And exile is the place for it. 

He puts all the historical books -Thucydides included-

on the shelf. The poet believes that it is better to 

cross 

Once more from the public to the private sphere 
Where waste and loss are felt as waste and loss 
But where at least some balance of good is clear. 

Again this feeling of loneliness and of inability to 

provide any answer. 

Afterwards we move back to Gwilym's funeral (XX) in 

Wales, This funeral gives the poet the opportunity to 

think of life after death. He is so distressed 

emotionally that he wants to believe that Gwilym will 

wait for him somewhere: 

November the Twenty-fifth. We are back once more 
In London. And will he keep us waiting. ... Yes. 

Then as we move towards Christmas time, we have a 

wonderful description of Bath as well as of Oxford and 

Wiltshire (XXI). The poet makes many references to the 

Augustan age of the eighteenth century in Bath. 

"December continues mild" (XXIII), and the poet thinks 

of Christmas. On December the twenty-third (XXIV), he 

visits the Ancient East department of the British 

Museum and thinks about the origin and the personality 

of the Magi, the wisdom of the Eastern World, Babylon 

and the importance of the birth of Christ. MacNeice's 

Christian upbringing has influenced him in his choice 

of symbols. Even though he does not seem to be a 

religious person, the Christmas atmosphere together 

with his pursuit for the quest drive him towards this 

channel. On Christmas Eve (XXV), he goes on a train to 
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Norwich, for his work, and on Christmas morning he goes 

back home (XVI) to celebrate with his family. As he 

approaches London his mind flies to his wife who is the 

central person in his life: 

Towards home where waits one person which is you 
Who takes the ancient view that life is holy. 
Meanwhile, to bring me nearer to that view; 
This train approaches London. Quickly. Slowly. 

At the end of the SBquel MacNeice seems to calm down. 

Christmas, which brings peace of mind, has arrived and 

its message has worked on him. 

After all this meditation about Quest, Eden, reason, 

negation, ideals past and present, wandering in 

different towns in England and above all, a tribute to 

firends alive and dead, the poet devotes his thoughts 

to his own life and to the person who is the most 

important to him. 

n. VI si tat Ions. 1952-1956 

Time brings not only inevitable aging but also the 

experience that the individual needs. We could call 

this volume of poems as the return of MacNeice's 

lyrical impulse. He does not offer any answers to the 

questions dealt with in his poems, but he discusses 

certain themes many times. These poems are mostly 

concerned with the passing of time, the relationship of 

the poet with his public and the individual's 

experience to the passage of time. These realizations 

are also easily inferred from the dedicatory poem To 

Hedli: 
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The days running into each other, but oh the distance between! 
The march or rout of events grows blurred in printer's ink 
With all those public fears which bruise our minds; 

The style and the diction of Visitat ions is halfway 

between the earlier and the latest collections of Louis 

MacNeice. The brilliance of the present collection is 

based on the simple way in which the poet expresses 

philosophical or other complex m e a n i n g s . 

Addressing himself To the Public, the poet supports 

both himself and his colleagues against the bad 

reputation that used to prevail among men: 

we have rather more common sense 
Than your common Man, also of course more freedom, 

is his response to the accusation that the poets filch, 

eavesdrop and live at other people's expense. The 

concern about poetry continues in To Posterity: the 

poet is in doubt about the value of poetry and 

communication through books in general, when in the 

future scientists will discover other means of 

communication. The arrival of the mechanical age and 

wi despreading communication, concerned MacNeice in the 

beginning of 1950's. He was far looking into future. 

Besides, his classical education helped him and 

provided him with the experience that things, society 

and means change: 

When books have all seized up like the books in graveyards 
And reading and even speaking have been replaced 
By other, less difficult, media. 

The meditation about the running of time continues in 

Donegal Triptych which consists of three small poems 

dealing with the cycling of time. The poet claims that 

historical events do not follow the cycling route and 

recalls his ideas expressed in his earlier poems, by 

saying that age means change and change means renewal, 

so history is a cycle which goes round. MacNeice 
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extends once more the familiar Heraclitean principle of 

change: 

Returning where? To speak of cycles 
Rings as false as moving straight 
Since the gimlet of our fate 
Makes all life, all love a spiral. 

The uppermost worry, which represents a pessimistic and 

fatal attitude towards life, is the fact that as time 

goes by youth and poetical inspiration are gone, too: 

Which being so, which beauties being evanescent but also recurrent. 
And Fate, frustrating, fulfilling, turning the screw, 
It is good to pause on the turn, look back on the glittering silent 
spiral 
Of time in a timeless moment where the nether blue meets the upper 
blue. 

Here MacNeice adopts a middle position; he says that 

earth is halfway between the sea and the sky. We come 

from the sea, live on earth and then the wind throws us 

away to communicate with other solitary men who form 

part of the whole race of men. 

A Hand of Snapshots, as the title suggests, is a set of 

five poems: pessimism is expressed in The Lef t-Behind. 

the only things left behind is fire which does not warm 

at all, the tall ship of youth which went on a rock, 

the unborn men who could be more than needed and 

f inally death 

... the black clock that strikes when it has stopped. 

The Back-Afcain. The Gone-Tomorrow. The Once-in-Passing 

are in the same pattern. The last poem, The Here-and-

Never is a pun: here and now was never there and now or 

here and then. Here is coming and going, but never the 

same coming or the same going. Here is also living and 

dying but never "Lifelong dying or dead-alive". To 

intelligent men Here means now and "both mean ever, 

though never again". There is a pervasive sense of 

failure which brings death; all this is due to flux 
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which makes it impossible to come back and amend the 

faults in one's life: 

... the Seasons need not even forget 
Since, though they fostered man, they never loved him, 

concludes Wessex Guidebook. Museums and beneficiary 

institutions in general gave MacNeice a sense of the 

static part of life, which did not involve any progress 

at all: 

in the small museum 
Rare butterflies, green coins of Caracalla 
Keep easy company with the fading hand 
Of one who chronicled a fading world; 
Outside, the long roads, that the Roman ruler 
Ruled himself out with, point across the land 
To lasting barrows and long-vanished barracks. 

Flux is excluded here. If the world does not treat 

history the way it deserves, then it is bound to be 

fading. The role of history through the centuries and 

its connection with seasons is the main incentive for 

the writing of this poem. 

MacNeice's dexterity in writing poetry is shown in 

Ji g-sa ws, a group of five poems; we can say that every 

poem is puzzling enough. The third poem is concerned 

with the gulf which exists between men and brutes: 

Though deep, seems not too wide. 

The brute's rules, games and feelings, are not more 

differentiated than ours. The only minus difference is 

that some men have an intellect. In the fifth poem we 

have the recognition that there is God or something 

unknown which declares the poet's need to believe in 

something although his agnosticism is evident: 

Although we say we disbelieve, 
God comes in handy when we swear-
It may be when we exult or grieve. 
It may be just to clear the air; 
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The religious and classical background of MacNeice come 

into conflict when it comes to which side to believe 

in. He might wish to reject his religious upbringing, 

but just to pronounce or write the word "disbelieve" is 

not enough to root out his convictions. At the end he 

concludes that; 

Thank God we do not, we know, 
We need the unknown. The Unknown is There. 

The search for identity and the status of man as a 

microcosm into the macrocosm of the universe is still a 

big question for the poet. 

An outstanding poem of this collection is The Other 

Wing, In the Cretan cave of the mountain Ida, Zeus is 

being saved, when he was an infant, in order to survive 

instead of being devoured by his father Cronus. Zeus' 

salvation took place amid a lot of noise: 

The infant cried while the tenterhook heaven 
Cranes through the cracks of its blue enamel 
To spot the usurper but metal on metal 
Drown him and saves him, drowns and saves. 

Then Zeus, in his turn, gives birth to Athena who 

sprang from his head: 

Felt suddenly harassed, a sky-splitting headache 
With nothing to cause it - and out of that nothing 
Hard eyed and helmeted vaulted a goddess; 

It is a direct reference to the myth of Athena's birth: 

because Zeus had this terrible headache -according to 

one version he had devoured his children of his wife 

Metis in order that they should not become more 

powerful than himself, he asked Hephaestos to open his 

head and relieve him. As it was taking place, Athena 

was born out of his head. The artists have tried hard 

to picture her in bronze or chryselephant, they have 

even created Parthenon, one of the miracles of 
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antiquity. But suddenly we start feeling confused as we 

make a radical shift in place and time: 

But yes, 
Gentlemen, first on the left beyond these 
Black-figure vases there lies a red 
Letter or birth day, another wing ... , 

in which, the antiquities of the birth of Jesus in a 

stable in Bethlehem make their appearance. We have to 

realize that this "another wing" obviously concerns the 

British Museum's wing where there are held exhibits 

from antiquity. All the elements of Christ's birth are 

present: 

Mummicose death-dress; one much smaller 
Lagged against life - he too has a Mary 
But never a Martha to tidy the stables, 
Poor Tom o' Bethlehem, only a Mary, 
An ox and an ass, a nought and a cross. 

On the one hand we have the description of an Egyptian 

mummy and on the other of Christ's birth place. What's 

more, the reference to the "stables" has a double 

meaning: apparently it refers to the stable where 

Christ was born, but it may also imply the mythological 

stables of Augean which the hero Hercules cleaned. In 

the last stanza the poet is still unable to find a 

religion for himself, to give a satisfactory 

explanation to the great mysteries of birth, life and 

death: 

The centuries unwinding the swaddling 
Bands and the death-bands; ... 
....... but Torn 
Condemned to another, a haunted, wing, 
For all his fire poor Tom's a-cold. 

It seems that MacNeice identifies himself with Tom 

(Edmund in King Lear). while he realizes the 

inevitability of death as well as the failure either of 

mythology or of religion to provide an answer. 
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Middle age's coming has much influenced the poet in all 

his latter poems. He feels the flux of time, which is 

inescapable by all human beings; in Flg-ure of Eight, he 

compares a young man who looks forward to meeting a 

girl with an old man who is not in a hurry because he 

understands who might wait for him at the station; only 

death. The allegory about death's approach is obvious. 

The whole collection has taken its name from a group of 

seven poems under the title VI si tail ons. The first poem 

is about the ghosts of pastoral lovers who call us when 

we die to 

lands unknown 
Where we, once come, could boast when dying 
We had not always lived alone, 

because they accompanied us. The lines of this poem are 

reminiscent of pastoral Greek and Roman poetry. 

Especially the lines 

Never so young in their green fettle, 
Never so glad in their gleaned light, 
Never so proud in pulse and petal, 

bring before us the Greek ideals which however have not 

proved themselves capable of solving the problem of 

time. 

The second poem is about that moment of vision which 

makes life and things lighter and easier: 

When the indefinable 
Moment apprises 
Man of Its presence, 
Shorn of disguises 
Himself in his essence 
Combines and comprises 
The uncombinable. 

There are echoes of Plotinus' theory of essences but 

the main concern is about sensual inspiration and love. 

The third of the Visi ta Hons deals with a mythological 

theme about a merman and a mermaid who, in order to 
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kill their time, cause wrecks; but at the end they are 

both thrown into the sea and swim until they meet each 

other. The quality which creates the uniqueness of an 

individual, famous or not, is the concern of the poet 

(IV); man, woman and child -king, queen and clown, the 

live man and the dead, each one has a unique story to 

deliver to us. The fifth poem is about the angel who 

accompanies the hosts in a dinner and makes them feel 

both easiness and threat. The sixth poem is a praise to 

the Muse. She visits the inspired man in each 

manifestation of his life either small or great. And 

every time he wonders if it is the Muse who inspires 

him or just the "unimmediately apparent" which becomes 

immediate. MacNeice is giving the impression that he is 

about to make apparent the source of his inspiration 

and the reason for his failure; but he still remains in 

this dilemma. The last poem starts with the religious 

image of God who visits as a whirlwind one of his 

creatures and tries to show him the clearness of the 

World. The poet sits in his cave and 

Suddenly Something, or Someone, darkened the entrance 
But shed a new light on the cave, 

and in a small voice ensures him 

Of what lay behind and before it. 

This cave resembles the Platonic cave and the prisoners 

inside it, through the shadows of the men of knowledge, 

discover their real existence. Unfortunately MacNeice 

does not manage a breakthrough in his philosophical 

dilemma. The common theme of most of the poems in 

Visi tati ons is the search for identity and real 

existence which could be discovered if only we had some 

clues about the great mystery of the running of time 

which brings death, too. 
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o. Solstices. 1957—1960 

Lyrical impulse together with parabolical methods are 

the main characteristics of Solstices. which was 

published in 1961. The title suggests the cyclical 

route of the planet system, the solstice comes at June 

21st and December 22nd each year'^^. The cyclical 

pattern of the poems as well as their title make known 

to the public the poet's special interest in astrology 

in the last years of his life; besides, there was his 

book on Astral og-y which was published posthumously. 

Many of the poems of the collection contain references 

to the childhood of the poet but they do not emit the 

kind of stress and fear that such themes conveyed in 

earlier volumes. The role of religion is also 

noticeable, as well as MacNeice's fear of old age and 

subsequent death. He refuses to come to terms with the 

fact that as a mortal being he will have to die one 

day. But it is a common judgement that Solstices 

contain practically no references to either Graeco-

Roman or Christian legend^ 

The cyclical pattern starts with the realization that 

where there is an end there is also a beginning. It 

happens in Apple Blossom, where the poet states that 

when we spring out of our innocent childhood, from 

Eden, "The morning after is the first day". The fall 

from Eden is implied to have brought a new start: 

The first apple was the best apple 
For Adam before he heard the sentence; 
When the flaming sword endorsed the Fall 
The trees were his to plant for all. 

MacNeice in his middle age questions Christian values 

and comes to believe that there is another world 

besides that of the Bible. 
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Childhood's reminiscences co-exist with the cyclic 

movement. He also tries to extend or connect them to 

present life. In The Riddle, he feels nostalgia when he 

recalls the riddles he listened to in the warm family 

house during the cold winter days. Now in a cold house 

the only thing preserved is the fearful question "What 

is it that goes round and round the house?" 

Notes for a Biography, in spite of its autobiographic 

style, has not a great unity. It is a group of five 

poems starting with the events of childhood, school, 

college and colonial service in India (I, II), Then, 

the poet, already middle-aged, remembers a love he had 

while on a ship in the sea and infers that scars from 

disappointed loves cool down like the sea, "Wave upon 

wave, reminder upon reminder" (III), Time cures all 

painful memories. In the fourth poem questions about 

educational and political matters absorb the poet's 

thought. In the last one, the old man decided that it 

is never time to retire; since life goes on he has to 

persist. The pleasures drawn from small events in this 

life, like the lavender of youth and love, make him 

believe that he is standing "face to face with Never". 

It is hard to realize when you get old that you have 

lost many chances because others kept on telling you 

not to be in a hurry. In The Slow Starter the man who 

is no longer a child races "like a torrent" round a 

clock in order to catch the lost opportunities which 

are too late to be recovered. 

Memories of 1940's occur in The Messiah which is a 

heterogeneous and incoherent poem; what we discern are 

some reminiscences from the time MacNeice was in 

hospital in Portsmouth after he had come back from 

America. The other memory is of a convoy in the wartime 
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Atlantic in 1940, (The Atlantic Tunnel) . where human 

life cannot be entrusted with 

... headphones or signals and out of 
The code, yet not in the clear. The tunnel 
Might be about to collapse. 

The religious question connected with social and 

political life and the poet's ironical effort to 

vindicate the sins of modern society appears in 

Jericho. As the Decalogue's rules were broken in the 

past by people, so are they broken now. MacNeice is not 

surprised that in all public offices the laws are 

broken, since they follow their archetype: 

And the tables of the Law were broken again. 

The meaning of words differs according to the endings. 

In Idl e Talk the poet presents the example of Adam and 

Eve; when he said "I love you" to her in the Eden's 

garden, it was completely different from when he said 

it to her after the temptation. The conclusion is that 

what we intend as new might have been used in the past 

even by us ourselves; but the new always prevails over 

the old. 

Another group of four poems, Country Week-End, remind 

the poet childhood's insignificant events which then 

seemed so large. As a boy he read in the candles about 

the Lavs of Ancient Rome: 

Like good Penates, from their globes 
Or tasselled tents conferring peace 
Even on the Lays of Ancient Rome. 

In these last lines we have a reference to 

T. B. Macaulay' s Lavs of Ancient Rome. a reference to 

post Victorian vestiges of classicizing Victorian 

culture rather than Classical antiquity. Penates were 

the dwellers and guardians of the family home in every 

ancient Roman household. They were worshipped together 

with Vesta and had an important place in the 
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communltyi^:*% Now everything is directed by 

electricity; the poet is scared when he realizes that 

our world depends upon a switching off. The only thing 

he can do at this night is to say "One good night in a 

naughty world". We can trace the four elements which 

constitute the world in each one of these four poems: 

Though then as now the sky was ours 
Of which our souls were part and parcel.(I) 

The sky and the flying birds symbolize the air. 

Hand me that dibble. That the earth is good 
Stands trial this week-end. (II) 

We are reminded of the questioning about earth. 

When such spinning shafts of steely water 
Struck to numb, or revive, the mind.(Ill) 

Here is the water element which is followed by fire: 

Hissed in the fire and I felt marooned 
In a whitewashed room in a world of water. (Ill) 

We can infer that MacNeice deals very much with the 

flowing of time, the passing of age and inevitably he 

thinks of his childhood's, not necessarily good but 

innocent and quiet days. It seems that the poet could 

not be reconciled with the fact that he, too, as all 

common people, was running into time. He tried by 

writing poetry to become conscious of flux and of the 

approaching of age through experience. 

It is not accidental that Sol sti ce, which gave its 

title to the whole collection, reviews the passing of 

time as gain because he has been waiting for the 

beloved person to fill his life: 

How can midsummer stay so long? 

The poet demostrates his hope that time does not pass 

so quickly; although he can do nothing to prevent it. 
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he expresses the wish for the pleasant moments to have 

more duration than others. 

Sun rises and gives life to everything (Indian 

Villap:B^ . And 

. . . Euripides was right 
To say 'whatever glints' (or dances), 
Thus answering those who mark the spot 
Meticulously in black and white 
And who, contemptuous of the chances. 
Divorce the ever from the what. 

Each man has a small part in the coming and going of 

life but "whatever it is, must leap and shine"; since 

this little part belongs to him he can do whatever he 

wants. 

After devoting much of his writing to the idea of flux, 

the poet addresses one poem to the founder of the 

theory: Variation on Heracli tus refers to the pre-

Socratic philosopher from Ephesus whose theories are 

still applied. Even the walls and the ceiling are 

flowing, modern physicists suggest. The poet goes 

further and says that nothing reappears; it has to 

disappear first: 

Down an unbridgeable Ganges where nothing is standard 
And lights are but lit to be drowned in honour and spite of some 
dark. 

The poet's philosophising can be summarised in the 

concluding line of the poem: 

One cannot live in the same room twice. 

Reflections try to express the metaphysical impressions 

given by a mirror which reflects the room reflected in 

a window. This poem is a conceit about reflections so 

that nothing seems safe in that room: 

The mirror above my fireplace reflects the reflected 
Room in my window; . . . 
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These reflections in mirrors remind us of MacNeice's 

earlier poem, Perseus, in which the Images of 

petrification and the "solipsism of the self" -which is 

succeeded via nihilism- are evident. 

The inability to go ahead with the flowing of time is 

expressed in Hoid-Up. With terror, the poet thinks of 

what could happen if suddenly people and things stopped 

moving for any reason. The still-life technique of this 

poem shows what could happen in this world if a tiny 

operation went wrong for a moment. MacNeice dreads 

traffic jams where a stasis and inertia are inevitable: 

The lights were red, refused to change 
Ash-ends grew longer, no one spoke, 

MacNeice feels uneasy among strangers, especially when 

he is obliged to wait unnecessarily. Everything is 

going wrong after a "hold-up": 

The bubbles in the football pool 
Went flat, the hot news froze, the dates 
They could not keep were dropped like charred 
Matches, the girls no longer flagged 
Their sex, besides the code was lost. 

There was a complete disorganisation of daily life: 

engagements that could not be carried out, human 

relationships underwent a crisis. The poem reads as if 

we expect for time to finish, for movement to be 

paralysed. Besides we should consider a simpler 

explanation which is the frustration one feels when 

caught in a traffic jam. D.B.Moore has commented on 

this poem: "For those who could not take refuge in the 

mathematics and enjoy the elegance of theoretical 

exposition, and for those who realized vividly that 

here was progress only of proof but not of conception, 

and that in consequence we were back two thousand years 

to aspects of Greek thought, there could be no comfort 

in the new knowledge, and little new hope for the 

individual personality"'^®. What is more, MacNeice 
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seems lost in this mechanized world, he anticipates a 

destruction from unexpected things. 

The theological concerns of the poet are expressed in 

The V}al 1. It is a symbolic poem where the wall means an 

end, like the end of life. But as all seem to fade 

away, suddenly, from an opening wall comes the sound of 

singing; there is also light which opens into a garden. 

The Christian conception of the immortality of the soul 

with an image of Paradise is presented by MacNeice 

here. 

Solstices apart from the pre-occupation with time and 

religious matters have also some optimistic clues. TtiB 

Snow-Man is a poem of hopefulness: 

Yesterday it was a dance of flakes 
Waltzing down, around, and up, 

but today is another " legless" day and the world goes 

on. While tomorrow the forgetfulness is coming, the 

flakes will thaw. But the water which will be formed, 

isn't it another dance equally replacing the dance of 

the white flakes? Nothing is lost, it continues in 

another form, its existence goes on. 

It is surprising that MacNeice who has spent most of 

his life opposing to conventions, now writes about his 

beliefs in truisms and the inherited values as 

necessary guides in our lives. The Truisms remind us of 

the Parable of the Prodigal son who finally finds out 

that without them his life is not safe. Possibly, the 

old age of MacNeice makes him realize that he was wrong 

opposing to traditional concepts and inheritance. 

The Bad Dream. which is a nightmare about horrific 

insects, animals and women's shrieks, is followed by 

the Good Dream which is about a young man who wakes up 

in the night; instead of switching on his light a warm 

voice tells him that he is in the beginning of life. 
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The voice urges him to row in the dark and reach the 

island where she is. But when the man arrives there he 

listens to a voice: 

And God Said Let there be light. 

When it becomes light he sees a place resembling the 

image of paradise. This poem looks like a parable; its 

themes are certainly raised from the book of Genesis. 

but the poet wants also to show his joyness for finding 

the great love of his life in his middle-age. This love 

is the meaning of the world and happiness to him. 

Sel va Oscura. Dante's The Dark Wood, is another poem of 

hopefulness. Even when one has no experiences, if he 

meditates or dreams about them many times then his life 

is dominated by them. In the dark woods we could 

suddenly meet blue balls and light and an open door 

with a hand inviting us to "all the life my days 

allow". Metaphysical and philosophical thoughts seem to 

take a shape in the above poem. In spite of the nasty 

world, MacNeice hopes and believes in something better 

which can be achieved through his search for the Quest. 

The obtaining of experiences puzzles the poet in A11 

Over Again. MacNeice opposes to the aquired experiences 

and claims that every time is unique and unrepeatable. 

He will not ask for gaining experience from past or 

future any more. Both of them form the happy present. 

His love is as if it existed many years before: 

This One Between were All and we in love for years. 

p. The Burning Perch. 1961-1963 
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The nightmare and the fear of an aproaching end 

constitute the framework of the last volume of Louis 

MacNeice's poetry which was published immediately after 

his death on October the 1963. The Burning Perch 

stresses more than any previous collection the theme of 

eschatological doom which comes even out of tiny 

things. There is a continuous movement towards death 

and the characters of the poems become gradually aware 

of the forthcoming end. John Press believes that this 

collection as well as the two last ones, VI si ta t ions 

and Solstices. add new reputation to MacNeice's 

inspiration; even if they are not well known from 

anthologies there is "a final spurt of imaginative 

energy in the three years berore his death which 

resulted in The Burning Perch''We can say that 

MacNeice was as much socially conscious as he was in 

Autumn Journal, The threat of World War II in Aut umn 

Journal can be compared with the Cold War and the atom 

bomb of the late 1950's. The collection is dedicated to 

Mary, a young actress of the BBC. 

The Burning Perch opens with one of those poems where 

destruction is caused by simple objects. Soap Suds is a 

representative example: a mallet which hits a ball in a 

croquet game causes a doom; superficial things happen 

and the child who washed his hands in the bathroom has 

"no longer the hands of a child". On the one hand we 

are presented with reminiscences from childhood -when 

the poet had visited this great house- and on the other 

we are reminded that there is always something beyond 

our will which dictates our actions; 

And the grass has grown head-high and an angry voice cries Play! 
But the ball is lost and the mallet slipped long since from the 
hands 
Under the running tap that are not the hands of a child. 

This "running tap" suggests the flowing of time, again 

the great problem of the poet is evident right from the 
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very beginning: the process of aging which he hates so 

much. In some ways he anticipates the 'chaos theory' of 

modern physics, by which even the fluttering of a 

butterfly's wings can change the weather pattern of the 

planet. 

In spite of the bad mood which characterizes most of 

the poems, there are some which are full of life. Dei a 

Vu is about the regenerating power of love which gives 

you the strength to start from the beginning. 

Our love must extend beyond time because time is itself in arrears 
So this double vision must pass and past and future unite. 

MacNeice tries to use life as a means to overcome the 

passing of time, to extend himself to the future; the 

above lines sound as a desperate attempt to catch the 

lost vitality. 

The Suicide is committed by a young man who Jumped out 

of the window. Nevertheless he has left something 

behind; the bill, the ash, the box-files, the 

correspondence, the broken pencil, the shy smile 

"something that was intact". We might suppose that 

death terrified the poet and he tried through his poems 

to persuade himself that even when he dies, he will 

leave his remembrance behind. We can also assume that 

MacNeice has in his mind the suicide of his poetical 

inspiration. In spite of his bareness he believes that 

something is going to be left behind at the end: 

To those who knew him for all that mess in the street 
This man with the shy smile has left behind 
Something that was intact. 

It is a typical classical attitude towards life: if one 

has offered a certain work, regardless of its general 

appreciation, it is bound to be commemorated by some at 

the end. 
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In Per spec t i ves, the poet shapes his characters in a 

Theophrastean way; he says that further off people are 

smaller as for example old heroes; they can not be 

compared to the nowadays professional people. All are 

interested in themselves, like the commissionaire, the 

dentist, the kings. So in the year 2.000 A.D. at the 

end of a queue, one will be able to see an infant -who 

might be himself- straddling the world in the same way 

they have done it. 

The Burning Perch has not much about the end of life. 

There is an inevitable end in most of these poems; end 

of life and culture, as it happens in In Lie u. which 

shows the poet's dislike of the substitutes of a 

decayed culture. 

The question and the definiton of identity torture the 

man in The Taxis: MacNeice has used the parable form 

which here sounds like a dream. The man of our poem is 

unable to control his self, he seems as if he is 

looking for an escape by using all these taxis. In this 

illusionary poem the man suddenly realizes that he is 

not alone. He is followed by many invisible ghosts 

which are visible only by the last of the many taxi-

drivers. There are also implications of a religious 

background -only God is able to see our whole 

existence. 

The three grey sisters of The Grey Ones are the 

favourite theme of MacNeice about the Fates. The poet 

believes in fate and asks the youth to inquire about 

the way to "Never Yet", 

Which might be Once Upon a Time, 
Golden Age or Perfect Crime, 
Kingdom Come or Free for All 
No past, no future and no fall. 

All of them might exist in childish dreams. The three 

sisters chewing their gums wait for "the client next to 
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die" without impatience, for they are sure that 

somebody will come up the mountain or in some Eastern 

town. 

The only poem which deals with life after death, even 

in a dream-like form, is After the Crash. There is an 

imaginative passing of time; 

When he came to he knew 
Time must have passed because 
The asphalt was high with hemlock 
Through which he crawled to his crash. 

The paradox appears strong: a man who is the victim of 

the mechanical age, is also the victim of hemlock as 

Socrates was in Ancient Athens. The signs of MacNeice's 

meditation are now clear: he could feel death 

approaching and therefore, as any intelligent person 

would do, he started thinging about life after death. 

Therefore it is totally acceptable for him to connect a 

modern form of violent death, to one of the classical 

age. As Socrates' death marked the end of his wisdom, 

which however survived through the centuries, so a 

poet's death may well leave his work behind: 

And knew in the dead dead calm 
It was too late to die. 

The eschatological attitude continues under the 

extraordinary title Spring Cleaning which should sound 

cheerfully, but MacNeice has transformed this to a 

desperate poem. It parodies the Biblical reference to 

Revelation (21:5) and repentance: instead of making a 

new start, an innocent life, it is time for endings "to 

round things off". It is clear now that MacNeice 

refuses that there is any regeneration since he does 

not recognise this property even to spring itself. He 

believes that mechanical age has put an end to all 

this. 
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This belief to the terror that spring brings is 

expressed in The Pale Panther and in Another Cold May. 

Destruction is caused by the yellow teeth of the 

panther which tear the roof of the poet's house. Then 

empty bottles piling up are not collected by the 

milkman and the poem also speaks about incurable burn. 

In the third and last stanza of this poem we are told 

about airmen with broken test tubes and shards; all 

this desperation and inability of human will to 

interfere may be interpreted by the assumption that the 

poet has in mind together with his own end the atomic 

doom which may make even sun "stop play". 

In this collection there are two travel poems: The one, 

Ra venna reminds the poet of a visit on his way from 

Greece when everything "seemed dim and flat" to him. 

His mind blended together the Roman culture, the 

Byzantine influence and the Roman empire: 

.,. What went wrong 
With Byzantium as with Rome went slowly, their fame 
Sunk in malarial marsh. 

Now when he tries to remember Ravenna, in his mind come 

a bad swell of glory and the cold eyes of Theodora of 

Byzantium "that belie the tesselated gold". The other 

travel poem, Constant. is about Constantinople which 

has been corrupted by Romans, Crusades and Turks. 

However in this city "Caught between Roman and Turk", 

people make dreams of the church of the Holy Wisdom 

(Hagia Sophia). They see it as a symbol of unity and of 

reviving the old Empire. 

New Jerusalem is a poem of meditation blended with 

religious feelings. The poet transfers the old 

religious theme from old Jerusalem to the New one, 

which can be London. But instead of progress everything 

is melted down: 
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Bulldoze all memories and sanctuaries: our birthright 
Means a new city, vertical, impersonal. 
Whose horoscope claimed a straight resurrection 
Slfuld Stimulant stand in conjunction with Sleeping Pill. 

This "new city" bears echoes of Platonic Republ1c and 

Laws in which themes such as the building of a new city 

full of moralized principles are mentioned. 

It would be presumptious to say that MacNeice had any 

premonition about his coming death; although in one of 

his last poems, Charon. he talks about it. The poem 

opens with a bus trip around London: 

The conductor's hands were black with money. 

The conductor could symbolize Charon himself if we take 

into account the mythological evidence in which Charon 

was asking for money in order to take the corpses to 

the other side of the river Acheron. And to complete 

the image of Charon, there is also the image of a 

river: 

And then we came to the Thames and all 
The bridges were down, the further shore 
Was lost in fog, so we asked the conductor 
What we should do. He said: Take the ferry 
Faute de mieux. 

The conductor may also symbolize the priest if we give 

religious extentions to the poet's thought. Then 

MacNeice brings forward Virgil's and Dante's images of 

Charon: 

And there was the ferryman just as Virgil 
And Dante had seen him. He looked at us coldly 
And his eyes were dead and his hands on the oar 
Were black with obols and varicose veins. 

It is a perfect description of Charon as he is depicted 

in Virgil and Dante. The doom now is obvious. There is 

no way out. We have to take the trip after of course we 

have paid our obols to Charon. Eventually the ferryman 

said coldly: 
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If you want to die you will have to pay for it. 

Is it an imprisoned spirit, asking in vain for some 

freedom? Or is it the poet himself who, being tired 

from a meaningless life, is asking for an escape which 

however is going to lead nowhere? MacNeice has a very 

cynical attitude towards death especially in this poem. 

Death for him does not differ from living. London is a 

Hades, a Waste-Land, and there are echoes of his 

fellow-classicist Eliot. The resignation from life is 

more apparent in The Introduction: it is about the 

acquaintance of a young girl with an old man over "a 

grave glade". The larvae, Roman ghosts, but like a 

chorus of a Greek tragedy, remind them that it is too 

late for him and too early for her to meet each other. 

The larvae say that these two should have met long time 

ago or not at all. So " they were introduced in a green 

grave", the eschatological end cannot be avoided. The 

Introduc t ion may have been inspired from MacNeice's 

personal life. As we have already mentioned at that 

time he was in love with Mary, a young BBC actress. It 

is possible that this relationship puzzled MacNeice 

about its future and since his mood was pessimistic, he 

composed this poem in order to express his despair of 

his relationship. 

This approaching end of life and the agony of the poet 

about it, is also expressed in Birthrig-h t. He objects 

to having been born in a humanity which he never 

requested. We have the impression from some of these 

poems that MacNeice was entertaining a classically 

pessimistic attitude to the inevitability of death, 

strange though this may seem in a 20th century man of 

55 years, unafflicted by any serious problem of health 

other than that self-inflicted by his alcoholism. 

As in Their Time consists of twelve vignettes. It 

portrays, in the Theophrastean way, twelve characters 
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all frustrated and inquisitive. They destroy all the 

beliefs in good values and sentiments. Disappointment 

and the fatal end is often expressed in these 

vignettes. The twelfth vignette is the most futile of 

all; the boy who promised so much but who in his 

manhood had already been destroyed as a personality. 

Can we receive this statement as a personal estimation 

of the poet about himself and especially about his 

work? 

The Burning' Psrch has taken its name from a phrase in 

the poem Bud/sri e. addressing to Robert MacBryde, 

possibly a child. The theme is taken from a room where 

a little blue bird realizes that it does not know 

anything of the world outside the cage: 

Gorillas exchange their final messages, 
But the budgerigar was not born for nothing, 
He stands at his post on the burning perch-
I twitter Am- and peeps like a television 
Actor admiring himself in the monitor. 

Everything will be diminished by the conflagation, the 

poet, the child, the bird, even we ourselves; it is a 

kind of divine Nemesis that is going to wreck the 

world. 

It is worth considering, the fact that one of the very 

last poems MacNeice wrote before his death extensively 

refers to Horace. Memoranda to Horace, consisting of 

five cantos, presents a unified picture of MacNeice's 

identification with the great Latin poet, Horace's 

urbanity and compressed diction are represented in this 

poem. Besides, many years ago MacNeice himself had 

expressed his admiration for Horace and had praised 

Latin language as superior to English in the writing of 

poetryT^^, The eschatological end could be received as 

the main theme of this poem too, but what's more the 

poet looks for a counterpart in antiquity, for somebody 
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in whom he could trace the roots of his poetical 

inspiration and help him identify his own personality. 

In the first canto the poet asks Horace why they are in 

trouble of having a proper language. Poetry is not so 

important as the "blurb for yesterday's detergent". 

Horace believed that poetry was more lasting than 

bronze. The poet is embittered because the poems of the 

past are weak monuments compared with the television's 

messages. He expresses his grave concern about the 

durability of poetry: 

Aere perennius? Dissolving dialects, 
Flaccus, why trouble now to be lapidary, 
Knowing posterity, let alone unable 
To scan or follow you, neither will be able. 
Let alone yours,to cope with language. 

Then MacNeice remembers the pontifex who would daily 

climb the Capitol in order to select the priestesses 

for Vesta. Vesta, the Roman hearth-goddess who was 

identified with the Greek Hestia, was served by the 

Vestal Virgins who were chosen by the Pont i f e x ' ' Y e t 

MacNeice believes that Horace's poetry is 

More lasting than Bronze; 
Let alone destroy, your Aeolian measures 
Transmuted to Latin - aere perennius. 

MacNeice is puzzled about what he and Horace have in 

common since they lived so many years apart (II). He 

concludes that their roads are not the same but 

parallel: 

... It looks as if both of us 
Met in the uniqueness of history a premise 
That keeps us apart yet parallel, 
The gap reducible only by language. 

Thus the only thing that separates their poetic art is 

history, but they are united by language. As Horace did 

not offer any solution to his contemporaries —he simply 

described the days in the noisy Rome, as when "Brutus 
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fell on his sword"- so MacNeice writes down the events 

of his times. 

Man cannot escape conventions (III). Even Horace had to 

bow in front of Octavian, but then he took refuge in 

the country where he had met Lalage, love, laughter and 

could concentrate in his work. MacNeice longs for an 

asylum in the country where he will meet the same 

things. 

Elderly poets prefer to call themselves Dionysians 

rather than Apollonians (IV). MacNeice prefers to 

attempt "an appetitive decorum" like Horace. But 

Horace's age had no idea about the unredeemable 

quantity which prevails and for whose sake many values 

are sacrificed. Non-recognition and pre-recognition 

existed two thousand years ago, as well as, now; non-

recognition of preconception which makes everything 

old; pre-recognition of the unborn face as the novel in 

the commonplace. These two qualities help them resist 

"the poison of time" and handle a compromise "With 

horrible old fellows, glazed and jowly", who, they had 

always tried to avoid, but some day they will resemble 

them. In the last part, MacNeice is grateful because he 

has not been addicted to Gothic images; he believes 

that keeping company with them is a mortification 

dignity of self-respect. Horace escapes to his Sabine 

farmhouse which was much better than envisaging Lares, 

Penates and degenerated goblins. 

To opt out now seems better than capitulate 
To the too-well-lighted and over-advertised 
Idols of the age. 

The poet would rather live in a second childhood 

through which he will remember the first one, than 

living, in a "blank posterity" in a world in which 

"life is restricted to standing room only". The closing 

of the poem is quite significant: this "opt out now" 
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means that the poet has reached a crucial stage in his 

life; he has to do his choices. This last poem of the 

last collection of MacNeice is prophetical. Memories 

from childhood tortured him in all his poetry and now 

he ends by realizing that he would like to live a 

second childhood rather than be a mature man. This 

statement makes it clearer why MacNeice seeked his 

similarity with Horace: in order to affirm himself of 

his value which had so much been shaken in the futility 

of modern age. 

Although the latest collections of MacNeice do not seem 

to have much classical influence -with the exception of 

Horace— The Burning Perch and the Collec ted Poems, 

naturally, close with Thalassa. If it were not for his 

classicism why did not he use the title Sea? But 

thalassa exercises diffferent influences and has many 

symbolisms: on the one hand it symbolizes the open 

horizons, the escape, the freedom but at the same time 

it means exile and alienation from everthing familiar 

and beloved: 

Run out the boat, my broken comrades; 
Let the old seaweed crack, the surge 
Burgeon oblivious of the last 
Embarkation of feckless men. 

This surge expresses all the conflict that took place 

in the poet's mind; he had a feeling, if we dare not 

use the term premonition, that it was time for a 

bursting out. The situation had gone too far; it was 

swollen enough; 

Run up the sail, my hearsick comrades; 
Let each horizon tilt and lurch-

Now MacNeice is ready for the great adventure: 

Butting through scarps of moving marble 
The narwhal dares us to be free; 
By a high star our course is set. 
Our end is Life. Put out the sea. 
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The poet has reached his zenith. After this poem he 

silenced for ever. What is most moving is the date at 

the end: "From a recent manuscript: ? 1963". It is the 

only poem dated 1963, even with a quest ionmark. 

MacNeice, the professional poet, and the great poetic 

spirit was lost into the vastness and the new unknown 

experiences of an eternal sea. 

Transl at i ons 

In the volume of the collected poems of Louis MaNeice 

are included three odes of Horace. The first ode 

Solvi tur Acris Hi ems (1.4) is from the collection The 

Earth Compels. The poem opens with the coming of 

spring: nature is regenerated; the wind, the sea, the 

fields are being prepared to celebrate the coming of 

the new season. Even Venus, the goddess of beauty 

dances with the Nymphs and Graces, whereas her husband 

-Hephaestus- "stokes his red-hot mills in volcanic 

places". At last, time has arrived to sacrifice to Pan, 

"the woodland god", in order to make the new season 

brilliant. But all the grandeur of nature is 

interrupted by the "white-faced Death" who does not 

make any discrimination at all, He comes equally to the 

poor and the kings, he visits both the poor's shack and 

the palaces of kings. So you must not feed many hopes 

that you may escape. When death comes you will no 

longer be able to enjoy wine and to admire boys, like 

Lycidas who will be much loved by women when he comes 

into manhood. The third stanza, which refers to the 

sacrifice to Pan, is more relaxing than the two first 

ones. Horace offers as a sacrifice either a lamb or a 

kid. And suddenly, in the beginning of the fourth 
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stanza, Death's heel is heavily heard at the door. 

MacNeice seems to be fond of this attitude of Horace 

since he chose this particular ode for translation. 

Even if he enjoys himself, he expects the end to come 

in every moment in his life. Horace, following the 

Greek poetry of Alcaeus, illustrates the passing of the 

years in which Lycidas will become a real man, loved by 

women instead of men^^^. The homosexual attitude of 

this ode is connected with the traditional Greek 

poetry. 

The following ode, Aequam Memento (11,3), is taken from 

a radio programme on October the 8^^, 1956. The 

inevitable ending in spite of efforts of survival is 

also expressed here. The poem starts with an 

exhortation to moderation, and then moves on to 

consider trees which form a parkland. The poet asks his 

friends to leave whatever they have created behind; it 

is of no importance, whether it is a big estate or a 

poor one, In the last stanza of the poem there is 

mention of death, MacNeice liked translating poems 

which referred to the frustration of the present life 

and to an end which sooner or later would come. He was 

convinced that human spirit and values count for more 

than material things and that there is no point in 

accumulating wealth and many useless material items 

which, in a certain time, we will have to leave behind. 

The last of the three odes is extracted from a 

manuscript of 1963, written probably a few months 

before MacNeice's death. This one also speaks about the 

exploitation of time before death comes. Carpe Diem 

(I.ii) opens with an invocation to Leucono6, asking her 

not to look at the horoscopes'^*'. It is better to 

accept whatever happens and take time and things as 

they come. Astrology is an unworthy interest, Horace 

presents Leuconoe dealing with astrology, as in ancient 
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times. What counts is the best use of time, the seizing 

of time in the present for our own sake: 

... While we chat, envious time threatens to give us the 
Slip; so gather the day, never an inch trusting futurity, 

This ode of Horace sounds like a prophetic one; when 

MacNeice chose to translate this poem, he must have 

been pessimistic because he treated future in a 

frustrating way, Some months after MacNeice had 

translated Carpe Diem, he died. 

Among Louis MacNeice's translations are included four 

medieval Latin poems. Three of them had been 

broadcasted on August the 11**̂ , 1963. Jam Luc is Or to 

Sidere, by an anonymus poet, probably written in the 

sixth century, is a religious poem. It asks Lord to 

forgive all our sins and in turn we shall praise and 

sing His name. 

Corona Virglnum, by Sigebert of Liege, written in 1112, 

is again of religious background. It refers to an 

assembly of virgins "who were made worthy of God's 

blessing" and who are now in Paradise. 

The third poem, Ut Quid lubes, Pusiole, is probably 

taken by a typescript in 1963, It was written by 

Godescalc in the ninth century. An exile, beside the 

sea, prays to God to allow the addressee of the poem, a 

young novice of whom he is fond, eventually to hear his 

song. He himself has accepted his destiny whatever it 

may be. 

The last poem, Meum Est Propositum. taken by Archi poet a 

in the twelfth century, is about a wandering scholar 

who recognizes his passions and judges himself 

incapable of virtue. Then he mentions his sins without 

showing any sign of repentance. His only proposal when 

he dies is that 
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... all the angels sing, in most joyful chorus: 
'May the Lord look kindly on this old drunk before us!' 

Is it accidental that all three Odes of Horace and all 

four medieval Latin poems talk about death? The 

pessimistic attitude of the poet may be justified by 

the fact that at the age of 56, he was still prone to 

drunkness and as a consequence his health was bad. He 

felt desperate and the only thing he anticipated was 

death. Due to the religious environment in which he had 

grown up, he produced translations which refer to 

forgiveness. When he is at the edge of his life he 

remembers that there is God. He does not like the idea 

of dying and remaining nothing of himself. 

In order to sum up, after discussing MacNeice's work 

from the Collected Poems. we may say that he was a 

prolific poet trying to broaden the range of his 

interests to every direction. The themes of his poems 

or translations derive not only from contemporary 

interests but also from his classical, religious, 

historical and philosophical background. 
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CHAPTER II. MACNEICE'S TRANSLATION OF AESCHYLUS' 

AGAMEMNON 
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a. Introduction 

In 1936, in a period of fierce antimi11 tarism, the 

thirst of the audience for characters remote from 

ordinary life but at the same time close to them, in 

their passions and problems, could not find a better 

refreshment than MacNeice's translation of Aeschylus' 

Agamemnon. 

Although there were existing translations of this at 

once obscure and distinguished text, none of them was 

suitable for the staging needs of the Group Theatre in 

the challenging years of the second half of 1930's. 

MacNelce has already explained it from the preface of 

his translation: 

I have written this translation primarily for the stage. I have 
consciously sacrificed certain things in the original -notably the 
liturgical flavour of the diction and the metrical complexity of 
the choruses. It is my hope that the play emerges as a play and not 
as a museum piece'. 

It is commonly accepted that MacNeice has kept faithful 

to the original with the exception of a few points 

where he had to sacrifice it for stage purposes^-

MacNeice's language and style are so striking and 

contemporary that one may think that he has transformed 

Aeschylus' play version into a modern drama^. However 

after a close study one can realise that MacNeice's 

faithfulness, Imagery and credibility of his characters 

conform very closely to Aeschylus' work of genius. 

What we are going to study here is MacNeice's treatment 

of the doom to come as it is expressed by the chorus, 

Agamemnon's arrogance, Clytemnestra's pathos against 

him as well her dynamic character, Cassandra's 

hopelessness as she foresees the events but nobody pays 

any attention to her sayings and above all, the 
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atmosphere of agony and the interchanges of light and 

darkness, goodwill and terror. 

MacNeice's Agamemnon intertwines Irish and Hellenic 

notions of fatality. It draws upon the inspiration of 

the established tradition of Europe, Greek and Latin 

Classics, and a newly revived source; that of a 

romanticized Early Irish world, represented by the 

dramaturgy of J.M.Synge and Yeats. MacNeice's Agamemnon 

foreshadows the tragedy of World War II, soon to 

envelope Europe and great portions of the world. He 

proved that Tragedy was not dead. 

It is from this point of view that I have decided to 

engage in a commentary in terms of practical criticism 

of this translation, making use all through of 

Fraenkel's translation and commentary as a scholarly 

parameter, and the translation by Fagles as a literary 

parameter. It is not my aim to solve notorious cruces 

of the Greek text, though some of these and their 

implications will from time to time be discussed. I 

have chosen to present a mosaic of short notes rather 

than a discursive critique, because I believe that this 

method reveals more clearly the precision and the 

imaginative power of MacNeice's version. 

b. Aeschylus and his Ores tela 

The Oresteia. which was performed in front of the 

Athenian audience in 458 B.C., when the writer was 

sixty seven years old, is the only surviving trilogy of 

Aeschylus. The trilogy has fully transferred into 

modern world Aeschylus' great spirit and his mastery of 

tragedy. Humanity's progress towards order and peace, 
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through a troublesome effort in which the divine world 

is actively involved in order to establish Itself 

firmly against Fate, is followed by Justice's 

prevalence in the world. 

The old concept of Justice considered man to be a 

thoughtless instrument of Fate to create evil by 

disturbing the moral order, which caused the wrath of 

the Erinys who, in their turn, inflicted a ruthless 

punishment on man to restore order. Aeschylus tries to 

replace this old concept with a new one by stating that 

Justice (Aixr)) can only be exercised by Zeus who gives 

a Just verdict so that hatred will be bound to come to 

an end. 

Within the above context, agony and premonition of 

disaster are the starting points of the Orestela. 

However, the third part of the trilogy, the Eumenides. 

ends in an atmosphere of harmony. Whereas the drama 

starts in a dark period in which blood and hatred 

prevail, it ends in light, with justice on earth. 

Therefore sins which have been committed on earth 

receive their punishment and the only way to prevent 

this happen is to live according to moral, social and 

religious principles. These ideas of Aeschylus, as they 

are reflected in the Orestela. can be summarised in 

that the unjust will be punished after death and that 

the sins committed on earth will be visited upon the 

offspring. In this way every wrong turns out to be 

rooted in some old wrong. So man's endurance in 

suffering, even though the guilt is due to hereditary 

reasons as well as his fight for freedom in 

collaboration with gods turn out to be the main 

characteristics of the Oresteia. As for the language 

that Aeschylus has used, it is strong "explosive, 

volcanic, superbly rich and flexible"*-
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The first part of the trilogy, the Ag-amemnon. is 

pervasive with agony; this drama, from the content's 

point of view, can be divided in three parts: In the 

first one (1-974) we experience with anxiety the return 

of a triumphant Agamemnon from Troy. Then (975-1371) we 

are met with the chorus' agony and fear as well as with 

Cassandra's doomed prophecies about the outcome of the 

king's return. And finally (1372-1673) the indignation 

of the chorus about the crime becomes apparent together 

with their anxiety of what is coming next now that 

Alastor has been woken up by the Erinys. 

The play is "simple and strange, grave and sensational, 

ornate and stiff"®- Both the chorus and actors speak a 

language which is not that of daily life. Aeschylus' 

style in the Agamemnon is characterized by magnificence 

in his effort to transfer the audience away from 

everyday life into the spheres of moral and 

philosophical issues. 

c. Commentary on MacNeice's Translation 

The scene opens in front of Agamemnon's palace in 

Argos, It is night and a watchman stands on the roof of 

the palace: 

1 9eouq a l t S t ovS ' Jidvcov 
2 q>poupaq Ixziocq pqxoq t^v xoifji6fjievoq 
3 a x t y a i q 'ATpetSSv ^dt-yxaGev, xuv6q 8(xr)v 
4 'dtcrtpav x6TO\5a vuxx^pav Ofit^Yupiv 

The gods it is I ask to release me from this watch 
A year's length now, spending my nights like a dog, 
Watching on my elbow on the roof of the sons of Atreus 
So that I have come to know the assembly of the nightly stars 

By translating "It is the gods MacNeice gives 

appropriate emphasis to the position of 8soOq into the 
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verse and by this periphrasis he tells us that we are 

dealing with a man of the people. By his use of the 

infinitive "to release", MacNeice gives more vigour to 

the line than a translation of noun by a noun 

could achieve. The run of his version cppoupaq to 

op^Y^piv faithfully follows the sequence of thought and 

image in the original. "Assembly" is quite right, a 

telling image here -Fagles' "armies" is not so 

appropriate. The cpuXoĉ  is not really a soldier, he is a 

loyal servant of Argos, he is at home, a place of 

debates and grief rather than hostlngs of warriors. 

5 xai tooq tp̂ povxaq \ai 82poq ppotoiq 
6 Xcxfxjtpouq Suvda-caq sjinpiKoviaq ociO^pi. 

Those which bring storm and those which bring summer to men, 
The shining Masters riveted in the sky-

MacNeice fits his English most naturally to the Greek 

here also. His translation of 1.6 does justice to the 

power of Aeschylus' characteristic "forward" iambic 

line. MacNeice translates e/iTxp̂  Ttovxaq as "riveted", the 

bright embossing of a warrior's armour is to his mind. 

Fraenkel keeps the basic "companions". Fagles' "our 

great blazing kings of the sky" is a mangled version of 

the lines' intention. 

7 Caaxepaq OTOCV cpSivojaiv avxoXdq xs xav.] 

I know the decline and rising of those stars. 

This line should be kept not rejected -the is, in 

naturalistically somnolent rumination, summing up his 

ideas about the stars. Then, in contrast, he refers to 

the high sequel he is expecting (1.8), what MacNeice 

simply translates "And now I am waiting for the sign of 

the beacon"- a defining genitive (rather than "beacon-

fire" or such) which parallels a Hiberno-English 

preference for genitives rather than compounds. 

Similarly in 1. 10 "News of her taking" for aXooCTtf-tov 

carries on this theme. "Which task has been 
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assigned me"- is a drop in energy, an inverted 

formality perhaps intended to express a soldier's 

officious apprehensions, but less vigorous and direct 

than the Greek. He is right to make "woman" rather than 

"woman's heart" the subject of the sentence: "sanguine" 

is also a bit stilted: "hopeful" would be better for 

the point in that Clytemnestra combines the male 

characteristic of gouXt) with the feminine quality of 

ludicrous hope. The syntax of the next few lines is 

deliberately (12-19) def ormal ised, euT' c5cv - bxav) in 

order to convey the impression of the (puXa^ struggle to 

stay awake; "restless rest" is fair enough for 

vuxT X rcXaYXTOv - euvf^v "in the soaking dew" -explains 

the discomfort Just as well as Aeschylus' fevSpoaov -not 

"visited" by dreams, "Visit" gives the idea of an 

ancient dream in which a person is visited by god or 

heroes or the like - it is often a figure which looks 

down on the subject to ertxaxoTtoop-̂ vriv - MacNeice does 

not quite get this idea across. Fagles does better with 

the idea of "guard" and the "drafty thoughts" that the 

(pi3Xâ  has instead of dreams. 

14 yAp av9' uitvou TrapacTTaTsr 
15 tojifj ge&aiwq gXscpapa au^paXsiv UITV<̂  

For fear stands by me in the place of sleep 
That I cannot firmly close my eyes in sleep -

Aeschylus had experience of guard duty and knew what he 

was talking about cpoPoq - "fear" is the only visitant 

spirit (Fagles' idea of cpogoq as an "old comrade" is 

good but unnecessarily military. This is an unmilitary 

soldier). Fear of Clytemnestra -possibly a touch of 

humour here- scaring him awake when he might doze. 

MacNeice's repetition of "sleep" at the end of 1. 14 and 

15 reflects ''Ynvou xax urtvcji in the Greek text 

brilliantly. He tries to say how to keep awake with 
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this turn into a groan or lament -another touch of 

humour. 

17 urtvoo T65' avxi j ioXnov EVT^FIVAV otxoq 

As an antidote to sleep, then every time I groan 

"Antidote to sleep" is a simple and effective rendering 

of the complex Greek medical metaphor (which would not 

go easily into English) -its rhythm is also attractive. 

MacNeice does not try out with special clarity the way 

which song trails off into lament, nor does he convey 

the image of the <pCXcx̂  struggling with his sleepiness-

as Fagles manages to do. 

18 xXaifi) T6T ' o'txou xouSe auficpopdv CTT^VCOV 

19 ou% (j>q Td TtpoaS' 'dpicrta 5laicovoufA^vou. 

And fall to weeping for the fortunes of this house 
Where not as before are things well ordered now. 

MacNeice's 1. 18-19 seem laboured in comparison with the 

Greek -but he is trying to suggest the fear and 

reluctance on the part of the cpuXcĉ  to express openly, 

even in his solitude, his true feelings about the 

present management of the oUxoq. He turns away from the 

idea immediately. MacNeice's version is too formal and 

does not try out the contrast. 

22 6) xaips Xa/iJiTT̂ p, vuxxdq q^epqaiov 
23 (pdoq Tii(pd(axQ>v x a i xopov xaTdataCTiv 
24 rtoXXSv ev ^'Apysi xfjaSe cjujifopaq xdp i v . 

Ha! I salute you, torch of the night whole light 
Is like the day, an earnest of many dances 

A formal greeting to a solemn portent; MacNeice catches 

the spirit of this line; " earnest" is too much with 

poetic diction. Fagles handles this line more 

colloquially and to a better effect: "I salute you! / 

You down of the darkness, you turn night to day / I see 

the light at last". 

26'AYotfi^^vovoq yuvaixi Topwq 

I call to Agamemnon's wife;... 
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MacNeice keeps the third person formal (respectful) 

invitation rather than the vocative, which would be 

clearer in English. No doubt he writes to follow 

Aeschylus in suggesting the formidable, unapproachable 

character of Clytemnestra. 

28 tfiiSe XotjiTtdtSi 

Clamour of joy in answer to this torch 

It is a well balanced line (we have again the "Hiberno-

genitive"). "Clamour" is onomatopoetic like oXoXuy^dv. 

29 ... s'trtsp'IXiou %6Xiq 

30 sdcXwxev, 6 cppuxTdq ayyiWoiy irp̂ Jisi-

For the city of Troy is taken-
Such is the evident message of the beckoning flame. 

"Evident" in the basic etymological sense of the word 

is quite correct, also modern English suggests a 

possible scepticism. The cpuXa^ has not even for a 

moment set his scepticism awake. MacNeice fails to 

represent the cautious -s^Tisp. The cpuXa^ says he will 

have a dance by himself as a kind of introductory 

(while the news is still not proven to be other than 

good!). He convinces himself that the dice have come 

out well and his master is really safe but it is the 

beacon which has "thrown" the dice and nothing is 

entirely sure. He will act as if his master's cause is 

fortunate -he will have his prefatory dance and then 

behave accordingly- but not cautiously. Fraenkel says 

"make my move accordingly"; this is lost in MacNeice. 

The cpuXa^ will act as if all is normal between 

Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, will shake Agamemnon by the 

hand -but for the rest, he will keep quiet- "ox on his 

tongue". This mixture of colloquial and proverbial is 

decently but not over—emphatically handled by MacNeice 

-Fagles realises the colloquial better at this point. 

MacNeice is far too formal here. The idea is "I'll 

shake him by the hand, but all the same, I'd better say 
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nothing of the house itself". MacNeice's Hiberno 

English rendering of if oixoq cxuxoq could talk, it 

would tell a tale! The bull has sat down on my tongue, 

if you knew what I mean. Those who know, know what I am 

talking about as for the others go, I do not know a 

thing. It is another Irish idea "whatever you say, say 

nothing". 

The fall of Troy has already been announced. So the 

time for action has been set. The watchman has finished 

with his part; he is not going to appear again. 

MacNeice has presented him as a simple and sincere 

person; he has rendered beautifully the watchman's love 

for his master, his devotion to gods and his subjection 

to Clytemnestra. MacNeice has managed to create this 

atmosphere of suspense that, in spite of the bright 

news there is anxiety and darkness to come. 

1.40-103: The sun starts rising and the chorus which 

consist of honourable and respectable old men of Argos, 

enter into the orchestra. They know nothing about the 

news and they go towards the palace to ask Clytemnestra 

if she has heard anything. As they approach they can 

see the palace illuminated by the flames of the 

sacrifices that the Queen has ordered to be conducted. 

The chorus under the burden of an anxiety that 

overwhelms them start narrating the events that took 

place before the sailing of the army to Troy, The 

narration of these facts brings even more pessimistic 

thoughts and intuitions. 

40 S^xatov •fexoq toS' sitst 

The tenth year it is since Priam's 

MacNeice's interpretation is closer to the Greek text 

than Fagles' "Ten years gone by". 

43 5i9p6vou AidSsv xa{ SiCTXT̂ ntpou 
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... the double-throned and sceptred... 
Ruling in fee from God. 

The usual rendering is "sent by Zeus" but MacNeice 

elaborates the translation in a more emphatic way 

imposed on the meaning. 

44 TifJifiq o^updv (Euyoq ^ATpsiSav, 

Yoke of the sons of Atreus 

The word "yoke" refers to "a pair of oxen" but MacNeice 

uses this to translate "oxupdv CsOyoq". Possibly he 

wanted to show the king's strength and power. His 

translation of lines 43-44 is accurate but very dense. 

47 ... a-cpaximtiv apayf\\/. 

On a mission of war .. . 

" apcî -yî v" should be translated as "help" but for 

MacNeice a military help is conceived as a "mission", a 

modern expression deliberately chosen. 

48 fXE^av ex SufioO x X a ^ o v t s c ; ' 'Apr) , 
49 Tp6jiov aiyuRiwv 

Their hearts howling in boundless bloodlust 
In eagles' fashion ... 

According to Fraenkel's commentary most scholars have 

agreed that "xXdCovteq ''Apr)" means that the Atridae 

"cry war" and call for vengeance for the rape of Helen, 

as vultures fly screaming round their eyrie when their 

young have been taken away. Also MacNeice translates 

" cxt yuTtT. wv" as "eagles" while they are "vultures", but 

these lapses do not distort the actual meaning of the 

play since both eagles and vultures are birds <bpveoc) . 

Campbell has also used "eagles" because he believes 

that this word represents the symbolism better than 

"vultures". Fraenkel and Fagles have both preferred 

"vultures". But 1.48 is translated in a more decorative 

and poetic way aiming at appealing to the viewer's 

emotions; the scholarly translation is "cry war". 
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"Ares" has bloodthirsty connotations which "war" does 

not adequately translate. " p-^yav" is wrong to be 

rendered with "xXd^ovxsq": "yelping loud war with all 

their hearts", but it is added to enhance the force of 

the expression "y.̂ y<xv ''Apr)". MacNeice rightly follows 

this view and renders "boundless bloodlust". 

Lines 50-54 are among the most debated ones of the 

text. "exTraxxoxq "in lonely grief". The 

accurate word for "sxTraxtotq" is "excessive" but here 

many scholars have translated "lonely" CG. Murray) or 

"supreme" (Verrall) which according to Fraenkel is 

unsatisfactory. He believes that the best rendering for 

poetical effect is "they cry like vultures which is 

overmastering pain for their children high above the 

eyrie ...". MacNeice uses the word "nestling" for 

TcoftSciJv which is the usual English description for the 

young of the birds. 

53 5e}j.viOTt)pri 
54 optaXixov oXsCTavteq* 

Beating the air with the oars of their wings, 
Now to no purpose 
Their love and task of attention. 

MacNeice is at liberty in this point which is one of 

great difficulty. But even if he does not stick to the 

text, he manages to become intelligible due to his 

vivid poetic dictionary. He follows Hesychius' comment 

that "Trdvfov" here means xdc nspi Tfjv xpo9f)v ocuxiiiv. 

opxocXix®'^ is correctly translated by MacNeice; Fraenkel 

has adopted this rendering in spite of previous 

interpretations such as "chicken" and "cock". 

55 oTtaxoq 5' cx'imv . . . 

But above there is One, 

The word "uTtaxoq" is found in literature as an epithet 

to Zeus but here as it is, it is referred to all three 

gods -Zeus, Apollo and Pan- who are mentioned as 
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dwellers on the mountain tops. So they are strongly 

related to birds like vultures and eagles. 

57 T©v 56 fxetoixtov * * * 

Guests in his kingdom, 

"fjL^TOtxoq" means "one who settles somewhere", "a 

foreign settler" and not "guest" as MacNeice points 

out; he creates a wrong impression with this word. 

Scholars are sceptical why Aeschylus calls the birds 

"p.eToixous". Fraenkel says that the birds are permitted 

by gods to live there too, either they live in high 

mountains or in the sky, they are "fjL^xotxot" in the 

heavenly "noXtq". Fagles, like MacNeice, has translated 

"guests" whereas "transgressors" is another favoured 

word adopted by Fraenkel and Lloyd-Jones. 

61 £it' 'A\e4<5£v5pc|) ^^vioq 
62 Ze6q, 

Thus Zeus our master 
Guardian of guest and of host 
Sent against Paris ... 

MacNeice instead of using one word to translate the 

word " ̂ 6 VI OS" as "hospitable" uses six. He is not so 

terse here. The same also happens with STT' 'AXê c5tv5pcj>: 

"against Paris", which was the real name of Priamus' 

son Alexander. MacNeice has to become clear and 

explanatory to the audience. 

63 TioXXdt itaXatafittTcx xax ^uiogap^, 
64 YbvotToq xoviaxow epsiSofiivou 

Many the dog-tired wrestlings 
Limbs and knees in the dust pressed-

The significance of these two lines is not clear. 

MacNeice confuses and puts together the words limbs and 

knees while they are separated. yuiogap^ is an 

adjective to nocXoct CTjiaxoc. And 1.64 is a different 

sentence. MacNeice spreads the significance of the word 

by using an artificial compound adjective. 
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65 5iaxvaiop,̂ vr)(; T' ev npoteXefoiq 
xdcfiaxoq, . . . 

An overture of breaking spears. 

The word irpoTsXeiots meaning "sacrifice" is not 

conveyed. The musical metaphor "overture" is 

deliberately chosen to convey a sinister ceremonial; it 

creates more impact on a modern audience. 

69 obe' ojioxaiav out' STtiXeiPav 

... neither 
Fire beneath nor oil above .,. 

The translation is correct but the meaning is not 

conveyed; it means "neither libation nor burnt 

offering" referring to the sacrifices people offer to 

gods in order to appease their wrath. Yet it is vague 

from the audience's point of view. 

72 5' atixai aapxi naXaiax 

As for us, our bodies are bankrupt, 

Although the translation is not so faithful to the text 

it renders the meaning. axixai. means "unavenged, 

unhonoured" but here, as Fraenkel points, it conveys 

the meaning of a5t3vo£Toq CTcbp,ao-t "unfit for military 

service". 

78 . . . ̂ 'Apr̂ q 5' oux i\i *xwp#$, 

For the War God is not in his body 

This line has presented a particular difficulty to 

scholars. As Is given by MacNeice has been 

accepted by most translators. 

86 Tivoq ayysXiaq 
jteiGoi . , . 

On the strength of whose word ... 

MacNeice may not translate the ancient words in the 

strictly accurate way, but he uses words equal in 

meaning with more strength and vividness. He appeals 
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mostly to the public and aims at idiomatic English 

rendering in his vocabulary. 

97 . . . '6 xi Kai Suvaxdv 
98 xa t o t i vs i , 

That which you can, that which you may, 

86pis o£xvst is a remarkably neat translation by 

MacNeice. 

101 xoxi: 5' EX SuCTxSv aq avacpaiveiq 
102 sXitCq otjjiuvsi (ppovTiS' 'djcXr^axov 

Though at times by propitiations 
A shining hope repels 
The insatiable thought ... 

avoccpoct v£ i<; which is a verb in the second person is made 

by MacNeice to be an adjective to sXntq. 

The ambiguity of war has been made clear to the 

audience by now. MacNeice has started showing that 

Agamemnon's guilt is neither bad nor good, but he is 

involved into a net of necessity within the historical 

context. The attention of Zeus and the rest of the gods 

has been centred on him and he has to deal with human 

past and morality simultaneously. The increased emotion 

of the chorus moves then into dactylic stanzas which 

offer more lyrical impulse. In 1. 104-159 the chorus 

continue with the narration of all the events before 

the sailing of the army to Troy. They describe the omen 

sent by Zeus and the interpretation that Calchas gave 

of it. Calchas foretold that Artemis would be offended 

by that omen and therefore she would require another 

sacrifice more painful and dreadful. The chorus once 

more express their dark feeling, that something bad is 

going to happen. 

104 xi3pi6q slfii Gpoeiv bSxov xpdttoq ot'vcrxov avSpav 
105 s v i s K i t o v 

Of the omen which powerfully speeded 
That voyage of strong men,... 
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There is a dispute among the scholars if the correct is 

exxeX^fflv or evxeX^civ. According to Fraenkel the first 

means "full-grown, ripe, perfect" and the second "men 

in power", but both of them present their difficulties. 

MacNeice seems to adopt the word SVTSX^OJV. Fagles has 

followed MacNeice by using the word power which is not 

however so appropriate because it concerns old wise 

men, full-grown, and ripe of knowledge. But Fraenkel 

too, has followed with: " I have power to tell ... " 

which gives emphasis to the chorus' authority. 

105 ... ydtp 8£66ev xaxaTCveiei 
106 us 18© /jioXjtav aXxdtv aiav 

... by God's grace even I 
Can tell, my age can still 
Be galvanized to breath the strength of song. 

Page claims that the subject of xaxaTtvstet is 

whereas Fraenkel believes that it is aupicpUToq octoiv. 

MacNeice is in line with Fraenkel's view, aujiepuToq alc&v 

according to Fraenkel means the " yfipas" and, 

accordingly, MacNeice has translated "my age", since it 

is known that the chorus consists of old men; on the 

other hand Page insists that it means the "time of 

life". 

114 ovtovav PaavXsuq PaaiXsuai ve-
mv, o xeXotivoq . . . 

Kings of the birds to our kings came, 
One with 

The word vecSv has been omitted in the translation, 

however it is easily inferred. But the contrast between 

the kings of the birds and those of the ships is not 

given. 

117 nafijrp̂ itToiq ev '^Spaiaiv, 

Where all could see them. 
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Since this sentence is ambiguous about where the eagles 

devoured their victim, MacNeice renders it 

indef initely. 

123 . . . ISwv Suo Xfjfiaai 5iovo6q 

. . , seeing the sons of Atreus twin in temper... 

Fraenkel has not agreed with MacNeice in the dispute 

about the meaning of the word Siaaouq. Originally it 

means "two, the same" but it also has the sense of 

ambiguity. From history we know that the two brothers 

were different in character and this here is an 

hyperbaton. But Aeschylus, as those who support the 

opposite claim, presents them equally here and it is 

corroborated by using ^axi^ous and rcofj-TtoOq for 

both of them. Fagles has translated "two sons" and 

Fraenkel "two Atridae". 

124 . . . >jiaxifJ.ouq ISdr) XayoSaiTaq, 

... knew that the hare-killing birds ... 

Fraenkel and Page claim that ^ax^^ouq is an adjective 

to Xc(Y°5ocixas and not to ""ATpeiSas; MacNeice had already 

adopted this line. 

131 oiov )it) Tiq 'dtya 8s68ev xv£(pdt-
132 ar)i upotuTt^v atd^iov ^iya Tpoiaq 
133 0"cpaT<i39̂ v, .." 

Only let not some spite from the gods benight the bulky battalions, 
The bridle of Troy, nor strike them untimely; 

MacNeice has taken axpocxoiS^v as an object to xvsepdCTî . 

Fraenkel has done the same. 

134 . . ."ApTSiJiiq ayvdc 

.., the goddess ... 

The word ayvdc is omitted in the translation; this is an 

adjective attributed to Artemis -"the pure" or the 

"unsullied". Also MacNeice instead of her name uses the 

word "goddess" without alternating the meaning of the 

text at all, because it is easily inferred from the 
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context. Besides he uses her name in 1. 137 in order to 

make the meaning of the text clearer. 

141 5p6(JOXQ ccEJixoiq jJiaXspfflv XCOVTOJV 

To the little cubs of lions 

The very rare word a€nxovq is of particular difficulty 

and has been agreed by scholars to be translated in 

this point as "that cannot follow"; but MacNeice has 

not rendered it at all here. Also the word jjiaXepav 

which means "fierce, violent" has been omitted. 

144 TOUTffiv alvsi ^ufipoXa xpavai 

Fulfil us the signs of these things, 

at vex is not translated at all. Fraenkel has followed 

MacNeice's view in the dispute among the scholars that 

this asking is addressed to Artemis and not to Apollo. 

151 . . . CTireuSofji^va 9uCTiav IT^-
pav &vofi6v txv' ciSaxTov, 

Hurrying on another kind of sacrifice, with no feasting, 

&vo^ov which means "impious" has not been translated. 

154 . . . f i x j i v e x yap (pogepA j raXxvop-roq 
155 oxxov6p.oq SoXia, fivdfjiojv Mfjvxs xsxvdrtoxvoq 

...For anger grimly returns 
Cunningly haunting the house, avenging the death of a child, never 
forgetting its due! 

MacNeice uses the word "never" in order to give more 

emphasis to the treacherous act of Agamemnon against 

Iphigeneia. In this point MacNeice is very descriptive 

so that the audience will become conscious of what is 

going to follow and of the context of the tragedy. 

156 xoxdfSs KaXxaq î3v psyaXoxq ayaeoxq an^xXaY^sv 

So cried the prophet - evil and good together. 

It is the first time that Aeschylus is referred to the 

name of Calchas but MacNeice uses again the word 

prophet, probably in order not to confuse his audience. 

He uses "cry" to render arcixXaY^ev which means "shout 
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in a loud voice". He is more dense here and aims at 

creating a great impression to the viewers. 

1. 160-183: An invisible threat makes the chorus ask for 

refuge in order to appease their souls. So they start 

singing to Zeus these trochaic verses which constitute 

a sample of highly divine inspiration. Aeschylus 

attributes to Zeus high epithets which even today are 

accepted by every developed monotheistic religion. 

Zeus, for Aeschylus, represents a completely wise and 

Judicious being. 

1. 167-170 are referred to Uranus. MacNeice has 

succeeded in giving the background meaning of the text. 

174 Zf)va 56 tiq mpogpovwq Irtivixia 
175 xeo^exai cppsvav x6 Tictv 

But Zeus is the name to cry in your triumph-song 
And win the prize for wisdom. 

Ttpocppdvaq which means "graciously" has not been 

translated. It comes in the structure of a 

necessitative idiom in English; MacNeice seems to 

include irpocppbvcoq as "prudently" or something like 

that, but his rendering does not include it, it does 

not need to include it. 

1.184-257: In the next lines sung by the chorus, 

Aeschylus tries to give emphasis in the excessive 

arrogance, the hybris, which is superfluous in 

Agamemnon; Aeschylus also insists in Iphigeneia's 

sacrifice. Divinity had already warned Agamemnon 

through the portents which had appeared before the 

sailing to Troy. But Agamemnon either did not 

understand or he did not want to. Now, he tries a new 

temptation. Will he be able to suppress the blind 

passion of his hybris? If the answer is positive he 

will have to retreat; if not, he will have to sacrifice 

his daughter. His fate is totally depended upon his own 
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decision. From now on, he will be responsible for 

whatever abnominy is imposed on him. 

187 epnaioiq Tuxaiai 

Nor face the flail of fortune; 

This sentence has been translated in a way that the 

actual meaning is conveyed. It is another proof that 

MacNeice has been quite clear without changing the 

original meaning of the tragedy. 

212 rtfflq \in:6voti>q 
213 afjiapxav; 

How can I betray the fleet 
And fail the allied army? 

0(p,apTa>v here has the meaning -according to Fraenkel and 

Page- of "failing in my duty", MacNeice does not stress 

so much the gravity which is given on Agamemnon's 

decision at this point. 

215 jcapeevxou 6' aijiaioq . , . 

By the blood of a girl. 

Even if it is easily inferred that rrapSevtou refers to 

Iphigeneia, who was a virgin, it is not so strongly 

rendered when MacNeice translates instead of "virgin" 

or "maiden" just "girl". 

217 ... su Y^p etr) 

So be it. May it be well. 

There is a pleonasm here. One of the two phrases Is 

enough to give the meaning. But MacNeice wants to 

emphasize the dilemma of Agamemnon and the importance 

of these words which are decisive for the whole plot of 

the drama. 

218 ejcei 5' avdyxaq kSu X^itaSvov 

But when he had put on the halter of Necessity 
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What is emphasized here is the free will of Agamemnon 

in the commitment to hybris. And MacNeice fully 

succeeds in pointing so. 

221 t6 iravxdToXfiov cppovsxv fxsxiyva 

He changed his counsel, would stop at nothing. 

Still the intellectual language of MacNeice aims at 

pointing out to the audience the obscurity and the 

hybris of Agamemnon. 

1.231-237: MacNeice succeeds in depicting in a 

brilliant way the scene of the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. 

This force is suggested by the words "With her robes 

falling about her, / To lift her boldly her spirit 

fainting / And hold back with a gang upon her lovely 

mouth / By the dumb force of a bridle". The stength of 

these words forms a moving image of the events. 

240 kgaXX' "gxaaxov SuTi^puv an' '6fi-
241 (jiaToq P^Xsi cpiXoixTat 

Glancing at each of her appointed 
Sacrificers a shaft of pity. 

As it has been shown by Fraenkel 8uTT̂ pcov here is 

referred not to the men who slew her but to the other 

chiefs of the Greek army. MacNeice in this point fails 

to make it clear. 

242 jrp̂ rtouCTa Tcbq £v ypo^aiq, JipocjEvviTtsiv 
243 9SXOUCT' ... 

Plain as in a picture she wished 
TO speak to them by name, 

We have an outstanding description of the terrible last 

moments of the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. MacNeice 

depicts her "plain", npenovaa, when she asks to address 

each one of the commanders "by name". It is a very 

dynamic translation. 

250 Aixoc 5i xoiq fxiv 7ta9oi5criv fj,a6£iv 
251 ETCipp̂ rtei. 
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To learn by suffering is the equation of Justice;. 

Page suggests that snippsnei is an intransitive verb, 

while Fraenkel and MacNeice disagree and render it as a 

transitive verb. 

256 Bikei 1:65' byxi^tov 'Amiaq yax-
257 ac, fiovocppoupov "gpxoq. 

As the queen here wishes, who stands 
Nearest the throne, the only 
Defence of the land of Argos. 

"The queen" is an explanatory word added by MacNeice 

for the better perception of the audience. •'ATtxocq, is 

the ancient name of Argos and MacNeice has adopted this 

name in his translation. 

The obscure language of Aeschylus has been mastered by 

MacNeice in such a way as to make clear to an audience 

non-acquainted with Greek tragedy, that the portents 

sent by the gods had to be interpreted and carried out 

as they were orders. The reasons and the actual ritual 

of Iphigeneia's sacrifice have been accurately 

presented with faithfullness to Aeschylus' narrative. 

As the chorus pronouce their last words, Clytemnestra 

appears from inside the palace, having finished her 

sacrifice; she is now ready to answer the chorus' 

questions about the news she has received. 

258 CTe3tC<jJV o'6v KXuTaxjjiT̂ CTTpa xpdxoq 
259 5i%^ ydcp eaxi cptcTdq apxqyou tieiv 
260 yuvaix' spr̂ fiaê vtoq iipcrevoq 8p6vou. 

I have come, Clytemnestra, reverencing your authority. 
For it is right to honour our master's wife 
When the man's own throne is empty. 

MacNeice uses the word "authority" to translate xpdcxoq 

while Fraenkel and Fagles use the word "power". 

"Authority" is more formal in the rendering of xpdxoq, 

because the chorus aim at declaring their respect to it 

even when Clytemnestra herself has ordered them to 

come. Similarly, the chorus in order to show their 
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respect to their master's wife during his absence call 

her (p6JT6q ap^riyou which is translated as " master" by 

MacNeice and Fraenkel, while Fagles is more positive by 

saying "the warlord". 

261 (ju 5'e'i XI xe6v6v e^xs 

But you, if you have heard good news for certain, or if . . . 

Fraenkel has agreed with MacNeice about the structure 

of the sentence; it is not etxe xsSvov but e't xv 

xe5v6v, which however would not have affected 

dramatically the meaning of it. MacNeice manages to 

show the contrast in the action of sacrifice that 

Clytemnestra conducts. Fagles is much more liberal in 

the rendering of lines 261-263. 

264 sudtYYeXoq jî v, Wirep ^ Tiapot̂ iia, 
265 "gmq Y^voixo jir̂ xpoq suq>p6vr|q Ttdpa. 
266 TteoCTij 8i %appa fieî ov eXitiSoq xXueiv 
267 npiA^ou ydrp qp^xaaiv 'ApYeUoi noXiv. 

Bearing good news, as the proverb says, may Dawn 
Spring from her mother Night. 
You will hear something now that was beyond your hopes. 
The men of Argos have taken Priam's city. 

MacNeice in a vigorous diction elaborates the first 

words of Clytemnestra in the play. Fraenkel is hesitant 

about the meaning of this proverb and the only 

explanation he gives is that it means "like mother like 

child in beauty". MacNeice fails to give the importance 

of xdp^a; he has put "something" while both Fraenkel 

and Fagles have "Joy" which is the accurate translation 

of the word on the one hand, and declares the strength 

of the news on the other. 

1.269-273: MacNeice uses a vigorous vocabulary in order 

to show the contrast between the disbelief of the 

chorus concerning the Greek victory and the certainty 

of Clytemnestra about this. For ^ xopmq Xeyca he has "Do 

I speak plain", Fraenkel "do I speak clear" and Fagles 

"Is that clear enough". MacNeice translates ucp^pnst as 
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"creeps" while Fraenkel and Fagles have "steals". But 

for Joy - "creeps" is a more figurative verb. For 

xocxriYoper Fraenkel has suggested that it is a technical 

rendering and has not a literary meaning, although he 

has translated "gives evidence" to MacNeice's 

"proclaim" and Fagles' "expose". MacNeice's rendering 

sounds the most eloquent because it reflects the 

chorus' loyalty and love for Agamemnon. 

272 XO. ydtp xi niatdv eaxi T © V 5 ^ CTOI xex/iap; 
273 KA. tcTTiv, xi 5' ovxi; SoXacravroq 9eou. 

But what are your grounds? Have you a proof of it? 
There is proof indeed - unless God has cheated us. 

MacNeice's translation has given with enormous clarity 

the disbelief of the chorus. The chorus ask impatiently 

for proof. For SoXdjaotvxoq 8eou Fraenkel has "unless 

the god has played me false" and Fagles "Unless the god 

is lying". MacNeice gives more emphasis to the meaning 

of "God" both by writing it with a capital letter and 

without an article. Fraenkel has aimed SoXotcocvxeq" 

to refer to Clytemnestra who is the one that speaks. 

But Fagles renders it completely indefinitely. I think 

that MacNeice is better, even not so accurate, because 

the message of "God" or " The god" concerns and 

influences all of them. 

1.272-279: The chorus express their disbelief in the 

news that Troy has been taken by the Greeks, so they 

question Clytemnestra in various ways in order to 

realize the truth of what she is saying, rcoxspa: the 

text fails to show the second part of the question and 

all three translators translate accordingly. xdcpx' 

e)jLoop.t̂aoi> (pp̂ vocq: MacNeice says "you mock my common 

sense" while Fraenkel "Thou judges my intellect to be 

faulty indeed"; too many words in order to say the same 

thing. Fagles says only "you mock me", but he fails to 

give the meaning in full. MacNeice is the best because 
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he is laconic and eloquent, but also he attributes to 

Clytemnestra the quality that she means of herself, her 

common sense. 

282 KA. (ppuxtoq cppuxxdv &eGp' an' ayydcpov nvpdq 
283 litejjiTtEV 

Beacon forwarding beacon, despatch-riders of fire, 

This interpretation is more vigorous than Fraenkel's 

"hither by means of the courier fire". Fagles is even 

more periphrastic adding explanatory words, 

286 uTtepteX-î q "ce novtov axjte \a>xi(jai 
287 laxuq itopsuxoo Xa)in<i5oq Kp6q TjSovfjv 

* * * * * 

288 JieuxT), T6 xP̂ <̂ o<p£yyiq aq Ttq VjXioq 
289 cikac, napayyexXacra Maxiaxov crxoitotiq. 

And towering then to straddle over the sea 
The might of the running torch Joyfully tossed 
The gold gleam forward like another sun, 
Herald of light to the heights of Mount Macistus, 

Most scholars are sceptical about these lines. Some of 

them have suggested that between the lines 287 and 288 

there is one missing which also included the main verb 

of the period (Page). Fraenkel, although he does not 

follow, does not reject this attitude, MacNeice in his 

translation has presumed the verb "tossed" in order to 

fulfil the meaning. Fagles in these lines has adopted a 

completely different attitude and renders it in a 

liberal and poetic way. For voiT-Ccrav MacNeice has used 

"over the sea" while the accurate that Fraenkel and 

Fagles follow is "the back of the sea". MacNeice has 

omitted to translate the word rcsuxr); Fraenkel says "the 

pine-tree blaze" and Fagles "pitch-pine". 

1.290-295: MacNeice has made a great achievement in 

giving the meaning of these lines, which continue the 

transmission of the message from Troy to Argos. The 

places which are mentioned here, even in antiquity were 

called after a different name but people used to 
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attribute to them names which described their 

characteristics. 

1.302-303: MacNeice does not translate into English the 

words yopYwniv and alyCnXaYXTOv while Fraenkel and 

Fagles explain them with more words; Fraenkel has "the 

Gorgon-eyed lake" and "the mountain of the roaming 

goat"; Fagles "the Gorgon's Eye" and "the wild goat's 

range". 

Syntactical difficulties are presented in 1.303-308, 

namely, the gap between the verb Tr̂ jjLTiouCTt and the 

infinitive uirepPdcXXsiv is too big; this could be easily 

solved if there was xoci before Zotptovt xou. Schutz has 

restored the Infinitive into the verb UTtepgdXXsv which 

gives more meaning to the sentence. MacNeice has 

rendered it accordingly. 

309 , . . aCTTUYstTovotq cjxoTidq 

. . . our neighbouring heights; 

This expression is not accurately rendered by MacNeice. 

As he has put it is difficult to understand that it 

refers to the watch-post. Fraenkel gives it clearly, 

"the watch-post that is neighbour to our city" and 

Fagles "the watch that looms above your heads". 

311 (pdcoq T65' oux aTcoTCTrov ""ISaxou %up6q 

Issue and image of the fire of Ida. 

MacNeice fails to make clear that this cpdoq refers to 

the "light" which has been mentioned many lines before, 

whereas Fraenkel is more accurate - "this light, the 

genuine offspring of its ancestor, the fire from Mount 

Ida" . 

As we have already pointed, 1.281-311 concern the 

transmission of the message. MacNeice manages In 

transferring the pictorial way in which Clytemnestra 

relates the arrival of the good news. In 1.314 there is 
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much debate among the scholars about the 

Lampadedromelae in Ancient Greece. The text is very 

obscure at this point but as Fraenkel has pointed out, 

this succession of torches is not the same as 

Lampadedromeia -and Clytemnestra has set her own rules 

for this. Fraenkel cannot see any paradox about this, 

as some scholars have suggested. 

1.320-325: MacNeice renders clearly the meaning of 

these lines which aim at pointing out the perpetual 

struggle between oil and vinegar in order to prevail 

over each other. The same applies to Trojans and Greeks 

as different fortunes have befallen on their fate. 

326 oi /Jîv y&p ajjwpt jreirToxbTsq 
327 avSpav -cs xai gutaXptwv 
328 rcatSeq yEpovtwv oux^t' IXeu66poi> 
329 56p^q (pxXxditirfflv p.6pov' 

For these having flung themselves about the bodies 
Of husbands and brothers, or sons upon the bodies 
Of aged fathers from a throat no longer 
Free, lament the fate of their most loved. 

The expression cputaX/jitCiiv TiatSeq yspovTrnv has caused 

enough debate about its awkwardness. Most scholars 

agree in their translation except for MacNeice who 

fails to make sense in this line. Fraenkel says 

"children upon those of aged men whose offspring they 

are" and Fagles "infants over the aged loins that gave 

them life"; Page has "children (fallen about the 

bodies) of old men their procreators". What MacNeice 

has completely omitted to translate is the word 

"(puTocXp.{63v" which has the sense of "by nature, from 

one's birth, producing". 

MacNeice manages to convey clearly the meaning of 

1.338-340 by pointing out to the importance of revering 

the gods' altars and concluding that "they need not, 

having conquered, fear reconquest"; Fraenkel has used 

many words in order to render this. 
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1.343-344: MacNeice delivers with clarity the Greeks' 

supplication for piety because they need a safe return 

home which is presented as a race, a doubled course 

race. 

345 eeoiq 5' avafjurXdtxTitoq el jidXoi Gxpaxdq, 
346 #&Yp^Yopov* TO Trfjjjia Tav oXmXdTwv 
347 Y^voix' 'div, si %p6a%aia tuxoi xaxdt. 

So if they return without offence to the gods 
The grievance of the slain may learn at last 
A friendly talk - unless some fresh wrong falls. 

These lines are of particular difficulty but it seems 

that Fraenkel has followed MacNeice's rendering; he 

emphasizes the necessity for the Greeks not to offend 

the Gods in order to appease the wrath of the dead, 

otherwise some other evil will fall upon them. Instead, 

Page and Fagles claim that the sufferings of the dead 

will ask for revenge without fail. 

350 KoXXwv ydtp kuQKay XT̂ V '6vr)aiv slXofjir̂ v 

We have much good. I only ask to enjoy it. 

This line offers a good ground for misinterpretations, 

but MacNeice has managed to follow the opinion of most 

scholars that Clytemnestra wants to enjoy the good 

things which have happened asking for no more. 

1.351-354: The chorus after Clytemnestra's second 

speech have been convinced about the accuracy of the 

events. After so many years of waiting, it was 

difficult for them to be convinced immediately, but 

since Clytemnestra has proved how the news has arrived 

and how she now imagines the devastated city -having in 

mind the temperament of the Greeks, the chorus are in 

no further doubts. Up to now MacNeice has conveyed 

dramatically the ambiguity and the calamity which is 

still in the air. He has also given us a short but very 

representative account of Clytemnestra's dark character 
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and of her hypocrisy while she is expecting Agamemnon's 

return. 

As Clytemnestra enters the palace, the lyrics of the 

chorus continue with their dark premonitions. They go 

back to the root of the evil of the Atreidae's house 

which started with Paris' and Helen's guilt, MacNeice's 

presentation of the morality which regulates evil 

actions is excellent. Those who provoke hybris will be 

punished one day. Judgement is going to lead them to 

death. The chorus' agony is already affecting the 

audience, we can feel the approach of hatred which will 

take revenge on Atreidae's past crimes. 

1.356: There is doubt among the scholars concerning the 

use of xTsdtxexpa and the purpose for which Aeschylus 

has used it here. This word is met only in this point. 

Most of the scholiasts tend to make it parallel to 

"possessor". MacNeice has translated: "Donor of 

glories" contrary to the general opinion. Fraenkel has 

"that hast won us possession of great glories", Fagles 

"... who covers us with glories" and Page "possessor of 

great ornaments", which are some of the characteristics 

attributed to night. 

CTTSYavov Sixrvov in 1.358 might refer to the "bath 

robe", the net with which Clytemnestra killed 

Agamemnon, But the most probable here is to refer to 

the Trojans who have been surrounded by the Greeks. As 

the facts will prove both Agamemnon and the Trojans at 

the end encountered the same fatal death, MacNeice has 

translated "A close-clinging net" which resembles the 

net which Clytemnestra would use for her murderous act 

later on in the drama. 

363 Tov xdSs T ipd^avx ' . . . 

... who has done his work,, , 
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MacNeice does not note the emphasis upon Zeus' power. 

Fraenkel has put "who has achieved this" and Fagles is 

again very liberal in these lines. 

369 [wq] '^upa^ev %xpavsv. 

They have fared according to his ruling. 

MacNeice distorts the meaning of the text. It is Zeus 

who has "forced" them and therefore he was in 

accordance with what he decreed. Fraenkel has "he has 

achieved it as he decreed" and Fagles "god does as he 

decrees". Zeus is the subject to both trcpa^ev and 

fexpaveV. 

1.369-372: MacNeice in an elaborated diction points out 

to the wrong inference of some men who do not have 

faith in gods. 

1.374-378: The genuine text of these passages has not 

been recovered. For this reason there are many 

difficulties. A great number of scholars use arbitrary 

or less justified explanations. There is debate about 

SYY^vouq to be eyyoy/oxc,, therefore to be a dative to 

Tt̂ cpotvTcxt and make a proper sense, but Fraenkel rejects 

this solution claiming that the aim of these lines is 

not to show that the sins of fathers fall on their 

children -which hints at Paris who has committed a sin 

and this has befallen on the Trojan people; but that 

what Paris has committed influences him and his 

generation first of all. aToXp.fjTa>v apr| * rcvsdvxoiv: some 

commentators have objected this but Fraenkel claims 

that it still operates into the text. Page insists that 

E Y Y O V O I Q is the correct. hntp T O P S X T I C T T O V is on 

purpose added by Aeschylus into the sentence as well as 

uTceptpEU, for the policy of Aeschylus was to 

overemphasize that "excess" is the reason to people's 

sins, faults and loss of peace. As for MacNeice he has 

totally distorted the meaning of these difficult lines. 
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His policy is the opposite to that of Fraenkel he has 

written that "ruin is revealed the child ..." and he 

does not show Aeschylus' spirit which was to emphasize 

the "excess", that is, "When men are puffed up unduly / 

And their houses are stuffed with riches. / Measure is 

the best". MacNeice does not show that "pride" is 

responsible for these actions. Fagles follows 

MacNeice's attitude to the rendering of these lines: 

"the father's crimes will blossom, burst into the 

son's". But he nowhere shows that all these are caused 

by "excess". 

1.378-380: As Fraenkel suggests, here the aim of 

Aeschylus is to show the contrast between a pious and 

an impious man. So it makes sense only when the subject 

of fecrxco is arct̂ fAavxov and not, as Page and others 

suggest, the supposed TtXouxEtv. From Fagles' 

translation it is impossible to understand the meaning. 

He has followed a totally personal way. MacNeice's 

rendering is in line with Fraenkel's explanation 

showing that this will be the result for "a man with a 

proper part of wisdom". 

1.381-384: This rhythmical refrain presents no 

particular difficulty apart from the fact that Fraenkel 

suggests that we must take together itpoq xopov «v5pt 

XaxTtaocvTi. MacNeice does not go with this: "against 

the drunkeness of riches once he has spurned ..." and 

Fraenkel has "a man he has kicked", while Fagles agrees 

with him: "Bastion of wealth are . . . for a man who 

treads ...". 

1.385-389: MacNeice gives once more a sample of his 

mastering technique; he is both accurate and literary 

in the translation of these lines. He makes us 

understand the meaning of the text in condensed and 

precise lines. 
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1.390-393: Scholars are puzzled about the meaning and 

implications of xotxou 5 6 ... SixatcoSexq. Fraenkel 

provides a very satisfactory explanation by combining 

his own knowledge and sense of the ancient world and 

spirit and then asking for the expert's opinion about 

the behaviour of bronze and lead as metals. The 

conclusion is that here Aeschylus aims at showing how a 

sinner, while in the beginning looks well and is 

accepted by his fellowmen, then he is blackened and his 

evil doing affects all people. This is also applied to 

Paris' case. MacNeice and Fagles associate the simile 

of copper closely with that of "a boy who chases a bird 

Fraenkel supports this. Particularly, Fraenkel 

has "for a boy runs in chase of a flying bird after 

bringing an intolerable affliction ..." and MacNeice 

"like a boy who chases a winged bird / He has branded 

his city for ever". It makes different sense here. 

In 1.397—398 srci axpocpov is one of the rare words: "who 

makes such things . says MacNeice and he also is 

right in assuming 8s6q iiq as a subject to x«8aipe(. 

1.399-402: The debate in this simile concerns the 

rendering of sq 56|JLOV XOV 'AxpsvSav. Aeschylus seems to 

have disregarded the fact whether Agamemnon was at the 

time staying in the palace with Menelaus or not. As it 

is given in the text it means that the writer is 

concerned with the action that Paris committed against 

the family. Therefore MacNeice correctly translates "To 

the home of the sons of Atreus", while Fagles is not 

very clear -"he came to Atreus' house"; he does not 

explain to whom of Atreus' children the house belonged 

to at that time. 

1.403-405: Fraenkel devotes a large part of his 

comments to the discussion of the position of TE xai . 

He brings many examples from Aeschylus and Sophocles in 

order to prove that when there is a first adjectival 
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attribute and then a noun followed by a second 

adjectival attribute, then there is no case in which 

the second attribute is connected by xs. So even though 

he does not support MSS's text : aoniaxopaq x\6vovq 

Xoyxt^ouq xs xcxx * vaupdtxaq 0TtXi<j)j,0i3<; he doesn't 

disagree with it because he is unable to invent a 

better solution. MacNeice manages to attribute the 

meaning of these lines which aim at expressing the 

confusion that Helen left behind. 

1.406-408: MacNeice is magnificent in depicting Helen 

passing through the gates of Troy lightly, without any 

hesitation, daring things which could be proved to be 

fatal for the people. She is proud even when she 

commits too daring things: "Lightly she was gone 

through the gates daring things undared". Fagles 

follows his own rendering "strode through the gates 

defiant in every stride"; in these lines he attributes 

to Helen an aristocratic way of behavior. 

408 ... rtoXXdc 5' fedxsvov 
409 x65' svv^irovxsq 56fjio)v itpocpf)xav 

... Many the groans 
Of the palace spokesmen on this theme-

MacNeice doesn' t make clear who irpocpfjxcxi are because he 

does not attribute their special quality, "prophets or 

seers" which characterizes those people who influenced 

the decisions of the family, statesmen or commanders. 

1.410-413: The prophets groan the misfortune which has 

befallen on Menelaus' palace. axigoq cp i. Xdcvopeq here 

refers to the prints of Helen which were so loved by 

her husband. MacNeice does not attribute it clearly -

"the imprint of her limbs". Fagles has "the fresh 

prints of love". Menelaus is so devastated that he is 

unable to react. He only sees her apparition ruling the 

house. MacNeice manages to transfer the unhapppiness of 
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Menelaus as well as how a man in love feels when he is 

cheated. 

Menelaus cannot bear the sight of beautiful statues any 

more because they remind him of his beloved wife. 

MacNeice is not clear in the meaning of 1.418-419, 

op.jjidcT:0[>v 5' ev axt)vvaxq / feppei Ttacr' 'Aq>po5£xo£ : "In the 

emptiness of their eyes / All their appeal is 

departed". But as Fraenkel argues, opijicStToov is an 

objective genitive to Menelaus, it is his own eyes 

which suffer at losing Helen so that he cannot bear the 

look of other statues. Fagles follows Fraenkel: "the 

eyes starve and the touch / of love is gone". 

420 6veip6(pavTa5v Si 7i£v9t̂ |jioveq 
irdpstai 56^ai q>^pouaai x6piv fiaxaiav 

But appearing in dreams persuasive 
Images come bringing a Joy that is vain, 

MacNeice has misinterpreted ovs t pocpavx ov for which 

Fraenkel insists that the right is "fancies and visions 

which appear in the mourner's dreams". The dreams are 

not persuasive but just "radiant" as Fagles has 

translated. 

423 fjidtav yap, cut' 'av SCTSXA tiq Soxav opdv 

Vain for when in fancy he looks to touch he:— 

Fraenkel argues that SCTSXCX is the object to opav. Fagles 

agrees with him but not MacNeice who makes "to touch 

her" the object of the verb. 

The text is distorted in 1.425-426: 

425 ... ov iieSuCTtepov 
rtTepoiq ojtaSoiq unvou *xeXeu9otq*. 

Rapidly (the vision) is gone 
Following on wings the walks of sleep. 

The difficulty is to which word ou faeSijaxspov is 

connected and the second phrase is not clear at all. 

Some have recommended to make oKocSotq a verb but it 
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does not occur an^ywhere in tragedy. Similarly, 

xe\su9oxq might be depended on oTtaSoOcr' or orraSotq but 

these words have as an object a person, So Fraenkel 

concludes that the expression Trxspovq O T X A S O T Q UTTVOU is 

excellent and accepts the corruption of xeXsuSoiq. 

MacNeice has already translated within these guidelines 

and his translation makes sense in the context. This 

vision is a companion to sleep, it fades away when we 

wake up. SchUtz and some other scholars make the words 

of the prophets finishing here. Fagles follows them, -

Fraenkel, although he does not reject it, is reluctant 

to follow. He believes that the words of the prophets 

include at least 1.415 whereas MacNeice ends them at 

1. 413. 

Up to now the chorus were mourning Menelaus' disaster. 

From 1.429 onwards "TO rcav 5' &(p' ''EXXavoq ...", they 

refer again to all the people. Now sorrow has affected 

every single house and mournings are heard everywhere. 

MacNeice has managed to render the mourning spirit of 

the chorus; he has translated cruvopji^votq correctly -

"men have left", while Fraenkel has put "those who have 

departed together". MacNeice doesn't explain that men 

have left for the same purpose which however can be 

easily inferred from the context. 

432 TtoXXd yovv QiyyaMSx %p6q f^mp 

... many 
Are the thoughts which stab their hearts; 

MacNeice is excellent in this rendering. In ancient 

Greece it was believed that fjirccp (liver) was the centre 

of all the emotions. MacNeice not only has transferred 

the meaning into modern beliefs but also has pointed 

out how hard the pain of death was in ancient times. 

Continuing the lamentation for the warriors who died 

fighting in Troy, Aeschylus concludes that what comes 

back are only Tcuyq anoSoq: "an urn and ashes". As 
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Fraenkel states some scholars, among them Schutz, are 

tempted to translate as "armour". But it is 

incorrect because a few years before Oresteia 

waspresented it was a custom in Athens for those who 

had died in battle in foreign lands to be burnt and 

then their ashes would be brought back. Therefore 

"ashes" appeals to the beliefs of those times and 

MacNeice translates accordingly. 

1.437-444 are an invocation to Ares, the War God, 

presented as daemon who holds men's lives into his 

hands. MacNeice is condensed enough here in depicting 

the sorrow and esteem for those who are dead. 

448 . . . 5ia( y\)va\y,6q 

... for another man's wife. 

This is the appropriate translation for a modern 

audience, although it should sound inappropriate in 

Ancient Greece for a man to die for another man's wife. 

1.449-451: xdcSs alycc xiq there is discontent 

against the kings for dragging the people into such an 

enduring war. MacNeice gives the existing atmosphere in 

a splendid way but does not clarify the word rcpoSixoiq 

which means "defenders of avengers"; he is simply 

confined to state "their cause". He does not explain 

what the sons of Atreus had done. Fagles uses a vivid 

vocabulary in 1.452-455 where suptopcpoi is considered 

redundant since it refers to dead men. But it is not a 

wrong description because it aims at showing that the 

dead in the battles were seen as heroes. 

456 Papeia 5' auimw (pdcciq auv xoTqj-
457 Sr̂ fioxpdvTOU 5' apaq xivsx xpdoq 

Heavy is the murmur of an angry people 
Performing the purpose of a public curse; 

Fraenkel argues that by taking (pdxtq as subject to 

xivei and then 5r|fj.oxpdvxou apaq as epexigematic 
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genitive to xp€oq, as several commentators do, has a 

great disadvantage because it means that (pdxiq raises a 

claim whereas the correct is that, xtvet xpAoq implies 

that the outcome will satisfy those who are owned the 

debt. MacNeice has followed the rendering of other 

commentators. 

1.459ff. The chorus in spite of the good news have the 

intuition that something bad will happen; so they 

express their anxiety by saying that the gods are not 

indifferent to so much bloodshed and that the Erinys 

will take revenge over those who have dared achieving 

happiness over a stream of blood (1.461-470). 

464 TUXT^POV OVT' otveu 5ixaq 

When a man prospers in sin 

MacNeice is more eloquent than Fraenkel's "who is 

successful without justice" and Fagles' "the man gone 

rich beyond all rights". MacNeice gives more emphasis 

upon dfveu Sixocq by suggesting that this kind of man has 

plunged into sin; therefore he will be vanished as a 

result of his punishment for this offence. 

469 . . . pdcXXetax ydp <5aaoxq 
470 Av69ev xepauvdq. 

... The high peak 
Is blasted by the eyes of Zeus. 

Fraenkel objects to the interpretation of oadoic, as a 

dative of the object. He believes that it is a dative 

of the instrument showing that Zeus has all his 

strength into his glance. MacNeice had already agreed 

with this. 

1.471-474; The chorus prefer living in "the golden 

mediocrity" in order to avoid the hybris. This is not 

what Agamemnon did, so he was condemned into perishing. 

MacNeice elaborates this rule of living without hybris 

which is representative of Aescylus' great spirit. 
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1.479-482: The construction itself is peculiar and 

several scholars have suggested that uxj-ze is missing 

after <ppevci>v xexojj.fj.6voq. Fraenkel is against this idea 

by saying that even this axjxe would not change the 

peculiar construction. MacNeice had already accepted 

Fraenkel's suggestion. 

483 [sv] Yuvaix6q alxpai 

It fits the temper of a woman. 

Although means the "spear" here the commentators 

agree that it has a figurative meaning. The chorus 

indirectly blame Clytemnestra for being in a hurry to 

start the sacrifices for the Greek victory with the 

sole proof of a beacon which could easily be false. But 

they say that it is a characteristic of feminine 

nature to take for granted everything that she likes. 

MacNeice manages to transfer the meaning of these 

words. 

1.485-487: The chorus do not address Clytemnestra 

either by her name or by her title. They use words such 

as 9fjXtc; opoq and yuvaixoy^puTov; it shows that they do 

not approve of her as governor of the house of 

Atreidae, but it also represents the attitude of those 

times towards women. Women are not incredulous enough; 

they are easily enthusiastic and spread rumours which 

could soon be proved to be wrong. MacNeice has managed 

to transfer exactly this belief in his translation: 

The over—credulous passion of women expands 
In swift conflagration but swiftly declining is gone 
The news that a woman announced. 

These lines sound prejudiced against women, one can 

easily detect the translator's hatred towards them 

especially if we take into account that during the 

period that MacNeice was working on the translation he 

had just been deserted by his wife. So, in Agamemnon's 

ordeal he sees a small part of himself. He conceives 
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men as instruments in women's hands who, when are of no 

more use, are either deserted or destroyed. As for the 

blame on Agamemnon's guilt, this is the work of fate 

and gods and it was beyond Agamemnon's own capacity to 

react and oppose to it. 

There was some questioning about the meaning of ntGavoq 

but scholars at the end agreed that here it means 

Tret9eiv. A certain difficulty arises with the 9f)Xuq 

"bpoq for which some scholars suggested that the correct 

is fepoq. But here it means "the woman's decree". 

MacNeice translates "passion of woman" which is wrongly 

rendered according to Fraenkel. 

489 i&x' elij6)jie9a 
490 (ppoxxojpiotc; xe xai JiapaXXaYdq 

Soon we shall know about the illuminant torches, 
The beacons and the fiery relays, 

MacNeice is in discord with Fraenkel who has altered 

the reading of these sentences. This alteration arose 

due to the discussion about the dependence of 

(ppuxTtop t cSv and rrupoq TtapaXXccYOfq upon XapnaSmv 

(pasCTcpopajv. Fraenkel claims that cppuxxtdpiaq is a noun of 

action and therefore nupoq napaXXay&S balances the word 

<ppuxT6ipIo£c;, However MacNeice has followed Connington's 

view that Xcc}j.rc(5t5 6>v cpccscrcpopmv is the genitive which 

denotes the general matter of the situation and that 

cppuxx63pT.wv and rxupoq n:apaXXaY*S are the objects to 

these key words. The way he has rendered it explains 

what he means by the general "illuminant torches". 

Fagles is completely liberal here, but he seems to 

agree with MacNeice: "Soon we'll know her fires for 

what they are, / her relay race of torches hand-to-

hand". But MacNeice agrees with Fraenkel about 1.491-

492 £ix£ ... Etxe: here it does not mean "either . . . 

or" but it is conditional: "whether they were true or 

whether like dreams . . . " . 
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1.493-495: The xfjpu^ comes from the beach xotTcxCTXiov 

x\d5ouq eXccxcxc, -"shadowed with olive shoots". It 

denotes that he has just come out of the victorious 

ship coming from Troy. Fagles is more explanatory about 

the identity of the herald -"a victor's spray of olive 

shades his eyes". Debate has caused the construction of 

1.496 OI3T' <5cvau5oq ofexe CTOV Satmv (pk6y(x. Fraenkel 

argues that aot is incorrect here. It cannot refer to 

Clytemnestra because it does not pay respect to her and 

until now the chorus has addressed her by name; so the 

correct construction is OUT' d̂cvotuSoq O O T O Q , O U Satfflv 

q>\6ya and MacNeice had already adopted this: "That he 

will not give dumb news nor news by lighting . . 

Fagles is not very clear because he does not show the 

emphasis upon the message of the herald: "No kindling 

timber on the cliffs, no signal fares for him". 

1.500: The Chorus, still in disbelief, wish for the 

good news that Clytemnestra has announced to be 

corroborated. There has been a confusion about who is 

the speaker of 1.501-502. Since in the archetype there 

were only paragraphs and not the names of the speakers, 

some scholars do not agree with the intervention of 

another speaker here. They support this attitude by 

saying that since an important person arrives, it is 

unlikely for somebody else to speak other than the 

newcomer. While Fraenkel and Fagles agree with this 

encounter, MacNeice makes another person quote what 

sounds like a curse to the evil-doers: "whoever makes 

other prayers for this our city, / May he reap himself 

the fruits of his wicked heart". Another reaction of 

the modern critics on Aeschylus' work is about the 

passing of time. It seems inconceivable to them the 

fact that while Clytemnestra announces the victory 

against Troy and the chorus chant about it, the herald 

arrives from Troy. But they disregard the fact, as 
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Fraenkel shows, that Greek tragedy had its own rules. 

It is supposed that in the stasimon of the chorus 

(1.355-488) there are several days passing. At those 

times tragedy had not the form of a modern play with 

regard to the events which nowadays must take place 

within a fixed and short period of time. After all, 

what the viewer is concerned with is not when the 

herald had the time to arrive from Troy to Argos but 

what is the reaction of the chorus and mostly the 

exciting news that they are about to hear. 

1.503-505: The herald enters the scene full of 

excitement after ten years of absence. The exclamation 

\ (5 is used by Aeschylus only twice in this tragedy, 

here and in Cassandra's speech; it aims at expressing 

excessive feelings and excitement. Ssxcxt^ cjs 

ToSvS' aq>t.x6p.r|v ^Touq denotes the light of the day when 

the Greeks come back at Argos. MacNeice has not 

rendered the true meaning of this in a poetical way: 

"In the light of the tenth year 

1.508ff. : The herald starts a prayer to thank gods for 

coming back safely. He starts with an invocation to 

Zeus and then to Apollo who was adverse to their 

expedition. 

511 'dXiq Ttapdf IxdtfjiavSpov rjaS' avdpaioq 
512 viiv 5' auxe &w%^p ia6v x a i J ia iav ioq, 
513 ''ATCOXXOV . . . 

(Implacable long enough beside Scamander) 
But now be saviour to us and be healer, 
King Apollo. ... 

MacNeice is not clear enough about the rage of Apollo 

against the Greeks. Fagles is more definite about this: 

"At Scamander's banks we took our share, / your longbow 

brought us down like plague" because, as Fraenkel 

remarks, the herald refers to the plague that fell upon 

the Greeks. The invocation to Apollo is very eloquently 

given by MacNeice. The Greeks, despite what they have 
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suffered, ask Apollo to be their patron and change his 

attitude towards them from now on. 

513 ... Touq t' ayaviouq GeoOq 

... And all the Assembly's gods 

Strong arguments have caused confusion. Most scholars 

believe that aymviouq Ssouq refers to the Gods of the 

Agora. The action takes place in front of the palace 

where there were the altars of the Market Gods. But 

this evidence is not strong enough and as Fraenkel says 

we cannot exclude the meaning that aYojvfouq GsoOq 

refers to the "gathering Gods" as MacNeice has 

translated; Fagles has "Gods of the market", 

1.518-523: All the words quoted here aim at introducing 

Agamemnon into the audience. Saijioviq x' avxi^Xtot: "and 

gods facing the sun". MacNeice very eloquently renders 

the meaning; at those times the statues of gods were 

constructed with their face looking towards the sun. 

But where MacNeice fails to give the appropriate 

meaning is with V^xet ydcp ufjiUv (pac, sv eucppovij cp̂ pciiv / 

Kdi TovaS' ajracrt xoivdv 'Â ajî v̂ajv avcx^: "Who comes 

bringing light to you in the night time, [it is clear 

up to this point] / And to all these as well - King 

Agamemnon". The failure concerns "all these". It is not 

clear where it refers to. Fagles gives the answer: 

"free [the light] for every comrade". 

1.524-528: Aeschylus in all these lines wants to stress 

the atrocities that Agamemnon has committed, the hybris 

which led him to punishment. For this reason I disagree 

with the view of some scholars that these lines have 

been added by scholiasts in the medieval times. 

MacNeice uses eloquent diction in order to render the 

abominable deeds of Agamemnon against Troy. 

531 ... TiECTSai. 5' a^itoxaxoq Ppotmv 
532 xoiv vuv . . . 
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... the most worthy to have honour of all 
Men that are now. 

This xSv vuv has been disregarded by some translators 

which is however a major mistake, as Fraenkel points 

out, because it wants to show how Agamemnon surpasses 

in EuSatfjiovxa all his contemporaries. While Fagles is 

not accurate about this -"the one man alive to merit 

such rewards", MacNeice is definite. 

532 . . . ndcpiq ydcp O U T S cruvteXfiq noXiq 
533 e^suxexai. xo Spa^xa TOU %68ouq itX̂ ov. 

... Paris nor his guilty city 
Can boast that the crime was greater than the atonement. 

The herald now refers to Paris' deed, MacNeice is very 

eloquent rendering the word 5pafia as "crime" which 

gives even more emphasis to Paris' actions. But he 

fails to stress that both Paris and Troy were 

contributing in this destruction. The way he has 

translated it is plain and passes unnoticeable. Fagles, 

although arbitrary in some way, is vivacious: "Neither 

Paris nor Troy, partners to the end . . . ". 

1.534-536: Scholiasts are sceptical about what xoO 

pucTxou 9' rijiccpxe may mean here. If it refers to Helen 

then Aeschylus treats her as an object. For puatov is a 

legal term which means "the stolen property taken back 

as compensation for the theft". Fraenkel concludes that 

Aeschylus has given a fresh meaning to the word 

referring mostly to the abduction of Helen. MacNeice 

follows the traditional conception about the meaning of 

the word: "he has lost his stolen goods" and so does 

Fagles "stripped of all his spoils". MacNeice is also 

well balanced in the rendering of apnay^q xs xcci xXoTtf^q 

which are also two legal terms: "for rape and robbery"; 

rape refers to Helen and robbery to the theft of 

treasures from the palace because according to Homer 

ill. XIV. 626-7) Paris had also taken some of them. 
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537 SiitXa 5' îxsicrav npiafixSai. Ootjidtpxia 

The sons of Priam have paid their account with interest. 

In the context, Fraenkel proves, does not mean 

twice as Fagles has translated. It means double value 

of punishment and MacNeice is not only correct but 

eloquent as well. 

In 1.538 a dialogue starts between the chorus and the 

herald concerning the accuracy of what he is saying. In 

the beginning the chorus welcome the herald who is so 

delighted by the victory that he is eager to die if 

gods ask for such a thing. There are tears coming down 

his eyes; so touched he is. MacNeice manages to 

transmit this feeling of the herald "Yes. Glad indeed! 

So glad that at the god's demand I should no longer 

hesitate to die". 

1.543: Fraenkel suggests that from the stylistic point 

of view it is better to take this sentence 

continuously, in order to connect it with 

Fagles does so but not MacNeice who sticks to the 

traditional views at this point. 

545 KH. JioSstv Tio9ouvTa xfjvSe axpaxdv XsYsiq; 

Meaning the land was homesick for the army? 

There is a question about which is the subject of 

iroSeiTv. Some commentators consider xf^vSE yfjv as subject 

of noGeiv and others as the object of TCO9OUVTOC, 

Fraenkel says that whatever the answer it does not 

alter the meaning of the text but it simply gives more 

gravity to the reverse selection. MacNeice has taken 

TfjvSs yf) V as subject but he fails to stress that the 

army too "was homesick" for the land. Fagles chooses 

the same option but he renders the double Tt69oq of land 

and army to each other. 

547 KH. 7i69ev x6 5ijcr<ppov toux' sjtt̂ v [GufjiSi] cxOyoq [axpaxwi]; 
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This sullen hatred - how did it fasten on you? 

Fraenkel proposes that the splitting of the sentence 

into two should be avoided. MacNeice has put a dash in 

the questioning point. But he is terribly mistaken 

about the object of STtfjv which is CTxpocxoO. He has not 

mentioned it at all and the viewer will not be able to 

understand where this "hatred" is directed to. 

548 XO. irdXai T6 aiyav (potpjiaxov 

I cannot say. Silence is my stock prescription. 

It reminds us of the guard's last word in the beginning 

of the tragedy. The chorus are inhibited to talk about 

their real feelings, of what happens in the palace and 

MacNeice depicts this reservation very eloquently. He 

uses the expression "stock prescription" to render 

TtcJcXax which is really very poetic. 

550 XO. a>̂  vOv, T6 CTOV 5fj, xai 9aveiv rtoXXf) 
551 KH. eO yAp Tt̂ itpotxTai. 

Yes. In your phrase, death would now be a gratification. 
Yes, for success is ours... 

The chorus feel distressed about what further evil 

might fall upon the house of Atreidae; they would 

rather die than seeing anything bad. However the herald 

is too preoccupied with the deeds of the Greeks, that 

he fails to reach below the surface. So 1.551 sounds 

Ironical compared to what the chorus have just 

pronounced. MacNeice has transferred the agony of the 

chorus about the future whereas the herald's answer is 

heard quite humorously. The herald's misunderstanding 

(or incapacity or unwillingness to apprehend the hints 

of crisis in Argos) is firmly put in place by 

MacNeice's translation. In 1.547 the herald momentarily 

is aware but seems to suppress the awareness perhaps 

because he is so glad to have at last returned home 
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safely. Fagles does not represent this interaction so 

clearly -if at all. 

554 ... tov 51' alffivoq xpovov; 

... the whole duration of life? 

This expression refers not to eternity but to a 

lifetime. It should mean "eternity" if it referred to 

gods who never die. But for a mortal it is the 

"lifetime". The way MacNeice has rendered it is the 

best because it is open to be attributed either to gods 

or the people. 

555 jj.6x0ouq ydp £i X̂ ôxjii Tcai SuaotuXiaq, 
556 anapvciq Trotpfĵ eic; xaxo&Tpwtouq, ... 

If I were to tell of our labours, our hard lodging, 
The sleeping on crowded decks, the scanty blankets ... 

The herald recollects all the deprivations and 

misfortunes they had during the war. Aeschylus has once 

more puzzled the critics with the use of the word 

Ttapr̂ êtq which is a very rare one and means "the 

gangway on either side of a Greek war-ship". But 

Fraenkel is not sure that Aeschylus aimed at using this 

word in the particular context and argues that this 

word either has displaced some other or had an 

additional meaning to the Athenians. After all what the 

speech of the herald wants to show is the conditions 

under which the Greeks were fighting against the 

Trojans. MacNeice is quite clear about this: "The 

sleeping on crowded decks". It shows all the misery of 

the warriors. Fagles is arbitrary enough although he 

manages to render the underlying meaning of the words; 

for napt^^stq he has "penned in the gangways hock by 

jowl like sheep". Fagles is more accurate on Ttapî êxq 

(assuming we know what it means) than MacNeice who 

seeks to convey an idea of the conditions of life on a 

modern troop ship in wartime. 
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557 ... *ou \ax6vTEq* p2poq; 

Tossing and groaning, rations that never reached us-

The critics are sceptical about the meaning of ^patoq 

here and Fraenkel after a short discussion feels 

uncertain about the conclusion. Besides, ou CTT^VOVTEI; 

is inappropriate in the development of the thought 

because we should normally expect an apodosis in el 

X^yoi^i. Fagles is arbitrary once more; he simply 

renders the meaning without any close reference to the 

text. MacNeice interprets this sentence as if it 

continues the first hypothesis and he does not even 

make it interrogative. Since there is such a confusion 

about these lines, he simply tries to be in accordance 

with the meaning and nothing else. 

560 oupavoO 56 xand yfjq Xeijiaviax 
561 5p6o-oi xaxefdxaCov, '̂ firceSov crivoq, 
562 eCT0r̂fjid(T(Bv tvS^VTsq kvGqpov tptxa. 

Continuous drizzle from the sky, dews from the marshes, 
Rotting our clothes, filling our hair with lice. 

Scholars believe that there are inconsistencies in the 

structure of the sentence. Nevertheless the meaning is 

given: that the Greeks suffered physically from severe 

weather conditions which tortured their bodies. Fagles 

has followed his own inspiration in the interpretation 

of £p.n£5ov . , . rpixoc. MacNeice has condensed these 

lines, he has not rendered xareyyaxocCov and s)j.7ts5ov 

CTXvoq. In spite of these omissions we can get the 

message. MacNeice vigily conveys the elliptical, 

staccato style which has made scholars of the Greek 

text worried about grammatical inconsistency. 

563 8' ei X^yoi nit; oiavoxTovov, 
564 oiov napsix' (5t(pepTov ̂ ISaia xi6v, 
565 edXicoq. eoxe novToq ev ^eo^^Ppivaiq 
566 xoixaiq &xupov v^v^^oiq suSoi Tteaav 

And if one were to tell of the bird-destroying winter 
Intolerable from the snows of Ida 
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Or of the heat when the sea slackens at noon 
Waveless and dozing in a depressed calm-

The herald continues his narration about the conditions 

under which the Greek army was fighting in Troy. 

MacNeice is successful in giving the image of sea at 

noon when nothing moves and there is a tendency to 

drowsiness. The underlying meaning of the herald's 

words about the state of the sea is to show how awesome 

and torturing it was and not to create an idylic 

picture of the sea. This is exactly in what MacNeice is 

superior. Fagles is successful here too; so does 

Fraenkel who translates accurately the structure of the 

sentence without however demonstrating any poetic 

qualities: "... or the heat, when in its noonday rest 

unruffled by a wind the sea lay sunk in slumber without 

aware..." 

5 6 8 IRAPOIXSTAI 6e, XOXCTI FI^V TE8VT)X6CTIV 

5 6 9 T 6 pii^JROT' ai>9iq pqS' AVACTTF^voct fji^Xeiv 

Over indeed for some who never again 
Need even trouble to rise. 

MacNeice refers to the dead men who are never again to 

complain about their death. He does not mention the 

word T£9vr^x6CTtv which is easily inferred from the 

context. Besides he wants to emphasize that the dead 

people are the only ones who do not need to worry about 

what happens in this world; so by this definition he 

means the dead. Fraenkel and Fagles refer to them by 

name; Fraenkel has "it is past, for those who are dead, 

so that they will never care even to rise again" and 

Fagles, "The dead can rest and never rise again". 

MacNeice seems to be the most substantial of all. 

570 Ixi xouq avaXoiS^vxaq ev X^yeiv, 
571 T6V C^VTOF 5' aXyslv XP'1 t&XHS notXiYxoxoo; 
572 xai TToXXdc xaipeiv auficpopaxc; xaxcx^ia.] 
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Why make a computation of the lost? 
Why need the living sorrow for the spites of fortune? 
I wish to say a long goodbye to disasters. 

Fraenkel discusses the objection which has arisen on 

whether these lines are an interpolation or they are 

inserted into the text by Aeschylus. He insists that it 

is not possible for Aeschylus to have written these 

lines in this point because they are completely out of 

context. They interrupt the logical sequence of the 

previous lines (the distress is past for those who are 

dead) with the following ones (but for us who are left 

...). Even if the naXiyxoTOu is representing 

Aeschylus it may have been inserted either as a comment 

in the margin or as a parallel between the sentences. 

In spite of the discussion of other scholars Fraenkel 

is unable to accept that these three lines form part of 

the text. He brings as an additional example that the 

use of Ko\X& xaipetv CTu;i<popaiJq would be 

inconceivable to an ancient Athenian. rcoXXd xaipeiv 

meant "good-bye" but xaxoĉ T-oS noXXd may have the 

meaning of koXX& x«(pEiv or xeXeuoi. In spite of 

Headlam's attempt -as Fraenkel says- to prove that in 

certain circumstances has the meaning of the 

above verbs, his evidence is inadequate. This one is 

what gives more ground to Fraenkel to support his view 

that these lines are an addition to the original text. 

In his translation he has not translated these lines at 

all. MacNeice has rendered these lines according to 

their meaning. Also the desire of the soldier is to say 

like Robert Graves, "Goodbye to all that". 

573 n/iCv 56 Tovq Xoinoicriv 'Apyeiov axpaxoO 
574 vixai x6 x6p5oq, 5' oox &vxipp2nsi. 

For us, the remnant of the troops of Argos, 
The advantage remains, the pain can not outweigh it; 

These are the first optimistic and cheerful lines that 

we hear from the beginning of this drama. Despite the 
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miseries and the suffering of the army the herald gives 

a hopeful message. MacNeice has stressed the importance 

of this utterance. Similarly, Fagles is very musical: 

"... the good wins out, no pain can tip the scales, not 

now". Fraenkel, too, points out that "the suffering is 

no counterpoise" compared to the Joy and satisfaction 

that a victory offers. 

575 ac, xoptrtdcai xaiS' elx6q fjXxou cpdtei 
576 SaXdaar^q xai x8ov6q icoxafieva-

So we can make our boast to this sun's light. 
Flying on words above the land and sea. 

Fraenkel is puzzled about the accurate meaning of 

TTOTciijjtE vex. Some scholars have used n^Tw^evotq but even 

this distorts the meaning of the text. Also xaS' elxoq 

nXtou cpocet is a difficult structural construction, and 

usually it is taken as a temporal dative. The image of 

"the flying words" that MacNeice has used is not 

successful. Fraenkel has "Therefore it is meant that, 

on this bright day, we should make this boast and let 

it soar over sea and land". "Soar" is heard better even 

than Fagles' "wing it over the seas and the rolling 

earth". 

577 'Tpoiav IXovtsq 5f) itox' 'ApYStrnv CTT6Xoq 
578 GeoCq XAcpupa tauta: xovq xa6''EXXd5a 
579 Sojioiq eTtaaadcXeuaav apxaiov yavoq,' 

'Having taken Troy the Argive expedition 
Has nailed up throughout Greece in every temple 
These spoils, these ancient trophies. ' 

When ancient Greeks returned from a victorious war, 

they used to offer part of their spoils to the altars 

of gods. These trophies after many years were 

considered to be ancient among the contemporaries. That 

is why Aeschylus characterizes the Xacpupoc xauxcc as 

apxaiov Ydvoq for the next generations. MacNeice has 

used the expression "ancient trophies" while Fraenkel 

has "a glory those of old" and Fagles "the glory of the 
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past". Fagles' rendering is more elaborated in this 

translation. 

580 TOiauTa xXuovTcxq st>\oYeiv JtoXiv 
581 xax To6q CTxpatr^YOtjq • xa( yApiq Tifn̂ CTSxai 
582 Aioq xdS' exJipdĉ aaot. JtdtvT' %XEiq X 6 7 0 V . 

Those who hear such things must praise the city 
And the generals. And the grace of God be honoured 
Which brought these things about. You have the whole story. 

The herald concludes his account of the facts. He is so 

excited that he urges everybody to applaud the warriors 

and the generals; he does not omit to praise Zeus 

because without his help the victory would not have 

been feasible. MacNeice has used contemporary diction; 

since he has made this translation for the stage it 

sounds as if the herald addresses the audience and now 

he has just finished his talk. 

583 vtxfflfxevoq Xoyotcriv oux avaCvofiai* 
584 asi yap xoiq eujiaSsiv. 

I confess myself convinced by your report. 
Old men are always young enough to learn. 

Previous scholars have corrected to by 

claiming that there is nowhere in the tragedy a 

construction where the infinitive is the subject of the 

verb, apart from the forms scrxxv, Yiyvexai and 

^upiPatvsi. But as Fraenkel proved later on, there are 

such forms in Ag:. 181 and 1364. Also scholars have 

taken eu fj.a9etv which, however, distorts the meaning of 

the text. While the true meaning is as MacNeice and 

Fraenkel have rendered it, namely, that " one is never 

too old to be teachable", and not as other scholars 

have suggested that "one is never too old to hear good 

news". Fagles too, has followed MacNeice's and 

Fraenkel's approach: "Never too old to learn; it keeps 

me young"; he brings out this characteristic in an 

ironical way. 



The herald is the only character in the play who, 

though simple and genuine is also calm and quiet. Even 

the watchman in the beginning of the play had his own 

reservations and fears. Then the chorus all the time 

express their premonitions about the evil doing that 

comes. Only the herald is so excited by the Greek 

victory and deeds and expresses his feelings in an 

innocent joy. He is ignorant of what has happened in 

the palace all those years and his only thought is how 

to transfer the good news as he has experienced it. 

Besides, he has given an account of the conditions 

under which the Greek army had fought, as well as the 

aftermath of the victory; although this account is 

interesting it would eliminate the importance of what 

Agamemnon should say if he himself had the burden of 

announcing all the above. So when Agamemnon enters the 

scene all the gravity is on him. He has already got rid 

of all the other tasks. Probably the insertion of the 

character of the herald in this point has this aim. To 

give even more gravity to the presence of Agamemnon. 

Besides it is useful as the only part of the play in 

which the audience feels relaxed before the great 

storm. The herald's speeches act as a lull for what is 

going to follow. There is need to point out that the 

translator allows the chorus to speak as they do 

(following Aeschylus closely in this), before 

Clytemnestra makes her entrance. They would not dare 

speak that way in her presence - in the ' totalitarian' 

state which she and Aegisthus run. 

1.587ff. Clytemnestra speaks again, full of joy because 

what she had earlier said, has proved to be real. 

MacNeice in an elaborated vocabulary shows the wild 

satisfaction of Clytemnestra over what she had been 

accused of. 
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590 xai Tiq pi' svxjtxtov ei%e' ' (ppuxtajpav 5idt 
591 jtsiaSsiCTa Tpoiav vuv 7teJcop9f)CT9o£i Soxsiq; 
592 ^ xdpxa irp6(; yuvaixoq aipsaGai x̂ ctp. ' 

And people reproached me saying, 'Do mere beacons 
Persuade you to think that Troy is already down? 
Indeed a woman's heart is easily exalted*. 

Some scholars insisted that the accent on cppuxTcopcov was 

on cppuxxcopcov which refers to the "beacon-watchers". 

Fraenkel does not seem to give much attention to the 

accent of the word; instead he is interested in the 

meaning of the word which concerns the transmission of 

the fires: "Have fire-signals prevailed upon thee to 

believe that . , Fagles has followed MacNeice's and 

Fraenkel's attitude: "A few fires persuade you 

593 Xoyoiq xoioOtoiq nXa-yxtdq oCa' ecpaivô it̂ v. 
594 Ofj.6>q 5' ^8uov, xai yuvaixeifj) vopî  
595 o\o\uy^6v otXXoq otXXoSsv xottdt TixdXvv 
596 %Xaaxov £U(pr)fjiot3vxeq, sv BsSv '^Spaiq 
597 9uTi(pdtYov xoiprnvxeq SO(»ST) cpXdya. 

Such comments made me seem to be wandering but yet 
I began my sacrifices and in the women's fashion 
Throughout the town they raised triumphant cries 
And in the gods' enclosures 
Lulling the fragrant, incense-eating flame. 

Clytemnestra continues the proud speech about herself, 

how she first received the triumphant message and how 

she and her people celebrated it. This has 

puzzled the scholars because it seems inappropriate in 

the context. Fraenkel suggests that "the incense-fed 

fragrant flame" which came out of the bloodless 

sacrifices to the altars of the gods had brought them a 

lull. MacNeice and Fraenkel have translated under this 

implication but Fagles has not, and he is shown 

arbitrary once more: "We lulled and blessed the fires 

with myrh and they consumed our victims". 

600 o%wq 5' 'dtpiaxa xov epiov otiSoiov TCOCTVV 
601 ajteuao) ircScXw /loXdvxa S^^acrBai' xi yap 
602 yvvaixi xouxou q^yyoq ^5iov Spaxeiv, 
603 and axpaie laq ^ivSpa aSaocvtoc; Qeou 
604 TiuXaq avox^oti; xoux' anayyeiXov TTOCTSI.. 
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But how the best to welcome my honoured lord 
I shall take pains when he comes back-For what 
Is a kinder light for a woman to see than this, 
To open the gates to her man come back from war 
When God has saved him? Tell this to my husband, 

Clytemnestra cannot hide her joy that the victim-to-be 

is back. And she pronounces magnificent words about the 

return of her "beloved" husband. MacNeice has rendered 

the pretending words of the queen as highly as 

possible. He has put "my honoured lord" for odSotov 

7T6CT\V. There is a Shakesperean ring to this phrase. 

Fraenkel has "my revered lord" and Fagles "my lord, my 

good lord". MacNeice sounds better to the context 

because he alludes to an irony since Clytemnestra has 

already cheated Agamemnon with Aegisthus. MacNeice has 

also used the extreme expression "take pains" for 

CTjreuCTO) in order to show how she overacts in front of 

the chorus trying to blind them for her obscure acts. 

Fraenkel has "I must hasten" and Fagles "no time to 

lose". MacNeice seems the best in presenting 

Clytemnestra's hypocrisy. Fagles has used the peculiar 

expression "plucked from war" to render ccno (Txpaxstac; 

whereas Fraenkel has "from the field". Even if Fagles' 

rendering seems arbitrary here, it expresses the real 

situation in which Agamemnon is found as well as of how 

he is going to be in a while. MacNeice and Fraenkel are 

more realistic about this and translate without going 

into the connotations of this. MacNeice's expression -

"tell this"- is a wicked deliberate irony, presenting 

the Greek words which are conveyed by MacNeice (and in 

her following words). 

605 'i^xeiv [ 5 ' ] ortaq spaCTfjiiov rtoXei. 

To come with all speed, the city's darling; 

Clytemnestra goes even further with her hypocrisy of 

words and calls Agamemnon epaafxiov noXet. Fraenkel and 

Fagles have used "the people's darling" but MacNeice's 
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characterization gives more vigour to the personality 

of Agamemnon even if Clytemnestra's purpose is to cover 

her real thoughts. 

606 yuvaixa 5' sv 56^oiq Eupoi \ioKd>\ 
607 o'vcxvitsp ouv feXsins, xuva 

May he returning find a wife as loyal 
As when he left her, watchdog of the house, 

Clytemnestra expresses her faithfulness to her husband 

in order to lure him and so it will be easier for her 

to kill him. Some scholars read eupet but here it has 

the form of a possibility becoming true. English (the 

language of a culture that loves dogs) does not convey 

the irony of xuvot -"shameless"- implication. In Greek 

there are three aspects of meaning about "dog": type of 

hunting, pursuit - guarding - protection. 

609 xai xaXX' ofioiav navia, CTt^fxavxt^ptov 
610 o{>5sv 6lacpSeipaaav Iv fjirjxsi j(p6vou. 

And in all other things as ever, having destroyed 
No seal or pledge at all in the length of time. 

For some scholiasts this remark seems inappropriate but 

Fraenkel finds it quite clear by bringing examples from 

other works of the attic prose stating that when the 

husband went away he sealed part of his treasures in 

order not his wife to spend them. And this remark of 

Clytemnestra here aims at proving once more how 

faithful she was to him and spoiled nothing of his 

property. MacNeice is quite clear about this. Fagles 

has distorted the meaning of these words -"the strains 

of time can never break out seal". 

611 ouS'ofSa T^pfiv, ov)5' sjtvfoyov <pd(Tiv, 
612 otXXou T c p 6 q avSpoq paXXov %aXxou patpdcq. 

I know no pleasure with another man, no scandal, 
More than I know how to dye metal red. 

Fraenkel proves that this expression refers to a third 

party which might spread the rumour about 

Clytemnestra's deceit with another man. He says that 
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the correct is "[And of Joys] from another man-aye or 

scandalous rumour— ..." but MacNeice has already 

conveyed this meaning in his rendering. The debate 

which has been caused about the comparison ... r\ xaXxou 

PacpdcQ is worthless. It is clear that in antiquity the 

art of dyeing the copper was secret and it was 

difficult for somebody else than the dyer to acquire 

this; therefore it must be considered impossible for a 

woman of noble origin as the queen was, to have any 

idea about this. That's why Clytemnestra has used this 

comparison, in order to give even more emphasis upon 

what she is saying. Her wild joy now that her victim is 

back has made her overact and pronounce words which 

sound excessive. MacNeice is neither so accurate as he 

should be nor does he render the ancient saying. So 

does Fraenkel -"I know no more than of tempering metal" 

while Fagles is the best -"I am as practised as I am in 

dyeing bronze". "Dyeing metal" comes across in English 

as an aSuvotxov -which is what it was intended to be in 

Clytemnestra's speech. A general rebuttal of scandal 

would be normal in any Greek woman whose husband was 

away for a considerable time - but here the commonplace 

means something different. 

615 auTT) (jisv ouTwq eiTis, ^av8avovT( aov 
616 TopoiCTiv Ip^r^vsuaxv eujipsjti) Xoyov. 

Thus has she spoken; if you take her meaning. 
Only a specious tale to shrewd interpreters. 

The chorus are under tyranny and so they cannot express 

their real thought. Under the circumstances they are 

obliged to disguise the meaning of what they imply. 

These two lines are full of innuendos: /jiavedvovx t o'oi. 

cannot refer to the herald since he is a person of no 

high rank. It addresses Agamemnon who has to look out 

at what his wife pretends to be true. xopoicrtv 

EPP.R^V£UCTI V, as most scholars take it, means the 

"interpreters" which again is another fact about what 
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the chorus try to point out, euTtpeTtf) Xoyov is one more 

point of irony because only the one who is able to 

believe Clytemnestra may take this Xdyov as sunpen^. 

MacNeice presents the fears of the chorus very 

eloquently. Fagles is arbitrary in his translation but 

quite clear about the underlying meaning: "She speaks 

well, but it takes no seer to know she only says what's 

right". The chorus are not fooled. Fagles seems to have 

got it wrong. 

620 ouK ka8 ' oirmq Xe^avpn. xa yeoSfj xaXd 
621 eq TOV TCOXUV cpiXoicri xapnoOaGai xpdvov. 

I am not able to speak the lovely falsehood 
To profit you, my friends, for any stretch of time. 

Commentators argue about the ambiguity in the 

structure. The main concern is if xaXcx is a predicate 

to v|/eu5fi. Fraenkel believes that it really is: "It is 

impossible for me so to give a fair tale of what is 

false ...". But MacNeice has agreed with other scholars 

and takes x& ysuSfj xaXa together. As for Fagles he is 

arbitrary. Another dispute in these lines concerns the 

infinitive xaprroijaSax , if it is final or not. MacNeice 

takes it to be final, whereas Fraenkel and most of the 

commentators take it as epexegetic. Fraenkel has "that 

my friends might reap fruit ..." and Fagles "... that 

1ies will help my friends . . .". 

622 Traq Sfj-r' av eiTtmv xsSvd TaXr^efj Tuxoiq; 
623 CTXicrS^VTa 5' oux suxpurtxa yiyveiai TdSs, 

But if only the true tidings could be also good 
It is hard to hide a division of good and true. 

MacNeice is both the most eloquent and the most 

explanatory in the rendering of these lines. He points 

out that the news must be sincere otherwise if somebody 

distinguishes between what is good and what is true 

news, then, he immediately contradicts himself. Fagles 

is out of context here. He completely fails to make us 

understand which division he is talking about; "Help us 
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somehow, tell the truth as well. But when the two 

[which is the second?] conflict it's hard to hide - out 

with it." 

1.624-635: A short dialogue is conducted between the 

chorus and the herald, the first asking anxiously the 

second about the fortune of Menelaus and the army. 

MacNeice has managed to render brilliantly the agony of 

the chorus while they listen to the misfortunes fallen 

upon the Greek army, as exactly they were afraid of. He 

translates "prince" for in order to give the 

accurate title of Menelaus. For TrXfjv xoi3 Tpscpovxoq 

"^HXiou %8ov6q cpuaiv he has " except the sun who nurses 

the breeds of earth." 

637 . , . x&ptq f| TijiT̂  Qsqv 

To each god his season. 

This line has caused a misunderstanding concerning the 

position of the words; some scholars put the syntax as 

r| Ttpq or f| SECOV kuxi. Fraenkel has 

proved that there is not any equivalent to the 

structure and the meaning in the relevant literature. 

Therefore, he concludes, the correct rendering is "such 

a celebration is apart from the gods (of heaven)" which 

refers to the ancient habit of celebrating good news in 

a glamourous way; instead, bad news was received in a 

totally different way. MacNeice's rendering sounds very 

appropriate to the rational development of the speech. 

Fagles renders the meaning, too, but in his own 

arbitrary way: "Better to keep their trophies far 

apart", and he does not specify to whom he refers. 

1.640-643: The antithesis which the text seems to 

declare is not a strong one. S^p^ov here means "the 

community". MacNeice has "one general wound to the city 

and many men / Outcast, outcursed, from many homes ..." 

MacNeice is consistent with this translation. 
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646 CT6)xr)picov 56 npaypatov e^i&yyekow 
647 'î xovxa Tcpdq xaipouaav eueutox JioXiv, , 
648 irSq xeSva xofq xaxoiai 
649 xeip^v' 'Axaioiq oux ajjû viTov 8sav; 

But when our cause is saved and a messenger of good 
Comes to a city glad with festivity, 
How am I to mix good news with bad, recounting 
The storm that meant God's anger on the Greeks? 

The herald tries to tell the people of the city about 

the calamities the Greek army met on the way back, all 

these were due to the wrath of gods. MacNeice has not 

stressed very much the mood of the herald when he talks 

about this. Fraenkel has "... speaking of a storm which 

lacked not the wrath of the gods against the Achaeans" . 

654 vocuq yap %p6q 9pi^ixiav nvoai 
655 i^psixov oti Si xepoTurcoufiEvai piai 
656 TucpS auv d̂Xr)i x' o^gpoxxumw 
657 oixovx' aqjavxox Koipsvoq xaxou axp6B^. 

Ships on each other the blasts of Thrace 
Crashed colliding, which butting with horns in the violence 
Of big wind and rattle of rain were gone 
To nothing, whirled all ways by a wicked shepherd. 

The misfortunes which have stricken the Greek army on 

the way back are too hard to suffer. It seems as if all 

the elements of nature have agreed to extinguish them. 

The herald presents these adverse conditions in very 

vivid and visually acute language; Aeschylus makes him 

pronounce words which are heard for the first time in 

literature; xspoTUTrou^svoci and CTXpoPco are typical 

examples. The rendering of MacNeice for jxotfjî voq xocxou 

gives even more stress upon an evil power which pushed 

the Greeks towards destruction. The language that 

MacNeice uses to describe the events is so brilliant 

that we think we are watching these scenes. 

1.658-663: After the terrifying storm, the only 

survivors were in Agamemnon's ship which remained 

intact as if a god had laid his hand upon it. The 

emphasis is on 9e6q xts, oux ofvepcoTcoq , otccxoq Giyav. 
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Though these lines have no difficulty, MacNeice renders 

them as visually as possible. 

664 CT<i)Tf)p vauv 9̂ \oi)CT' 

And Saving Fortune was willing to sit upon our ship 

Fraenkel criticizes without evidence the tendency of 

modern prints of the text to put Ti3xn with a capital T 

showing in this way that she was an important deity. 

MacNeice belongs to those scholars who think the 

capital letter is justified and he is right because 

Agamemnon's ship was the only one to escape this 

catastrophe. Moreover the herald himself recognizes 

that it was due to divine intervention. Therefore, 

MacNeice in order to point out how important this 

intervention was, has written the deity responsible for 

this in a capital letter; Fraenkel and Fagles have 

rendered it in a small one. 

667 "ineiTo. 5' "AXST̂ V novxiov itecpeuYotsq, 
668 X E U X O V xax' qpap, ou TieTtoiSoxes tuxq, 
669 sgouxoXou^ev (ppovxiaiv V E O V Ttdt0oq, 
670 aTpaxoO xot/ji6vToq xai xaxSq (7TCO5OU)JI£VOI). 

But then having thus escaped death on the sea, 
In the white day, not trusting our fortune, 
We pastured this new trouble upon our thoughts, 
The fleet being battered, the sailors weary. 

Agamemnon's armada could not even believe that they 

were the only lucky ones to escape this hell. Each 

scholar has rendered Xsuxov xax' ^^ap in a different 

way. Fraenkel has "in the clear bright day" and Fagles 

"in the cold light of day". MacNeice is not very 

eloquent in this part because he fails to attribute a 

characterization to the day. 

674 . . . MEvsXeoiv -ydp oOv 
675 RpwTov xe xai paXiaxa TrpocSoxct jxoXeiv. 

... As for Menelaus 
The first guess and most likely is a disaster. 
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MacNeice has completely failed to give the meaning of 

this sentence; actually what he does is to give exactly 

the opposite meaning: p.oXstv CpXcoaxco] means "go" or 

"come". Fraenkel has "for as far as Menelaus is 

concerned, first and chiefly thou must suppose that he 

is back again", and Fagles "... he's come back, and yet 

..." But if we consider what follows we may suppose 

that MacNeice changed the meaning on purpose in order 

to make clearer the next utterance of the herald, 

namely, that there is hope for Menelaus to come back. 

If we take this into account we may conclude that 

MacNeice has appreciated better than any other scholar 

the implication of TipoaSoxof p,oXetv. poXetv is an 

ambiguous, vague word. It is part of the herald's 

wishful thinking or ritually vague, so as not to pre-

empt the judgement of the gods in Menelaus' crisis. It 

is not a nuance that can easily be rendered in English. 

The last speech of the herald before his disappearance 

from the scene depicts verisimilitudinously the 

adventures of the Greek army when they left Troy. 

Aeschylus has used peculiar adjectives to give an 

account of what has happened. 

1.681ff. The chorus go back to the events that preceded 

Agamemnon's departure in order to find what caused the 

hybris. Up to now they have sung about Paris' hybris 

and they have alluded to that of Agamemnon. Now they 

remember that the reason for all these calamities 

fallen upon both Troy and Argos is Helen. As it seems 

from their words, they believe that Helen followed 

Paris at her own volition and this action of hers awoke 

the Erinys who were sleeping peacefully after the first 

hybris committed by Atreus against his brother 

Thyestes. The rape of Helen was the reason for the 

alarm of the Erinys which is now going to bring many 

misfortunes in the house of Atreidae. 
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681 TIQ JIOT' O V 6 P A ( E V MS' 

682 Iq t6 rtav ET^tu^wq-

Who was it named her thus 
In all ways appositely 

MacNeice is the best in showing the way with which the 

name was given to Helen. Fraenkel is more terse -"who 

can it have been who gave the name with such entire 

truth". Fagles in his effort to present an eloquent 

translation has used his own diction without any close 

correspondence to the text; "Who - what power named the 

name that . 

683 jif) Tiq ovTiv' ou% opw^ev Ttpovoi-
684 a\<J\ xoC %e%p&p€vou 
685 yXaoGccv sv tuxai v6jj.a>v 

Unless it was Someone whom we do not see, 
Fore-knowing fate 
And plying an accurate tongue? 

MacNeice has rendered pfj as "unless" whereas Fraenkel 

has started with the question " was it someone". 

MacNeice has put a capital S for "someone", possibly 

because he wants to stress the importance of the 

divinity whose name we are about to hear. 

686 xdtv 5opiyotfJippov a/JcpwEi-
687 9''EXsvav; 

Helen, bride of spears and conflict's 
Focus, ... 

5 op I Ycxp-Ppov is found for the first time here. Fraenkel 

suggests that Aeschylus wanted to show that the wedding 

of Helen took place before the battles. The same 

applies to i. ve i xfj; this word is closely related to 

the meaning of Sopiy^^Bpov and both of them refer to 

the Trojan war. MacNeice has translated these riddle 

lines by having in mind that he must not decline from 

the text. On the contrary, Fagles has declined largely 

even if his rendering is brilliant; "to the bride of 
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spears, / the whirlpool churning armies, / Oh for all 

the world a Helen!" 

688 . . . EKst itpsTtdvttoq 
689 eX^vauq 'iXavSpoq sX€-
690 TTToXiq £x xav apporcî vav 
691 itpoxaXufjLfjiciTav %%Xeuaev 
692 ê(pt3poo yiyay-zoq aupav. 

... who as was befitting 
Proved a hell to ships and men, 
Hell to her country, sailing 
Away from delicately-sumptuous curtains. 
Away on the wind of a giant Zephyr, 

The chorus commemorate the way Helen left her country 

and the aftermath which followed her rape. MacNeice 

succeeds in creating a harmonious sequence to the words 

preceding the aftermath of her departure. He also uses 

the word "hell" to describe the destruction she has 

brought on the ships, the men and her country. Fraenkel 

has a brief discussion on what was the function of 

Zephyr in Helen's rape; he concludes that since Zephyr 

was Eros' father, Aeschylus aimed at depicting Helen's 

journey to be easy and quick, just as she had left her 

husband without paying a second thought. 

693 noXuavSpoi xe {pspdaitiSec; xuvayoi 
695 xax' "'t̂ voc; KXaxav ctcpavtov 
696 x£X(7d£VTcov Zip.6evxoq otx-
697 xdcq hn' is^KpuXXouc; 
698 5i' "Epiv alfiocxosCTaav. 

And shielded hunters mustered many 
On the vanished track of the oars. 
Oars beached on the leafy 
Banks of a Trojan river 
For the sake of bloody war. 

The image coming forth in these lines is excellently 

given by MacNeice. Fraenkel is more plain "and (after 

her) many men, shield-bearers, hunters upon . . .". 

Fagles has "and the long tall waves of men in armour, / 

huntsmen . ..". We can see that MacNeice not only keeps 

close to the text but he also elaborates his words 

finely. Fraenkel keeps so close to the text that he is 
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terse without any elaboration in verse. On the other 

hand, Fagles in his effort to present a magnificent 

translation has avoided producing a translation that 

smacks of technicality. xeXcrdvTOiJV has caused debate 

about the syntactical relation to and rcXcctav. 

Fraenkel says that beyond any doubt it refers to Paris 

and Helen. But whether xeXadcvxcov is a possessive 

adjective to irXoccav or a possessive genitive to tyvoq, 

it is puzzling. He thinks it is better to take it as an 

absolute genitive. MacNeice has taken it as a 

possessive adjective to TcXaxctv. Fraenkel has "the trail 

of those who had landed ..." and Fagles "the oai— 

blades' dying spoor / slipped into her moorings"; he 

has taken xeXCTdcvxav as a possessive genitive to (yvoq. 

For 51. ' •"Epiv aijjiotToeCTCTOcv Fraenkel says that from Homer 

onwards "5t(5c and the accusative of a deity" expresses 

the action for or to which all things happen. MacNeice 

has already attributed this property to Eris, the 

strife deity, who was the original cause in the strife 

between the three deities and Aphrodite's gift to 

Paris. Everything now has happened due to her 

intervention, even the war that is going to follow. 

699 'IXiq) Se xfjSoq op-
700 Bavu j iov xeXe(jaicppo>v 
701 Mf)viq tjXotCTev, Tpa%2(aq ocxi-
702 uaTspo) xpov^ 
703 xoti ^uvsCTTiou 
705 irpacTCTO^sva t 6 vi>f jq)6Ti-
706 (iov niXoq sxcpdccojq xiovxaq, 
707 UFI^VAIOV, oq TOT' eit̂ p-
708 peite ya^jiPpofaw aei5siv. 

But on Troy was thrust a marring marriage 
By the Wrath that working to an end exacts 
In time a price from guests 
Who dishonoured their host 
And dishonoured Zeus of the Hearth, 
From those noisy celebrants 
Of the wedding hymn which fell 
To the brothers of Paris 
To sing upon that day. 
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xfjSoc; has a double meaning here. It means "kinship" and 

"mourning". The first characteristic is attributed due 

to the fact that Helen has now become a relative to the 

family of Paris, and the second because from now on all 

the wrath of the Erinys is going to fall upon their 

heads. MacNeice has rightly attributed the spirit of 

the author but he repeats the verb otx t/JKDCTI v: 

"dishonoured" twice, which does not sound well. Also 

for ya^ppoiaiv he confines it only to Paris' brothers 

but it has a wider meaning concerning "the kinsmen", as 

Fraenkel and Fagles have put it. 

1.709-716: It seems that Paris is the cause for all 

misery and he is blamed by all the citizens. In spite 

of the blame, he comes second after Helen on what 

concerns the importance of the curse which has come to 

Troy together with them. Paris is presented as a sinned 

mortal while Helen is given mysterious qualities. 

714 *7tafjirtp6a9r) noXtiGprivov* 
715 ajjicpi noXtxav* 
716 otvaxXacra. 

The city has had much sorrow, 
Much desolation in life, 
From the pitiful loss of her people. 

These lines are corrupted and it is impossible even for 

Fraenkel to reconstruct them and establish a logical 

sequence. But he considers inappropriate the at©v' ccjicpi 

TtoXxxocv into the context because it cannot be that the 

city "has to endure bloodshed on account of the 

citizens". He has simply put "... having endured (the 

town) pitiful bloodshed". MacNeice is quite adequate to 

his rendering, but Fagles has not agreed with Fraenkel 

and MacNeice: "They mourn with their life breath / they 

sing their last, the sons of Priam / born for bloody 

slaughter". 

1.717-726: Aeschylus makes a comparison between Helen's 

behavior and that of the cub of a lion; he recollects 
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the relevant myth. The theme of the strophe concerns 

the little lion and its upbringing. MacNeice has 

managed to construct a vivid image of this animal. 

1.727-736: The myth comes to its end. But this fable of 

the lion was familiar to ancient Athenians. It is also 

found in Plato's Gorg:las. 483e and in Aristophanes' 

Frog-s> 1431. 

727 xpoviaGsfq 5' art^Sei^ev 
728 9o(; x6 jrp6q xox^av 

But matured by time he showed 
The temper of his stock and payed 

MacNeice is far more eloquent than Fraenkel's "... the 

character it had from his parents" and Fagles' "... the 

parent strain...". 

738 n&pa.\ixa 5' eXSsvv eq 'IXvou Jc6Xiv 
740 X^yoi^' av cppovtjfjia ;jîv yaXdvaq 
741 0£xacrxaC6v CT'] % Y A X ^ A TIXOUTOU, 

742 paXGaxov gdXoq, 
743 6rî i0ufj.ov Ipcoxoq otvSoq. 

So I would say there came 
To the city of Troy 
A notion of windless calm, 
Delicate adornment of riches, 
Soft shooting of the eyes and flower 
Of desire that stings the fancy. 

These lines are very powerful because they present 

Helen's features in a supernatural way. And until 1.744 

where we have the feminine participle TrapocxXi vaaot we 

are said of all these glories in a neuter gender. 

TTdcpocuxa normally means "immediately" but here has the 

notion of "the beginning". Fraenkel has put "at first 

..." and Fagles " and the first ...". But MacNeice has 

failed to render this, he has started with an account 

of Helen's qualities at once. This attitude may be 

explained through MacNeice's prejudice against wives 

who desert their husbands. So he was anxious to make it 

clear to the audience that Helen's abduction by Paris 

was mostly her own fault, he had not exercised any 
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violence on her. That is why MacNeice describes Helen's 

qualities in the most passionate way. For otxacrxarov 

Cx'3 BCYO:XP.A T T X O U X O U Fraenkel believes that even if the 

line stands rightly without the xs, for metrical 

reasons scholars are bound to insert either xe or 56. 

He prefers xe because it is better connected to the 

context. MacNeice has not translated it at all. He has 

finely rendered axaaxaiov and 5r|^L6up.ov. But the one 

who is excellent in this passionate description is 

Fagles; "... shimmer of winds dying / glory light as 

gold / shaft of the eyes dissolving, open bloom / that 

wounds the heart with love". His only fault is that 

from the very first line he announces Helen's name, in 

spite of the fact that it is at the end of the text. 

So, even if it is not difficult for the reader to 

understand whom the chorus are talking about, the 

excitement of these charming traits is influenced by 

the knowledge that this woman has caused so many 

misf ortunes. 

1.744-749: There are no futher discrepancies in these 

lines. MacNeice has rendered vup.c(>6xXat>xo<; which is met 

only here in a bright way -"dowered with tears". 

Aeschylus has presented Helen as a daemonic woman with 

superhuman qualities. Also her sister, Clytemnestra, 

has already been given similar characteristics. With 

regard to the meaning of the riddle, MacNeice has made 

clear that as the cub of the lion turns to be a priest 

sent by a god, so does Helen, who eventually is 

revealed as an Erinys. 

1.750-762: The high moral perception which comes from 

religious feeling is expressed in this antistrophe. 

Riches which are obtained due to justice are never 

causes of unhappiness. Only the wrong-doers and impious 

rich cause the wrath of gods: 
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755 EX 5' ayocOaq tuxaq yevei 
756 pXacTtdveiv ctxdpefftov ol^uv. 
757 5ixa 5' aXXov jjiov6cppQ>v el-
758 fit- t6 SuaaeP^q ydp fepyov 
759 ŝxdt piev rtXsiovot tixxei, 
760 acpsT^pai 5' eixdra yivvai-

His good luck breeds for his house 
Distress that shall not be appeased. 
I only, apart from the others, 
Hold that the unrighteous action 
Breeds true to its kind. 
Leaves its own children behind it. 

T6 SoCTO^sP^q fepyov concerns both Paris and Agamemnon. 

The first one has already been punished; now it has 

come Agamemnon's turn who is considered to be happy in 

spite of his impiousness to Justice. MacNeice 

translates the adjective axdpsCTXov with a verb which 

adds more stress upon the consequences that the wrong-

doers are going to suffer. 

763 (piXEt Si xixzeiv rraXai-
765 d ved^ouaav ev xaxoiq PpoTwv 
766 ugp iv , xdx' T60' f o t a v * TO xupvov poXq 
768 *v£apdt cpdouq* X6T:OV 
769 5a(p.ovd *X£ x6v*, (Stp.axov a%6Xs^ov avvspov 
770 Gpdaoq, jsiXaivav ^eXdSpoiaiv "'A-uav, 
771 eiSo^^vcxv xoxsOcriv. 

Ancient self-glory is accustomed 
To bear to light in the evil sort of men 
A new self-glory and madness, 
Which sometime or sometime finds 
The appointed hour for its birth, 
And born therewith is the Spirit, intractable, unholy, 
irresistible, 
The reckless lust that brings black Doom upon the house, 
A child that is like its parents. 

This strophe contains some of the most corrupted lines 

of the text. It has been impossible to restore the text 

in a satisfactory way. After a long discussion Fraenkel 

has adopted z6x' ^ ... xe xdv ajaaxov for metrical 

reasons without any other consideration. At any rate, 

the message of the author, as scholars have agreed, is 

that hybris causes even worse hybris as well as 

boldness. This new hybris and boldness are 
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characterized by spiritual blindness leading to 

calamity. The interpretation of evil in these lines is 

similar to that of 1.219ff. and 385ff. The rendering of 

MacNeice for ev xaxoiq Ppoxoiv is considered to be wrong 

by Fraenkel who claims that these words concern "the 

misfortunes of those men who are made to suffer by the 

crimes spoken of". For this reason he translates "human 

misery". Fagles has not rendered these words at all and 

he is very arbitrary in the translation of this 

strophe; nevertheless he manages to make us understand 

what the author aims at. Against all the discrepancies 

of the text, MacNeice has given an excellent version; 

he presents the new hybris more evil than the first 

one. For Satpiovoc Fraenkel has "avenging daemon" and 

Fagles simply "demon". MacNeice has used magnificent 

words to present the image of 9pdaoq. Fraenkel has 

attributed these words in small phrases instead of 

adjectives. As for jj.eXaivcxv "Axav she is the "black 

Doom" who is absolute for what she can cause. It 

reminds us of her cathartic role through so many 

misf ortunes. 

773 A i x a 56 Xdtfji j iei jj.ew I v Sucrxa i rvo iq 
775 5<ip.AAIV, T6V t ' s va i c r i p i ov t i s i 
776 ptov-

But Honest Dealing is clear 
Shining in smoky homes, 
Honours the god-fearing life. 

Justice arranges the end of every situation. If that is 

so, she imposes a heavy punishment upon the errant and 

humbles the arrogant. No one who is guilty will be able 

to escape her punishments. Aeschylus, aiming at showing 

that Justice awaits for Agamemnon, makes him appear 

immediately after the thoughts of the chorus which 

concern him. The rendering of Atxa by MacNeice 

elucidates even more what Justice means. For lvatCTip.ov 

ptov Fraenkel has "the righteous way of life" and 
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Fagles "the decent life". MacNeice has given a 

religious meaning to the words of the chorus, probably 

in order to stress that the correct way of living is 

according to the will of god and not according to each 

individual's moral way. 

Aeschylus has composed the choric songs in order to 

give us a clear account of the whole process of wrong-

doing before the punishment of Agamemnon takes place. 

In order to be able to value this we must have in mind 

every single implication that took place before the 

murder of Agamemnon was committed. 

1.782ff. The chorus receive Agamemnon without bursting 

out in an excessive demonstration of Joy for the 

triumphant entrance of the king. Moreover, as the 

chorus will state in 1.800, they were reserved from the 

beginning of the expedition to Troy; but now they are 

ready to forget all that had happened in the past. The 

rendering of MacNeice for Tpoiaq rcxoXtTtope' as "stormer 

of Troy" is a mobile feature of Agamemnon. Fraenkel has 

put "sacker of Troy" and Fagles "scourge of Troy", 

presenting Agamemnon as a tyrant. 

795 'oCTXiq 5' ocyaQdq 

But he who is shrewd to shepherd his sheep 

MacNeice is good at rendering &Ya86q TrpogctTOYva)/j.(i>v and 

presents Agamemnon keen enough to discern the man who 

farms him with a faked friendship. From this line 

onwards the chorus make it clear without any 

hesitation, that they had been disappointed with 

Agamemnon's decision to send so many men for Helen's 

sake, since she had deserted her house at her own will. 

Then they give a clear warning to Agamemnon (1.807-809) 

about Aegisthus and Clytemnestra's secret intentions. 

But they cannot go futher in explaining these 

intentions. 
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806 * * rt6voq sO TsX^aaaiv. 
807 Yvd>CTi3 5e xp6vw 5ianeu86|j.svoq 
808 T6V xe Sixatwq xai x6v axcxipcoq 
809 TtdXiv otxoupouvxa rroXixuv. 

... well-doers' welcome. 
In time you will learn by inquiry 
Who has done rightly, who transgressed 
In the work of watching the city. 

The proverb s6 xeX^accaw is given by MacNeice densely 

and eloquently. Fraenkel has "labour to those who have 

brought it to a good end", which is not given in the 

form of a saying at all. Fagles has "well fought well 

won- the end is worth the labour" which is very bright 

but he has used too many words to render the same 

thing. o*xoupot3vxa has caused a long debate about its 

meaning. Dictionaries are not of a great help to the 

context in which the word is presented. Fraenkel has 

pointed out that it means "the citizen who stays at 

home" and he disagrees with MacNeice's rendering. 

Fagles also is right -"who stayed at home". It is a 

failure of MacNeice to render it in the right sense; in 

his translation one cannot understand that the chorus 

allude to Aegisthus. 

l.SlOff. The words that the chorus, Clytemnestra and 

the herald have pronounced until now were full of 

allegations for the ambivalent representation of 

Agamemnon's character, namely, about his hybris which 

leads him to destruction. But now we are about to hear 

these allegations lively by Agamemnon himself; his 

appearance is a symbolic representation of hybris as he 

is even talking from his chariot. 

811 ... Touq EfAOi piexaixiouq 

. . . who have aided me 

Here |j.e xoci. x i ouq has not the meaning of ocixtoq, because 

as Fraenkel has proved after a long discussion, gods 

leave man act on his own will and they simply subsidize 
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him when and if he has asked for their contribution. 

Therefore it is not a right approach to attribute to 

JJ.SXCXX T t ouq either a weakened meaning or a foreign to 

the real one. Fraenkel has translated "who have helped 

me ..." and Fagles "my accomplices who .. 

813 . . . Sixotq Ydtp oi>x ano Gsoi 
814 xXu6vxeq av5po0vt̂ i;aq 'IXvo<p86pouq 
815 eq alpatqp6v xeuxoq ou Sixopponoq 
816 iffjqjouq kGevTo- xoii 5' xuxei 
817 sXrttq rcpoafjisi xeip6q ou nX^pou^dvw. 

... Hearing the unspoken case 
The gods unanimously had cast their vote 
Into the bloody urn for the massacre of Troy; 
But to the opposite urn 
Hope came, dangled her hand, but did no more. 

MacNeice is quite eloquent in describing the way with 

which the gods voted against Troy. These lines are one 

more sample of MacNeice's excellent technique. He has 

directly translated xXudvxeq into a participle whereas 

Fraenkel and Fagles have transferred it into a verb. 

MacNeice's translation is thinner than the Greek: the 

thunder of av5po9vf^Tocq ^Xto^86pouq is missing. Also he 

has rendered ou Styoppo^wq, which has a definite sense, 

with an adverb. Fraenkel has "with no wavering verdict" 

and Fagles "they consigned" which do not have the 

strength of MacNeice's adverb, they leave no ground to 

the hypothesis that gods had even held a discussion 

about their final decision. MacNeice follows the same 

attitude for av5po9vf)Taq 'IXxocp96pouq; he uses one word. 

It conveys the meaning of "the death of men, the 

destruction of Troy" that Fraenkel has translated, 

Fagles, though not consised, is bright -"they pitched 

on death for men, annihilation for the city". 

819 8i3eXXai ŜSai . . . 

Whirlwinds of doom are alive,... 

MacNeice is quite pictorial in describing the conquest 

and destruction of Troy by the Greeks. He gives, in the 
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best vocabulary he can use, the size of the wrath and 

hybris of the Greeks against their enemy; for ''Axr)q he 

has used "doom", the ultimate ruin which leaves no hope 

that something may be amended. Therefore things have 

already taken their prescribed development. 

822 . . . ejTstTiep xapnaydq ujtEpxdirouq 
823 e7tpo(̂ dtji£a9a. . . . 

.,. having exacted enormous vengeance 
for wife-rape;... 

MacNeice has to be explicit where the Greek does not 

need to be; but from the point of view of an audience 

of the 1930' and 1940's he fails to make clear whose 

wife-rape he refers to and at present the phrase 

conveys the idea of an intramarital assault (the older 

meaning of 'rape' was 'carry o f f ) . The words with 

which Agamemnon describes the raid of Troy are 

rendered by MacNeice with excessive words in order to 

stress to the audience the obscurity of Agamemnon's 

deeds; Agamemnon has completely failed to realize how 

horrible his acts were. He was governed by vengeance 

who had blinded and urged him to ultimate actions. 

828 ... oa^axoq TupavixoO. 

... of the kingly blood. 

Fraenkel has put "the blood of the princes" in order to 

convey Paris' blood as well. But Fagles has followed 

MacNeice's Interpretation "on the blood of kings". 

1.830-831: At last Agamemnon seems to give an answer to 

what the chorus had said to him at his entrance. His 

pride upon his deeds was so excessive that he failed to 

answer immediately at what he had been asked for; first 

he presented his abominable acts upon the enemy and 

then he delivered a speech about envy which by some 

scholars has been considered as an intruder. 

833 (piKov xov suxuxouvx' civsu (p86vou C7£pei.v 
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To congratulate their friends unenviously, 

MacNeice has rendered cptXov with plural and instead of 

rendering euxuxouvTa he has conveyed this meaning 

together with aipstv in "congratulate". It interprets 

the text but not accurately. Fraenkel has "to respect 

without envy a friend who is fortunate" and Fagles "to 

praise a friend's success without a trace of envy". The 

only fault of MacNeice here is that he has rendered it 

generally. Aeschylus has made Agamemnon pronounce these 

words about envy in order to add even more to his 

hybris, in particularly, that he is aware how people 

dislike other's success - which sounds like an answer 

to the chorus' 7rpopaxoYvd>p.63v; only Agamemnon knows the 

heart of people. 

1.838-840: Agamemnon boasts of knowing very well who 

the flattering people are. MacNeice has rendered 

eloquently these arrogant words of the king. 

841 fidvoc; 5' 'OSuaaeoq, '6aTtep 06% trnXsi, 
842 (euxBsiq stoifjioq £p.oi o-sipaq>6poq • 
843 e'ix' ouv 9av6vToq s^xs xccx (wvtoq ir̂ pv 
844 Xiyoi. 

Only Odysseus, who sailed against his will. 
Proved, when yoked with me, a ready tracehorse; 
I speak of him not knowing if he is alive. 

Aeschylus makes Agamemnon talk about Odysseus whose 

unwillingness to sail with him was known. MacNeice has 

rendered the conditional clause "e'ir' ouv 9av6vToq s'txe 

Kai 4©vToq Tc^pt Xiyoi" by adding the participle " not 

knowing" which makes Agamemnon's concern even more 

vigorous. 

1.844-854: Agamemnon concludes his lengthy speech by 

quoting the gods again. He says that for matters 

concerning the gods and the city, the assembly will 

decide to endure what is good and to cure wisely what 

is bad. But first he has to sacrifice to the gods of 

his hearth. This first speech of Agamemnon has been 
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presented by MacNeice with elaborate vocabulary, for 

instance, x^avxss ^ xsjjiovxeq sucppovmq has been 

translated, "by applying benevolent cautery of 

surgery", which contains dense and strenuous 

participles and conductions but bearing always in mind 

to keep accurate and faithful to the text. 

1.855ff. After the apparent hybris of Agamemnon, 

Clytemnestra's entrance into the scene may be 

considered to be the punishment which is going to be 

imposed on him. The queen, suspecting that the chorus 

may have hinted at Agamemnon about her unfaithfulness, 

tries with a wonderful courage and coolmindness to 

demonstrate her feelings of love towards her husband. 

But the excess which is hidden in her speech shows her 

guilt and her decisiveness to bring her intentions to 

an end. She will provoke Agamemnon to a new hybris and 

he will be trapped into this without many hesitations. 

"Her cries of victory are sincere but warped; she is 

celebrating only her personal happiness at being able 

to kill her husband herself"®. 

858 . . , oux Ttdpot 
859 )ia9oi3a' Suaqjopov Piov 
860 XO(T6V5' oaovTtsp outoq f)v ujt' ''iXici), 

... Here are the facts first hand. 
I will tell you of my own unbearable life 
I led so long as this man was at Troy. 

MacNeice has made a separate clause in order to show 

how important Clytemnestra considers her account of her 

life -while her husband was away- to be. MacNeice has 

stressed this oux 'dcXXwv rtdpa for Clytemnestra has an 

intimate fear that the chorus may have said something 

to Agamemnon about her and Aegisthus. MacNeice's 

personal suffering has made the translation of this 

speech excessively dramatic because he tries to 

attribute to Clytemnestra's speech all the irony, 

hypocrisy and hatred that exists in her mind. 
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863 [iroXXdtq xXuooaav xXr)56vaq naXiyx^xouq] 

Hearing so many malignant rumours - ... 

MacNeice has rendered this line as a subordinate to the 

first section of 1.861ff. But Fraenkel says that even 

if this clause formally belongs to the first section, 

from the meaning's point of view it refers to the 

clause, xai x6v jj.6v ... . This phrase catches the 

idea of scandal mentioned in 612ff. 

866 xai xpaufidiTfflv ei xoaav eTuyxocvsv 
867 avf)p bS' %p6q oxxov mxeteuETO 
868 (p&xtq, T^Tpr^xax 5ixx6oi> nXta X&yeiw, 

... If Agamemnon 
Had had so many wounds as those reported 
Which poured home through the pipes of hearsay then-
Then he would be gashed fuller than a net has holes! 

The conditional has been rendered by MacNeice as that 

of the impossible to be realized, namely, exvyxccvev is 

translated in a past perfect tense while it should be 

in a past tense. Another tricky "folk image" from the 

tongue of Clytemnestra -like the "dyeing of brass". 

There are vigorous and spurious false implications in 

Clytemnestra's speech that come out well in MacNeice's 

version. 

871 [iroXXî v 'd(v(i)8ev, xfjv x6xw yap ou XCyw, ] 

All that above him; I care not how deep the mattress under! 

This clause is very uncertain. Fraenkel has suggested 

that initially it was written in the margin and later 

it was inserted in the text by some commentator. 

874 xoiavS' '^xaxi xXr)56vo>v TtaXiYX6XCI3V 
875 TroXXdq avcoGev apxdvaq e)J.fjq 56p^q 
876 '^Xuaav BtXXoi npdq 0(av, XeXr))jî v̂r|q. 

Such are the malignant rumours thanks to which 
They have often seized me against my will and undone 
The loop of a rope from my neck. 

Fraenkel is uncertain whether Aeschylus has used such a 

word as Xe Xr̂ pijjiE vr̂ q in this context. Clytemnestra has 
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overdone it in her effort to persuade Agamemnon that 

she really was in danger. She continuously tries to 

mislead him by saying what a difficult time she had 

while he was away. Her Joy for his return is so vast 

that she gives an excessive performance of marital 

faith and MacNeice has done his best in showing her 

perf ormance. 

877 sx TwvSs Toi Txaiq evSdS' oo irapacrTaTet, 
878 xe xotx aa>y xupioq 
879 mq xp^v, 'OpZaT^q- fj,r)5̂  Gaupdaqq xoSe. 

And this is why our son is not standing here, 
The guarantee of your pledges and mine, 
As he should be, Orestes. Do not wonder) 

MacNeice is more careful than other translators in 

attributing sfjioiv xe xat awv %6pioq ixt o-Ta3|j.dxa>v; he has 

stressed Clytemnestra's words -that Orestes is the 

warrant first of Agamemnon and then of her pledges. 

Other translators, among them Fagles, have put it 

together: "the bond of our dearest pledge . . But 

MacNeice wants to make to the audience as clear as 

possible her ruthlessness and shamelessness at invoking 

on their child in order to lure Agamemnon even more. 

881 . . . ajjKpiXexxa m^^axa 
882 Efjtoi jrpoqxavfflv, . . . 

... who warned me in advance 
Of dubious troubles ... 

Fraenkel wonders in what sense has Aeschylus used the 

word here. He has translated "who warned of 

two-fold (?) disaster" and Fagles has "he warned from 

the start we court two griefs in one". MacNeice is the 

best because since the writer does not define which the 

two-fold trouble is, it is better to render it as 

"dubious". 

891 ... ev 5' ove(po«7iv 
892 Xertxafq urcai xwvwKoq ê r)Y£i.p6)ir)v 
893 piTictiai, Suuaaovxoq, otjxipt aoi TtaSr) 
894 opaaa JiXsim xou ^uvsuSovxoq xp6vou. 
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... And, when I slept, in dreams 
I have been waked by the thin whizz of a buzzing 
Gnat, seeing more horrors fasten on you 
Than could take place in the mere time of my dream. 

Clytemnestra continues her exaggerating frenzy. Even 

the noise of a flying gnat disturbed her sleep; so 

concerned she was about her husband. Dreams cover 

longer periods of time than the actual duration of 

sleep. But MacNeice has not rendered it clearly, as he 

has put it we understand that the troubles which 

Agamemnon endured were much more than what she dreamed 

of. Fraenkel has "I saw there things befalling thee 

more than could have passed in the time that slept with 

me". Fagles is the clearest of all "I could see you 

suffer more than all the hours that slept with me could 

ever bear". 

895 vuv, xauxa ndcvxa xXaa' , aTrevST̂ xcp cpp£v{ 
896 &v5pa T6V5£ tcov xuva, 
897 CTfflTt^pa va6q Trpdtovov, uij/T)Xfjq 
898 CTToXov TToSt̂ pr), ̂ .ovoyEV^q T S X V O V natpt, 
899 aiav (paveiaav vautiXoiq nap' eKniSa, 
900 [xdXXicTTOv f^ap eiaiSefv ex xsi^atoq,] 
901 o5oiJc6p(fli SiymvTi itr̂ Yotiov p^oq. 
902 [xspjTvdv 56 xavaYxaiov excpuyeiv otJiav. ] 

Having endured all this, now, with unsorrowed heart 
I would hail this man as the watchdog of the farm, 
Forestay that saves the ship, pillar that props 
The lofty roof, appearance of an only son 
To a father or of land to sailors past their hope, 
The loveliest day to see after the storm, 
Gush of well-water for the thirsty traveller. 

The hypocrisy of Clytemnestra is at its peak. She calls 

Agamemnon "x6v5s toiv CTxaSpLoiv xt3va" ; the watch dog image 

recurs. The word "farm" for axaSjaoSv is not so 

successful, since Agamemnon was a king. Fraenkel has 

"abode" which is much better and Fagles "the fold" 

which also attributes better the characterization of 

Agamemnon as "the watchdog of everything". The 

rendering for CTOiTfjpa va6q TrpdTOvov is a good attribute 

and for aTi3Xov rcoST̂ pr) is a quite clear 
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expression; also for jaovoYsv^q x^xvov Ttaxpi the word 

"appearance" is quite elaborated. Fraenkel believes 

that 1.900 and 902 do not belong to this text and he 

has not translated them at all. The translation of 

xdXXtcTTOv slcrtSEtv ex XEi^atoq is quite in 

accordance with the precious words of false love that 

Clytemnestra has said to her husband. MacNelce's 

vocabulary has a strength similar to the one that 

Clytemnestra uses in order to give gravity to her 

speech. Neither MacNelce has translated 1.902. Only 

Fagles has done so "O the ecstasy, to flee the yoke of 

Fate". It sounds like a love poem resembling the 

Pindarian ones. 

C ? 
908 Ti fjî XXeG', aiq eit̂ CTxaXtai x^Xoq 
909 7Î 5OV xeXsuGou axopvuvcxi. irexdapiacnv; 

Why are you waiting, slaves, to whom the task is assigned 
To spread the pavement of his path with tapestries? 

Clytemnestra tries to drag Agamemnon into a greater 

hybris than the one he has already committed. His 

arrogance has reached at the peak with his last action 

of stepping on to the carpet as a prize for his 

victory. Sjiqiat has been translated by Fraenkel as 

"handmaidens" and by Fagles as "women". MacNeice shows 

how authoritative and repulsive Clytemnestra was and 

the way in which she behaved to the staff of her house. 

1.910-913: In her concluding speech Clytemnestra urges 

Agamemnon to get into the house; she cheats him by 

saying that Justice leads his way. For sipapp6va, 

MacNeice has "as destined". Fraenkel has not rendered 

it, though of great significance, MacNeice is splendid 

in rendering Clytemnestra's Joy at the return of her 

prey and has also alleged to the audience the 

implications of her utterances. 

914 AfjSaq YSvsGXoVj S&paxov efxmv q>i3Xâ , 
915 ctirouaiai. pev eijiaq sixdxuq ejAfji, 
916 fjiaxpdv yap e^^XE ivaq • . . . 
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Daughter of Leda, guardian of my house, 
You have spoken in proportion to my absence. 
You have drawn you speech out long... 

Clytemnestra's pompous words seem to have displeased 

Agamemnon. However he does not express his dismay 

straight away but tries to show that he is a mediocre 

man. MacNeice has rendered stnaq as it is in the 

sentence with a verb, while Fraenkel has transferred it 

as a noun: "thy speech was indeed . . Fagles, too, 

has used the noun. 

918 ... fJit) Yuvaix6s ev Tp6noiq ifxi 
919 'dPpuvs, . . . 

... do not by women's methods make me 
Effeminate . . . 

MacNeice is the best in translating this sentence 

because he stresses Clytemnestra's handling of crafty 

methods that only women know. Fraenkel has "do not 

pamper me as though I were a woman" and Fagles you 

treat me like a woman"; they both fail to emphasize 

Clytemnestra's means. 

919 . . . Papgdpou cpuxdq Sixr̂ v 
920 poajjia Trpoâ dvijq £fjio(, 
921 axpSaacr' £n{<pdovov Tiopov 

922 tiGsi' ... 

... nor in barbarian fashion 
Gape ground-grovelling acclamations at me 
Nor strewing my path with cloths make it invidious. 

Again MacNeice has better rendered the second part of 

the antithesis. Fraenkel has used the verb "adore" for 

Tcpoo-^dviQq and Fagles has made it a participle -"gaping 

up at me". 

925 [Xiya xax' 'dvSpot, 9s6v, a^psiv sp.̂ .] 

I tell you to honour me as a man, not god. 

This line interrupts the logical sequence of the 

meaning, of what Agamemnon says. That is why Fraenkel 

has taken it out of his translation. On the contrary 
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MacNeice has put it in and one must agree with him. So 

has done Fagles -"give me the tributes of a man and not 

a god". Furthermore this phrase sounds quite in 

accordance to what he has said before. 

926 xwptq KoSoy^GTpov ts xai xav TtoxxtXoiv 
927 auxer-

Footclothes are very well- Embroidered stuffs 
Are stuff for gossip. 

It is a very illuminating expression showing the 

antithesis between simple footclothes and elaborated 

ones which are provocative for the mortals. Fraenkel 

has "different is the ring of the words 'footmates' and 

' embroideries' " but he does not state the difference. 

Fagles is good, too, "a little earth to walk on / not 

this gorgeous work" and he has also connected this 

sentence to the previous, ambiguous one of 1.925. 

Agamemnon conludes this speech of objection by 

insisting that he will have no confidence to himself if 

he acts as Clytemnestra urges him to do. MacNeice has 

emphasized Agamemnon's inhibitions in spite of the 

evidence of his pride since even indirectly he has 

called himself "happy". 

931 KA. xcci T65 ' siTis, Tcapdt spot' 
932 AF, psv 'vaGi 5i.aq>9£poOvT' £)ji§. 
933 KA, 9 s o i q Seicraq mS' s p ^ s i v tdtSe; 
934 AF. eiKsp x i q e i 5 6 q y' eO t 6 5 ' l ^ s i r t e v x^Xoq . 

Tell me now, according to your judgement. 
I tell you you shall not override my judgement. 
Supposing you had feared something . . . 
Could you have vowed to God to do this thing? 
Yes. If an expert had prescribed that vow. 

These lines have caused a long debate concerning the 

meaning of those that Clytemnestra has asked and the 

answers that Agamemnon has given. Especially 1.933 has 

caused many objections about whether ancient Greeks 

when in danger swore that they would never tread upon 

embroidered carpets - which seems improbable. MacNeice 
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has elaborated the rendering of the difficult question 

of 1.933. Also the translation of siScijq is a full 

characterization of Agamemnon showing once more his 

pride. Fraenkel has "any man with full knowledge" and 

Fagles "a prophet" which sounds excessive. 

1.935-943: The dialogue between Clytemnestra and 

Agamemnon goes on but this time Clytemnestra is 

persuading him even with minus arguments -that his 

mediocrity does not fit this occasion. Then Agamemnon 

thinks that her persistence to win him in the argument 

is due to her womanish pride. But he fails to realize 

the underlying intentions of his wife. 

941 Toiq 5' oXptoiq y£ xai T6 vixaaGai 

But it is a conqueror's part to yield upon occasion. 

Clytemnestra has made Agamemnon accept that he is 

bXgioq because in the course of their conversation he 

takes it for granted and answers accordingly. MacNeice 

renders with emphasis Clytemnestra's attempts to drag 

her husband into the insult. 

1.944ff. Agamemnon finally agrees with Clytemnestra to 

step on to the embroidered carpet which is only used 

for celebrations dedicated to gods. 

946 Koci ToiaSs £fj.paivove' aXoupy^crvv SsSv 
947 tiq rtpOCTcoSsv feptpiaToq pdXot (pGovoq. 

And stepping on these sea-purples may no god 
Shoot me from far with the envy of his eye. 

Some commentators take 9eav with the next line, as 

MacNeice has done. But Fraenkel says that it is not 

right; eeoSv must be taken together with aXoupYscrvv 

because Aeschylus wants to make clear what belongs to 

the gods and what to the people. So he has "and as I 

walk on these purple draperies of the gods, may no 

glance of envious eye strike on me from afar." But 

Fagles has not followed Fraenkel's view. Like MacNeice 
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and most of the commentators, he has taken Bswv with 

1.947 -"and while I tread his splendours dyed red in 

the sea may no god watch and strike me down with envy 

from on high". 

948 jroXXf) yap aiSaq 5o)fjiatO(p9opeiv rtoaiv 

9 4 9 q>9eipovTa TTXOOTOV APYUPWV^touq 9' U(pd£q. 

Great shame it is to ruin my house and spoil 
The wealth of costly weavings with my feet. 

Fraenkel has put "for a strong feeling restrains me 

because, as he comments, even if Agamemnon allows 

himself to be persuaded by Clytemnestra, he still holds 

some respect for gods. That is why in spite of his 

consent to step on to the purple carpets, a thing which 

only gods' processions were allowed to do, he does so 

barefoot -at least not to spoil them. MacNeice has not 

given the emphasis upon apyuprnv^Touq; Fraenkel has 

"textures purchased for silver". MacNeice has failed to 

render the means of purchase in ancient times. 

950 TOUTOJV OUTO)' Êvr̂ v 56 
951 Tt̂ vS' scrxdfiiCs' xov xpaxouvxa paXGaxwq 
952 9e6q Kpo&wGev itpoaSspxeTai • 

But of this matter enough. This stranger woman here 
Take in with kindness. The man who is a gentle master 
God looks on from far off complacently. 

Up to this point Agamemnon was discussing with his wife 

about the way of the celebration; but now he reveals 

Cassandra who until now was thought to be a part of the 

whole procession. Aeschylus has used ironically the 

characterization T6V xpaxoOvxa for Agamemnon 

who has given no sign of leniency. MacNeice has 

reproduced Agamemnon's arrogance and has fully rendered 

in his translation the irony for su)j.svc5q while Fraenkel 

is faithful to the text -"with favour"; Fagles has 

"gently". But MacNeice is superb in this 

interpretation. He has used a stilted poetic diction -
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"gentle master" Is an echo of the Robert Browning's 

translation of A/sramsmnon. 

956 knei 5' axot ie iv aou Kaxi(jxp<x\x}ia\. xdtSs, 
957 stpV sq 56̂ <av fjiiXa8pa Jiopq)i3paq rtaxav. 

But since I have been prevailed on by your words 
I will go to my palace home, treading on purples. 

MacNeice's sympathy with Agamemnon is revealed here, in 

the way he shows that until the last moment Agamemnon 

did not agree with Clytemnestra's urge to tread upon 

purples; however, at the end he was subdued to her 

will. MacNeice in 1.957 states how Agamemnon steps down 

from his chariot and starts walking upon the 

tapestries. But Fraenkel and Fagles have declared that 

Agamemnon has stepped down in 1.950 and that after 

1.957 he just makes his first steps upon it. But I 

think this is a minus offence which does not affect the 

sequence of Agamemnon's speech and deeds. 

959 Tpecpouaa itoXXfiq ixopcpupaq ladtpyupov 
960 xrjxiSa itotyxaivi-aTov, pacpdq • 

... It breeds 
Its wealth in silver of plenty of purple gushing 
And ever—renewed, the dyeings of our garments. 

MacNeice has completely failed to present the meaning 

of Clytemnestra's words; she wanted to say that the 

purple which is produced by the sea never ends and that 

it is as precious as silver. But from MacNeice's 

translation we understand that the silver comes from 

the sea, a statement which is totally incorrect. Both 

Fraenkel and Fagles have "precious as silver ...". 

962 ... 5' oux STiicrxaTai 56^oq. 

This house is ignorant of poverty. 

MacNeice has put emphasis upon the notice that 

Agamemnon's house has never known poverty, in order to 

make Clytemnestra's act even more abominable, since the 
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audience will not take into account the possibility 

that she might suffer from poverty. 

965 xd^iazpa -ufjaSs 

Thereby to contrive a ransom for his life. 

In a brief discussion Fraenkel says that some scholars 

believe that Clytemnestra here talks about her own 

soul. It can not be rejected, for Clytemnestra 

addresses Agamemnon again after 1.968. These words of 

hers sound mostly as a monologue appealing to gods. 

MacNeice is very eloquent in using the word "ransom" 

for x6)JitCTTpa. Fraenkel has "means for bringing safely 

back" and Fagles "to bring that dear life back". 

972 &v5p6q xeXetou So^' inidzpaxpat^ivov. 
973 Zev Zso x^Xs ie , xac, sjidtq suxAq xeXsi-
974 jji^Xot 56 To i CTOi x&vnep fev p^XXqq xeXeCv. 

Its master walk at home, a grown man, ripe. 
0 Zeus the Ripener, ripen these my prayers; 
Your part it is to make the ripe fruit fall. 

Even the meaning of the adjective xeXstoq is not 

completely decided here; it implies the one who has a 

TsXoq in the house. Fraenkel has "the consummate" 

master" and Fagles "the master ... fulfilled". 

MacNeice's characterization does not sound very 

appropriate. Instead, the rendering of 1.973 seems very 

successful. The metaphor in 1.974 is very depicting; 

MacNeice has resembled Zeus' power to that of the 

ripening of a fruit. 

1.975ff. The chorus start singing again. In all their 

previous songs there was a secret fear. But now the 

tension of this fear is at its peak. This is due to the 

clues that Clytemnestra has given through her speeches. 

The chorus are unable to foresee what is going to 

happen but they believe that so much blood is going to 

bring new one. Therefore they express their feelings in 

a vague way, resembling the density and unclearness of 
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an oracle's saying. MacNeice has rendered in the best 

possible way this atmosphere of uncertainty and 

scari ness. 

1.975-987; In spite of the corruption of some lines, 

MacNeice is the most bright, eloquent and perceptible 

in this choric song. He has rendered xapStaq xepaaxdnou 

as "of my fore-seeing heart" and presents the image of 

a heart "beating its wings"; this is a very pictorial 

theme. 

980 . . . 5ixo£v 
981 SOCTXpiTOSV OV£1.pciT6)V 

Like the enigmas of dreams. 

For the chorus all that has been done and said up to 

now is an "enigma" because they feel that something bad 

is due to happen, without being able to define it. 

MacNeice by using the word "enigma" has fully rendered 

the real feeling of the chorus. Fraenkel has put "like 

dreams without clear meaning" which is a very 

appropriate expression, too. Fagles is not so clear: 

"like dreams that make no sense"; he has not shown what 

is the chorus' esoteric feeling. 

984 x p o v o q 5 ' , I n s v n p u ^ v ^ a i m v ^ 6 v e f i p o X a i q 
985 ap tn ta , n a p f | -
986 Pr^crsv, , . . 

It is long time since 
The cables let down from the stern 
Were chafed by the sand ... 

The corrupted expression ydja^oq 'ajjiTrxa has caused a big 

concern among scholars. Some have restored it as 

axdcxcx (Page) but Fraenkel does not accept it, 

first for metrical reasons and second because there is 

need for a verb in the sentence. He believes the true 

meaning is that, the Greeks did not lose any more time 

after the wind had blown in Aulis. The image that 

MacNeice has created in 1.985-986 is a great sample of 

his mastering technique keeping faithful to the 
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original text. Fraenkel has put "with the throwing-in 

of the mooring-cable the sand flew up"; he is good at 

giving the meaning but he does not demonstrate any 

excellency in his technique. 

1.988-1000: This antistrophe like the previous one 

expresses the fears of the chorus which neither the 

victory over Troy nor the return of the king have 

managed to dissolve. 

994 eXitiSoq cpiXov 0pdcaoq 

Possession of the strength of hope. 

For the same quotation Fraenkel has translated "the 

welcome confidence of hope". MacNeice has stressed that 

the chorus is in "possession of hope" and that it was 

innate to him. Fagles in a more arbitrary way has "it 

kills our spirit / kills our hopes ...". 

995 o-TcXd()(va 5' ouioi ^axai-
996 (si Tipdq £v5{xoiq <pp60iv 
997 Sivaiq xuxXou^svov x^ap. 

But my guts and ray heart 
Are not idle which seethe with the waves 
Of trouble nearing its hour. 

MacNeice is not very clear in the translation of these 

lines. He has not rendered rcpdq evStxots as Fraenkel 

and Fagles have done: "which is conscious of just 

retribution" and "justice comes to birth". 

998 suxopiai 5' e^aq 

999 £Xjiv5oq fuSr) Tteaevv 
1000 £q T:6 PIFJ T£Xe(Jcp6pov. 

But I pray that these thoughts 
May fall out not as I think 
And not be fulfilled in the end. 

The meaning of the words of the chorus has been 

rendered but MacNeice is not very clear about the 

structure. He has translated the noun kXnxSoq with a 

verb "as I think". Fraenkel is better; he has 

translated "from my expectation". 
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In lines 1000-1006 there are many lacunae which have 

been very difficult to be restored by scholars. 

Nevertheless the meaning of the remaining words is 

clear, drawing its theme from Hippocratic writings; 

there is a parallelism between happiness and health 

and those who possess a great happiness are greedy. 

They do not care about the risks coming from such a 

rush of the soul. Men must be careful because 

unhappiness is a neighbour to happiness which sooner or 

later visits them. The interpretation of MacNeice is 

very pictorial and he has given the translation of all 

the words revealed in the text, contrary to Fraenkel 

who has many misconceptions. Fagles, too, is very good 

here, he has managed to keep close to the original 

without losing anything from his poetical inspiration. 

1005 xai iroxpioq suGuiropfflv 
* * * * * 

1006 avSpoq "eTiaicrsv ftcpavxov %p(xa. 

A man's life, crowding sail, 
Strikes on the blind reef: 

Aeschylus likes taking his similes from the world of 

sea and its travellers. The writer here implies that, 

if man wants he can confine his hybris and in this way 

he will be saved by a certain punishment which divinity 

is going to send him. Hybris also can be disappeared, 

as famine does, provided that man has not poured over 

his hybris human blood, as unfortunately Agamemnon has 

done. MacNeice's translation is the best in depicting 

man's life. 

1018 T 6 5' e i t i yav TCSCT6V 

1019 9aviicFipipv rcpdnap otv5p6q 
1020 )xt\av otifjia xiq ""dv 
1021 Tt&Xiv ayxocXioaix' inaei&a^v, 

But when upon the ground there has fallen once 
The black blood of a man's death, 
Who shall summon it back by Incantations? 
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In this antistrophe the chorus allude to the death of 

Iphigeneia and those who died in Troy. MacNeice's 

expression for xtq c(v . . . sn:ocEi5a>v is excellent, 

especially in the choice of "summon it back". 

1022 T6V 6p8o5aq 
1023 Tffiv (p9i.fjîv<j>v avd-ysiv 

Even Asclepius who had the art 
To fetch the dead to life. 

Another new thing of MacNeice is that he refers to 

Asclepius by name. This op9o5af^ which is met only here, 

refers to Asclepius, the famous doctor of antiquity who 

was able to cure many diseases, but not bring people 

back from the dead. MacNeice refers to Asclepius by 

name because he wants to make himself clear to the 

audience, since the purpose for making this translation 

is for the play to be performed on the modern stage. 

1.1025-1029 are very controversial and obscure in 

meaning. Nevertheless they tend to imply that the fate 

which has been assigned to each person from the gods is 

subjected to another superior Fate to whom even god's 

will has to obey. But this view contradicts Aeschylus' 

view about the almighty of Zeus. Furthermore, it is not 

possible for Zeus to exercise Fate's work -as he had 

just done with Asclepius- and to be a subject to her at 

the same time. So this explanation does not comply with 

Aeschylus' ideas. The most possible explanation is the 

one which stresses that Fate has not given to him a 

prophetic power; therefore the chorus do not know how 

they would be able to get rid of their premonitions and 

change them into savior sayings; their tongue refuses 

this favour to their heart: 

1025 SI 56 fifj T£xo£Yfi6va 
1026 piovpa ^ovpav ex Gewv 
1027 zipyz reX^ov cp^psiv, 
1028 TrpocpSdcraaot xap5(a 
1029 yXaaaav 'dv taS' 
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But, if of the heaven-sent fates 
One did not check the other, 
Cancel the other's advantage 
My heart would outrun my tongue 
In pouring out these fears. 

MacNeice has not managed to overcome the difficulties 

of these lines. He has made the mistake that many 

commentators have done, namely, to take sx 9efflV 

together with jjifj xexayp-^va. As Fraenkel pointed out 

later, ex 9so3v should be taken either with ECpye or 

with TtXsov (p^petv: "and did not established destiny 

prevent my portion from winning more from gods . . 

But MacNeice has managed very well with 1. 1028-1029 by 

stressing that heart would pour out the fears of what 

is going to happen. Fagles has followed his own 

inspiration in the rendering of these lines. 

In 1. 1030-1033 MacNeice shows in the close of the 

choric part, his anxiety about the approach of the 

Inevitable crime. The rendering of sxToXurcsuCTe t v suits 

perfectly the context. Fraenkel has rendered it as "to 

accomplish any ... purpose". 

1.1035-1046: Clytemnestra had not provided an answer to 

the advice of Agamemnon in 1.950-951, that is, to 

behave properly towards hostage Cassandra. But now that 

Agamemnon has been into the palace and Is about to be 

stabbed, according to the diabolic plan of the queen, 

Clytemnestra makes her appearance in order to lead 

Cassandra towards her fate. The chorus urge Cassandra 

to follow the queen, being Ignorant of her murderous 

plans. 

1035 eiau xo^((ou xoti au, KaaadvSpav 

Go In too, you; I speak to you, Cassandra, 

MacNeice puts emphasis upon Cassandra's presence; up to 

now Clytemnestra had not addressed her at all, but now 

she speaks to her by name. As Fraenkel has translated 
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it sounds rude in some way -"get thee within, thou too; 

thou, Cassandra". Fagles' interpretation resembles that 

of MacNeice: "Won't you come inside? I mean you, 

Casssandra", even though it sounds more informal. 

1037 ... pZta 
1038 SouXav CTTcxesUcjav x-crjotou gmpoO rr̂ Xcxq 

.., standing with many slaves 
Beside the altar that protects the house, 

MacNeice has followed the attitude of his contemporary 

commentators and has put a comma after Tt^Xocq. But 

Fraenkel does not agree with this; he prefers a 

fullstop. Fagles is very arbitrary in the punctuation 

of these lines; he has put a fullstop after 

another one after 5ot3X6)v and he has changed the meaning 

of Clytemnestra's words. 

1040 xai KaiScx yap xoi cpaaiv kox^ 
1041 jtpotSevTot tXqvai SouXiaq * g(a * 

Heracles himself they say was once 
Sold, and endured to eat the bread of slavery, 

MacNeice has given the name of Alcmena's son, Heracles, 

which is in accordance with his attitude to the whole 

of the translation. He aims at giving his audience as 

many details about the identity of the persons spoken 

about as possible. He has also rendered Clytemnestra's 

authority and effort to humiliate Cassandra in an 

excessive strength. The text in 1. 1041 is uncertain. 

Fraenkel has put "and endured to touch the bread of 

servitude". MacNeice's expression sounds better since 

it refers, though figuratively, to the act of eating. 

Fagles has "he had to endure the bitter bread of 

slaves". 

1046 Rap' r^wv oidtTisp vop((Etai 

From us you will have the treatment of tradition. 

Although Clytemnestra has taken her decision to kill 

Cassandra as soon as she enters the palace, she 
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continues with her hypocrisy towards her in order to 

dissolve any suspicions the chorus might have. MacNeice 

has expressed these words dynamically. 

1047 XO. CTot Toi Xeyovaa juauexai, aacpf) \6yov. 

You, it is you she has addressed, and clearly. 

Ttocuexcxt has not been rendered by MacNeice, But as he 

has presented his phrase there is nothing missing from 

the meaning. 

1049 jteOov' 'dv, si Ttsi9oi'- otneiSoir̂ q 5' "'laaq. 

Obey her if you can. But should you disobey .,. 

MacNeice has not showed clearly the politeness of the 

chorus, whereas Fraenkel has: "though perhaps thou wilt 

disobey". This "perhaps" is more in accordance with the 

chorus' behavior. Fagles is very good -"unless you 

cannot bear to". 

1050 KA. aXX' ŝ irsp £OTx )it̂  ;(eXi56voq 5ixr|v 
1051 hyv(i)xa (posvT̂v PdpPapov 
1052 (ppevav XsYou&a* neiGoj viv Xdyĉ . 

If she has more than the gibberish of the swallow, 
An unintelligible barbaric speech, 
I hope to read her mind, persuade her reason. 

MacNeice had added the word "gibberish" to render 

layviiiTcx but he has also put the word " unintel 1 igble" . 

This is a fault, he has used two synonymous words to 

render one. But it is done in order to explain what the 

simile with xsXiSwv means. 1. 1052 is corrupted. 

Fraenkel does not agree with MacNeice's rendering of 

taking (ppsvoSv together with rcsiG© viv Xoy^. But he 

has not made himself clear on what he himself accepts 

as correct: "I attempt (?) to persuade her by my words". 

Fagles, though different, tends to agree with Fraenkel: 

"I speak directly as I can -she must obey". 

1053 XO. '̂ irou- xd Xaxaxcx xav %apEcx6xwv Xiysi. 
1054 it£i9ou XiTcoCaa x6v5' ajxot̂ fjpr) Spovov. 
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As things now stand for you, she says the best. 
Obey her; leave that car and follow her. 

As MacNeice has rendered '^TCOU, he cannot repeat "obey" 

in the next line for the verb TTSVSOU. His 

interpretation has not changed the text but he has not 

given the emphasis of the chorus' words upon Cassandra 

while they try to make her obey Clytemnestra. Fraenkel 

has "go with her . . . leave thy seat here the wagon and 

obey". Fagles follows Fraenkel: "Go with her. Make the 

best of it, she's right. / Step down from the seat, 

obey her". Also MacNeice has used "car" for 

9p6vov; a very contemporary vocabulary. 

1055 KA. ouTov eupaiai Tf)i5' epioi axoX^ ndtpa 
1056 TptPsLv Td jî v ydp laxiaq psCTOfjupdXou 
1057 VjSri *Jtp6q 7iup6q*. 

I have no leisure to waste out here, outside the door. 
Before the hearth in the middle of my house 
The victims stand already, wait the knife. 

9upatat xfjxS' has replaced Supotiocx XT^V5' in Fraenkel's 

edition, because he insists on the meaning of "here" 

and not "this door". MacNeice had already accepted this 

replacement. has been rendered by Fraenkel as 

"sheep" and by Fagles as "victims", as MacNeice has 

done. The use of the word "victims" states eloquently 

the role of the jifjXa for the sacrifice which is quite 

appropriate to the context because Cassandra is going 

to be among the jjLfjXcx as well. 

1058 C coq ourtox' sXnicraGi xf)v5' xdpiv-] 

This line has been translated neither by MacNeice nor 

by Fraenkel. Only Fagles has done so: "to bless this 

day of joy I never hoped to see! " Many scholars have 

not found an explanation about the insertion of an 

emotional sentence in this point since the queen is in 

a great hurry to carry out her plan - neither has 

MacNeice who could not see any trace of emotion in 
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Clytemnestra's soul. So all of them have excised the 

line from their translation. 

1.1064-1068: Clytemnestra speaks her last words to 

Cassandra before entering the palace. MacNeice has 

transferred into his translation the irritation of the 

queen because she is ignored by the hostage. 

1069 XO. eyd) 5', snoixTtpw Y&P, ou eufic&crofjiai. 
1070 8' a xdXaxva, 'c6v5' ep^p6aaa' bxov 
1071 sxoua' avdcYxrjq xaCviaov ^vydv. 

But I, for I pity her, will not be angry. 
Obey, unhappy woman. Leave this car. 
Yield to your fate. Put on the untried yoke. 

The chorus are very gentle to Cassandra, in contrast to 

Clytemnestra. Here we can discern their mild and 

sympathetic way when addressing Cassandra. MacNeice in 

1. 1071 has made two different sentences which show in a 

more vigorous way the chorus' kind and pleading manners 

towards the hostage. His vocabulary is again 

contemporary and reveals the ignorance of the chorus 

about Cassandra's fate in spite of their dark 

premoni tions. 

1.1072ff. Cassandra, who had remained silent up to now, 

is still on her chariot looking at the statue of 

Apollo, which is in front of the gates of the palace. 

Suddenly, with a harrowing mourn she addresses Apollo 

and immediately after that, spurred by her prophetic 

inspiration, she sees passing in front of her eyes the 

wild murders which had taken place in the palace many 

years ago; but she also sees the future murder of 

herself and Agamemnon. From 1. 1072 up to 1178 there are 

interchanging lyric songs of Cassandra who makes a 

hopeless effort to bring into light the bloodshed of 

the palace -which took place in the past- and to 

express, as clearly as possible, her dark saying 

concerning the immediate future; unfortunately the 

chorus fail to realize most of the burning points of 
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her song. From 1. 1178 up to 1330 Cassandra will try to 

explain to the chorus that she and Agamemnon are going 

to be murdered. But the chorus are unable once more to 

understand her foretelling. And when they start 

comprehending something they cannot make out who the 

murderer will be. They look as if disbelieving her even 

when Cassandra has made it as clear as she possibly 

could. This scene, as a whole, denotes one of the 

highest samples of Aeschylus' uncomparable dramatic 

art. "The Cassandra episode is the climax of the play, 

the scene that extends and heightens the climax to an 

almost unbearable intensity"^. 

1072 KA. otoTOToi icoitoi Sa-
1073 •"AjtoXXov, ̂ 'AnoXXov. 

Apollo! Apollo! 

MacNeice is substantial enough and presents Cassandra 

calling Apollo by name, I imagine woefully, but he does 

not extend his translation upon further words; namely, 

he ignores the invocation oxoxoxor TEOTTOT: 5oi: which after 

all has much confused the scholars and everybody 

interprets it his own way. Fraenkel has " o woe, woe, 

woe! alas!". Fagles has put "aieeeeee! Earth - Mother -

/ Curse of the Earth - Apollo Apollo". 

1074 XO. xi xaux' avcoxoxu^aq appi Ao^iou; 

Why do you cry like this upon Apollo? 

MacNeice, faithful to his attitude towards the 

audience, has put instead of Loxias, which is an 

epithet to Apollo, the name of the god himself. So 

Fagles has done . 

1078 XO. r) 5' auxs Suo^^^ouaa x6v 9£6v xaXsi 

Once more her funereal cries invoke the god 

The expression "funereal cries" for 5 uccprifjiouo'a is more 

powerful than Fraenkel's "ill-omened sounds" and 

Fagles' "bad omen", because MacNeice is decisive about 
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the outcome of the scene. He presents the chorus 

adopting a fatalistic attitude towards Cassandra whom 

he considers to be an infallible prophetess. 

l.lOSOff. Both Fraenkel and Fagles take Cassandra off 

the chariot at this point of her singing. Some older 

scholars like Herman and Wecklein have assumed that 

Cassandra leaves the chariot after 1. 1071. Fraenkel, 

although he does not reject it, believes that she 

leaves the car after 1.1080. But MacNeice followed 

Murray's version, that is, Cassandra steps down after 

1.1177. Fraenkel has attacked this because he believess 

that all the time Cassandra, being agitated, is 

shaking, is moving her hands and her whole body. If 

that is the case, she could not have much space to act 

in this way in the limited space of a wagon. This is 

mistaken of MacNeice, since he intended this 

translation for a dramatic performance. How did he 

imagine Cassandra's acting? Making all these gestures 

and presenting all her fury and madness on a chariot? 

Was it convenient for the actress who played her role? 

I am sure there would be something missing in her 

performance, which is the most powerful of the whole 

play. 

The foreign princess-hostage-prophetess, under the 

excitement of her frenzy is foreseeing not only her 

tragic death but also the bloodstained past of the 

palace of Atreidae: 

1080 KA, '̂ArtoXXov, ''AjtoXXov, ayuiat' 
1081 arrdXXfflv sjioq • 

Apollo! Apollo! 
God of the Ways! My destroyer! 

The nominative e)J.6q even from Homer's time, had 

the meaning of "my destroyer". MacNeice had this in his 

mind, and so did Fraenkel, who however preferred the "a 

very Apollon to me". 
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1 1 
1090 KA. La al. ^icrddeov ouv, rtoXXd auviaTopa 

No, no, but to a god-hated, but to an accomplice 

p,tcr69eov in antiquity had often the meaning of &8eov. 

It did not necessarily mean a criminal, as Fraenkel has 

pointed out, thus rendering it as "ungodly". But 

MacNeice and Fagles have adopted the meaning that 

dictionaries give: "god-hated". 

1093 XO, koixEv Eupiq r) xi>v6q Sixr̂ v 
1094 e\vai, /lottsusi 5' »v aveup^aei (p6vov. 

The stranger seems like a hound with a keen scent, 
Is picking up a trail that leads to murder. 

The chorus start realizing that Cassandra is really a 

prophetess. MacNeice is the one who makes the simile of 

a hound going after trails more powerful. xuv6<; 5(x^ 

here may be seen from the aspect of a "hound" and not a 

bad aspect because the chorus do not seem to dislike 

Cassandra, instead they take pity on her. 

1095 KA, fiapTuptoiCTi ydtp toUaS' eitxTtsi6o)iax • 
1096 xXax6(ieva xdSs 3p̂ <pn 
1097 orttdq T£ a6pxaq %p6q ircxxpdq peppiajî vaq. 

Clues! I have clues! Look! They are these. 
These wailing, these children, butchery of children; 
Roasted flesh, a father sitting to dinner. 

MacNeice has rendered these first words of Cassandra's 

art of prophecy in many small phrases which show even 

more her tension when she is revealed by the god of the 

past terrific bloodshed of the palace. As MacNeice 

makes Cassandra speak with terse words, we imagine her 

shaking, pronouncing her words with an abrupt and 

prolonged voice, panting without taking any deep 

breath. Fraenkel constructs his phrase in a more 

acceptable structure: "Yes, for here is the testimony 

that I trust- here are babes crying because of their 

slaughter and their roasted flesh that their father 

devoured!" Fagles' rendering resembles in style that of 
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MacNeice; this is easily understood as both translators 

have tried to give in their diction a dramatic imagery. 

1100 KA. Kdnox., xi TIOTE pifjSsxai; 

What is she doing? What is she planning? 

MacNeice is the only one of the translators who reveals 

the gender of This attitude of his is in 

accordance with his giving to the viewers as more clues 

as possible. But it may have the disadvantage that he 

takes the suspense out, because he reveals beforehand 

who is going to commit the new murders. Also MacNeice 

in acpepxov (piXoiCTtv reveals that the murdered will be 

Agamemnon since he uses "unendurable to his folk". 

These two points are peculiarities of his which drag 

the viewers into Cassandra's visions more easily than 

the translations of other scholars do. 

1105 XO. Touxav aVSpiq s i f i i xav fiavcsujidtTCflv 
1106 exsfva 5' kyvov- Jiaaa yap godi. 

This reference I cannot catch. But the children 
I recognized; that refrain is hackneyed. 

MacNeice makes the chorus' words more explicit since he 

states that sxetva refers to the children and he has 

used the word "hackneyed" which is a popular word for a 

rumour scattered around. 

1110 KA. irpoxEivei Si xstp ex 
1111 xEp6q opiyjxaxa. 

The end comes hand over hand 
Grasping in greed. 

The passion with which the murder of Agamemnon will be 

committed is revealed here by MacNeice. Fraenkel has 

rendered only the way that the crime will take place 

but he has not depicted the emotional madness of the 

murdered: "hand after hand stretches forth and reaches 

out". Fagles has put "hand over hand shoots out, 

hauling ropes- then hinge!" But he has added words that 

do not exist in the text; in this point Cassandra says 
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nothing about the means and the further movement of the 

hands. 

1112 XO. o'UTIO) ̂ uvf̂ xa- vi3v Y<̂ P avVIY/JLCXTCOV 

1113 GeacpdTOiq 

Not yet do I understand. After her former riddles 
Now I am baffled by these dim pronouncements. 

The inability of the chorus to understand Cassandra's 

prophecies is presented by MacNeice in a very eloquent 

way. 

1114 KA, 'i. e, irairai, xv xoSe 
1115 ^ 5txTu6v Y' "Ai5oi>; 
1116 aXX' & p x u q r| ^ u v s o v o q , f) ^ u v a i x t a 

1117 cpovou. ZxdCTiq 5' &%6pexoq Y^^si 
1118 xaxoXoXu^axo) 9 i3 j iaxoq X e u a i p i o u . 

Ah God, the vision! God, God, the vision! 
A net, is it? Net of Hell! 
But herself is the net; shared bed; shares murder. 
0 let the pack ever-hungering after the family 
Howl for the unholy ritual, howl for the victim. 

Fraenkel considers that there is some kind of 

corruption in 1.1116-1117 but he is unable to specify 

what it is. He objects to the interpretation that many 

scholars, as MacNeice and others before him, have given 

that "the wife is the net" for bpxuq r) ^uvsuvoq. Fagles 

has agreed with MacNeice: "No, she is the snare". 

Fraenkel claims that Cassandra, when talking about her 

visions, does not try to explain certain actions that 

take place in front of her. What she is actually doing 

is an effort to make out and define what she exactly 

sees. She is not concerned in giving interpretations. 

That's why Fraenkel finds it impossible for her to call 

by name the one who is going to commit the murder. This 

r) ^uvaixta refers to the apxoq which would embrace 

Agamemnon. He is puzzled about where f) ^uvsuvoq refers 

to and that is why he believes that there is a 

corruption without knowing what. But at the end he 

concludes that Aeschylus has rightly used r) ^uveuvoq 

for some reason that he himself is ignorant of. Also 
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Fraenkel puts the definite article before every single 

word characterizing the "net" because these words 

^uvsuvoq, r| ^uvoctxta] describe the function of the 

"net" with accuracy. MacNeice has not done so; he has 

only defined the net. Fagles has followed Fraenkel's 

indications about the articles: "No, she is the sware, 

/ the bedmate, deathmate, murder's strong right arm". 

We can see that he has also added some details about 

Cassandra's vision which do not exist in the text. 

At any rate, MacNeice is the most dramatic of all; if 

we imagine his play performed on the stage we can 

visualize an infuriated Cassandra, screaming, with her 

eyes broad-open, passing through another dimension, 

saying: "Ah God, the vision!" These words sound 

thrilling and powerful. Also MacNeice uses his 

favourite tecliique, when he wants to create an effect: 

he has created two sentences out of one in 1. 1115. And 

in order to thrill his audience even more, he has made 

Cassandra reveal the identity of the murderer in aXX' 

&pxoq ri ^uveuvoq. He has also put semicolon after each 

characterization of f) ocpxoq, rj ^uveuvoq, r) ^uvoctxta. 

These short pauses make the attention of the audience 

become more tense. They really hold their breath and 

make the audience look forward and agonize to hearing 

from Cassandra. 

1117 KA, SxdtCTiq 5' axdpsxoq 
1118 xaxoXoXu^dtTO) Sujiotiroq Xeua ip io i ) . 

0 let the pack ever-hungering after the family 
Howl for the unholy ritual, howl for the victim. 

MacNeice is not very good at the rendering of axdaxq 5' 

axopsToq Ysvst. Fraenkel and Fagles have both rendered 

it the same way: "the insatiate discord to the race". 

MacNeice has failed to make sense with this "pack" even 

though we can infer later what he means. Also he has 

completely failed to render Sufjiatoq Xevcrip-ov. For 
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Xeuaifioq means "death by stoning". As Fraenkel has 

pointed out these words of Cassandra cannot refer to 

the death of Clytemnestra because, it is clear from her 

words, that she concerns herself with one thing every 

time. So the best interpretation is that Cassandra 

refers to the reactions of the people after the 

slaughter. MacNeice has rendered the meaning about what 

the aftermath of the murder will be but he has not 

define the way they will take revenge on this action. 

Fagles has made it clear: "Avenge the victim - stone 

them dead". Fraenkel has "... that is to be avenged by 

stoning". These few but powerful utterings of Cassandra 

have been rendered dramatically by MacNeice but in his 

attempt to do so, he is not quite in accordance with 

the exact underlying meaning of her prophecies, as 

Aeschylus has conceived them. 

1119 XO. Tcotav ̂ Epivuv xi)v5e 56p.aCTiv xsXq 
1120 E%op8ia(e iv ; o t fiS (paiSpuvsi \6yoq. 
1121 SKi Si. xapSiav feSpapis xpoxoPacpfjq 
1122 axay&v, '"dxe xai 5op{ rtxaaifjioxq 
1123 ^uvocvuxei pvou Suvxoq auyalq-

What black Spirit is this you call upon the house-
To raise aloft her cries? Your speech does not lighten me. 
Into my heart runs back the blood 
Yellow as when for men by the spear fallen 
The blood ebbs out with the rays of the setting life 

Fraenkel has said that the expression jrolofv ̂ EptvOv does 

not ask about the nature of the Erinys. The chorus were 

already troubled of what they heard, so they ask for a 

clarification of the meaning of Cassandra's words; they 

do not ask the name of the Erinys. So Fraenkel has put 

"what dost thou mean by thy Erinys . . B u t Fagles has 

followed MacNeice's attitude: "What Fury is this?" 

xpoxogacpt^q, as Fraenkel has written, does not mean the 

colour of blood but that the fear which has undertaken 

the chorus and turns them yellow. MacNeice has 

beautifully rendered this fearful anxiety of the old 

men. In particularly he has depicted very eloquently 
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the simile of 1. 1122-1123 about the blood that "ebbs 

out". It is a very vivid image. 

1125 KA,. <xa, ISoO (Sou- gooq 
1126 T6v xaupov . . . 

Quick! Be on your guard! The bull-
Keep him clear of the cow. 

Cassandra's prophetic powers come to the peak. She is 

now screaming in order to protect the victim. But we do 

not know if the victim will be the female as it usually 

happens, or the reverse. It will be revealed next. Some 

scholars, among them MacNeice, put a colon or stop 

after Pooq. MacNeice's interpretation of the 
i. ' > 

exclamation aa, v5oi3, i5oi3 is very powerful and 

frightening at the same time. 

1126 KA. ... ev ir̂ irXotaxv 
1127 fieXaYx̂ pqj XaPoOaa fir)xavf)piaTi. 
1128 rtixvst 5' [sv] evuSpo) xeuxsi. 
1129 5oXo(p6vou Xipr)TOQ T2%VO:V CTOI \&yoi. 

Caught with a trick, the black horn's point, 
She strikes. He falls; lies in the water. 
Murder; a trick in a bath. I tell what I see, 

MacNeice has failed to render the means with which 

Clytemnestra would catch Agamemnon into her trap, 

namely, sv Tt^rrXot ctt. v. He has declared the way -"a 

trick", he has managed to state the simile between a 

cow and the woman's craft but his depiction has fallen 

short because we have completely lost the image of 

Clytemnestra opening her robes and then killing 

Agamemnon. We are only said cooly that the queen will 

kill Agamemnon with a trick, like the cow which thrusts 

her horns into her victim. Fraenkel has rendered it 

powerfully: "In a garment she has caught him, with 

black contrivance of the horned one, and strikes"; so 

Fagles has done: "a thrash of robes, she traps him -

writhing- black horn glints, twists - she gores him 

through!" MacNeice regains his artful technique in 

1. 1128 with "lies in the water" which means that 
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Agamemnon is already dead, unable to move. For CTOI XZyw 

MacNeice has added "I tell what I see", as if wishing 

to convince the audience that they have not lost even a 

single word of the process of the events. Fagles has 

"do you hear?" and Fraenkel "I tell thee". MacNeice's 

interpretation seems to aim at bringing the audience 

back from the hallucination in which Cassandra has 

drawn them with her seering art. 

1133 XO. ... xaxav y&p 5ia{ 
1134 TioXosjieiq 6ecr7tiq>5av 
1135 cpoPov (pipouaiv )ia8sfv. 

... It is only through disaster 
That their garrulous craft brings home 
The meaning of the prophet's panic. 

The text is uncertain, but as MacNeice has translated 

it, he transmits perfectly the spirit of Aeschylus, 

that is, that foreseeing means only evil to the people, 

therefore people are very frightened to hear about it. 

Fagles has rendered it, under the same sense: "Words, 

more words / and the hurt comes on us, endless words / 

and a seer's techniques have brought us terror and the 

truth". Fraenkel has translated it in the scholarly way 

without any dramatic effect: "By (uttering) evil do the 

wordy arts of prophets bring fear to learn". 

1146 KA. 16 16 XiYEtaq a^Souq piopov 

Oh the lot of the songful nightingale! 

fj.6poq here, as Fraenkel pointed out later, does not 

mean "death" itself, though in his translation he has 

used this word. Since it refers to the nightingale 

which did not die it has the meaning of "the lot" as 

exactly MacNeice had rendered it. Fagles also has 

rendered it in the right sense: "... O for a song, a 

fate like hers!" 

1149 KA. sfjioi Si fjLtfivei ajjicpîxei Sopi. 

But for me remains the two-edged cutting blade. 
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5opi here does not declare the particular weapon with 

which Agamemnon was murdered but it simply notifies us 

about the action; besides, ancient writers disliked 

revealing every single detail of an oracle. MacNeice 

has used the characterization "the two-edged cutting 

blade" which describes the instrument, that will cause 

her death, not by name but by its appearance. So it is 

easier for the audience to visualize the weapon. 

Fraenkel has " the two-edged weapon". He is more in 

accordance with the tactics of Aeschylus. Fagles is 

indefinite about the murderous weapon, too: "the iron's 

double edge". 

1150 XO. rt69ev litiaautouq Cx'] 
1151 (jLoctai ouq Svctq, 
1152 xa 5' EKtgopa 5uaop&x<̂  xXayY®^ 
1153 jiEXoTuiteiq ofiou x' op9ioiq sv v6|ioiq; 
1 155 7t69£v'6pouq %xEiq OsartECTxaq o5ot5 
1156 xaxoppt^piovaq; 

From whence these rushing and God-inflicted 
Profitless pains? 
Why shape with your sinister crying 
The piercing hymn-fear-piercing? 
How can you know the evil-worded landmarks 
On the prophetic path? 

The chorus still show their disbelief for what 

Cassandra says. They cannot realize the gravity and 

reality of her words. op9toxq v6p.oiq has been rendered 

by Fraenkel as "loud notes" in contrast to MacNeice's 

"the piercing hymns", which is much more effective than 

Fraenkel's rendering. Fagles' interpretation is 

ambiguous; probably he has interpreted it as "anguish, 

the wild dance" which is irrelevant to the opQtotq 

v6jj.oiq. Also MacNeice for Tc69ev opouq has not 

translated accurately. He does not make the chorus ask 

about the origin of Cassandra's inspiration, instead 

they ask to learn the way the message was transmitted 

to her, which makes the agony about the supernatural 

contacts more tense. Fraenkel has rendered it as 
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"whence hast thou the limits ..." and Fagles "where do 

your words of god . . They are more faithful to the 

text but they could not possibly demonstrate to the 

audience the senses of anxiety and suspense. 

1156 KA. im, ydcfioi IldpiSoq oXZ8pioi cpiXav. 

1157 la ZxafjidvSpou itdxpiov Trccdv 
1158 t6z£ fjîv a/ji(p( adtq ai'dvaq tdtXaiv' 
1159 T)vuT:6}iav xpocpaiq" 
1160 vuv S' ajJKpi Koxuxdv ts xaxepooaiouq 
1161 <3x9ouq %oixa 8ea%i^8^aeiv xaxoc. 

Oh the wedding, the wedding of Paris-death to his people! 
0 river Scamander, water drunk by my fathers! 
When I was young, alas, upon your beaches 
1 was brought up and cared for. 
But now it is the River of Wailing and the banks of Hell 
That shall hear my prophecy soon, 

Cassandra continues her mourning about her bad fate, 

irdcxpxov TroT6v is rendered by Fraenkel as "my native 

stream" because he believes that he has not the right 

to divert the attention of the audience from what 

Cassandra is actually saying, and more accurately, it 

is more natural for her to talk about her own land and 

not about her ancestors. Fagles has "you nursed my 

father" which is similar to the interpretation that 

Fraenkel has given, MacNeice has referred to Kaxuxdv xs 

x&Xspouatouq not by name but by what these two 

symbolise, by what is their underlying meaning. Fagles 

seems to be the best in this rendering because he first 

refers to Acheron by name and then describes the 

symbolism and the features given to this river: "and 

now at the banks of Acheron, the stream that carries 

sorrow, .. 

1164 XO. 7r6TrXr)Y)iai 5' 'dcnsp 8i)ynaTi (poivicd 

1165 SuoaXyEi xuxai jxivupd Cxaxdt] Spsofjî vaq, 
1166 9paufjiax' s^ot xXiJsiv. 

I am bitten with fangs that draw blood 
By the misery of your cries, 
Cries harrowing the heart. 
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MacNslce renders the feelings of the chorus but he does 

not reveal the real extend and accuracy of them. 

cpovvt(^ has been rendered by Fraenkel as "a 

deadly sting" and he attacks Hermann's alteration of 

into Sdcxet because he considers it quite 

inappropriate with the consistency of the logical 

sequence. But Fagles, too, has translated from 5dxst 

"like a bloody fang it tears . . Another fault of 

MacNeice is that he has not rendered but by using 

"by the misery of your cries" we manage to apprehend 

that the chorus are touched by Cassandra's bad luck. 

Fraenkel has translated "at thy cruel fate" and Fagles 

"your destiny"; both are clearer than MacNeice's 

presentation. 

1172 KA. *6ep>ji6vouq* x&x' sjJ- gaXw. 

And I, my brain on fire, shall soon enter the trap. 

The text is uncertain and Fraenkel has rendered it as: 

"while I shall soon pour the hot stream of my blood (?) 

on the ground". Fraenkel has not accepted the 

interpretation "hot in mind" for Gsp^ovouq because he 

considers it unsuitable with Cassandra's terse speech. 

But as MacNeice has rendered it, it is perfectly clear 

and evident that Cassandra is talking about her 

prophetic inspiration which permits her to foresee her 

death. Also for e/i PocXa, Fraenkel does believe 

that she refers to the net which is going to cover and 

kill her. But MacNeice refers to it al legorical ly by 

calling it "the trap ...". Fagles is more diplomatic: 

"and I, the last ember, I go down with her [meaning the 

destruction of Troy]". For 8£ppi6vouq Fraenkel has 

rendered "the hot stream of my blood"; it is his own 

belief and not what is commonly accepted. 

1173 XO. eitdfisva icpox^poiai xdtS' £q>r)fjiia6), 
1174 Tiq as xaxo(ppovmv T{0r)-
1175 (71 Saifiojv umepgap^q e/jiTtitvcov 
1176 ^eX((siv n:d(8T) yoepde 9avaxr)<p6pcx-
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This speech accords with the former. 
What god, malicious, over-heavy, persistently pressing, 
Drives you to chant of these lamentable 
Griefs with death their burden? 

As Fraenkel says, until the end of the eighteenth 

century this sentence had been printed with a question 

mark at the end. It seems that MacNeice had used those 

old editions because he has made this sentence an 

interrogative one. Fraenkel verifies his view by saying 

that this x(x( in the beginning of the phrase declares 

that it is indefinite. Apart from that, MacNeice has 

rendered this invocation of the chorus very eloquently. 

Fagles has used more modern editions and therefore he 

has rendered these lines in the affirmative form: "some 

spirit drops from the heights and treads you down". 

Fraenkel has "some malign power that falls . .". The 

difference is that MacNeices's interpretation makes the 

chorus ask fearfully if Cassandra has been driven by a 

malign power, whereas the versions of Fraenkel and 

Fagles sound as a realization of the chorus about 

something evil. 

1.1178-1185: Cassandra has now stopped her singing and 

speaks to the chorus in a monologue. Even though the 

excess movement of her body has stopped, her words 

contain a lot of movement of the natural elements. 

MacNeice's vocabulary is very forceful and he manages 

perfectly in giving us the meaning of Cassandra's 

words; while up to now she had spoken with riddles, her 

present speech will wash away all the misconceptions, 

like the sun washes away darkness, and she will make 

everything clear. MacNeice has used the word 

"conundrums" for atvxY/J^dcxcov which is more peculiar than 

Fraenkel's and Fagles' "riddles". 

1186 xfjv yap TyjvS' ouitox' sxXeiicsx xopdq 
1187 %6^^8oYYoq oux efeqxavoq- ou yap eO \ty£x. 
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For this house here a choir never deserts, 
Chanting together ill. For they mean ill, 

Cassandra introduces for the first time in this trilogy 

the monstrous Erinys. But from the very beginning we 

cannot understand who she is talking about since she 

uses the word xop6q; we know it only in 1.1190. For 

t̂3p.<poYYO<̂  oux eucpojvoq MacNeice has failed to give the 

antithesis; he has simply put "chanting together ill" 

which renders the meaning but does not state the 

contrast between "accord" and "ill-chanting". Fraenkel 

has managed in doing so: "... sings in concert and yet 

with no pleasant sound". Fagles is good, too, at 

pointing out the antithesis, but he has been very 

arbitrary. 

1188 xai fjit̂v KEKmxwq y', mq 8paat3veCT9ai nX^ov, 
1189 Ppdxsiov aipia xSfioq ev 56fjioiq 
1190 56a%E^%%oq au7Y6v6)v ̂EpivucDV, 

And to puff up their arrogance they have drunk 
Men's blood, this band of revellers that haunts the house. 
Hard to be rid of, fiends that attend the family. 

Here we have the features of the Erinys before 

listening to their actual name. MacNeice is very 

pictorial in presenting their image and he uses harsh 

diction about their actions. He also calls Erinys 

"fiends" whereas Fraenkel refers to them by name and 

Fagles uses their English translation "Furies". 

1191 u|ivo{>cri 5' ujivov Safiacriv irpoat̂ fj-svai 
1192 Tipdjtapxov Iv ^ipei 5' aninruuav 
1193 euvdq aSeXcpou xmi JtaxoiSvTi 5i)a)j.ev£iq. 

Established in its rooms they hymn their hymn 
Of that original sin, abhor in turn 
The adultery that proved a brother's ruin. 

(5cTr|v usually means "mental blindness, guilt, harm or 

damage". MacNeice has used the word "sin" which 

comprises all the above. Fraenkel is brighter here: 

"mind's blindness" and Fagles' has "frenzy" which 

characterizes the original passion that began it all. 
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For ujivoOcrt 5' 6/j.vov MacNeice creates an alliteration 

by using "hymn" which is the same for both verb and 

noun. Both Fraenkel and Fagles have used " sing" and 

"song". MacNeice has given in this way gravity to what 

the Furies shout. For T I A X O I S V C T 5I>CT)J,£ ve Cq MacNeice has 

rendered the meaning, which is the brother's 

misfortune. He has not translated exactly, as Fraenkel 

has done -"hostile to him who trampled on it (the 

bed)". But MacNeice has given the exact outcome of this 

hostility. Fagles has used Fraenkel's attitude but he 

has also added "showering curses on the man . 

1194 ^ xup© Tx ti-q wq; 
1195 vfrsoSdfjtavciq si/Jii 8upox6%oq cpX^Sav; 
1196 exfjiapTtiprjaov npoupdaaq T6 siS^vai 
1197 iraXaidq trnvS' a/iapxtaq 56^wv. 

A miss? Or do my arrows hit the mark? 
Or am I a quack prophet who knocks at doors, a babbler? 
Give me your oath, confess I have the facts. 
The ancient history of this house's crimes. 

MacNeice has not rendered xo^dTt^q but he has used "my 

arrows", which is the instruments that an archer uses. 

Also in order to stress Cassandra's thoughts about 

herself he has used "quack prophet" for 

Fraenkel has put "a false prophet" and Fagles "a fraud" 

which does not specify the exact property of Cassandra. 

In 1. 1196-1197, MacNeice has taken rtaXaicxq 

together, as Headlam and other scholars had done. But 

Fraenkel has attacked this view, he has considered it 

inappropriate because he has claimed that Cassandra 

does not expect the chorus to know the history of the 

crimes of the house of Atreidae, because if that was so 

the chorus would know it by rumours which might be 

false as well. For this reason Fraenkel has taken Xoycp 

together with sls^vocx: "Bear witness, upon oath, that 

thou hast not heard, and dost not know, the ancient 

wrong-doings of this house". Fagles has followed 
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Fraenkel' s rendering, that is, he has taken to 

qualify rcaXocvdq. 

1198 XO. \<xi jraq av'bpxou nfjyfJtcc y£vvaici>q nayiv 
1199 Ttaidiviov y^voito; 5^ aou, 
1200 TidvTou Tî pav xpafeiaav aXX69pot)v *%6Xiv* 
1201 xupevv Xiyovaav, Wnsp si irctpeataxsiq. 

And how could an oath's assurance, however finely assured, 
Turn out a remedy? I wonder, though, that you 
Being brought up overseas, of another tongue. 
Should hit on the whole tale as if you had been standing by. 

The chorus do not give an answer to the oath that 

Casandra has asked them to make, yswaicoq here has the 

meaning of something "genuine, within its nature", as 

Fraenkel has pointed out. He has translated "solidly 

secured" referring to the oath. Fagles is quite 

arbitrary even though he renders the meaning. I think 

that MacNeice's "finely assured" is a very delicate 

expression suiting the chorus' nature of being kind to 

the hostage. MacNeice's interpretation for davjiaCoi 

shows the bewilderment of the chorus who are puzzled 

about Cassandra's power. "I marvel at thee", that 

Fraenkel has used is not a very strong expression. 

iToXiv is considered corrupted and inappropriate to the 

context. That's why no one of the translators has 

rendered it. 

1.1198-1203: In this stichomytheia we learn about the 

strange relationship between Cassandra and Apollo, the 

source and nature of her prophetic powers and the kind 

of punishment that Apollo imposed on her after 

deceiving him. 

1206 KA. aXX' fjv TtaXaicTTt̂ q xdpt' sfioi rzviav xdpiv. 

He wrestled hard upon me, panting love. 

rcocXociCT'cr̂ q here has not the meaning of a profession but 

it implies that Apollo has fought to conquer her, as 

exactly MacNeice has rendered it. Fraenkel, although he 

stresses the meaning of it in his commentary, is not 
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very clear: "... he was a wrestler who mightily 

breather his grace upon me". Fagles shows the meaning 

eloquently but he is not faithful to the text: "He came 

like a wrestler, / magnificent, took me down." 

1211 XO. TiSq otvatoq fjaSa AO^(QU xAty; 
1212 KA. V%Ei8ov ouSiv' ooSev, mq xdt5' T̂ îtXaxov. 
1213 XO. rijjiiv ye 6r̂  niaxa GsaTtiCeiv Soxsiq. 

Then how did you escape the doom of Apollo's anger? 
I did not escape. No one ever believed me. 
Yet to us your words seem worthy of belief. 

BfvocToq is a peculiar word, showing the contrast to 

MacNeice's interpretation suits magnificently to the 

context, has not been rendered as an 

infinitive by any of the translators. Fraenkel has 

given the most accurate interpretation, "thy 

divinations" and Fagles the most pictorial, "your 

visions". MacNeice's rendering, "your words", is simply 

in accordance with the meaning. 

1.1214ff. Cassandra suddenly interrupts the 

stichomytheia and starts having new visions, which tell 

her of the bloody history of the palace. Her 

pronouncements, though macabre, are extremely powerful 

if we try to bring her visions before our eyes. 

1216 CTTpogei rocpaucxQv gpoi^toiq * * * 

Prophecy, dizzying prelude; distracts .,. 

There is doubt about the ending of this line. But as 

MacNeice has rendered it, it transfers the dramatic 

visions that start torturing Cassandra again. Fraenkel 

is not very clear, "once more a fearful pang of true 

prophecying whirls me round, troubling me with ... 

preludes". 

1220 xsCpaq xpswv irXî 9ovTeq oixeictq gopaq, 

Filling their hands with meat, flesh of themselves, 

olxsxac; gopaq has not been rendered by MacNeice. As it 

stands in the sentence it simply emphasizes the action 
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of "eating his own child's flesh", which is revealed in 

1.1222. Fraenkel has rendered it clearly "with their 

hands full of meat, the meat of their own flesh served 

as food" and Fagles has "their hands, they fill their 

hands / with their own flesh, they are serving it like 

food". But MacNeice's dramatic presentation of this 

image is marvelous, in particularly if we imagine the 

scene with Thyestes' children in front of the house 

holding their own guts! 

1223 ex TwvSe itoivdtq <pr)jjif gouXeueiv xxvdt 
1224 X^ovx' avaXxiv ev X^xei 
1225 oixoup6v, o^poi, xmi ^oX6vxi 5ea%6xq. 

For this I declare someone is plotting vengeance 
A lion? Lion but coward, that lurks in bed. 
Good watchdog truly against the lord's return-

MacNeice like so many other scholars, has made jioXdvxv 

Ssaitdxtj dependent on olxoupdv. But Fraenkel has 

strongly attacked this attitude because he says that 

ot-xoupov stands by itself and it nowhere in the text is 

connected with a dative. On the other hand, by bringing 

forward other examples, he insists that when gouXsuetv 

has as an object something that brings destruction, 

usually there is a dative declaring the person who is 

affected. So JJLOXOVXI. 5EO'TC6XT3 is better connected with 

PouXeOeiv, according to Fraenkel's view: "Hence 

vengeance is being plotted, ... a stay at-home, ah me, 

who plots against the master on his return". But a 

fault of Fraenkel here is that he repeats PouXsusiv 

twice. Fagles, though arbitrary, has agreed with 

MacNeice's expression: "... someone plots revenge . . . 

he sprawled at home in the royal fair / and set a trap 

for the lord on his return". MacNeice has used his own 

dramatic technique in rendering X 6 O V T ' TSTVOCXXVV; he has 

first put a question, as though Cassandra is terrified 

at the revelation of the murderei—to-be. Also MacNeice 

has shown his surprise at calling a lion "coward" and 
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he has rendered it this way, showing the contrast 

between a lion and the figurative sense that it has 

here. Fraenkel, too, is very concerned about the 

characterization of the X^ovx' 'dvaXxiv and though here 

he has found that the lion is the symbol of the 

Atreidae he cannot find a plausible explanation for 

that. Fraenkel has put "craven lion" but Fagles has 

showed the contrast: "A lion who lacks a lion's heart", 

ev CTxpii5cp<3l>)j.evov has not been given by Fraenkel any 

erotic sense though it refers to Aegisthus. It was not 

to Aeschylus style to give such connotations in his 

plays. That is why Fraenkel believes that in these 

lines and especially in 1.1226 there are 

interpolations. So he has interpreted "... lion, 

wallowing in the bed". But MacNeice has presented 

Aegisthus' malice even more eloquently. As for 1. 1226, 

Fraenkel considers it offensive to Cassandra's 

personality to attribute such a quotation to her; how 

can we imagine her, while talking about her terrible 

visions, to interrupt her prophecy and like a silly and 

romantic girl cry about her unfortunate fate? Fraenkel 

considers this line as an interpolation inserted by 

a scholar because it was a common expression in the 

tragic diction. 

1227 veav 5' airotp^oq'IXiou x' avaaxax^q 
1228 oux oiSsv oia yX^oucx p^o^x^q xuv6q 
1229 xaxxstvaaa q)0ti5p6vouq 5{xr]v 
1230 otxr̂q XaSpotiou xsij^exai xaxqi xuxq. 

Leader of the ships, overturner of Troy, 
He does not know what plots the accursed hound 
With the licking tongue and the pricked-up ear will plan 
In the manner of a lurking doom, in an evil hour. 

MacNeice has rendered very powerfully the words of 

Cassandra which feature Clytemnestra as a monster. For 

p.tcrr)xf)q xuv6q he calls her "the accursed hound" in 

contrast to Fraenkel's milder "the lewd creature" and 

Fagles' even more powerful "detestable hellhound". For 
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xaxxetvacra (pat5p6vooq MacNeice has rendered it in the 

figurative way whereas Fraenkel has translated 

accurately. •"Axriq Xa8po£xou here has been rendered by 

MacNeice as "lurking doom", by Fraenkel as "treacherous 

Ate" and by Fagles as "the Fury's hiding". It seems 

that MacNeice is the most pictorial here. 

1231 ToidtSe TdXfjia- cipaevoq (povei3q' 

A daring criminal! Female murders male. 

MacNeice's rendering is under the general sense of the 

word and he has used the indefinite article - Fraenkel 

and Fagles have used the indefinite one. Fraenkel has 

written "the female the slayer of the male" and Fagles 

"the woman kills the man". MacNeice, contrary to his up 

to now attitude, does not specify to his audience the 

particular persons that Cassandra sees. But the 

audience does not miss the sequence of the seeress' 

revelation, may be his rendering stresses even more 

vividly the unexpected nature of the murder; it seems 

incompatible that the murderer will be a female and not 

a male as it was used to be. 

1235 Stjouaav''AiSou 'cccrnovboy x' '''Api^ 
1236 (piXoiq rtv^ooaav; . . . 

A raving mother of death who breathes against her folk 
War to the finish. 

The worst characteristics that can be attributed to a 

woman in Aeschylus' tragedies are heard here. Scholars, 

among them Fraenkel, questioned the use of ''AvSou 

)jLr|T̂ pa here. After a long talk Fraenkel concludes that 

it is quite appropriate because in some Greek 

expression it was used for "a raging hellish mother". 

As for 'DCTTTOVSOV X' ^'Apr) cpiXotq TCV^OUCTCXV it is prophetic 

about the punishment of Clytemnestra by Orestes and 

Electra. q^Xoiq refers mostly to her children which 

will eternally hate her because she killed their 

father. In Greek vocabulary "ocarcovSov Tt6X£)j.ov meant a 
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war without a truce or an outcome which ended only 

after the complete destruction of one of the two 

fighting parties. So, under this light MacNeice is the 

best with "war to the finish". Fraenkel is good -

"truceless war" but Fagles is dubious: "deathless war". 

1236 ... oiq 5' sitfflXoXtî axQ 
1237 r) TiavTdToXpoq, Wnep ev 
1238 Soxsi 5i xaipsiv voaxipKj) aoxqptai. 

... Listen to her shout of triumph, 

Who shirks no horrors, like men in a rout of battle. 

And yet she poses as glad at their return. 

MacNeice seems to have been drawn by the simile ©CTnsp 

ev xpon^i where he speaks indefinitely about the 

men in the battle and continues referring to them even 

in the next line which is actually concerning 

Agamemnon. Though his interpretation is not irrelevant 

to the facts, because Agamemnon did not come back 

alone, it distracts the attention and the concentration 

of the audience. Both Fraenkel and Fagles refer to 

Agamemnon specifically; Fraenkel: "... he is safe home 

again", Fagles "he is safe at home from war saved for 

her" [this is an arbitrary addition]. 

1239 xat xavS' bfiotov xi fiî  ITEISID' xi yap; 

If you distrust my words, what does it matter? 

ToivS' ofjiotov has been rendered neither by MacNeice nor 

by Fagles; but there is no difference in the meaning 

because the result will be the same, namely, the chorus 

will believe Cassandra only after all the crimes have 

been committed. It is bound to happen, there is no way 

they could stop Clytemnestra from doing it. 

1242 XO. xfjv )I€V 9U^CTXOU Saixa TtaiSstav xpeoiv 
1243 ^uvf)xa xai ir̂ qjpixa xai (p6Poq fji' 
1244 xXu6vx' aXqGwq oi>66v ê tjxaafjî va' 
1245 xd 5' axouaaq ex Spofiou irsaiiv xp^xw. 

Thyestes' dinner of his children's meat 
I understood and shuddered, and fear grips me 
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To hear the truth, not framed in parables. 
But hearing the rest I am thrown out of my course. 

The chorus are the first ones to express their 

recognition of Cassandra's prophetic art. But they are 

unable to conceive what she said about Agamemnon's 

death. MacNeice has rendered the chorus shuddering at 

the hearing of Thyestes' eating his own children and 

also their recognition that Cassandra is speaking the 

truth. MacNeice is marvelous in ouS^v e^r|xaafj.6va; this 

" not framed in parable" expresses his attitude to the 

seers who speak disguisely. Fraenkel has something 

similar -"not through images" and Fagles "no dark signs 

about it". But MacNeice is both explicit and eloquent. 

1246 KA. 'AYap.6fJivov6q <Ji ETt6fea9av Âopov. 

It is Agamemnon's death I tell you you shall witness, 

Cassandra stops speaking with clues and refers to 

Agamemnon's death by name. MacNeice has emphasized her 

words by starting "it is Agamemnon's ... ". 

1247 XO. socpr̂ ôv, a tdtXaiva, xoifir)aov CTxdpia. 

Stop! Provoke no evil. Quiet your mouth! 

MacNeice has not rendered k> xdXaivoc and he has added 

"Provoke no evil" which has not an equivalent in the 

text. However this is what the chorus mean when 

addressing her. 

1249 XO. o6-k, e\n£p 't<yza\ y'' aXXdc (j,f) y^voird 

Not if this shall be so. But may some chance avert it. 

The wish of the chorus ocWdc jsY) y^voiTd Tiaq has been 

expressed dynamically by MacNeice because by using this 

"avert" they imply that they believe her but they wish 

the opposite. Fraenkel, as he has rendered it, shows 

only the wish: "but may it not chance to happen!" The 

same meaning expresses Fagles -"but god forbid it is!" 

1250 KA. (70 p6v xateuxq, Toiq 5' OTOxtstveiv 
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You are praying. But others are busy with murder. 

In MacNeice's rendering it is clear that the murder is 

committed at the very moment Cassandra is speaking. 

However, as Fraenkel and Fagles have rendered it, it 

means that the murderers are about to kill. Fraenkel 

has "but their thought is of killing" and Fagles "they 

close in to kill!" This is a pictorial image. 

1253 XO. Touq y&p xeXoovxaq oo %uvq%a firjxavt̂ v. 

But I do not understand the assassin's method. 

Fraenkel does not believe that here refers to 

the way of killing; he considers that it is out of 

context, while the chorus are preoccupied by insisting 

to learn who the killer is, suddenly to give up their 

inquiry and ask about the means of killing. So Fraenkel 

has "... who they are who will accomplish the design". 

Fagles has agreed with Fraenkel and follows the logical 

question: "... who can bring the evil off". But 

MacNeice and others are not bothered by this lapse 

because it may well add more to the excitement of the 

chorus. They may be aware of Cassandra's exact 

utterings but, they refuse to believe this. That is why 

In 1. 1247 and 1249 they wish things to be averted, but 

in vain. So this question betrays the chorus supposed 

misunderstanding and as if they have accepted it, after 

Cassandra's remark that they are far from 

understanding, they stop asking about the person but 

about the way of carrying out this horrible act. 

1255 XO. xai yap zd TtuSbxpavxa- 5ua)jia9f) 5' . 

So does Delphi but the replies are hard. 

iru96xp0i:vT0i means the oracles of Delphi, the sayings of 

Pythia. MacNeice's interpretation is accurate but by 

having only this "Delphi", he does not specify what he 

particularly means. Since he has made this translation 

for the stage, it may happen that some from the 
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audience cannot understand immediately that he is 

referring to the oracle. Fraenkel and Fagles are better 

here. Fraenkel has "the Pythian ordinances" and Fagles 

"the Delphic oracle". 

1.1256ff. Cassandra had up to now two visions, one 

about the past crimes committed in the palace and 

another about Agamemnon's death. But n o w in her third 

dramatical prediction she foresees her own death as 

well as the outcome of these crimes which will bring 

even more blood, that is to say, the murder that 

Orestes will commit in order to punish the murderers of 

his father. 

1256 KA. rtajtav, oiov xd ici5p [56 |ioi]. 
1257 OTOtoi, AOxei' ^'AitoXXov, o'i ikyal. 
1258 auxr) 5iitooq X^aiva 
1259 Xuxw X6ovxoq evyevoHq arrouatai 
1260 XTEVsi ps Tî v TaXaivav 6q 56 (pdp/jiaxov 
1261 teuxouaa xa^ou pixa96v £v9f)CTSi noxai" 

Ah what a fire it is! It comes upon me. 
Apollo, Wolf-Destroyer, pity, pity .., 
It is the two-foot lioness who beds 
Beside a wolf, the noble lion away, 
It is she will kill me. Brewing a poisoned cup 
She will mix my punishment too in the angry draught 

MacNeice opens this shaking uttering of Cassandra with 

exclamations of terror and desperation. He stresses the 

identity of the murderess by using this "lioness". But 

he has not rendered for a second time Cassandra's pity 

about herself, that is, xdXaivav. |J.I,ct96V is puzzling 

here; it has not the sense of compensation. Fraenkel 

has "will add a guerdon for me too" and Fagles "adding 

a measure more of hate for me". It seems that as 

MacNeice has rendered it -"punishment"- is in agreement 

with other translators. The strength and passion in 

which MacNeice describes Cassandra's comments of 

Clytemnestra is evident. The image of Clytemnestra that 

he has given to the audience is that of a monstrous 

woman with no feeling and pity at all. 
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1262 sneOxetai cpo>T{ (pdaycxvov 
1263 ayayfiq avxiTSCasffeoti (p6vov. 

And boasts, sharpening the dagger for her husband. 
To pay back murder for my bringing here, 

These words of Cassandra are ambiguous, the question is 

if avx v xs iosCTSat q>6vov means that her death 

will be "a pay for her" or "a retaliation for her" . At 

any rate, Cassandra herself stresses that the main 

motives of the murder are directed to Agamemnon, her 

own murder will be an accomplishment to his. As 

Fraenkel has rendered it, he seems to adopt the idea 

that her own death will be "a retaliation for her" : 

"... because I have been brought here that she will 

exact a penalty of bloody death". Fagles translates 

similarly: "he brought me home and we will pay in 

carnage". But MacNeice's rendering conveys the meaning 

of "paying for her" which is also right if we take it 

together with xoc/j-ou jixaedv. 

1266 iup6 f ioipaq xfjc; SvofcpSspo). 

My hour is coming- but you shall perish first. 

It shows all the hate that Cassandra bears for the 

symbols of her prophetic art. Now, that there is no 

hope, she brings them down with disgust. MacNeice's 

rendering of this "perish" shows all her frustration. 

1270 xp^axqptav s<79f)x' , lnoi ixst jaaq 56 p.£ 
1271 xav xoUcrSe xoCTfioiq xaxayeXo^Zv^v (jL^yot 
1272 cpiXwv uTt' sxGpwv ou 5ixopp6%oq j i dx r j v 

Of my prophetic gear, who has looked on 
When in this dress I have been a laughing-stock 
To friends and foes alike, and to no purpose; 

q>t\63V un' sx8pwv has been rendered by MacNeice, Headlam 

and others as if Cassandra "was mocked by friends and 

foes alike". But Fraenkel has attacked this view by 

stating that Cassandra at this time of her prophecy 

stopped her thought upon Troy only for a while as she 

remembered what Apollo had done to her. So he has 
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"mightly mocked by friends who were foes". Fagles' 

rendering is under this sense: "mortified by friends / 

I loved, and they hated me". Since there is no 

connection between and ex8pojv and with regard to 

the time that Cassandra talks about, we come to believe 

that Fraenkel is right about his remark. He also notes 

that oxi 6ixopp6nwq goes together with )jid£Tr|V because the 

(pi\a>v UTT' E^Qp^V is already powerful by itself, 

consequently it does not need anything else to put 

emphasis upon this. MacNeice has not rendered this at 

all, it is a fault of his because he has not 

transmitted the emphasis upon Cassandra's scorn for her 

art. Fraenkel has "and their delusion clear beyond 

doubt". Fagles is arbitrary but he has conveyed the 

meaning: "they were so blind to their own demise". 

1273 xaXou^fvT) 5^, cpoiTotq aq ayupTpia, 
1274 rtxaxoq xdXaiva Xi^oGv^q r)veCTx6pir)v 

They called me crazy, like a fortune-teller, 
A poor starved beggar-woman - and I bore it. 

Fraenkel does not agree with those scholars who put a 

comma after cpotTdq, because he claims that the scorn 

upon Cassandra consisted of calling her names and not 

that she, a princess, had not anything to eat. But as 

MacNeice has put the comma in a different way, while he 

is in line with Fraenkel about the calling of names. 

1275 vGv 6 jidcvxiq d̂cvxiv sxTtpd̂ otq £p.i 
1276 airî YotY' sq xoiotaSe Savaaifiouq xtjxaq. 

And now the prophet undoing his prophetess 
Has brought me to this final darkness. 

MacNeice is very pictorial in describing the punishment 

that Apollo has imposed on Cassandra, in particularly, 

this final darkness sounds as the absolute punishment 

upon her. Fraenkel has "to die like this" and so Fagles 

has done. 

1277 poipiou Traxpaiou 5' avx' £7ii|rivov 
1278 Gsp^oi xoKsiaqq cpotviov Kpoo^aypaxi. 
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Instead of my father's altar the executioner's block 
Waits me the victim, red with my hot blood. 

MacNeice has given us Cassandra's words about her own 

death. He has not rendered xoTt£io"r|q at all. Fraenkel, 

who has done so, has written "when I am slaughtered in 

sacrifice before the burial". So has done Fagles: "the 

first blood draws / for the king's last rites". Some 

commentators believe that it is not xoTtetcrr)q but 

xoTT^VToq, so Cassandra would be sacrificed first as a 

preliminary victim. But Fraenkel does not consider this 

appropriate and he has assumed that her own death was 

the last rite. 

1279 ou fifjv &Tipo{ y' EX 8ewv Ts9vfĵ ofjiev 
1280 yap rĵjiSv otXXoq au Tvp.dopoq, 
1281 fJit̂ TpoxTdvov cpiTUfjia, Tcoiv&xoip Traxpdq-
1282 cpuYdq 5' Tf̂ aSs yfiq ared^svoq, 
1283 xaxeicTiv axaq xdaSe 8piY%6awv (piXoiq-
1 2 8 4 v i v u r e x i a a f x a x e i f i ^ v o u T t a x p 6 q . 

But the gods will not ignore me as I die. 
One will come after to avenge my death, 
A matricide, a murdered father's champion. 
Exile and tramp and outlaw he will come back 
To gable the family house of fatal crime; 
His father's outstretched corpse shall lead him home. 

This part of Cassandra's speech will be the subject of 

the second part of the trilogy, the Choephoroe. 

MacNeice has tried hard to instil into these words as 

much drama as he can. But he should include Agamemnon's 

name in the pronouncement of the future punishment of 

the murderers. Instead, MacNeice has followed older 

commentators' attitude in 1.1279 with Ts8v^%opEv and 

1. 1280 with that is, he has transferred the 

plural as if it is concerning Cassandra alone CSchiitz, 

Kennedy, Wilamowitz, Mazon). So he translates in 

singular number. But later on, Fraenkel attacked this 

rendering because from 1.1281 onwards Cassandra speaks 

about her own fate always in connection with that of 

Agamemnon. For this reason Fraenkel thinks of it as 
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improbable to be singular: "Yet our death shall not be 

unavenged ... for there shall come another to avenge us 

Fagles has followed Fraenkel's view: "We will 

die, . . . There will come another to avenge us . 

ocxi^ox has the literary sense of "one without honour". 

But here it is an equivalent to &Tip6pwToq because it 

was a habit of ancient orators and tragedians to 

consider it like this. Also the x i. jacStopoq of 1.1280 

strengthens this treatment here. MacNeice's rendering 

is ambiguous; this "ignore" may be taken in both 

senses. Fraenkel is positive about the equivalent of 

axT. jj.(Bpr)XOT.: "... our death shall not be unavenged by 

gods" and Fagles has conceived it in its literary 

sense: "... but not without some honour from gods . ..". 

unxx<x<jji(x has not been rendered accurately by MacNeice, 

because in the scholarly sense it means lying on the 

ground. Both Fraenkel and Fagles have rendered it this 

way, Fraenkel has "his father's outstretched body as it 

lies on the ground ..." and Fagles "as his father lies 

upon the ground". But MacNeice has created a dramatic 

image in his translation and has also conveyed the 

meaning of "lying down on the ground" ; he has used the 

expression "outstretched corpse". 

1285 XI 5f)x' eya xdxoixxoq §5' avacrx̂ vco; 

Why need I then lament so pitifully? 

MacNeice has made this line subordinate to what 

follows, but Fraenkel attacks this view by considering 

it not possible. He claims that this line, from the 

meaning's point of view depends upon 1. 1279 and it is a 

conclusion to Cassandra's suffering. Fagles, as he has 

rendered it, is ambiguous. First he has a lacuna 

between 1. 1284 and 1285 so we may assume that it is a 

subordinate to 1. 1286ff. ; but in 1. 1286, STTS{ X 6 TxpoSxov 

has not been translated at all. Fagles starts "I have 
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seen my city It is really difficult to understand 

which attitude he has followed. 

1290 [ ojjicljfioxai ydp opxoq ex Gemv 

This line has not been rendered by any of the three 

commentators, for it is thought to be a very dubious 

insertion. Fraenkel has considered all the 

possibilities but he is unable to find any logical 

sequence either in the previous or in the next lines of 

the text. 

1291 ''Ai5ou TiuXaq 5i xduS' eyoi Kpoaevviito-

Look, these gates are the gates of Death. I greet them. 

MacNeice has been successful in the simile of the gates 

of the palace with those of Death. He speaks directly 

in contrast to Fraenkel who has: "And this door I 

address as the gate of Hades". Fagles has translated: 

"I address you as the Gates of Death". 

1299 KA. oux feax' otXu^iq, ou, ^fvoi, *xp6v(j) 

There is no escape, strangers. No; not by postponement. 

Xp6v9 TrXem is considered corrupted by Fraenkel. That's 

why he has not rendered it at all. Fagles has put "not 

now" but Fraenkel thinks of it to be disordant with 

Cassandra's attitude who has already decided not to 

wait any more for her death, since it is bound to 

happen. MacNeice's interpretation responds to the usage 

of the expression into the stichomytheia but does not 

make any particular sense. It sounds only as a useless 

addition to what Cassandra has already said. 

1300 XO. o 5' uaxax6q ye xoij xpovou itpeCTpeusxai, 

But the last moment has the privilege of hope. 

MacNeice is the most eloquent, for he attributes to 

TupsCTPsusTocx the underlying meaning that it has here, 

namely, that there is hope even at the last moment. 

1302 XO. otXX' 'ia9i xX^^wv ot5a' art' euxdXpiou <pp£v6q. 
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This patience of yours comes from a brave soul, 

MacNeice has not rendered which gives more 

emphasis to Cassandra's quality of character. 

1308 XO. Ti tout' "î cpeû aq; st TI fjirj cppsvmv 

Why faugh? Or is this some hallucination? 

The rendering for cppev^v CTTuyoq is a beautiful 

expression which suits perfectly Cassandra's 

personality. Fraenkel has put "some horror in thy 

fancy" and Fagles "some horror in the brain". However 

"hallucination" conveys all the above stated 

interpretations. 

1309 KA. (pdvov SOJJLOV KV^OUCTVV 

These walls breathe out a death that drips with blood. 

The translation of qjovov as Sdcvatov does not stress 

very much the crime that is committed. Both Fraenkel 

and Fagles have used "murder". 

1311 KA. ofjLotoq axjioq 'aajisp ex tdcpou Ttpsitei. 

It is like a breath out of a charnel-house. 

MacNeice is marvellous in describing xd(q)OU because here 

it is an open grave where bodies and bones are placed 

after the sacrifice; he calls it "a charnel-house" 

which sounds peculiar but accurate. 

1316 OOTOI 5uao((m, Sd^vov ms opvxq, cpopa 

I am not afraid like a bird afraid of a bush 

SuCToiĴ co has not been transferred accurately by MacNeice 

and he has failed to remind us of the proverb that a 

bird is afraid of the bush because of human trapping 

and therefore that is why it cries out. Fraenkel has "I 

do not raise this woeful cry like the bird that shuns 

the bush, from fear . . ."; too many words to render what 

is evident. Fagles has translated "I cried out, not 

from fear like a bird fresh caught". Fagles' 

translation is marvelous here, because he has kept 
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close to the text up to the point that he wants to make 

his proverb clear. MacNeice is not bad, but compared to 

Fagles he is not so accurate. 

1319 avî p z£ SuaScxfiapToq avx' av5p6q 

And a man falls for a man with a wicked wife. 

MacNeice is quite eloquent especially in describing 

6uCT5dp.ofpToq. siri ̂ evoOfjicxi. , in 1. 1320, has been rendered 

in different ways by each one of the translators. 

Fraenkel has "I ask this favourC?) ..." and Fagles "A 

stranger's gift". Fraenkel agrees mostly with 

MacNeice's rendering, but all three have implied that 

Cassandra asks for the kind judgement of the chorus 

when she will be dead. 

1321 XO. Q xXfj^ov, oixxipQ} ae GsCTcpdTou .̂6pou. 

Alas, I pity you for the death you have foretold. 

m xXf^/iov has not been rendered by MacNeice as an 

invocation to Cassandra, there is only an exclamation. 

Both Fraenkel and Fagles have addressed it to her. 

Fraenkel has "poor maid" and Fagles "poor creature". 

1322 KA. otTtâ  eiiisiv pfjcriv rj Spfjvov 96Xia 
1323 Sfjiov t6v aoTfjq- ... 

One more speech I have; I do not wish to raise 
The dirge for my own self 

MacNeice has followed Herman's reading for ou 9pf)vov 

but Fraenkel considers it totally inappropriate. He has 

adopted Spfjvov without thinking of it as the only 

solution, but it seems to be the best for him. He 

Justifies his view by the whole meaning of the last 

uttering of Cassandra which implies that this pfjatq of 

hers is going to be a lament. Fagles has followed 

Fraenkel's view, as well: "I'd like a few words more, a 

kind of dirge ...". 

1323 . , , 5' EnEu%opai 
1324 jrpdq DCTTotxov cpaq *TOtq Ifjiovq Tifiaopoiq 
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1325 exGpoiq q)Oveuai. xoiq xtvstv o^ou* 
1326 5ouXr)q 9otvot3ar)q, sujjiapouq xeipd^aToq. 

.,. But to the sun I pray 
In face of his last light that my avengers 
May make my murderers pay for this my death, 
Death of a woman slave, an easy victim. 

These lines are so corrupted that even Fraenkel after 

considering all the previous scholars cannot find any 

solution. He only concludes that the general meaning is 

"that the guilty ones may requite my avengers not only 

for the king's murder but also for the slying of me, 

the slave, an easy overthrow". Also Fraenkel has made 

another assumption: he prefers to take SouXr^q as an 

objective genitive to sup-apoDq xeipwpaToq and does not 

accept interpretations like MacNeice's and Headlam's -

"an easy victim." MacNeice however has rendered the 

meaning clearly giving to his audience the reason for 

this last speech of Cassandra. 

1327 KA. ppoxsiof itpdyM®'̂ ' ' sutuxouvxa pev 
1328 CTxicSt Tiq ̂ dtv xp^yeiev el 6^ Suaxux^'-i 
1329 goXcKiq bYp^aaav aKoyyoq ^Xsasv ypa^qv. 
1330 xal xaux' exstvav jiaXXov oixxipw rtoXu. 

LE. Ah the fortunes of men! When they go well 
A shadow sketch would match them, and in ill-fortune 
The dab of a wet sponge destroys the drawing. 
It is not myself but the life of man I pity. 

These wonderful words of Cassandra at the threshold of 

her death reveal how fragile human happiness is. It has 

an equivalent to the drawing of the painters which are 

easily wiped out with a wet cloth. Headlam and MacNeice 

have adopted an epigram by H.Weil in which Cassandra's 

words end in 1. 1326 and the quotation in 1. 1327-1330 is 

referred to the leader of the chorus. The majority of 

scholars strongly disagree with it and Fraenkel thinks 

of this treatment as extraordinary. Even though 

Fraenkel is lenient towards this attitude of MacNeice 

with the thought that he -being a poet as Aeschylus 

was- has the same feeling and understanding, he 
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h a ^ p p o s e d to this kind of treatment by saying that we 

cannot "deprive this great figure of Cassandra in the 

greatest Athenian's masterpiecce of her share in the 

old heritage of the Hellenic mind, the urge that forces 

her to leave the particular behind and rise upwards 

into the sphere of the universal". Besides, Cassandra 

does not speak about herself but about the ficklessness 

of human situation and fate. 

MacNeice has not only attributed the uttering of these 

lines to the Leader but he has also completely 

distorted the meaning of i&v or even avxp^v|/et£v 

-as some commentators have used. The effect is 

disastrous because he has failed to show what was a 

common sense to the Athenians and Aeschylus, that is, 

human fate may easily turn to be either good or bad. 

Fraenkel has translated "when there is success, a 

shadow may turn it;" and Fagles "when all is well a 

shadow can overturn it". Fagles has translated from 

avTp£i)/et£v which Fraenkel does not accept because what 

was familiar to the Greeks of Aeschylus' times was the 

xponT^ of things not the avaxporct^; Fraenkel confirms 

this view by bringing examples from Cho, 775 and Pers, 

941f. 

MacNeice seems prone to misunderstanding here. In 

1. 1329 he has translated goXatq as "dab" but Fraenkel 

disagrees with this rendering by saying that goXcxtc; 

exclude the idea of a slow wiping out. It conveys the 

meaning of a very quick movement. Therefore he has put 

"a wet sponge with one dash blot out . ..". Fagles has 

followed Fraenkel: "... a stroke of the wet sponge / 

and the picture's blotted out". The one thing that all 

three translators agree is the use of ypa.(pf\ in the 

context, which does not mean "writing" but "picture or 

drawing". 
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As Cassandra goes into the palace -to meet her death-

the chorus start realizing the gravity and truth of her 

words: 

P ? 5 
1331 XO. t6 £u JipdtCTaeiv ax6p£CTTOv ĉpu 
1332 rraai Ppoxoiaiv.-. 

Prosperity in all men cries 
For more prosperity. 

MacNeice depicts prosperity crying for more and more. 

Also he is the only one, who has translated rraat. 

Fraenkel has included it in one word, "mankind". 

1332 ... SaxxuXoSstxTCBV 5' 
1333 ouTtq aitsiiroiv s'lpysi, fjisXd£9pQ>v, 
1334 xdSe (pavav. 

... Even the owner 
Of the finger-pointed-at palace never shuts 
His door against her, saying 'Come no more'. 

MacNeice seems to be the best because he is definite 

about the subject of Saxxs i Xo5e x xxcov and ccTxstird&v. 

Fraenkel and Fagles have translated straight from ouxiq 

but MacNeice has replaced it with "the owner" whom 

ouTxq claims at. MacNeice has adopted the same attitude 

for fji£Xc5t9pci)v: "palace", whereas Fraenkel has "a hall" 

and Fagles "his door". 

1338 vOv 5' SI Jtpox̂ pfflv aifi' artoxevaai 
1339 xai xotav Savouav 9av6v *ocXXo>v* 
1340 Tioivdtq 9avdtxci>v sjiixpdvai . . . 

But now if for former bloodshed 
He must pay blood 
And dying for the dead shall cause 
Other deaths in atonement 

There is a lot of speculation about cxXXoov, in 

particularly, which deaths are implied by this: those 

of Thyestes' children, that of Iphigeneia or 

Clytemnestra's and Aegisthus deaths? Fraenkel finds 

that there is a lot of corruption in these lines and he 

has excluded this word from his translation: "but if he 

should pay for the blood of those slain aforetime, and 
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give to the dead, by his own death, a full recompense 

for ... deaths ..."; Fagles' interpretation has 

followed Fraenkel's adaptation. MacNeice is terse and 

positive about the meaning of these lines. 

1343ff. The chorus had not even finished their thought 

and the crying of Agamemnon comes from the interior of 

the palace. They have already mentioned that they are 

very weak to offer any kind of help. So the chorus will 

not hurry into the palace. In order to reduce their 

anxiety they start expressing their opinion on what is 

taking place inside. 

1343 Af . fflfiov, ii£7rXr)YM«^ x a i p t a v '6cr&>. 
1344 XO. crvyof t i q JiXriyt^v a U t s i x a i p t w q o o x a a j i e v o q ; 
1345 A f . p.dX' o t 0 8 i q , SsuTspav nenXri 'Yp.^voq. 

Oh! I am struck a mortal blow - within! 
Silence! Listen. Who calls out, wounded with a mortal stroke? 
Again - the second blow - I am struck again. 

Agamemnon's cries have been rendered by MacNeice in a 

terse and dramatic diction. He has used "within" for 

sem, which usually is accompanied by a genitive but it 

is not the case here. Both Fraenkel and Fagles have 

used "deep" but MacNeice's word makes the actual crime 

more dramatic and gives a double meaning to Agamemnon's 

murder. This "within" implies the actual deep stroke on 

the one hand, but also that Agamemnon's murder is 

committed from "within" his own house, from his own 

wife. 

1346 XO. ToupYov slpYdto"9ai Soxef ^oi ^cxuiX^coq oip.coyp.aaiv. 
1347 aXXd xoivwow^eG' if)V rcaq aacpaXfj gouXeufjioct' [ f ) i ] . 

You heard the king cry out. I think the deed is done. 
Let us see if we can concert some sound proposal. 

The leader of the chorus attempts to summon up the men 

to think of what kind of action can be taken. MacNeice 

has used a very modern vocabulary to express the 

leader's action. It is heard as if we are in an 
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official meeting and are about to make an important 

decision about the future of an industrial company. 

1348 E-yw fjîv ufiCv XT̂ v Xsya, 
1349 Jtpog 5wp% Ssup' aa-roxCTi XT^puaaeiv go^v. 

Well, I will tell you my opinion-
Raise an alarm, summon the folk to the palace. 

here has not only the meaning of "opinion" as 

MacNeice has interpreted, but also -according to 

Fraenkel- it implies the "proposal, the motion". 

Fraenkel has put "I for my part tell you what I 

propose". Fagles has used the ambiguous "I say , . 

but as he has used it, it has the meaning of proposal, 

xr^puo^aexv 3ot)v does not only refer to the chorus 

themselves to raise a cry for help, but to send 

messengers to the town and do so. Fraenkel insists on 

this proposal and verifies his position by saying that 

most editors have received it this way. From MacNeice's 

translation we understand that the chorus will mobilize 

the whole town, especially as he has given it in the 

imperative form. Fraenkel has made it clear "to let 

criers sound a summons to the citizens ..." and so does 

Fagles: "I say send out heralds, muster the guard . 

From all them MacNeice has mostly attributed to the 

chorus the sense of anxiety and agony under which they 

are talking. 

1350 Ifjioi 5' ""ditcaq xax'^oxa y' kpiKecjeiv 5oxei 
1351 xat K P A Y P ' sXZyxsiv CTUV veoppuxu îcpei. 

I say burst in with all speed possible, 
Convict them of the deed while still the sword is wet. 

MacNeice is excellent in rendering the proposal of 

dashing into the palace. The question about this 

quotation is, whether vsoppuxcp derives from 

v6oq+pe<a which means "fresh-flowing" or V£oq+pi3ci) which 

has the meaning of "Just drawn". Fraenkel has assumed 

that it derives from puw: "... and prove the deed while 

the newly drawn sword is there". He considers it 
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unlikely for vsoppijxffl ^tcpst to come from psco although 

Sigwick, Verrall, Mazon and Thomson have done so. 

MacNeice has followed the above mentioned scholars' 

attitude and the way he has rendered it is in complete 

accordance with this. Fagles also has followed 

MacNeice's idea: "... catch them red-handed-butchery 

running on their blades". 

1354 opav TidpsCTTX • (ppoi>xidtCovxai ydcp wq 
1355 xupavviSoq o^^eia Tip&acxovxEs jidXei. 

The case is plain. This is but the beginning. 
They are going to set up dictatorship in the state. 

MacNeice is tragic in the transferring of this 

utterance. He has created three phrases instead of two, 

which reveal the stress under which the man is 

speaking; there is not much time, whatever they say 

they have to act effectively and swiftly. Fagles is 

very practical, too: "Look at them, beating the drum 

for insurrection". For xupavviiq MacNeice has used 

"dictatorship" which is a modern term and reflects the 

political background of the mid-1930s. Fraenkel has 

used the classical term "tyranny". Fagles' 

"insurrection" sounds modern as well. 

1356 xpov{(o^ev yap' oi 5e xt̂ q p^XXouq xX^oq 
1357 TteSov rcaxouvxeq ou xa6et35ouCTiv ^spt. 

We are wasting time. The assassins tread to earth 
The decencies of delay and give their hand no sleep. 

jieXXouq from jjisXX<a is an ancient poetic form for 

jaiXXr^ai q. Fraenkel has put "cautious delay", while 

Fagles has simply "cautious". MacNeice seems to be the 

most substantial of all; he has used only "delay". 

1366 f) y&p xexjxr]pio\axv oipwy^axwv 
1367 piavx£ua6)iea9a xav5p6q iq oXwXoxoq; 

And are we on the evidence of groans 
Going to give oracle that the prince is dead? 

MacNeice is not successful in translating xavSpoq as 

"the prince" even if it is clear that it is referred to 
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Agamemnon, At least he should be "the king" or "he" as 

both Fraenkel and Fagles have. 

1368 CTd<p' eiSdxaq xpfj xavSs puGsicGai Tî pi-
1369 1:6 ydcp XONDT^SIV T O U ad(p' siS^VAI Stya. 

We must know the facts for sure and then be angry. 
Guesswork is not the same as certain knowledge. 

pLuBsroSax has not been accepted by all commentators. 

Some of them, like Hermann, have adopted Ahren's 

9upioucr8ai. MacNeice has followed this interpretation 

but Fraenkel has attacked it considering 9u/Jioua9ai 

completely out of context and in accordance with %p^. 

He says that it is out of the spirit of the chorus, 

because each one from the men avoids to adopt a certain 

stand about what to do on this matter. Fagles' 

translation is so ambiguous that we cannot understand 

where he translates from: "No more suspicions, not 

another word till we have proof". It is more probable 

to translate from p.u9£xo-9oct which means simply "say, 

speak". 

1370 Tauxriv sTiaiveiv TidvToeev 

Then all of you back me and approve this plan-

irXr)9t3vo)icxv has different senses and Fraenkel is puzzled 

about the most proper one. He has put "What as the 

outcome of all my thought prevails in me is to commend 

this opinion ...". He has also assumed the word 

"opinion" which, he adds, is optional. But he cannot 

imagine TtXr) 8 uvojj.cxt to mean "I follow the majority", 

because we do not know if the rest of the chorus agree 

with him. MacNeice's rendering is not successful 

because he presents it like a summing up; but the 

spirit of the author is completely the opposite: the 

chorus feel very uncertain about what to do and their 

discussion is interrupted by the opening of the doors 

and the appearance of Clytemnestra. Fagles has 

translated under the same sense, too: "Confusion on all 
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sides - one thing to do. See how it stands with 

Agamemnon, once and for all we'll see . 

At this point we reach the climax of the play: the 

doors of the palace open to reveal Clytemnestra 

standing alone above the corpses of Agamemnon and 

Cassandra. Now it is time for her blatant hypocrisy to 

be exposed. 

1372 KA. TtoXXSv TtdtpovSev xaxpiaq elpr̂ jî vav 
1373 xavavxt' exTtsiv oox siraiaxovSî aofjiai. 

Much having been said before to fit the moment 
To say the opposite now will not outface me. 

Clytemnestra appears now with a new but true face. 

elpr)p.6v6>v has been rendered by MacNeice in the third 

singular of passive voice. Both Fraenkel and Fagles 

have rendered it as a verb in the first singular. 

MacNeice's interpretation gives magnificence to the 

presence and sayings of the queen. So he continues with 

the same form of rendering for slTteiv and adds the 

personal pronoun "me" after Ittoci axuv9f)0"0fJLax which 

clarifies that what Clytemnestra talks about concern 

herself. "Outface" that MacNeice has used for 

STtatCTj(uv9f)o-ojjLax sounds great, Clytemnestra takes off 

her mask, she speaks the truth and reveals her real 

intentions. 

1374 Ttaq yccp sxGpotq sxGpa Ttopauvmv, cpiXoiq 
1375 5oxot5aiv elvai, n^povqq apxuCTTax' (3cv 
1376 (ppdt^sisv 'i3\)/oq xpsUaaov sxTir^Si^jjiaToq ; 

How else could one serving hate upon the hated. 
Thought to be friends, hang high the nets of doom 
To preclude all leaping out? 

The image that MacNeice creates here is powerful; 

Clytemnestra depicts herself as a waitress who "serves" 

hate to an enemy that pretends to be a friend. So she 

"hangs high the nets of doom". This doom is quite 

representative of the entire destruction of the house 

of Atreus. It includes not only the present tragic 
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death of Agamemnon and Cassandra but also the deaths of 

Clytemnestra and Aegisthus that are going to follow. 

These words of Clytemnestra sound like a tragic irony 

because she, without knowing, includes in this 

utterance her own death. Fraenkel has used the 

expression " the nets of harm" and Fagles " the nets of 

pain" which render the meaning but do not have the 

connotation and strength of MacNeice's expression. 

1377 Ifiot 5' ayav '65' oux acppovTiCTxoq irdXai 
1378 fvtxqq* TiaXaiaq fjX9e, CJUV X P O V ^ ye F I I ^ V 

For me I have long been training for this match, 
I tried a fall and won -a victory overdue. 

is doubted by Fraenkel even if he favours this 

more than vsixoq which means a "quarrel, strife" that 

was not used in the fifth century. But if it is proved 

to be so then Fraenkel has no other way than accepting 

it. His reasons for favouring vixriq are that by 

Clytemnestra gives emphasis to the retributive justice, 

namely, to the death of Iphigeneia. But he has 

translated "... as one that brings to the issue of a 

long-standing feud (or claim?) . . .". Fagles has put: " 

. . . this ancient feud ..." . It seems that they both 

translate from v£ixr)q. MacNeice takes his own rendering 

from vtxr^q. 

1380 o'6t6) 5' siTpa^a, xai xdS' oux apvt̂ crofjiai 

So I contrived it -this I will not deny-

OUT63 5' fertpot^a has been rendered by MacNeice as being 

the deed of a malicious and crafty woman; this "I 

contrived it" reveals all her passion and commitment to 

this murder. Fraenkel has simply written "so I achieved 

it", giving mostly the outcome than the whole process 

of the deed. Fagles has "I did it all"; there is merely 

the confession about all this. 

1382 aitsipov â icpigXî CTxpov, %crKep IxGuwv, 
1383 TtXoOTOv sifiaxoq xotx6v 
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Inextricable like a net for fishes 
I cast about him a vicious wealth of raiment 

ciTTEtpov has been rendered by Fraenkel as "endless". In 

his discussion he says that the word here means 

something like an enormous width, even though 

"inextricable" has been favoured by Bloomfield whose 

interpretation MacNeice has followed. For nepxaxix'^^^' 

MacNeice is much more pictorial with the verb "cast". 

Fraenkel has "I throw around him" and Fagles "I coil 

him round", which sounds all right but not so powerful. 

A misconception of MacNeice here is that he presents 

Clytemnestra recounting to the chorus what she has done 

to Agamemnon; that is why he has used past tense even 

though the verbs of the text are in present tense. This 

is a fault of MacNeice and his play, when performed on 

stage, would miss the emotional appeal that movement 

creates. Fraenkel suggests that Clytemnestra is doing a 

representation of the murder here, so she does a lot of 

movements and uses present tense. I think that this 

attitude of MacNeice in the most important part of the 

tragedy is a disadvantage in his work. Fagles has 

followed Fraenkel's attitude as well. 

1389 xax<puaia>v o^siav avfiaxoq 
1390 pdXXei p' Ipsfjivfjx yaxdSi (poiviaq 5p6aou . . . 

And smartly spouting blood he sprays me with 
The sombre drizzle of bloody dew... 

<j<payf\v has not been rendered by Fraenkel who considers 

it to be an interpolation. MacNeice is the best because 

he has rendered it realistically, as it happens in 

cases of stabbing. PdXXet has been rendered by Fraenkel 

as "strike" while both MacNeice and Fagles have used 

"spray" which is again more real istic because blood 

has not the property of "striking" but of "spraying". 

1399 XO. 8au^6(op^v aou yXoiaCTav, mq Gpaauato^oq, 
1400 ToiovS' ert' avSpx xop.TtdcCetq Xo-yov, 
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Your speech astonishes us. This brazen boast 
Above the man who was your king and husband! 

Fraenkel has translated OaviidcCo^ev accurately: "we 

marvel"; but MacNeice's interpretation has revealed the 

real feelings of the chorus. So Fagles has done: "You 

appal me". MacNeice is arbitrary here but he has 

managed to render the spirit of Aeschylus. For example, 

he has added to xoxdvS' en' &v5p(: "your king and your 

husband". Also the word "brazen" that he and Fagles 

have used to interpret " SpaauCTXOfjioq" sounds quite 

appropriate for Clytemnestra's personality. 

1401 KA. %eipac82 fjioo yvvatxdq aq acppdajiovos• 

You challenge me as a woman without foresight 

MacNeice's use of "challenge" for metpaa8e is a 

strenuous expression adding even more to the insolence 

of Cly temnestra. Fraenkel has used "ye make trial of 

me" and Fagles has something similar -"you try me ...". 

1405 ndaiq, vsxpoq 5i xfiaSe Se^iaq xepdq 

My husband, dead, the work of this right hand, 

Fraenkel says that it is wrong to put a comma after 

v£xp6q because vexpoq would stand by itself into the 

text and would not accomplish its use, which is its 

reference to the dead body of Agamemnon. MacNeice like 

Dindorf, Sigwick, Thomson and others, has put a comma, 

whereas Fagles has followed Fraenkel's remarks; so both 

of them have put "make a corpse ...". 

1407 XO. xi xax6v, a yvvax, 
1408 xGovotpe^dq ISavbv TtOTdv 
1409 jicxaajjisva puxaq a\6q op6(ievov 

Woman, what poisoned 
Herb of the earth have you tasted 
Or potion of the flowing sea 

MacNeice is the best in the interpretation of these 

lines; he is the most understandable and eloquent, 

translating as accurately as possible what qualities 
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Aeschylus aimed at attributing to CIytemnestra. For 

s5av6v Fraenkel has put "thing" which is not clear and 

Fagles "poison" which is a figurative and assumed 

property of e5av6v. MacNeice's "herb" seems the most 

appropriate. For ejT60ou 9i3oq Fraenkel holds a long 

discussion but at the end he cannot give a certain 

explanation for the position of en^8ou. He has only a 

feeling that it comes from Gum; in his translation he 

is quite vague . that thou hast put upon thyself 

(?) this ... and the loud cursed of the folk". 

1412 KA. vuv fjîv Sixd^eiq sx JtoXsoiq (puyî v ejjiox 
xa( )jixaoq aatav 5qp68pouq t' otpdq . . . 

Now your verdict -in my case- is exile 
And to have the people's hatred, the public curses, 

MacNeice influenced by the tendencies and by the 

historical events of his times makes Clytemnestra 

speak as if she is one of the dictators condemned by 

the public. He has kept close to the text but he has 

used a public and contemporary vocabulary. He is terse 

when translating Fraenkel has the scholarly 

"thou dost pass Judgement" and Fagles "you sentence 

me"; but MacNeice is very strict about Clytemnestra's 

crime: "your verdict". Also for 5r)p.69pouq x' 

apcxq, MacNeice has transmitted in his rendering the 

general outcry of his times; "the public curses" 

instead of Fraenkel's "the bearing of the loud curses 

of the folk", which is not so piercing for the ears. 

Fagles is liberal -"curses breathing down my neck". 

1415 '"oq ov jrpoxifjifflv, ̂ ajtepei goxou piopov 
1416 pqXwv (pXeovtciJV eurtoxotq vofieofiaaiv . . . 

Who carelessly, as if it were a head of sheep 
Out of the abundance of his fleecy flocks, 

Fraenkel holds that, Aeschylus did not aim at making 

Clytemnestra suggest here that Agamemnon should 

sacrifice one of his sheep instead of Iphigeneia, 

because Artemis had already demanded her to be the 
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victim and not a beast. Therefore, whoever has 

translated these lines under this sense is incorrect in 

relation to the actual facts. But MacNeice had already 

perceived this hint and has attributed to his 

translation the right sense. 

1419 ou Touxov ex yfiq xfjaSs ^vSp^Xateiv 
1420 fxiadfiAxav cinoiv' ; ... 

He was the one to have banished from this land, 
Pay off the pollution... 

Clytemnestra blames Agamemnon in a straightforward way 

for what he has done. And she points it out severely, 

saying that it was a partial negligence on the part of 

the chorus, not to blame the king [of Iphigeneia's 

sacrifice] at that time. MacNeice has rendered this in 

a very positive and affirmative way. Even though the 

sentence in the text is a negative question, MacNeice 

is quite poignant about it; "He was the one to have 

banished . . .". It reflects his attitude to the 

contemporary tyrants; it shows that they were to be 

blamed for the situation that had been created and that 

the intellectuals of his times were asking persistently 

for their punishment. Fraenkel has rendered these lines 

in the scholarly way: "Is it not he whom thou should 

have banished from this land as a requittal for the 

unclean things he did?" Fraenkel's tone is milder and 

more suggestive. MacNeice has also used the expression 

"pay off the pollution" for fjLiaCT/idxciJv 'cScrcotva. It shows 

his deadly condemnation for the crimes both of 

Agamemnon, who represents a tyrant and the men in power 

of his own times. Fagles has seen this purely from the 

legal side; "did not the law demand you banish him?" 

1.1421ff. MacNeice in order to show how authoritative 

Clytemnestra is, makes her pronounce croi as an 

authentic powerful vow: "But I warn you . U p to now 

she was willing to be Judged by the men of the chorus 
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but at the same time she reminds them of her authority 

and threatens them. This is a strong image of 

Clytemnestra, strengthening her voice and addressing 

the men in a totalitarian way. And she goes on to warn 

them that she is prepared for everything. This 

expression Ttapeaxeuacrjj.^ vr̂ q ex xmv ofioiojv reminds 

military enterprizes of ancient Greeks. MacNeice has 

adjusted it to the conception of his times, where 

people are offered only "two alternatives". Fraenkel's 

rendering is less strict -"I am prepared no less than 

thou ..." and Fagles has rendered it in a contemporary 

vocabulary: "I'll meet you blow for blow"; it has 

mostly the meaning of retribution. Clytemnestra also 

reminds the chorus of their place if she proves to be 

the winner. This predisposes them to be careful with 

their Judgement, otherwise they will suffer. MacNeice 

has rendered this powerful and dynamic speech of 

Clytemnestra in an appealing way. If we were part of 

the audience in the theatre when this play was 

performed, certainly this bitchy woman would have 

mesmerized us as we awaited the outcome of her words. 

1427 XO. Ttcpicppova 5' iXaneq, aajiep oOv 
1428 (povoXigef xuxott cppt̂ v eJtifj,aivsTai • 
1429 XiTtoq STT' opi/jidxav avjjiaxoq su jrp̂ rtsx. 

You speak extravagant things. 
After the soiling murder your crazy heart 
Fancies your forehead with a smear of blood. 

MacNeice has not rendered accurately the actual meaning 

of the chorus' words. First he is not correct with the 

punctuation; there is a semicolon after eirt)j,octvexoci. and 

in this way he has distorted the meaning, As Fraenkel 

pointed out later, here, Xirtoq etc' 6^^6xwv does not 

mean "Your forehead with a smear of blood" as MacNeice 

and others have translated. It refers to the bloodshot 

which is seen into Clytemnestra's eyes which according 

to ancient texts of Greek tragedy and medicine is a 
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sign of mental illness or madness. It is not a 

bloodshot from Agamemnon's murder. For this reason, 

Fraenkel concludes; "as in truth thy mind is maddened 

by the blood-dripping thing that has come to pass. The 

blood-fleck in thine eyes is clear to see." Fraenkel 

holds that coanep ... sjtipiaCveTat is connected with what 

follows. But MacNeice, like Hermann and Willamowitz 

have taken it with what follows. Fraenkel has not 

followed this because he says that the infinitive 

ejaitp^reew which they have used instead of su Ttp̂ iteT, has 

ruined the sense. The function of wo-Jtep oOv, as 

Aeschylus has used it, is more likely connected with 

p.EYaX6jjir)Ti(; sU. Fagles has also used Fraenkel's 

suggestions: "... some Fury / crazed with the carnage 

rages through your brain - I can see the flecks of 

blood inflame your eyes". His interpretation gives the 

full length of Clytemnestra's madness! 

1429 otvTVTOv "kti as xpfj axspofi^vav (piXmv 
1430 TUfxpia xufifjiaxi xeiaai. 

Unhonoured, unfriended, you must 
Pay for a blow with a blow. 

Most of the editions have written axtexov fexi ere xp^. 

MacNeice, it is obvious, has used one of these because 

he has translated "unhonoured". But Fraenkel does not 

agree and claims that Aeschylus has possibly taken it 

from the Homeric ocvxtxot kpya and considers ocxxexov to 

be a mistake. And in order to confirm his claim he says 

that ocvxxxov strengthens what follows: xuppa xuppax 

xexCTai which is in accordance not only with the meaning 

but also with the metre which is the same as that in 

1.1410 ockisixxeq aTt̂ xocjj,eq. Fagles, who made his 

translation after Fraenkel's commentary had been 

published, has followed Fraenkel's suggestion: "But 

vengeance comes ...". 

1432 KA. (jidc xî v xsXeiov xf)q Jtai56q Aixrjv 
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By the Justice totting up my child's atonement, 

MacNeice's rendering is stressing the importance of 

Clytemnestra's deed: she wanted to avenge her child's 

death. 

1434 o'i3 jiot Oopou ji6Xa9pov'EXniq efincxTsv, 
1435 'dtv aiGij JtOp sq)' eaxiaq e^^q 
1436 A^YiaBoq, mq T6 irpocrSsv so cppovtov spot-
1437 ooToq ydp aaniq ou CTfiixpdc Spduouq. 

For me hope walks not in the rooms of fear 
So long as my fire is lit upon my hearth 
by Aegisthus, loyal to me as he was before. 

Some scholars have assumed that there is a corruption 

in these lines. But Fraenkel considers it unlikely. A 

serious fault of MacNeice here is that he has not 

rendered 1. 1437 at all; it refers to the action of 

Aegisthus. Clytemnestra feels the need to turn to 

somebody for strength and that is how she presents 

Aegisthus: " loyal to me as heretofore; for in him me 

have no slight shield of confidence", according to 

Fraenkel. MacNeice has not stressed, as much as 

Aeschylus intended to, the role of Aegisthus as 

Clytemnestra's supporter. It seems that MacNeice wanted 

to present her as autonomous, independent and cruel; he 

did not like to attribute to her even a small clue of 

weakness or of emotional need. This might be a 

plausible explanation for omitting 1.1437 from his 

translation. He is trying to present her as domineering 

as possible. 

1439 Xpuarjl'Sav fisiXiYfia xa\ ujt' 'iXig 

The darling of each courtesan at Troy^ 

p.etXtyM'Oc has been perceived by Fraenkel to be more 

connected with the meaning of 8eXxxy)pxov. He does not 

favour "darling", which both MacNeice and Fagles have 

used, but he has to admit that it is "at home in the 

Sermo amatorius". Clytemnestra is trying to present 

Agamemnon as a deceiver in order to justify her action; 
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that is why she does not hesitate to use whatever 

obscure and picturesque characterization she can. 

MacNeice is the most plain of the translators - for 

XprjOT)I'SoiJV he has used "courtesan" - while Fraenkel has 

her name and Fagles "golden girls". MacNeice has tried 

to be more real istic and in accordance with the 

beliefs of his times. Besides, some of his audience 

might not know what Chryseis was and he had to make it 

clear to them. 

1442 ^Ovsuvoq, vaut(X<j)v 56 aeXfidcTCiv 
1443 iCTTOTptgî q, 

Who shares his bed as once his bench on shipboard, 
A loyal mistress.... 

There is a great deal of debate about the construction 

of these lines. Fraenkel is puzzled with the form and 

use of vaoxiXcov creXjidcxoov to^oTptgqq; he cannot explain 

why Aeschylus has used the word lo^oTptp^q and under 

which sense. After bringing examples from other texts 

of the 5th century he concludes that the text is 

corrupt. Other scholars have used laoTpip^q or 

S. (jTozp I but Fraenkel cannot find such a compound 

belonging to the literature of the 5th C. But he 
C 

believes that it is better to keep taxoTptgriq even if 

we cannot perceive it; it might reflect the vocabulary 

of the fifth century sailors for which we have no 

evidence. It is apparent that Clytemnestra tried to use 

obscure and degrading adjectives in order to prove that 

Cassandra was a wretched concubine and nothing else. 

Although Cassandra was a prophetess and was supposed to 

be dedicated to Apollo who had presented her the gift 

of foreseeing, she was also a mistress of Agamemnon. 

Fraenkel has not filled the word laxoxptgi^q in his 

translation "a faithful concubine, and . . . of (?) the 

benches of the ship". Fagles has "his faithful mate who 

knelt at the rowing-bench, worked by every hand". 

Fagles though arbitrary seems to agree with Fraenkel. 
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On the contrary, it is evident that MacNeice has 

translated from i. crotp x . But the way he has rendered 

it, is very depicting; we can imagine Cassandra lying 

dead next to Agamemnon, while on their way to Argos 

they were lovers on a shared bed. MacNeice has 

attributed to Clytemnestra's speech this subtle irony 

which aims at presenting her deed as a moral 

retribution. 

1444 b fjîv Y^p ouTO)q, rj Si toi xuxvou 
1445 T6V U A X A T O V fî Xfaaot Gavdciifjiov Y D O V 
1446 xsitai (piXî xap xoi55', 5' 
1447 ieuvfjq* JtapofcovT̂ fjia xt̂ q sfiî q xXiS^q. 

He lies so; and she who like a swan 
Sang her last dying lament 
Lies his lover, and the sight contributes 
An appetiser to my own bed's pleasure. 

These last words of Clytemnestra, addressed only to 

Cassandra, are representative of the venom which was 

pouring out of this woman. MacNeice seems to take no 

pity on this woman, neither does he share her reason 

for killing Agamemnon and Cassandra. He stresses in his 

translation the last line of Clytemnestra's speech in 

order to show that she was only interested in revenge 

and in her own pleasure. She is supposed to condemn 

Agamemnon's infidelities but she nowhere mentions hers. 

It is evident that her primary goal was to destroy her 

husband. Fraenkel believes that suvfjq is corrupt and he 

has not translated it at all. But MacNeice who had 

recently been deserted by his wife would not forgive or 

even leave Clytemnestra without presenting her as a 

creature who was thirsty for evil and for her own 

pleasure only. 

1. 1448-1451 r MacNeice is clear in describing the lament 

of the chorus; from the beginning he states what the 

chorus are asking for death. He has not rendered jiotpa 

as "fate", as Fraenkel has done. Both he and Fagles 
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have translated "death" because this is what the chorus 

ask fate for. 

1.1455-1461: The chorus according to their tactics 

repeat the cause of evil doing. They remind us of the 

desertion of Menelaus by Helen which was the beginning 

of every evil doing and the reason for so many deaths 

in Troy. 

1467 XO. a^^aTatov 'dXyoq feirpot^ev. 

A hurt that cannot be healed. 

a^uo-cocTov ocXyoq has been rendered by Fraenkel as 

"wrought a woe that none might stand against". Fraenkel 

claims that cStXyoq here does not mean "wound" and 

therefore there is nothing to be cured. But most 

commentators -Headlam, Thomson and others- have 

perceived it the way MacNeice has also translated it. 

Fagles however has followed Fraenkel, "Helen the grief 

that never heals". Here Clytemnestra seems not to blame 

Helen for what has happened. She is presented by 

Aeschylus to believe that men deserve to die due to 

their own fault, not a woman's one. 

1.1468ff. The chorus stop mentioning Helen and proceed 

to the evil spirit which wakes up and then alerts the 

daemon, the spirit of revenge which was sleeping into 

the house. This spirit asks for revenge, the old blood 

can be washed away with new one. This is the insatiable 

spirit of retribution which inhabits the house: 

1470 XO. xpdfToq Cx'] ladyuxov ex yuvaixov 
1471 xap5i65T)xxov ejiox xpax^veiq-

... and using 
Two sisters in heart as your tools 
A power that bites to the heart-

For iCT6\j/uxov Fraenkel has a long discussion at the end 

of which he admits that he cannot accept it as corrupt; 

nevertheless, he is unable to understand it. He holds 

only some assumptions being unable to come to a 
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conclusion. Many commentators, Hermann, Bloomfield and 

others take it as a characterization of the sisters, 

Helen and Clytemnestra -that they have the same evil 

soul which perils men. But Fraenkel's question is: 

"equal to what?" was perceived in a different 

sense by ancient Greeks. However Fraenkel thinks of 

Aeschylus as extremely bold to have used Icrdyuxov in 

the sense of "pari animo preditus." Fraenkel has made 

another attempt but he cannot prove such a hypothesis. 

He has thought that tcrdvfuxov might depend upon xpdcxoq 

and had the meaning that the power and domination of 

daemon is like a soul, which soul is of the same kind 

as that of Helen and Clytemnestra. Finally, the only 

assumption that has some good grounds is that here 

might mean "strength of soul, or courage". This 

meaning is found in Pers, 28 and 442. If that is so, 

the meaning here is that of "a domination which is like 

strength of soul (a courageous heart)". Fraenkel has 

translated in his text: "that works from women . . .". 

The only one who seems to have followed Fraenkel's 

hints is Fagles: "You (the spirit) empower the sisters 

Fury's twins whose power tears the heart". MacNeice's 

rendering may not make us understand the great 

tragedian's spirit in depth, but it is adequate to the 

rest of the chorus' utterance. 

1472 XO. siri 5e aa^aroq Sixav [piot] 
1473 x6po£xoq s^Qpou aTaOsiq exvo^wq 
1474 'ufxvov ujjivsiv ejieuxstax * *. 

See on the body 
Perched like a raven he gloats 
Harshly croaking his hymn. 

MacNeice's rendering is very picturesque by presenting 

the evil spirit as a raven perched on the body of 

Agamemnon asking charmingly for revenge. The way he has 

described it is thrilling. Might it suggest that the 

author himself asks for revenge for the wrong doers? 
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1.1475-1480: Clytemnestra calls upon the evil spirit by 

herself; even though she avoids to state that he is the 

one who is asking for new blood, the chorus understand 

quite clearly whom she is talking about. 

1481 XO. r| ^ i iyav otxocjxvfj 
1482 Saff iova xai PapOpqviv c t i ve fq . 

It is a great spirit - great -
You tell of, harsh in anger. 

Hermann, Dindorf and Kirchhoff have altered 1.1481 to fj 

H^yay/ o'ixoiq T O I C T S S but Fraenkel does not accept it 

because it is not in accordance with the metre and the 

meaning. He has adopted Wilamowitz's olxoo-tvfj: "Truly a 

mighty house-wasting daemon". But Fagles has followed 

MacNeice's text: "The great curse of the house, the 

spirit . . .". But whatever form is adopted the meaning 

is not lost; it refers to the evil spirit of the house 

and its wrath which has been waken up once more, atvexq 

has been rendered by MacNeice as "you tell of", but 

Fraenkel says that it is incorrect: "you praise" is the 

exact meaning of Clytemnestra's words and Fagles has 

followed it. "Praise" is much stronger than "tell" and 

the chorus aim at showing off how corrupted 

Cly temnesta's soul is in order to "praise" this evil 

spirit. 

1495 SoXifp SafjiExq [ Sdcfiaptoq] 
1495 EX XEpdq ajicpiTOfjicp PEX^fjivq). 

Defeated by a crooked death 
And the two-edged cleaver's stroke. 

Fraenkel considers the preference for Sd/jiapT oq more 

Aeschylian even though the metre does not help him 

choose accurately. Therefore, it is more certain to be 

the hand of Clytemnestra that has killed Agamemnon. 

Fraenkel and Fagles have accepted Sdjaapxoq: "The wife's 

hand ...". MacNeice has not translated xep6q as "hand" 

but as "stroke". It is a very eloquent expression 

because the audience is already aware of the killer, so 
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it does not matter if she is announced once more. 

"Cleaver" that MacNeice has used for is much 

better than Fraenkel's indefinite "weapon". But Fagle's 

"sword" stands equally well. 

1.1497ff. MacNeice has tried to present Clytemnestra as 

a mindless woman who does not feel any remorses for her 

deed or for the consequences she may experience by a 

supernatural power. Her speech has been rendered in a 

domineering and scoffing way. auxstq has been given by 

Fraenkel as "thou art confident ..." and by Fagles "you 

claim". As Fraenkel has pointed out in a discussion, it 

cannot mean "boast" when the boaster and the doer are 

different persons. "Boast" applies to the person who 

has committed the deed. MacNeice's translation is under 

this sense, too, and in his printed translation (.my 

work) my is in italics which aims at showing how 

opposed Clytemnestra is at the chorus accusations 

against her. 

1498 KA. * ^r|5' e%iXex8^iq* 

Do not cozen yourself . . . 

This sentence has not been translated by Fraenkel at 

all, since he cannot find a strong explanation why it 

is here. He tends to believe that there is something 

missing from the sentence. As it stands with ^^66 seems 

ungrammatical to him and he could not find anything 

similar in other prose words. MacNeice's translation is 

connected eloquently with Clytemmestra's words. Fagles 

has used the arbitrary "you are wrong" which is within 

the substance of her words. 

1501 TooS' 6 TtaXotioq SpipOq aXAatop. 

Of the corpse there the old sharp-witted Genius 

&X6aTwp in the attic prose had the meaning of the 

"spirit of destruction, of vengeance, of evil", as 

Fraenkel declares. He has used "spirit that takes 
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vengeance" and Fagles "spirit of revenge". MacNeice's 

"genius" is really an innovating invention of his, 

which might have made sense to the audience of his 

times but does not convey the Aeschylean spirit. 

1. 1505ff. Here we are given clearly what the sense of 

responsibility meant to the ancient. The evil spirit 

was there but Clytemnestra did not fight at all with 

it. On the contrary, she helped it appear more easily 

and fiercer than before. Aeschylus wants to prove that 

man is not a blind instrument of his fate. He creates 

the deeds for which he is totally responsible; when he 

recovers from his blindness he tries to transfer the 

responsibility to somebody else. That is exactly what 

has happened with Clytemmestra now. 

1507 XO. n(£>, na; . , . 

No, ... 

It seems hard to believe that Aeschylus has used Ttc5 

here. But in all the translations it has the meaning of 

the "impossible". Fraenkel has "how can it be, how?" 

and Fagles "and how?" MacNeice's rendering is within 

this meaning. He has simply used a definite "No" which 

shows how absolute and vindictive he was towards 

Clytemnestra's crime. There is no room for doubts in 

MacNeice's mind, he is convinced about the obscurity of 

her actions. 

1509 pidCstai 5' c^oanopoiq 
1510 iTTippoaicjiv aifjidctav 
1511 Xaq ̂ 'ApT)q • ojioi Si xai irpopcxivccv, 
1512 Jtdfxvav xoupo36pov Jtap^^sx. 

Wading a millrace of the family's blood 
The black Manslayer forces a forward path 
To make the requital at last 
For the eaten children, the blood-clot cold with time. 

MacNeice has rendered the requit al which Ares asks for 

the blood of the children sled, in a very picturesque 

way. (î Xcxq '̂Apr̂ q is rendered as "black Manslayer". 
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MacNeice has also added "at last" in order to show how 

certain he is of the retribution and to express his 

belief that such abominable acts deserve to be 

punished. This reflects his belief about similar 

atrocities committed in his times. He expresses his 

conviction that such murderous totalitarian acts are 

bound to be punished either by divine providence or by 

people who act as avengers. 

1521 KA. OUT' aveXsuespov oifiai Bdtvaxov 
1522 TwiSs yevdaGai * * * 

* * $ $ * $ $ 

1523 ouSe yap oiStoq SoXiav OCTT̂ V 

1524 otxqaiv "feOrjx' . . , 

Did he not, too, contrive a crooked 
Horror for the house? 

Some scholars consider these lines an interpolation but 

Fraenkel, apart from ouxs, does not find anything else 

wrong. Instead, these lines are in accordance with the 

metre. He has only made the assumption that there 

should be a second ouxs following Clytemnestra's first 

statement. But he is not certain about that. MacNeice, 

because of the meaning which is incomplete, has delited 

it from his translation. It is a fault of his not to 

have included these words. Fraenkel has "it was no 

ignoble death, methinks, that this man died;" Fraenkel 

does not agree with many editors who have made this 

clause interrogative (Hermann, SchUtz), but he agrees 

with Wilamowitz who claims that it is not a question 

but a statement which is confirmed by aXX' e)j,6v which 

follows. Those who have made it interrogative state 

that Clytemnestra speaks in an ironical and sarcastic 

way. But Fraenkel believes that Agamemnon must pay not 

because he has committed "guile" but for what he has 

done to his daughter and wife. But he cannot prove his 

statement because of the lines which are missing after 

1.1522. MacNeice has made it interrogative, which 

presents Clytemnestra to be relentless against her 
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victims. This "contrive a crooked horror for the house" 

is piercing to the ears, but MacNeice's vengeance 

against the tyrants knows no compromise. Fagles has 

followed Fraenkel's remarks and has rendered it in the 

form of a statement: "no steal thier than the death he 

dealt our house". 

1525 £>JI6V ex xou5' '̂ pvoq aspS^v, 
1526 TT̂ v noXuxXauTOV ft' 'IqjiY^vsiav* 

* * * * * * 

1527 SpAaaq, "dt̂ iot ndaxav. 

... My child by him, 
Shoot that I raised, much-wept-for Iphigeneia, 
He treated her like this. 

Fraenkel claims that these phrases stand by themselves 

and it is impossible to be connected (to be an object) 

to what follows in 1. 1527. But he has assumed a gap 

between them: "was slaughtered [Iphigeneia] openly by 

her father". This treatment was first conceived by 

Willamowitz. But MacNeice has followed the attitude of 

most commentators and has assumed debtee 5pdaaq together 

with Icpty^vsta which according to Fraenkel "makes 

nonsense". But as it is rendered in MacNeice's context, 

it sounds very much in accordance with the whole 

meaning; the audience can easily infer that Agamemnon 

deserves to pay for what he has done to his daughter. 

Perhaps MacNeice did not stress this 5pc5caocc; oĉ ioc 

of Cly temnestra, because he was totally 

convinced of the abnomination of her act and therefore 

he did not like to accept, even partially her reasons 

for this. 

1529 eav&T*^ TsCaotq "dcjisp ep^sv. 

Dealt by the sword for work of his own beginning. 

Fraenkel does not accept that 6p%ev derives from f^p^sv 

(&pxm) as it is usually found in tragedy. He has used 

"for what he wrought". Fagles' translation has followed 

that of Fraenkel: "By the sword / you did your work and 
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by the sword you die". Fraenkel has suggested "work" 

because he says that the context here demands something 

more than 0^%^. 

1530 XO. fpovxiSoq axspr^Ssiq 
1531 sujraXd/jiav piepijivav. 

I am at a loss for thought, I lack 
All nimble counsel as ... 

Headlam, Sidgwick and others have kept the old form 

sundtXapiov p.6pvp.vocv. And Fraenkel cannnot refute them. 

But he believes that evnakdc^a^/ pieptjjLvav is better first 

because at^po^ai followed by a genitive is more common 

and second because /Jî ptjJivcc is connected, from the 

meaning's point of view, with cppovxtSoc. So he has made 

1.1531 depended on cppovxtSoq. But MacNeice had followed 

Headlam's rendering which is quite sound and stresses 

even more the bewilderment of the chorus. Fraenkel has: 

"Bereft of meditations resourceful thought, I am at a 

loss ...". 

1534 ... \|raxciq 5i Xt^ysi. 

... - of which these drops are earnest. 

Fraenkel has "the scattered shower is ceasing" and 

Fagles "the first light rains are over". The meaning is 

that the chorus expect more blood. They are unable to 

believe that revenge will stop it. Something worse than 

this is bound to happen. And whereas all scholars agree 

about the connotation of the chorus' words, not all of 

them accept the same rendering. Verrall believes that 

it is not possible, in any language the ceasing of rain 

to imply that "there is falling more than a shower". 

MacNeice has shared his thought and has used "these 

drops are earnest" which may sound appropriate but does 

not persuade us about the sequence of the chorus' 

thought. But Fraenkel has refuted every other possible 

explanation by saying that the sentence as it stands is 

straightforward; he claims that yaxaq 56 develops 
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the beginning of the phrase Stdoxxa 5' o^gpou. This 

means that at the moment that the yaxdcq stops, a 

heavier downpour is about to start. After this Fraenkel 

concludes that when a storm is near, the ceasing of the 

shower is a natural phenomenon; the yaxdcq stops because 

the heavy storm has arrived. 

1535 5i'xr)v 5' kn' ciXXo Jipayjia pxdpr)q 
1536 Jtpoq 'dtXXaxq ST^Ydvaiai Moipa. 

Now is Destiny sharpening her justice 
On other whetstones for a new infliction. 

MacNeice's image of Motpa sharpening A(xr) to use her as 

a strong weapon against retribution is very vivid. 

Headlam had taken gXagriq jjiotpoc together but Fraenkel 

has strongly opposed this treatment because it is 

evident that Moipot is the subject of the verb and Aixcx 

the object. He corroborates this by bringing examples 

where in Aeschylus' morality and religion Motpa always 

goes together as a companion to Atxq. Aixr) here acts as 

a weapon of retribution and is much more stronger than 

the arbitrary "weapon" that some commentators have 

used. Fagles is one of them: "Justice brings new acts 

of agony, yes, / on new grindstones fate is grinding 

sharp the sword of Justice". 

1539 Tipiv T6V5' ejiiSeiv apyupoxoxxou 
1540 Spoixriq xat^xovTa 

Before I saw this man lie here as if in bed 
In a bath lined with silver. 

MacNeice's image and rendering for is the 

best, because he is realistic -"low bed" could not be 

next to the bathtube. What the chorus imply here is a 

simile: Agamemnon's corpse lies into the bath as if in 

a low bed. 

1545 x' 'dtxotpxv xapiv avx' 
1546 lisydXcov aStxcaq enxxpavai; 

And after great wickedness make 
Unamending amends to his ghost? 
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MacNeice*s "unamending amends" for x&piq is 

denoting his condemnation for Clytemnestra. There is no 

excuse for her even though she decided to repent. What 

she has done is "unamending". Fraenkel is milder about 

this: "an unkindly kindness". 

1547 t ic ; 5 ' en ixu f iP iov a i v o v s j i ' av5p{ Qei(f 
1548 cruv Saxpuoiq Idtntav 
1549 aXr|9s{ai ^pevmv novt^csv; 

And who above this godlike hero's grave 
Pouring paises and tears 
Will grieve with a genuine heart? 

ejtiTupiPiov aivov has mostly the meaning of 8p^voq. 

Fraenkel has used examples from Aeschylus' tragedies 

where ctivoq is always synonymous with 9pf}voq. avSpv 

SeiCj) is a reminiscence from Homer but tragedians due to 

respect to gods were prevented from giving such 

epithets to mortal man. That is why Fraenkel has not 

translated "godlike" at all. Fraenkel has opposed 

MacNeice's translation for T E O V S which has the meaning 

of "grieve". He suggests that here, it means something 

more. For great men, funeral was something more than 

mere sorrow. It was a "toilsome application and its 

result". So he has "... and labour there at in 

sincerity of mind". Fagles has applied the same: "Who 

will labour MacNeice's rendering does not make so 

much dignified the grievance of the people for the 

death of their king. Does he want to suggest that the 

same applies to modern times at the death of a monarch? 

People attribute to him honours as it befits a great 

man, but they do not grieve for him. 

1557 KA. Jtax^p* a\xi6caaua Jip6q ©xujiopov 
1558 %6p8peop' 
1559 Kept x e i p a PaXoGcra qjiXi^asi. 

Will meet her father at the rapid ferry of sorrows, 
Put her arms round him and kiss him! 

MacNeice's image of Iphigeneia meeting her father in 

Hades is very picturesque. Clytemnestra's mockery has 
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been rendered magnificently. He has used contemporary 

vocabulary for ojxTjTcopov Tt6p0£U|jioc -"the rapid ferry", 

1. 1560-1566: The translation that MacNeice has done of 

these convicting words of the chorus, show his own 

rage, too. He has used not only contemporary but also 

very harsh vocabulary which leaves no ground for 

doubts. For cp^pet, cp^povxa he has put "the catcher is 

caught" as if that is what he desired in the society 

where he lived. Fraenkel and Fagles have "the plunderer 

is plundered". For TTAEEITV T 6 V s p ^ A V X A MacNeice is not 

very faithful; but again it manifests his menace: "the 

wrongdoer ..." instead of Fraenkel' s "... him who does 

it ..." and Fagles "the one who acts ...". For S^apixov 

ydcp MacNeice has "that is established" - in his 

conscience or in his faith? Fagles has used modern 

vocabulary "that is law" and Fraenkel "for so it is 

ordained". But there where MacNeice is unique and 

excellent is in 1. 1566: xexoXXqxai, Y^voq rcpoq ocxoci : 

"The race is soldered in sockets of Doom and 

Vengeance." There is not the slightest hope of escaping 

the punishment. "''ATT) for MacNeice is "doom and 

vengeance" and it is struck upon the race of Atreidae 

as something is "soldered in sockets", there is no 

vacuum, or lacuna. MacNeice is convinced that the wrong 

doers have to pay. There will be no pity for them. 

Fraenkel's rendering is the scholarly one: "The race is 

glued fast to perdition". Fagles has Just given the 

meaning: "The race is welded to its ruin". Both of them 

lack the appeal that MacNeice's words give. 

1567 KA, EQ xovS' ^UV 
1568 XP^O^OV-

In this you say what is right and the will of God. 

MacNeice's rendering though not too close to the 

original declares CIytemnestra ' s belief that everything 

will now proceed according to the will of god. He may 
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deliberately have not used "truth" for aXr|6£tai. It 

shows that the right will prevail, there is no question 

of truth here because everything is evident. 

1568 ... EY® ouv 
1569 5ai;jiovi xcii nXeiaGsviSav 
1570 '6pxou<; SefjL̂ vr] xdSe fjîv crT^pyeiv. 

But for my part I am ready to make a contract 
With the Evil Genius of the House of Atreus 
To accept what has been till now^ . - = 

Again MacNeice's rendering sounds as if it is a 

political or social deal of his times. For nstaSeviSav 

he has put "the House of Atreus". According to a 

tradition that is found in Apollodorus, Pleisthenis was 

the father of Agamemnon and Menelaus -and not Atreus. 

But Aeschylus follows the tradition which wants both of 

them to be the children of Atreus. Tandalidae CI. 1469) 

Pleisthenidae <1. 1569) and Pelopidae <1. 1500) according 

to Aeschylus declare the same race, that in the family 

of Atridae®. So MacNeice's treatment sounds good. This 

"make a contract" sounds like a commercial agreement. 

1574 xtsdcvtiiv 56 p^poq ga\6v sxouaq 
1575 jrav otTtdxpr) p.oi jiaviaq fj.£Xd0pa>v 
1576 aXXr̂ Xocpdvouq acpsXouaij. 

... Of my possessions 
A small part will suffice if only I 
Can rid these walls of the mad exchange of murder. 

The wish of Clytemnestra to avoid the vengeance of the 

spirits of the house is stressed in an astonishing way 

by MacNeice. "If only ..." declares a strong wish 

because Clytemnestra is scared that the first victim of 

vengeance will be her. That is why MacNeice puts 

emphasis on this in order to stress once more his 

belief and commitment to her punishment. Fraenkel has 

"once I have rid our halls ..." and Fagles "once I have 

purged our fury , . For jj.8Xdepa>v MacNeice has put 

"walls" against the "halls" of Fraenkel. Fagles has 

rendered it as if there would be a possibility to chase 
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the evil spirit out of the house were it in the halls, 

whereas were it installed into the walls the task would 

be much more difficult! 

After so many tragic events it would be unfair to the 

spectators to end the play here. In order to reduce the 

tension, Aeschylus introduces Aegisthus, who is 

followed by soldiers; 

1577 Q fiyyoq £uq>pov rifî paq Sixq^dpou-

0 welcome light of a justice-dealing day! 

The administration of Justice is seen by MacNeice as a 

transaction that one had to deal with. He presents 

Aegisthus welcoming that retribution as a fair light. 

Fagles renders 5txr|<p6pou clearly -"vengeance"- and so 

does Fraenkel -"retribution". Only MacNeice has 

translated it in modern terms, in order to appeal to 

the public even more! 

1582 AI. XEip6q naxpaiaq sxTivovta 

Paying for the crooked violence of his father, 

For has been used by MacNeice the expression of 

the daily language "crooked violence". He aims at 

making sense to the audience. 

1583 •'Axpeuq y&p 'dcpxcav xt̂ aSe y^q, xouxou rraTî p, 
1584 naxepa 8u2axqv xov efiov, wq xopwq (ppdtaai, 
1585 ctuxou 5' a5eXq>6v, afitpxXexxoq av xpdxst, 
1586 r)v5pT)Xdxr|a£v ex noXe^q xs xai SdfACOv. 

For his father Atreus, when he ruled the country. 
Because his power was challenged, hounded out 
From state and home his own brother Thyestes. 
My father - let me be plain - was this Thyestes 

MacNeice's syntax is not very orthodox but he has 

managed to create an effect on what Aegisthus is 

saying. In particularly he places 1.1585 immediately 

after &pxmv tfjaSe yf̂ q in order to put Atreus' act 

immediately after presenting him. Aegisthus makes no 

mentioning of his own father's adultery and because 
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MacNeice wants to stress it, and prove alongside with 

Aeschylus how prejudiced and coward Aegisthus was, has 

emphasized this at the beginning. Fraenkel and Fagles 

have translated these lines in the order they are found 

in the text. MacNeice's creation of impression goes on: 

His purpose for presenting Thyestes, Aegisthus' father, 

after what had been done to him was in order to connect 

it with the following phrase in 1. 1587. He does not put 

any fullstop but as he has rendered it, it creates a 

pleasant and unceased sequence with the actual meaning. 

1590 . . . 56 T O U S S 5i5cr6eoq ITOCTT̂ p 

1591 •'Axpsuq, npoGu^wq jiaXXov t) ttoctpi 
1592 xpsoupydv f^ap eu9t3/i<j>q aysiv 
1593 Soxav, %6psaxe Saxxa JiociSstav xpewv. 

But to show his hospitality godless Atreus 
Gave him an eager if not a loving welcome, 
Pretending a day of feasting and rich meats 
Served my father with his children's flesh. 

MacNeice has avoided translating Tiaxi^p. Probably he 

either wished people to condemn his act without bearing 

in mind that Atreus was Agamemnon's father or he found 

it excessive since the audience knew the relationship 

between them. Also he has used the expression "rich 

meats" contrary to Fraenkel's "with good cheer" for 

£u9ujioiq. Perhaps he liked to outstretch the feelings of 

the audience. 

1594 T(x jî v TtoSfipT) xax xsprnv axpouq xx^vaq 
eSpunx' 'dvaSev * * * * * 

1595 * * * * * * avSpaxdtq xaer̂ fisvoq • 

The hands and feet, fingers and toes, he hid 
At the bottom of the dish. My father sitting apart. 

These lines have caused one of the greatest debates of 

the whole text. Fraenkel's discussion includes some of 

the following points: kSpurrxe has been altered by some 

commentators, like Hermann and others, into kxpunxs; 

and MacNeice has also adopted this alteration in his 

translation. Fraenkel claims that eSpuTcxs, as it is, 
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stands perfectly into the sentence. It has not the 

meaning of "he carved up" but "he minced up" or "broke 

up small". In order to confirm his view he brings forth 

PI. Farm, 155b where it is obvious that these 

preparations were taking place before a banquet. So he 

has: "The foot-parts and the branching extremities of 

the arms he cut up small on top". Fagles has followed 

Fraenkel's recommendations: "He cuts the extremities, 

feet and delicate hands into small pieces". It is 

obvious that MacNeice has adopted ^xpuTtxe which gives 

a different sense to the translation of these lines. 

For avSpaxdtq xaG^^svoq Fraenkel claims that it refers 

to Atreus and not to Thyestes, as most commentators 

have assumed. Atreus was sitting -Fraenkel is almost 

certain that there is a lacuna which should explain the 

details. Therefore, he has assumed "[of the dish, and 

with this dish Thyestes was served, Thyestes who was] 

sitting apart by himself". MacNeice has put arbitrarily 

a fullstop after "avcoSev and has taken avSpaxdtq 

xa9T^)i£voq with the next sentence; he has also used "my 

father" as a subject. Fagles has mostly followed 

Fraenkel*s recommendations, but he has not adopted his 

comments about avSpaxdq xocGf^ptsvoq : "... scatters them 

over the dish / and serves it to Thyestes throwed on 

high". The whole construction of 1. 1594-1595 is a real 

puzzle to the scholars. But as MacNeice has given it to 

us through his translation is quite clear that 

Aegisthus wanted to describe in as a horrible way as 

possible the atrocity of Atreus' act. And the image 

that he has created through his rendering is depicting 

and appealing. It really appeals to the audience; even 

if we consider it from the strictly scholarly point of 

view, we may find some disadvantages. Fagles is more 

arbitrary than MacNeice, nevertheless he has also 

managed to create quite an image: "He picks at the 

flesh he cannot recognize, / the soul of innocence 
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eating the food of ruin - / look that feeds upon the 

house!" 

1598 x&Tt£ iT ' eniyvoix; ^ipyov ou x a x a t c r v o v 

But when he knew he had eaten worse than poison 

^pyov oi> xaxaio-T-ov has been translated by MacNeice in 

an arbitrary way, but as it stands it is very strong. 

Fraenkel and Fagles have rendered only the actual 

meaning of the words. 

1600 [fidpov 5' i&(pepTov nsXoTtiSaiq eKeuxetai]. 

And Invoking a hopeless doom on the sons of Pelops 

Fraenkel believes that this line adds nothing more to 

the meaning of Aegisthus' words and that is why he has 

suggested that this line should be delitted. MacNeice 

has rendered it as it stands and it really adds more 

hatred over Thyestes' words. 

1604 xaytii Sixaioq T O U 5 S T O U (p6vou P O ^ G U Q -

I stitched this murder together; it was my title. 

In his effort to make his vocabulary very contemporary, 

MacNeice has been differentiated from Fraenkel's "and 

it is with justice that I am he that schemed this 

killing" and Fagles' "And I, the weaver of Justice, / 

plotted out the kill". I think that MacNeice's 

innovation is for his sake here since pctcpeuq in ancient 

Greece had mostly the meaning of "crafty plotting". 

1605 xptxov ydp bvxa p.' sjct 5^x' a9Xi^ ncctpi. 

Me the third son he left, an unweaned infant, 

The majority of the editors have corrected this line 

into xpvxwv y&p ovxa jj.' iraxpi, which 

MacNeice seems to have adopted. Fagles is diplomatic 

enough, he has put "Atreus drove us into exile, my 

struggling father, and I, a babe -in arm, his last son, 

...". But Fraenkel claims that, as Sidgwick says "the 

only tradition we have, gives at most three children to 
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Thyestes and the mention of the number seems so 

needless and inappropriate". So it is not a fault of 

MacNeice or a serious inconsistency of his that 

influence the meaning of the words that Aegisthus aims 

at uttering. Fraenkel only suggests that it makes 

greater sense to the audience, that Thyestes' twelve 

children had been slaughtered by Atreus. Besides, 

thirteen as a number was an unlucky one for ancient 

Greeks. It seems from the treatment of this line, that 

MacNeice did not have any sympathy for Aegisthus who 

plotted with Clytemnestra to kill Agamemnon. Besides, 

he despises him, he considers him to be a coward since 

he did not have the courage to commit this murder by 

himself. MacNeice does not want his audience to think 

even for a moment of acquitting Aegisthus; that is why 

he adopted the correction without a second thought. 

Fraenkel in order to confirm his view says that xptxov 

sni 5ixa is an old idiom so he cannot attribute its 

occurence here to a corruption. 

1608 xai TouSs xavSpoq Supaioq cov, 
1609 naaav <j\>va\̂ aq SucrPouXiaq. 

I grappled this man while still beyond his door. 
Having pieced together the programme of his ruin. 

MacNeice, although at the time he was doing this 

translation had not yet started working for the BBC, 

seems to have been influenced by certain programmes, so 

it can explain his use of modern vocabulary. 1. 1609 is 

excellent and makes a contemporary audience understand 

the plot that Aegisthus had contrived of killing 

Agamemnon. Fagles, too, has used contemporary 

vocabulary: "I was abroad / but I reached out and 

seized my man, link by link. I clamped the fatal scheme 

/ together", but he is arbitrary enough. 

1610 OUTO> xaXov 5f) xai TO xaxSavexv £p,o\, 
1611 iSovia TotJTOv xfjq 5ixT)q ev kpxeaiv. 
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So now would even death be beautiful to me 
Having seen Agamemnon in the nets of Justice. 

There is a tone of mockery in the word "beautiful" that 

MacNeice has used in order to show Aegisthus' 

willingness to die now that he has accomplished his 

task. 

1612 XO. AiyiaG', £v xaxoiaiv ou aegw. 

Aegisthus. I cannot respect brutality in distress. 

£ V X A X O R C T I-v has been rendered by MacNeice in a way that 

proves chorus' loathing for Aegisthus' act. The word 

"in distress" is much stronger than Fraenkel's "in 

misfortune". The way MacNeice has rendered ou is 

not accepted by Fraenkel for he claims that ou had 

not the sense of "I do not respect" in Aeschylus. He 

says that the emphasis here lies in the practising 

since the object of the verb is the infinitive uPpi^ei-v 

which denotes that this is performed by others and not 

by . itiself; "Aegisthus to triumph in misfortune is 

a thing I care not to practise". Fagles' rendering is 

totally arbitrary: "Aegisthus, you revel in pain you 

sicken me" . 

1613 CTI3 5' 0£v5pa T O V S S <p!^XQ ex©v xcxTaxxaveiv, 
1614 fi6voq 5' '#rtoixTov T6V5S PouXsuffai cpovov; 

You claim that you deliberately killed this prince 
And that you alone planned this pitiful murder, 

MacNeice's statement is that of a conviction to 

Aegisthus. He has also used legal contemporary terms. 

This "deliberately" is quite effective. 

1615 ou iprip.' ev Sixq T6 aov xdpa 

Be sure that in your turn your head shall not escape 

£v StxTj has been variously translated. Fraenkel has "in 

the hour of justice" and Fagles "In the hour of 

judgement". MacNeice's "in your turn" is not the 

accurate translation but it is quite clear what he is 
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talking about. Besides, his tone shows that he is sure 

about Aegisthus' punishment. In MacNeice's conscience 

there is no relenting towards this coward man. 

1619 AI. yvmaq 5i5dcrxea6ai 3apu 

1620 T©i 'ct)Xi.xo6t<^, atixppoveiv slpr^f i^vov. 

Old as you are, you will find it is a heavy load 

To go to school when old to learn the lesson of tact. 

MacNeice's "to go to school" sounds very colloquial and 

is out of the spirit of Aeschylus' times. But since 

this translation was addressed to an audience, he had 

to make them understand what Aegisthus meant by this 

utterance. Fraenkel has the scholarly "how hard a thing 

it is to be taught a lesson". Fagles is excellent, 

though not faithful to the text; "how much it hurts to 

teach old bones their place". It is an English proverb 

which suits perfectly to the context. 

1621 A I . Seo^oq 56 xax x6 y^paq <xi xs vrjOTtSsq 
1622 Suoti 5iSd(CTX£xv s^oxci tatax cppevcSv 
1623 laxpoj iAvTs iq . ou^ opaxq opwv xdtSs; 

For old age, too, gaol and hunger are fine 
Instructors in wisdom, second-sighted doctors. 
You have eyes. Cannot you see? 

StSdCTxexv . . . (ppevoiv laxpo^dvce xq has been given by 

MacNeice in an eloquent way. This "instructors in 

wisdom" denotes something more than "teachers of the 

mind" and the term "second-sighted doctors" that he has 

used for x occpo/idcvxe x q is a modern scientific term which 

obviously did not exist at the time of Aeschylus. 

MacNeice's emphasis on Aegisthus' insolence is more 

corroborated by these words; there is an evident tone 

of sarcasm and impiety of Aeschylus towards the old 

men. For 1. 1623 Fraenkel considers the most preferable 

translation "do you not see that, although you have 

eyes to see"; as for MacNeice's rendering is the most 

closer to what Aegisthus means here, namely, that the 

chorus may see the corpses and therefore being more 
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prudent in their behavior towards Aegishtus. It sounds 

like a threat to the chorus. 

1624 AI. Kp6q xevxpot naioaq 

Do not kick against the pricks. The blow will hurt you. 

It seems obvious that this expression was a proverb 

even in old times. Under this light MacNeice is 

excellent. But Fagles also is very good: "The more you 

kick against the pricks, the more you suffer". 

1625 XO. yuvai, CTU ToOq î xovxaq ex v^ov 
1626 oixoupdq euvT̂ v avSpdq alcrxuvmv 'dfjia 
1627 cxvSpi (TTPAXR^YCII T6V5' ePouXeuaaq piopov; 

You woman waiting in the house for those who return from battle 
While you seduce their wives! Was it you devised 
The death of a master of armies? 

It is clear that even if yuvcxx refers to Clytemnestra 

all the other words refer to Aegisthus. There is a 

suggestion that -yuvotx is a corruption of ofvo£\xT.q, but 

Fraenkel prefers to leave it as it stands. It mostly 

extends the chorus scorn to Aegisthus who has behaved 

like a woman which was considered very offending for a 

man. From oxxoupoq, al and sPouXsuaaq is evident 

that the chorus address this speech to a man, MacNeice 

has gone even futher and has rendered it quite clearly 

to his audience in order to understand it: "You seduce 

their wives!" Fagles' rendering is out of question here 

because it is totally his own rendering even though he 

conveys the meaning at the end. It is worth noting 

that, it is Aegisthus who answers to the accusations of 

the chorus, not Clytemnestra, a fact which makes it 

obvious that all these insults aimed at him. 

1630 AI. o pL#v y&p f\y£ Ttdvx' and ^Goyy^q xapai, 
1631 (ju 5' E^opivaq vr̂ nioiq 
1632 xpaTr)8£{q 5' rifispdixepoq q>avfji. 

Led all things after him bewitched with joy, but you 
Having stung me with your silly yelps shall be 
Led off yourself, to prove more mild when mastered. 
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MacNeice's language is very determined. He is careful 

to make Aegisthus look as silly and bombastic as 

possible and he has succeeded in that. Fagles, again, 

has totally deviated from the original text and has 

used his own inspiration to translate these lines: 

"Talk on -you'll scream for every word, my little 

Orpheus ... I'll make you dance. I'll bring you all to 

heel". 

1633 XO. aq 5t̂  au )j.oi xupavvoq ^Apyeif^v 
1634 '6q oux, eiisi5î  tc5x5' IgooXeuaaq piopov, 
1635 Spaaai t65' kpyov oux ktXqq ao'coxT6vo>q. 

Indeed! So you are now to be king of Argos, 
You who, when you had plotted the king's death, 
Did not even dare to do that thing yourself! 

The chorus irony to Aegisthus has been rendered in 

English in a subtle and delicate way by MacNeice, who 

has shown all the contempt of the chorus towards this 

man; the chorus disregard even their own life when they 

attack Aegisthus who has now become a tyrant. 

1638 AI. £x Td>v 5^ TouSs xp^^dtwv neipdcaop-ai 
1639 apxGiv TCoXiToiv 

But now I shall try with Agamemnon's wealth 
To rule the people. ... 

It should be mentioned that MacNeice is the only one 

who mentions Agamemnon's name for xoOSe. Was not it for 

provoking and directing the mood of the audience 

against Aegisthus who is so insolent that does not 

hesitate declaring that he will become a tyrant by 

usurping the wealth of the man whom he has just killed 

through the hand of Clytemnestra? 

1644 XO. ... , aXXd viv 
1645 xwpaq p.\a(jp.a xai GeSv eyxopimv 
1646 •fexTEiv'; ... 

... but left that work to a woman 
Whose presence pollutes our country and its gods? 

Scholars are divided whether jiiaa^a xoct 9ea>v 

syxmpimv means that all these will befall on the town 
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or it aims simply at an insult on Clytemnestra. 

Fraenkel inclines to accept that the chorus are not so 

harsh against the town and direct this as a blasphemy 

towards Clytemnestra who has conducted this deed. 

MacNeice's rendering is also under this light; he has 

addressed all his menace towards Clytemnestra. 

1649 AI. aX\' hnei Soxeiq tdtS' xcxx X^yeiv, yvwaq 
1650 E i a 5t^, (piXox X o x f x a i , xoHpyov 06% exdq T6Se. 

Well, if such is your desigh in deeds and words, you will 
quickly learn-
Here my friends, here my guards, there is work for you at hand. 

There is a great debate arising out of the fact that 

the men of the chorus, though too old, come on stage 

armed. Some scholars have tried to change the speakers 

but Fraenkel thinks of leaving the text as it is. He 

considers it an innovation of Aeschylus for the 

Athenian stage. In no other piece of tragedy we know 

the chorus to be armed. Aeschylus aimed at stressing 

how the chorus were too old to join in the expedition, 

however they were so loyal to their king that though 

with one foot on the grave they would defend their 

king's country. 

1653 XO. Sexop^voiq Qaveiv ae- tqv 5' aipoupsBa, 

We are glad you speak of dying. We accept your words for luck. 

Fraenkel claims that "as in 1.685 sv xux«i ... , so in 

1. 1653 xr^v 5' atpoupieGa, is used in relation to 

the predestination conveyed by an ominous name". In the 

light of this he does not accept translations like 

Sidgwick's "we take our good fortune" but the ones like 

"what in accordance with your utterance is bound to 

happen". MacNeice has translated under this sense. The 

only fault of MacNeice here is that he has not rendered 

aipoupieSa at all. Fraenkel has: "Thou speakest of thy 

death: we accept the omen and choose to take what will 
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come and pass". As for Fagles, he has distorted the 

words completely. 

1.1654ff. MacNeice's eloquence has reached its 

culmination. All his masterful technique has been 

expressed in this last speech of Clytemnestra which 

puts emphasis upon her will not to proceed with 

bloodshed. She believed she had a task to fulfil, and 

whatever her bitchy manners, she is not thirsty for 

more blood. The way MacNeice has rendered this speech 

of hers, underlines her determination with the small 

sentences he has created. MacNeice has poetic 

expressions like "add no more to the train of wrong" 

which expresses his own wish, too. 

1656 KA. rtTifjiovf)q 5' 'StXi.q y' ujidpxsi.' aifiaxcijieSa. 

Enough of misery. Start no more. Our hands are red. 

Clytemnestra's decision is final. It is a very 

appealing and determined scene. 

1658 KA. Ttpiv 7ta0£tv ̂ ^p^avTsq • aivsxv xpf) xctS' mq ejtpdt̂ afjiev. 

In time before you suffer. We have acted as we had to act. 

Fraenkel accepts Ttpiv ita9evv as a complete 

expression whereas he cannot accept even from the meter 

point of view the XP'1 ^65' aiq snpa^apsv. He has altered 

the text and has made the 'fep^avx' axocxpov to atvstv 

which is the infinitive that is missed and belongs to 

XP^: "... are doing bring you suffering: we must accept 

our present lot, even as it has fallen to us". MacNeice 

who was concerned with creating an effect to the 

audience has not bothered about the construction of the 

sentence and has adopted the original nptv naGsiv 

sp^avT' axofxpov Fagles, also, has followed MacNeice. 

1659 KA. £v 5^ Toi ^6x@wv yivoxxo xo>v5' '"dtXiq, Sexoi^eG' 'dcv, 
1660 Sat^ovoq xH^^i Papetai Suaxux^S %e%X^Y^2voi. 
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If only our afflictions now could prove enough, we should agree-
We who have been so hardly mauled in the heavy claws of the evil 
god. 

MacNeice's "if only ..." is so strong that it shows 

that he himself, too, believes alongside with 

Clytemnestra that everything has to come to a quick 

end. MacNeice's stressing that it is a woman that 

speaks, goes further and adds "if any man thinks". The 

word "man" is not mentioned openly. 

1662 AI. aXXdt xouaS' epioi ^axaxav yXaccav ©5' anaveiaai 
1663 xaxPotXsiv fejiT) toiauta Saijiovoq jisipajjî vouq. 

But to think that these should thus pluck the blooms of an idle 
tongue 
And should throw out words like these, giving the evil god his 
chance. 

Fraenkel is not certain that in the 5th century 

an;av9<CTax had the meaning of "pluck off" that it had 

acquired later. Therefore, he does not accept it 

pleasantly. He has assumed a lacuna in his translation 

which makes the text unintelligible: "But that these 

should . . such idle speech against me and fling out 

such words, putting their fate to the test!" 

1664 AI. CTtocppovoq [5'] a^apxcov xov xpaxouvxa [Xoi6op£fq]. 

And should miss the path of prudence and insult their master so! 

Fraenkel has added the verb Xoi5opeUq at the end of the 

sentence; as it was, the phrase was incomplete and the 

text uncertain: "Thou lackest a sober mind, so to abuse 

thy master". MacNeice's rendering is very eloquent. 

1666 AI. &XX' eyw u' ev uux^paicnv rjfjîpcxtq fjîxsifji' '#xi. 

Perhaps. But I in later days wil take futher steps with you. 

MacNeice's expression sounds like a legal procedure. 

It proves that he was influenced by the spirit of his 

t i mes. 

1667 XO. oux, eav [ Y'] ̂Op̂ axr)v 5sup' aneuGuvij jjioXevv. 

Not if the god who rules the family guides Orestes to his home. 
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MacNeice has translated 5ai)jioov as "the god who rules 

the family"; it mostly is an arbitrariness of his 

which, however, emphasizes the chorus' expectation for 

retribution based on just means. Fagles is totally 

arbitrary here. He has been drawn away from the 

original. 

1668 AI. oX&' lya (pejJYOVTaq 'dtvSpaq eKni&aq vouq. 

Yes. I know that men in exile feed themselves on barren hopes. 

MacNeice has added the word "barren" for hopes in order 

to provoke Aegisthus' scorn. He is so abusive that his 

"barren hopes" sound satirical since the audience know 

that these hopes are fertile and not barren. It sounds 

like a tragic irony. 

1670 AI. ia9i jioi Swawv otTtoiva xfjaSs p&p(aq xpovg. 

Do not think you will not pay me a price for your stupidity. 

The line has been amended first by Wecklein who altered 

the %apiv into xpov^ claiming that there was a need for 

a genitive depending upon 'dtnoxva; besides we expect an 

expression referring to time as in 1.1666. But MacNeice 

has not followed these alterations and has rendered it 

from xaptv which sounds all right despite the lack of 

theme. 

1672 KA. f̂) TrpoTijifiatjq x©v5' syw 
1673 ticci au Swpaxwv xpaxouvTS * * G^oo^ev xaXwq. 

Pay no heed, Aegisthus, to these futile barkings. You and I, 
Masters of this house, from now shall order all things well. 

At the finale of the tragedy there are still 

discrepancies in the text. Fraenkel believes that it is 

not ToivSe 5eCT7r6Tr|q 56pwv, as exactly MacNeice has 

rendered it; he has "masters of the house". He has 

meant a missing object from w^ao^ev xocXmq to which 

ToivSs might refer to. So he has changed the sentence in 

the way, we have written above. In spite of these hints 

of Fraenkel, MacNeice has translated these last words 
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of the queen in a way that reveals her strong and 

determined personality for the prevalence of peace and 

calmness. Her assurance in such a state of things 

sounds as a tragic irony since we know what is going to 

f ol low. 
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CHAPTER III. LOUIS MACNEICE'S WORK FOR THE BBC 
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a. MacNeice and the Features Department of the BBC 

Some years after Louis MacNeice had finished his 

translation of Aeschylus' Ag^amBmnon. he started working 

for the Features Department of the BBC. It is worth 

considering this aspect of MacNeice's work as well, 

because in some of the features he wrote and produced, 

there are reflections of classical influences. The 

reason for bringing in some of these scripts is to show 

that in MacNeice's conscience there is a possible link 

between the classical world and modern times, that in 

his work the classical world is a living atmosphere. 

MacNeice has used his filter of antiquity to understand 

life around him and also to help others with this 

understanding. Before proceeding to examine these 

scripts, it is better to see what was the Features 

Department of the BBC and how MacNeice came to be 

connected with this. 

The department in which MacNeice had been working was 

established in 1922 with John Reith as a General 

Manager'. It was the time that British homes started 

having a radio set. The Production Director was R.E. 

Jeffrey and his assistant was Cecil Lewis; both men 

agreed that the potentiality of radio drama was growing 

and the key to its popularity was simplicity -

audiences must not be confused by action^. Until 1929, 

the broadcastings were usually based on music, sports 

events and there were also some adaptations of stage 

plays or novels^. Up to that time it was difficult for 

the BBC producers to produce plays especially written 

for radio. The main obstructions were competition from 

the films, the strict censorship and conservatism of 

the BBC and the snobbishness of some writers*. In 1929 

Val Gielgud, a creative and enthusiastic man, succeeded 

Jeffrey. He was also in co-operation with Lance 
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Sieveklng and Tyrone Guthrie; it was due to these three 

that the idea of writing plays especially for the radio 

was originated®. 

The Feature programme started in 1930 with subjects 

concerning local interests and history. The techniques 

for presentation varied; mainly they were 

documentaries, non-dramas, quite original in theme. As 

MacNeice explains in the introduction of his edition of 

Sunbeams in his Hat. "Feature is a term invented by the 

BBC in order to characterize a dramatized broadcast 

with informative or propagandistic content". MacNeice 

stresses that propaganda inlcudes celebration of 

anniversaries and gestures of homage - or of hatred, to 

anything or anyone alive or dead. Therefore, Features 

have a great variety in form and subject. Also some of 

them are loosely constructed as scrap-books while 

others constitute a unity and have the emotional impact 

of a play®. 

Under this perspective Features were so successful that 

they became a separate department, in July 1945, after 

their contribution to war-time programmes. Until then 

Features were part of the Drama Department -under the 

direction of Val Gielgud- which belonged to the 

Productions Department and was divided into three 

sections; the other two were Revue under John Watt and 

Variety under Eric Maschwitz^. But the Features 

Department had so many writers and poets that its name 

did not correspond to its nature any more; so in 1946, 

the BBC instituted the Third Programme which gave more 

opportunities for creativity to its people®. 

MacNeice joined the Features Department in January 

1941. He had just come back from America where he had 

realized that the British prestige was very low. So he 

contacted the BBC and asked to make some propagandist 
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programmes in order to raise British esteem, in America. 

His appointment was confirmed by E.A. Harding^. 

It seems that the career of MacNeice in the BBC came as 

an alternative solution to him. Until 1940 he had 

worked in a provincial university with which he was not 

satisfied at all because of the unresponsiveness of his 

students; then he was deserted by his wife and was 

forced to come up to London where he worked for the 

Birbeck College. Before the war he had been to America 

and after lecturing for several months he returned to 

Britain at the outbreak of World War II. 

It is worth mentioning that MacNeice was very cautious 

about the prospects of radio drama at the outset of his 

connection with the BBC. Up to then, he used to listen 

only to concerts or to commentaries on sports events. 

But after his first contact with the BBC, he was more 

optimistic about drama"*®. 

Some critics, after reviewing MacNeice's work as a 

whole, have suggested that his career in the BBC did 

not help him to develop as a poet, It sounds like a 

prejudice, based on the preconception that radio did 

not offer any chances for creativity to already 

successful people. Cyril Connolly, in his obituary of 

MacNeice in the Sunday Times, in 1963, was sorry 

because the writer of so many popular and outstanding 

plays "had wasted so much of his talent and energy in 

radio" . He expressed the view that MacNeice should have 

gone on his career with writing poetry. He did not 

acknowledge the creative element in MacNeice's radio-

work or attach great importance to its effects on the 

listening public. Ian Rodger who has rejected this 

criticism against MacNeice, concludes: "Connolly was 

possessed of this intellectual prejudice which presumes 

that radio is a waste of time and he could not bring 

himself to admit that many of MacNeice's plays are 
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classics of the radio genre and that his work had 

already had enormous influence upon the work of younger 

wri ters"^^. 

Less biased opinion, and that of colleagues of 

MacNeice, asserts that his creative work in the BBC was 

particularly a success because he gave shape to radio 

plays. He invented and improvised so many techniques, 

so that radio plays became popular with the public at 

large. MacNeice used complex imagery. And because he 

was a poet and a classicist, he favoured the use of 

rhetoric devices, allegory and parable""^. Furthermore, 

MacNeice himself wrote in the BBC Year Book for 1947 

that radio offers great potentiality to poets and 

writers that no other medium can provide. It is up to 

them to exploit these potentialities to the maximum. He 

presents as a proof his own successful work and invites 

other poets to Join him^^. 

It is doubtful to what extent MacNeice's career in the 

BBC influenced him negatively as a poet. If MacNeice 

did not show any obvious progress in his poetry as such 

for a certain chronological period, it was quite 

probably due to personal problems and not to his work 

in the BBC. On the contrary his work there broadened 

his interests, made him think about different things 

and situations and also gave him the opportunity to 

travel extensively. 

b. The Scripts of the War Years 

In the majority of MacNeice's radio plays there are 

reflections of classical background, his travels and 

the historical-political events of his times. Here we 
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shall give more consideration to those of his plays 

which include classical themes or promote classical 

ideas, part of MacNeice's effort to explain the 

contemporary situation of the world. 

The March of the 10, OOP'*'* was one of the early features 

that MacNeice wrote for the BBC. It was broadcast on 

April the 16*^^1941. At that time MacNeice was still 

only attached to the BBC, and had not yet been 

appointed to its permanent staff. 

In this feature there is some relation between the war 

situations that MacNeice was living in and the messages 

that were inferred from Xenophon's Anabasis. The 

programme exalts the fighting spirit of the Greeks in 

spite of the enormous difficulties and calamities they 

had suffered. At the end they managed to achieve their 

goal, which was to find their way back to Greece. So, 

the message that MacNeice wanted to transmit during 

this difficult period of World War II was that in spite 

of Hitler's imperialism the nations had to persist and 

endure while at the same time attempting to resist and 

fight back; and they should always bear in mind, as a 

representative example, the ancient Greeks. 

The play starts with a lady, who was a flute-girl in 

Sparta and a slave of Clearchus, the Lacedaemonian 

general. She recollects how Clearchus went on the 

expedition to Asia to fight for Cyrus, the alienated 

brother of Artaxerxes, Great King of Persia. We are 

given the background of the expedition, how Clearchus 

raised 10,000 Greeks and went to Cyrus' help. Then we 

are transferred to Asia and listen to the marching and 

the talk of the common soldiers who complain about the 

time-consuming war and are already fed up with Cyrus. 

The flute-girl continues to give an account of their 

adventures. How they crossed the river, then the desert 

and there came hunger while all of them were looking 
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for Babylon. After Cyrus' defeat and murder, the Great 

King demanded that the Greeks lay down their arms. In 

order to force them to surrender, he cut off their 

supplies. Although the Greeks were 2,000 miles away 

from their country, their general^ Clearchus, told the 

king to come by himself and get the arms. This was the 

heroic refusal of the Greeks which declared their 

resolution to fight till the end. But the consequences 

of this answer signalled the beginning of many 

misfortunes. The flute-girl remembers how she lost 

Clearchusj the Persians cheated their leaders by asking 

them to meet for negotiations. So, they took their 

leaders to a tent and killed them all. This incident 

bears similarities to the events which preceded the 

outbreak of World War II with the desperate attempts of 

Chamberlain to avert the war and persuade Hitler to 

find a peaceful solution. The visit of the Greek 

leaders to the tent of the Persians reminds us of the 

meetings of Chamberlain with Hitler in Godersberg on 

September the 22"*=*, 1938 and in Munich on September the 

28*'^ of the same year''®. The outcome of these meetings 

is comparable: as the Persians killed the Greek leaders 

in order to destroy the Greeks who, nevertheless, found 

their way out of that vast country, so did it happen 

with those who were striving for peace in modern times; 

Hitler cheated on them with treacherous meetings, he 

tried to mislead them, he caused untold suffering and 

distress with his invasions but at the end the allied 

countries fought back and destroyed him. When MacNeice 

was writing this feature the war was still in its 

beginning; he used the events of history to forecast 

the desperate situation. 

To come back to the script, the Greeks were left 

without generals but their fighting spirit emerged once 

more. They did not give up. The soldiers tried to find 
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a leader among their own number. They were determined 

to go on because they were free men from a free 

country, facing an alien despotism. Again, we find 

allusions concerning the contemporary situation. 

MacNeice alludes to free countries which had to go on 

with their fight against Nazism, or face slavery, 

national extinction and humiliation. 

Freedom in ancient Greece meant liberty to say what you 

like and live the way you like. The Greeks elected 

their generals in a democratic way. They elected a 

Lacedaemonian called Cheirisophus, who took Clearchus' 

place and an Athenian man, Xenophon, who commanded 

their rear guard. At the same time their decision to 

proceed whatever the cost was strengthened. The 

calamities they suffered were disastrous; some of them 

turned blind, others were frozen. At that time they 

decided to sacrifice to the North wind and asked him to 

lead them back. The flute-girl continues her narration 

about their adventures: they met people living in a 

savage state who cut off the heads of the men they 

arrested and danced around them. After many adventures, 

the Greeks arrived to Trapezus, a real Greek city. At 

last they were able to shout: "THALATTA! THALATTA! " in 

this way greeting the sea which would take them back to 

their country. 

This feature, being one of the earliest written by 

MacNeice, has the form of a narrative - the girl 

narrates the events with flash-backs to the Greeks in 

their efforts to overcome their problems and make their 

descent towards the sea. 

The conclusion of The March of the 10, 000 seems to be 

an allegorical one: it expresses MacNeice's desire to 

strengthen the morale of the people fighting against 

the Axis. And like Xenophon's Greeks who shouted with 

relief "THALATTA! ... THALATTA!", so the oppressed 
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countries would be able one day to cry out for their 

own freedom. 

After The March of the 10. 000. there came a series 

called The Stones cry out~*^. It concerned several 

historical buildings of London even though the message 

extracted was "but the people stand firm". This series 

was written in the propagandistic spirit that MacNeice 

had in mind when he first joined the BBC. The series 

concerned Westminster Abbey broadcast on May the 27^^, 

1941, Ma dam Tussa ud' s broadcast on June the 2"^' 1941, 

St Paul ' s broadcast on June the 23^^\ 1941, House of 

Commons broadcast on July the 7*^, 1941, The Temple, 

broadcast on September the 1™^, 1941 and Royal College 

of Surgeons broadcast on September the 29**^, 1941; 

there were also two features, one about Belfast, 

broadcast on October the 27^^, 1941 and another about 

Plymouth Barbican, broadcast on November the 24^^, 

1941. 

In order to commemorate the date of the Italian 

invasion in Greece (October the 28^^, 1941), MacNeice 

had written a feature called The Glory that is 

Greece'' ̂ . MacNeice compares the Greek soldiers who held 

out the Italians with those at Thermopylae who fought 

against the Persians. It is a very successful 

Juxtaposition because, as the three hundred warriors of 

the king of Sparta Leonidas encountered the numerous 

Persians but they were too few to defeat them, so did 

modern Greek warriors, who, in spite of their valour 

could not hold out such an enormous invasion once the 

Germans had added their strength to that of the 

Italians. Nevertheless the Greeks did not surrender and 

managed to put off defeat in an astonishing way, but 

later on when the Germans became more numerous they 

could not hold out. 
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MacNelce had in mind that the events in history repeat 

themselves, regardless of the number of years which 

intervene. He recognizes a strength in the fighting 

spirit of the Greeks similar to that of the 10,000 that 

Xenophon describes; he believes that there is a 

continuity in certain values and characteristics 

regardless of the number of generations that have come 

between. 

The Glory that is Greece is a programme to celebrate 

the spirit of the Greek Army and the Greek people. In 

the opening of the play we hear an Italian family 

talking about Greece. Giuseppe, the father, is against 

Greece but his wife adores the country and the people. 

Their son, Andrea, does not know anything about Greece, 

nor does the grandfather who however has read Greek 

literature, Homer, Aeschylus, Plato. Giuseppe argues 

that Modern Greeks have nothing in common with their 

ancestors. In the course of a political discussion 

about current matters, Mussolini's voice is heard on 

the radio declaring that the Italians have decided to 

conquer Greece. Metaxas, the Greek dictator, says the 

"No" to the invasion and we can hear people shouting 

"Zito Hellas" (Long live Greece) and the Greek Anthem 

is heard in the background. 

Then we are transferred to Greece; two Greeks, Maria 

and Stavros, talk about the situation. Even though they 

hate Metaxas' dictatorship, now they support him. 

Inevitably they recall in their mind the deeds of their 

ancestors: 

Maria; Nun Uper panton ... The final struggle. Who was it said 
that? 
Stavros: You should know. The poet Aeschylus . , . over two thousand 
years ago. He put it into the mouths of our ancestors ... when they 
went into the kill at the battle of Salamis. 
Maria; Salamis? Yes. 
Stavros; Sons of Greece, go to it. Free your country. Free your 
wives and children, the temples of your gods and the tombs of your 
fathers. Nun uper panton agon. 
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Maria: More than two thousand years ago. And now it is happening 
again. 

The above dialogue offers one more proof that 

historical events are recurrent. 

After this we move futher north to Epirus where the 

Greeks are fighting the Italians who sound surprised by 

their defeat. Stavros reads a lot of history books 

which say that "All this has happened before", which 

seems to be the message that MacNeice tries to pass 

through the feature. 

Stavros reminds Kostas, another Greek, of the Persian 

invasion to Greece: 

First there was the invasion of Darius. What happened? We met them 
at Marathon, drove them into the sea . . , The bloated tyrant who 
thinks he can walk in and take us. They get the idea that Greece is 
easy pickings, Mussolini thinks so now, Darius thought so then. So 
did Xerxes. 

Imperialistic targets have not changed through the 

passage of time. There is a flash back to the Persian 

tyranny: A herald is announcing to Xerxes that he will 

be "ruler of all the earth". And Xerxes announces to 

his court the decision to conquer Greece. He gives to 

his general Mardonius his orders. Xerxes sounds like 

Hitler: 

I had already, you know, sent heralds to the Greek Cities, 
excepting Athens and Sparta; those two cities have to be punished 
for Marathon. My heralds went through the rest of Greece and 
demanded earth and water - the established token of submission , . . 
No one in the world can resist my invincible army. 

In the course of the events Xerxes asks Demaratus, the 

exiled Spartan king, why the Greeks do not submit 

themselves and he receives the answer that they want 

their liberty. In the same way the free countries of 

Europe reacted against the German invasion. 

Then we move on to Athens where Hippias asks Cleon for 

information about the number of the Persians. Hippias 
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is scared of them but Cleon and Demos encourage him. In 

the meanwhile voices are heard announcing that Leonidas 

is marching towards Thermopylae. 

After this flash back we return to modern Greece where 

Stavros is discussing with Kostas the Italian defeat. 

Announcements are heard about the progress of the war. 

At the end, Jani, Kostas and Stavros drink to their 

health and at Hellas' victory. 

Another flash back and a Persian scout announces to 

Xerxes the holding of Thermopylae by the Greeks. 

Now, we learn from Kostas that Jani has been killed in 

the war but the Italians are not going to conquer 

Greece. The discussion turns to whether Thermopylae was 

a defeat and Stavros says: 

Stranger, tell the Spartans at home that we lie here having done 
what they told us. 
Kosta: So that was the end of the Greeks at Thermopylae. 
Stavros: But it was not the end of Greece. It looked like a defeat 
but it paved the way for our victories 
Kosta: Salamis. 
Stavros: Yes. Salamis, The Persian fleet was shattered, and after 
that Plataea ... 
Kosta: Just like the Italian will go back to Italy. 
Stavros: ... If the Germans come in to bolster them up ... then it 
will take time. We must be prepared for another Thermopylae. 
Another apparent defeat. 

Then the German invasion is announced and the Greek 

guerilla welfare flourishes together with their British 

allies. But the British soldiers are forced by the 

Germans to leave Greece. 

Radio: People of Greece: We are calling on all of you to keep your 
pride and your dignity .. . 

This is the last announcement that is heard from the 

radio before it is captured by the Germans. The play 

ends with voices shouting "Zito Hellas". 

MacNeice's presentation of this feature is directed 

towards the view that people have to fight against the 
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conqueror. Hitler and Mussolini are the modern 

equivalent of Xerxes who wanted to conquer the existing 

world. The identification of modern Greeks, who are a 

small nation and nevertheless resist the conqueror who 

is numerous, suits perfectly the resistance of Leonidas 

at Thermopylae and the eventual defeat of the Persians 

in Salamis. MacNeice wants to imply that modern 

imperialists will be defeated in the end; Greece may 

have been conquered after a steady resistance but at 

the same time it held out against the Germans for a 

long time to the benefit of other countries. The 

symbolism which is expressed about current situations 

gives to this feature particular significance. The 

classical world is not revived only in MacNeice's mind 

but finds its counterparts and confirmation in modern 

times. 

Part of MacNeice's propagandistic programmes were those 

concerning the allies as Salute to the USSR broadcast 

on April the 12""^, 1942, Salute to the United Nations 

broadcast on June the 14^^, 1942, The Undefeated 

(Yugoslavia) broadcast on June the 30^-^% 1942, Bri tain 

to America No 1 broadcast on July the 26*^, 1942, 

Salute to the US Army broadcast on October the 4^^, 

1942 and Salute to Greece broadcast on October the 

25**^, 1942. He had also made a series called Black 

Gal 1ery and two of these features were dedicated to 

Hitler and Dr Goebbels'®. 

One of the most successful radio dramas of MacNeice 

was Christopher Col umbus'* broadcast on September the 

12̂ -̂ % 1942 in order to celebrate the 450th anniversary 

of the discovery of America. The whole style of the 

drama resembles a Greek tragedy. There are long 

speeches of Columbus; he speaks in an epic way of his 

origin and his intentions. There are even present two 
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choruses: the Doubt and the Faith chorus. These 

choruses intervene to inform the listeners about 

certain facts, as exactly was the function of the 

chorus in an ancient tragedy^®. There is even the 

character of the herald. What MacNeice is most 

interested in is to portray Columbus as a discoverer 

and not so much as a human being. Columbus is shown 

open-minded and unconventional. He opposes the order of 

his times and in the beginning meets many rejections. 

The story ends with Columbus' triumphant return to 

Spain, Ignoring his later career which would have 

required a very different treatment. At the end 

Columbus praises God; he thanks Him for the honour He 

gave to him. Justice prevailed and everything favoured 

the predominance of good. It sounds as a wish not only 

of MacNeice but of all the free world at that time. 

Every free soul was crying for Justice against the 

atrocities that the Axis' powers had committed. 

Christopher Columbus was the first of MacNeice's 

dramatic works for the radio which was devoted to the 

theme of the solitary epic hero in pursuit of a 

quest^i. 

The play opens with a contradiction in the views of the 

two choruses when the Doubt and the Faith chorus argue 

about the discovery of a new world. Then we hear about 

the scornful way in which three middle aged Portuguese 

talk about Columbus which brings echoes from 

Aristophanes' comedies; 

Artur: His hair's going grey, he's got a hooky nose 
Alfredo: And a mad look in his eye. 

There is also a parody of the stubborness and the 

conservatism of people or of their unwillingness to 

accept anything new: 

Alfredo: If Columbus goes to Spain they'll probably put him in 
gaol. 
Arthur: God knows where they will put him. The man has no place in 
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a modern community. He has no place and he has no future. 
JosA: No future. He has no future at all. 
Alfredo; NO FUTURE AT ALL 

These words express the pessimism that prevailed in 

those years. People were dubious about the outcome of 

the war. 

The dialogues are conducted among three persons. The 

sound effects are marvelous: a guitar creeps in and 

takes us to a tavern, then the chanting monks take us 

in the monastery of La Rabida in Spain. . 

Between the scenes, the choruses of Doubt and Faith 

intervene to express their views which are relevant to 

their names. The Faith Chorus transfers the great 

obstacles of Columbus' times: 

... His hands are tied by Church and State, 
He runs the gauntlet of the great 
But he shall conquer in the end. 

Columbus repeats the origin of his name in a way that 

echoes the presentation of the characters in an ancient 

drama: 

I am Christopher, the Bearer of Christ, 
I am the dove that travels the world, . . . 
I am the last Apostle. 

The herald announces Columbus' arrival to the different 

Dukes as he tries to persuade them about his plan. 

Again there is an echo of ancient drama, when we are 

told that Columbus has spent years in trying to 

persuade the powerful men: 

Mendoza: Now Senor Columbus, 
You have come to me from the Duke of Medina Cell, 
In whose household you have stayed two years, 

Marquesa's song== while Queen Isabella is interviewing 

Columbus, is an echo of a lyrical song of an ancient 

drama: 

Down in the kingdom of Granada 
Our soldiers are fighting the Moors, 
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Our soldiers are all at the wars 
Under the Siera Nevada. 

Columbus reminds us of Antigone who stood against the 

world order and Creon's orders. Now Columbus resists 

the blind knowledge of the authorities of Spain which 

consist of the fathers of the church, He is trying to 

bring the new spirit into the commission; 

I have heard the opinions of your learned body; 
They are like so many dead leaves 
Blown hither and thither in an endless maze 
Of ancient ignorance and prejudice-
A labyrinth of lies. 

When Granada has fallen to the Spaniards, the chorus' 

singing resembles that of a tragedy: 

The Old Age was iron; the New Age is golden; The Gold Age is coming 
Oh see where it comes! Granada has fallen. The long days of torment 
And bloodshed are over; , . . 

These are wishes for a New Age, for a Fair and Just 

world, for Peace that men long for. We can find 

similarities with Eumenides. in OcBsteia. when people 

long for the New Order. 

The play consists of two acts, Act I, which is the 

larger one, is about Columbus' efforts to persuade the 

authoritites of Spain to grant him with equipment to 

start his voyage. In the beginning his attempts are 

fruitless, he is disbelieved and scorned but after many 

years of persistence he manages at the end to get what 

he was asking for. 

In Act II, Columbus is talking to himself. It sounds 

like a soliloquy from an ancient drama. He is also 

referred to Seneca's philosophy^^: 

And the Roman poet, Seneca, knew it too-
, , . venient annis 
Saecula seris quibus oceanus 
Vincula rerum laxet ...^* 
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Columbus Is talking about signs of finding a new land, 

as Clytemnestra was talking about the beacons in the 

Ag-amemnon, These are only signs but if someone has a 

strong faith it may be proved true: 

... for the last few days there have been signs. 
Floating grasses, a live crab-
Never found beyond eighty leagues of land; 
A whale - whales are always near the land, 
A floating branch of berries - that means land too, ... 

After this Columbus tries to come into terms with his 

logic. The choruses of Doubt and Faith torment him but 

at last he follows his own belief and he is Justified. 

He discovers a new island, San Salvador, but he has not 

the insight to think of a new continent at all, despite 

the hints that one of his crew has given to him. After 

the discovery of the island Columbus is back in Spain, 

where he is received with honours and cheers by 

everybody. But he has overlooked Donna Beatrice, his 

mistress, who foresees that he is going to die unhappy. 

The last words of Columbus are again an echo of Greek 

D r ama: 

I have brought you a new world. 

If we take into consideration that this play was 

written in wartime, then these words match perfectly 

the desire of MacNeice's world; people long for an end 

to this crisis, for new values, for a new world. As Ian 

Rodger suggests "the discovery of the New World was a 

piece of wartime escapism but MacNeice's notion of the 

play-wright as a teller of parables has some relevance 

here. There is by implication the acknowledgement of 

America and the hero is, after all, a man who is intent 

upon success and who achieves his victory despite all 

the odds and the doubts"^®' 

The Four Freedom^''' is a series of programmes broadcast 

during February and March 1943. The title brings in 
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mind President Roosevelt's announcement of his "Four 

Freedoms" which were "freedom of speech and expression 

and of worship, freedom from want and from fear"^®. The 

common theme of them all is the idea of freedom as it 

is developed through time In different political and 

social contexts. What matters more is the proof that 

the idea of freedom has remained the same through the 

centuries. 

The first programme of the series, is Perlcles. 

broadcast on February the 21"*- 1943. Its emphasis is 

on Athenian democratic institutions which are more 

advantageous than that of Sparta. A Xenos, on his 

arrival in Athens is able to realize the worthiness of 

the institutions in a democratic city. The figure of 

Pericles safeguards the city; Pericles delivers a fine 

speech^^ about an ultimatum they have received from 

Sparta asking to abdicate from their leadership of 

Greece. The intentions of totalitarian Sparta sound 

like those of imperialistic Germany: 

We must never yield to Sparta nor to her satellites. For some time 
past their designs have been clear enough; now they are clear as 
daylight. They want to redress their grievances -such as they are-
by arms and not by argument. 

In his speech Pericles urges the Athenians not to yield 

to the Spartan ultimatum, otherwise 

If you yield to them now on a matter however small, they will think 
that you are afraid. They will come to you again and again with 
greater and harsher demands. It is time to make an end of it 
Either we resist Sparta or we give up all that we value -we cease 
to be great, we cease to be free 

Didn't the same happen in World War II? Didn't Germany 

provoke free countries by invading small nations, while 

the rest of the world tried to be mild and tolerant 

until their own freedom was at risk? Everything is 

predicted through the mouth of the great politician of 

antiqui ty. 
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Pericles is portrayed as an excellent orator and 

politician, a humanist and a lover of culture. He is a 

realistic statesman, worthy of Athens reputation in the 

golden age. To the astonishment of Xenos, in Athens 

every citizen takes part in the assembly. MacNeice 

through this programme tries to hint at current 

matters; the question of refugees and of those who 

opposed to totalitarian and non-democratic states was 

still open in his time. 

There is a suspicion that some of the words that 

MacNeice puts in the mouths of his characters express 

his own beliefs: 

Citizen: That's why nobody here bothers with private property. Not 
even Pericles himself. We put it all into the city. 

These words bring in our mind a totalitarian state 

being in welfare. Some countries have tried to carry 

out this concept of xotvoxxrifjioCTUvr) in the modern world, 

but they have not achieved the results that Pericles' 

age had. 

Through Pericles' words we can infer MacNeice's views 

on the value of human life: "I will ask the Athenians 

to give their lives for freedom -but not for an acre of 

corn or a clump of olives . . MacNeice seems to have 

a strong faith to the ideals of freedom but not to that 

of accumulating of wealth and capital. 

This drama is very close, contemporary and illustrative 

of the events of World War II. It shows that under the 

proper guidance of a good politician, as Pericles was, 

a state may live in prosperity. At the end of the play 

Pericles is in a coma and before he dies his last words 

are: 

. . . statesmen come and statesmen go. The Parthenon now -that will 
last- but even that is not so important. You have forgotten ... the 
most . . . important thing. Never . . . through my ... fault , . . has 
any ... Athenian .. . worn . . . black. 
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The aim of the feature on Pericles, as it was stated by 

MacNeice in the Memo he sent to the was to show 

the contrast between the Free-City-State Athens and the 

Totalitarian-City-State Sparta. There is even a 

Juxtaposition with the modern world, between capitalism 

and socialism. MacNeice portrays Pericles as being at 

the same time a realistic statesman without hypocrisy -

Hitler and Mussolini provide good examples of the 

opposite, a leader of people whose characteristics were 

free thinking, free argument, cultural experiment and 

tolerance. Roosevelt and Churchill, the modern 

politicians had the same aspirations like Pericles, but 

they had to face very strong obstacles to the carrying 

out of their ideals. 

The next feature of the Four FrBedoms is the Earl y 

Christians. broadcast on February the 28**^, 1943. The 

purpose of this programme is to point out "the 

spiritual rights of the individual and the equality of 

souls"^i. 

The setting is again in Athens and even though we shift 

five hundred years later, classical influence permeates 

this play as well. The Athenians did not care about 

slaves, women and foreigners. Their freedom coexisted 

with slave labour while the aim of the Christians was 

the spiritual equality of man. Paul visits Athens and 

delivers a speech on the Hill of Ares starting with an 

invocation to the altar of the "Unknown God" which has 

been built by the Athenians; he declares that he will 

talk about this God. 

Then, the scenery is transferred to Rome; 

Fire! ... Fire! ... Fire! ... 

The echoes belong to Nero who persecutes the new 

religion. He sets Rome on fire and then he accuses the 

Christians of this. As an aftermath, he kills them in 
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the most obscure ways. In spite of the persecutions the 

Christians are finally recognized and are encouraged to 

their religion while paganism fades out. 

There is an echo of the new era and order which came to 

Europe towards the end of the war: 

Claudia: This is the end of an epoch - the beginning of something 
new . . , For rich and poor alike the wells of the spirit were dry. 
Now all that will be changed . . . The beginning of an age of 
spiritual freedom, of justice and brotherly love. 

The rest of the Freedoms programmes are devoted to the 

Renaissance transmitted on March the 7^^, 1943. As 

MacNeice states in the Memo his purpose was to prove 

that whereas people were trying to bring back the 

Graeco/Roman ideas, in fact they were confusing them 

with Christian standards. It seems like a reflection of 

the confusion which existed in MacNeice's time in the 

minds of his contemporaries; the values were rapidly 

changing due to the war. 

The fourth Freedom was about John Mil ton broadcast on 

March the 14^^% 1943. Again from the Memo^^ we learn 

that MacNeice chose Milton "as a paradoxical blend of 

militant puritanism with such humanistic championship 

of freedom in the Renaissance sense as he shows in the 

Areopagl ilea" . There are quotations in the play not 

only from Areopagl ilea but also from the Satan of 

Paradise Lost. The programme starts with the Nazis' 

"Heil Hitler" and then the announcer and different 

voices introduce Milton, characterize him and reveal 

the nature of his work. There are political discussions 

into the play in relation to their historical context. 

Milton who was at the time teaching at Christ College 

in Oxford is mocked by his students. He chose to come 

back to England not because England is free but because 

England is losing her freedom due to the king Charles 
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Stuart. So Milton is back to fight Stuart and his 

bishops through the strength of his pen. 

Milton's father, one of the characters of the play, 

says that his son is writing day and night to defend 

the liberties which are violated by the king and the 

prelates; he also wrote that we shall be able to 

worship our God according to the light of our 

conscience. One of the speeches that Milton is 

presented to write in the play concerns the licensing 

of books. We may infer that MacNeice's objective was to 

show that while the Puritan revolution in England had 

many pros and cons, Milton, one of the greatest 

Puritans, made the finest defence in the English 

language of the freedom of the Presses. 

The fifth Freedoms programme refers to the French 

Revoluti on and was broadcast on March the 21*"^, 1943. 

It is about International Student's Day, commemorating 

the invasion of the Nazis in Czechoslovakia on November 

the 1939. Many students from different countries 

appear in the play, among them a Greek one. The main 

character, a professor, calls upon the spirits of great 

men of history in order to tell him their opinion about 

this action. Socrates is among these spirits. 

The last Freedoms programme has the title What Now? It 

was transmitted on March the 26'*"̂ , 1943 and summarizes 

all the previous ones by appreciating earlier notions 

of freedom, while it tries to decide what we mean by 

using the world freedom todays*. 

Apart from features with propagandistic, political and 

historical content, MacNeice was in favour of fairy 

stories, too. He wrote and produced for the radio a 

good deal of them. On March the 1944 a Russian 

folk story, The Noseba^^ was on the air, its theme was 

about a soldier and Death. MacNeice wrote this play in 
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order to pay homage to the moujiks of Russia who, even 

though had so much suffered from the German invasion 

kept on fighting till the final victory. 

In July of the same year Tchehov died and MacNeice 

wrote the Sunbeams in his hat^^. to pay homage to the 

great writer. As MacNeice explains in the introduction, 

he has tried to take the most interesting shots of 

Tchehov's life. He has used the method of flash back, 

beginning with Tchehov on the morning of the day of his 

death and ending with him that evening; phases of his 

earlier life are presented through flash backs. This 

published play of MacNeice provides a representative 

example of how clear he was in his indications about 

the plays and the music. When Tchehov and his friend go 

to the casino in Monte Carlo, MacNeice writes in the 

instructions: "From this point the scene is highly 

stylised; excited music begins here, faint at first but 

ever increasing in volume, while the dialogue gets 

faster and faster"®'^. 

In the flash backs Tchehov remembers the time he had 

been in Siberia, when he went bankrupt in the casino of 

Monte Carlo; he had left Russia at that time because he 

could not bear the shortage of thinking amongst his 

compatriots. The end of the play is typical of 

Tchehov's ending in his plays, but it also conveys an 

optimistic message: 

Which is the steamer for Odessa? ... Where do we book our passage? 
Your passage and mine. For a future which should be happy. 

There are echoes of the desire of people for a better 

future. Through the hell that the war has caused, 

MacNeice wants to feed the hope that people have to be 

happy in order to be compensated in this world. 

To go back to MacNeice's preference of fairy tales we 

shall consider two of his adaptations of traditional 
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folk stories. The one is The Golden Assr^^ of Apuleius 

broadcast on November the 3^^, 1944. Following the 

demand of the public for the adaptation of ancient 

myths into radio dramas, MacNeice produced this folk 

love story in a sophisticated tone; he had warned the 

public that "It is a picaresque romance in Latin. Those 

who expect the ancient world to be like the Parthenon 

Frieze will not like this work whereas those who like 

the unexpected, odd and humourous story will be 

delighted"®'®. It seems that MacNeice, during the last 

moody years of the war wanted distraction from serious 

problems. So he translated this "quick-moving episodic 

story full of witchcraft and violence and laughter and 

one surprise after another"-*®. 

A famous story which appeared in The Golden Ass of 

Apuleius in the 2nd century A. D. , was that of the Cupid 

an d Psych ^ which was broadcast on November the 7*^, 

1944. There are many elements of the Cinderella type, 

the author's sophistication is prominent and MacNeice 

has kept as close as possible to the original story and 

characters. 

These two fairy stories of Apuleius were transmitted 

one after the other, because MacNeice aimed at showing 

"the difference between The Golden being itself 

grotesque and rollicking and that of Cupid and Psyche 

which is one of the world's greatest fairy stories, 

elegant and idyllic""*^. 

At the end of 1944, MacNeice collaborated with Antony 

Hopkins and they produced together a feature for which 

Hopkins wrote the music. It is called A Roman Holiday*^ 

and was transmitted on January the lO'*'̂ - 1945. It 

refers to the Saturnalia of ancient Rome where 

everybody, including slaves, had the right to criticize 

society. 
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In the opening of the play the announcer declares that 

he is going to take us to Rome at the festival of 

Saturnalia which was kept every December: 

At the time of Christ's birth the Roman world was spiritually ill. 
The Republic had lately died and Augustus had organised the Empire 
but he could not organise the spirit. 

This spiritual, cultural and moral decay was not only 

the product of a prosperous society but also of a 

society badly damaged by the war, as it had happened in 

MacNeice's time. 

The play is a dramatic reconstruction of a rich Roman's dinner 
party. The time is the time of the birth of Christ. The characters 
are ficticious but what they do and say is based on historical 
types. 

One of the characters of the play is Gorgias, a Greek, 

who poses as a philosopher, whereas in reality he is a 

sophist. He reminds us of the sophist in the homonymus 

Platonic dialogue. 

A discussion is held concerning the connection of 

conscience and income but Gorgias does not see any link 

at all. He uses speech to flatter the guests, like 

Piso: 

Lucius Piso, it is for me a great honour to meet you. The bearer of 
an ancient name who enshrines in his person so much of Roman 
history. 

Then the discussion turns to typical exchanges like the 

washing of hands, the taking off the slippers and what 

they are going to eat. Calvus asks for a slave flute-

girl whom he bought in the Temple of Castor for a lot 

of money but she is worth it. The toast that Calvus 

does is: 

My friends. I give you the Age in which we live. 

The allegory is obvious; people are misleaded by the 

apparent prosperity and fail to see the end which is 

coming. The imperialistic Romans of the first century 
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A.D. meet their equivalent in modern Germans, whose end 

is approaching, too. Calvus' toast raises objections 

but he insists that everyone has to admit: "Peace is 

worth a good deal". Now the party remembers the year of 

Augustus' triumph: 

Piso; I remember something else about that triumph. It was the 
first time in history that the magistrates followed the general's 
chariot. 

In the meantime there are references to peace; 

Gorgias: Peace! Thirty Years of peace! 

Another toast concerns the absent friends who died 

during the war. There are also innuendos concerning the 

political situation in Rome: 

Piso: Gaius I expect, is too busy with his lecture. 
Gorgias: Ah, of course. Poor young man, These rhetoricians are 
tyrants. 
Quintus: But Galus has been cutting his lectures. 
Qaius: So have you. 
Quintus: Yes - but for an assignation. 
Gorgias: A very good reason. Was yours as good, Galus? 
Gaius: No. Mine was just boredom. 
Delia: What do you mean? Don't you want to become a public speaker? 
Galus: I might if ... if there was any public life. 
Quintus; Careful Gaius! 

Public life had been disorganised during World War II, 

as well. What was happening In Rome during the period 

of her decay, took place in modern times, too. 

Then the company urges Phillnna to talk about them 

freely, to tell what she thinks of them. In the 

beginning she Is scared but since it Is Saturnalia she 

is allowed to do so and finally she is persuaded to 

speak. Her opinion is that neither of these successful, 

rich and free men is happy and that all of them are 

lonely in the world. 

There is a pessimistic tone in the play which may 

convey some of MacNelce's pessimism of that period: 
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Piso: . . . all the rest of us - we were born in the wrong time. 

Was it a desire of MacNeice to live in another time? 

Calvus: Lucius, what do you mean? 
Piso: I mean this: we are men without a future. 

Now the sense of pessimism is at its culmination. While 

in the Sunbsams In his hat MacNeice makes his hero 

expect a happy future, here he is afraid of it. As for 

the rest of the company they try to refute this 

statement. Presumably there was a conflict in 

MacNeice's conscience, too. 

In the course of the dinner MacNeice makes his 

characters think intimately about their lives; there is 

much hypocrisy from each one of them and when the 

discussion turns to political issues, it becomes scary; 

Piso: . . . Oh, I know we still have a senate - and consuls and all 
the rest of it. What concerns me is the spirit, not the letter. No 
one here can maintain that our senate under Augustus compares with 
the House where Cicero spoke against Catiline. 
Dame: Cicero spoke too much. He lost his head in the end. 
Piso: I very nearly lost mine. Instead they took away my estate. 

An atmoshphere of secrecy and oppression of free speech 

and thought prevailed in Rome. Isn' t this a reflection 

of wartime atmosphere, when consciences had to be kept 

in silence? 

Augustus urged the Romans to have children because the 

birth rate has fallen -as it happened in World War II. 

Calvus: ... Our old Roman stock will die out. 
Piso: It has died out, my friend. It died in spirit about 40 years 
ago. 

It seems that there is not only the danger of race 

extinction but mostly that of the loss of the 

intellect. It was bound to happen in 1945, as the 

aftermath of the war, after so many casualties and the 

crisis of conscience that broke out. 

Gorgias poses as a Stoic. His opinion is that 
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The free man is the wise man - whether he is a slave or wears the 
toga. And all the rest are slaves -whether they're consuls or king 
Herod of Judaea. Apart from wisdom all men and women are equal. 

And he turns the discussion on religious matters where 

there is some argument but then they agree that to 

believe in one God that the Stoics call Reason is more 

civilized. 

When the discussion turns again to current political 

issues, the Stoics contradict themselves on the subject 

of the equality of human race: 

Gaius: Why don't the Stoics set out to abolish human inequalities? 
Slavery, for instance. 
Gorgias: My dear boy, what an idea! Slavery can't be abolished, 
it's - it's a law of nature. 
Piso: Things to forget. The intrigue, the civil wars, the crossing 
of the Rubicon, the doom of the Republic. Cato dead, Pompey dead, 
Cicero . . . Brutus, Cassius dead. And the old order abolished. The 
rich men cynics, the masses idle. And myself - a ghost at a 
banquet. 

As the war approaches to its end, the realization of 

its aftermath creates a grave concern. MacNeice looks 

very worried and he transfers this bewilderment of his 

into the play, The same pessimism prevails among the 

others as well. They believe that their end is coming. 

The questions in MacNeice's mind are reflected by 

Philinna's last words: 

I wonder if things will ever change ... I wonder ... So that girls 
like me will be treated like human beings . . . The world is very 
old. It must be ripe for a change. Who knows? Perhaps even now. 
Something is happening somewhere - it might be just here on the 
Seven Hills or it might be away at the ends of the Empire - on the 
Rhine or the Danube, on Spain or Judaea - something happening this 
very moment ... to bring us light in our darkness. 

Echoes of Tchehov -in spite of the doom there is hope 

for something better, now that the war comes to an end. 

Like everybody else of his times, MacNeice's attitude 

is deeply influenced by the mood at the end of the war. 

In spite of the worry to what extent and how quickly 

the war's wounds are going to be healed, all anticipate 
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something new and better to come out of this suffering. 

In 1945, the world seemed ripe for a change. 

For the commemoration of the second anniversary of the 

Italian-German invasion in Greece, MacNeice produced on 

March the 25**^, 1945 the Long Live Greece**. A 

professor of Ancient Greek History participates in the 

resistance against the enemy. Later he is arrested and 

humiliated by the Nazis but the " seeds" he has sown 

continue their resistance. The Greek Anthem is heard in 

the background and there are references to the poets 

Calvus and Regas Pheraeus who encouraged the fighting 

spirit of the Greeks on the revolution to win their 

Independence from the Turks. It seems that MacNeice was 

still influenced from the ideal of freedom which had 

occupied his mind during the Freedoms programmes, 

What's more, this theme was so contemporary due to the 

imperialistic plans of the Nazis against the peaceful 

countries of Europe. 

c. The Scripts of the Postwar Years 

During the later part of the war (1944), MacNeice was 

in Ireland with his family; at that time he wrote some 

dramas for the BBC, among them The Dark Tower which was 

broadcast on January the 21**, 1946. It is a parable 

play and the plot is suggested by R.Browning's poem 

Childe Roland and the The Dark Tower Came^^, The theme 

is the theme of the Quest - the dedicated adventure; 

the programme is presented in the form of a dream full 

of meaning. Roland, a Quest hero, tries to fight an 

evil; he is the last son of a family in which all its 

men died while searching for the quest. Finally Roland 
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considers his own free will and refuses to be guided. 

In the introduction of the play MacNeice says: 

I have my beliefs and they permeate The Dark Tower. But do not ask 
me what Ism it illustrates or what solution it offers. You do not 
normally ask for such things in the single-plane work. Why should 
they be forced upon something much more complex? What is life 
useful for anyway?*® 

In the beginning of the play the mother talks about the 

unknown land in which Gavin, her son, has gone: "This 

one is made of doubts and dried-up hopes". There is a 

fate in Roland's family, because all her men have been 

lost while pursuing the quest. When Roland asks his 

tutor, when his brother is coming back, he receives the 

answer: "... Your family never come back". The tutor 

explains to Roland that if his family had not fought 

the evil they would still be alive but "they would not 

be themselves". Presumably MacNeice wants to imply the 

betrayal of one's own principles; but there are also 

the dedicated ones who abide to them whatever the cost. 

The tutor, having completed Roland's teaching on 

ethics, gives him his last advice: 

... keep to your one resolve. 
Your single code of conduct, listen to no one 
Who doubts your values - and above all, Roland, 
Never fall in love - That is not for you. 

Roland has to stick to his own principles; he must not 

be open to any emotional situation. Then he visits 

Blind Peter who talks to him about the Dragon; the 

description of this Dragon reminds us of war. We can 

also think that the Dragon symbolizes fascism which was 

flourishing during those years. Blind Peter may 

symbolize one of those fascists who became traitors for 

so many people: 

B.P. He got to our part of the world; nobody saw him of course, 
There was just like a kind of a bad smell in the air 
And everything went sour; people's mouth and eyes 
Changed their look overnight - and the government changed too -
And as for me I woke up feeling different 
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And when I looked in the mirror that first morning 
The mirror said 'Informer!' 
R. (Startled) Informer? 
B.P. Yes, sir, My new role. They passed a pack of laws forbidding 
this and that 
And anyone breaking' em - the penalty was death. 
I grew quite rich sending men to their death ... 
R. But . . . but did you believe in these laws? 
B. P. Believe? Aha! Did I believe in anything? 
God had gone round the corner. I was acquiring riches ... 

Blind Peter continues on how he lost his child because 

of illness - was it his moral punishment for betraying 

his father—in-law? And his wife poisoned herself 

because she could not stand these calamities. 

Blind Peter changed his mind after the loss of his 

child: "To be human being, people agree, is difficult". 

Again the question of ethics in war time and the 

corruption of people's conscience. All these words 

symbolize something from MacNeice's time. But after the 

war some things have changed: 

B.P. Tell me, sir, Are people's faces nowadays 
As ugly as they were? 
You know what I mean: evil? 
R. No, not most of them. Some, I suppose-
B.F, Those ones belong to the Dragon. 
R. (exasperated): Why put the blame of everything on the Dragon? 
Men have free choice, haven't they? 
Free choice of good or evil -
B.P. That's Just it -
And the evil choice is the Dragon! 

These words transfer MacNeice's detestation of war and 

misery; whatever has happened is due to man's mistakes 

and nobody else's. 

Sylvie, Roland's girlfriend, tries to persuade him to 

change his mind about this question about Necessity; 

she tries to show to him other roads, where he can go 

on with life in a more quiet way leaving aside the 

heroic deeds. But he has decided to follow his family 

values and to prevent any more Blind Peters - traitors-

f rom acting again. Roland is like modern heroes who 
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made up their mind that they had to oppose fascism 

whatever the results of their efforts. Roland has 

sacrificed Sylvie's love for something superior. Here 

we have an echo from ancient drama; the theme of 

indispensable sacrifice which must be above human 

emotions; like Antigone who overlooked her life in 

order to accomplish her family duties. 

The mother reminds us of a heroic tragic figure who has 

sacrificed all her sons to the achievement of a 

superior purpose. She is trying to hide her feelings 

and appear brave. The blood ring that she offers to 

Roland, before he goes, is symbolic. For as long as it 

is hot he has to remember her will and go on; he must 

never feel intimidated. For as long as the blood on the 

ring is hot he has to go on to accomplish his mission. 

On his way to the quest, Roland goes to an unknown land 

where he meets a drunkard intellectual; here again 

there is a reflection of MacNeice's contemporaries, 

including himself. Then our hero boards on a ship where 

he meets a stewardess, called Neaera; her name is 

reminiscent of the daughter of Oceanus in mythology. 

Neaera: ... So you're going Nowhere too? 

she asks Roland. Roland is easily seduced by her during 

his idle days on the sea because he did not believe in 

the Quest and the Dragon strongly. Also from Neaera's 

words it is suggested that the captain knows every 

detail concerning Roland's life and beliefs - another 

suggestion about the political system which watches and 

keeps an eye on everybody. Roland, having temporarily 

been seduced by Neaera, like Ulysses in Odvssev. has 

embarked on this timeless pleasure on the sea. But 

suddenly the ring starts tingling his finger and he is 

reminded of his necessity, his mission. 
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When the ship arrives in land some of the passengers 

disembark but they know that they are not going to have 

the choice of going back. Roland has decided to stay on 

board with Neaera, but when the ship starts leaving 

again he discerns Sylvie on land. She is waving at him. 

The power of love is so strong that Roland dives into 

the sea to reach her. At the moment Roland is ready to 

give into Sylvia's love by marrying her in a chapel, he 

hears the voices of Blind Peter, Gavin and his father 

who all remind him of his Quest which he is now about 

to betray. They urge him to forget this marriage; he is 

destined for something else, not for a common man's 

happiness in marriage. Eventually this marriage does 

not take place and Roland is out alone again looking 

for the Quest. 

There he realizes that the ring has stopped burning; 

this is a sign that his mother is dying and wants him 

back. Roland is faced with the dilemma: to go forwards 

or backwards? Whereas all the signs were for him to go 

back, his conscience did not allow it to him. He 

ignored his mother's will and went forward. When at 

last Roland realises that he is free to go on and 

pursue the quest, the mountains appear in front of him 

revealing all his dead family, Blind Peter, his tutor 

and the Dark Tower. Now everybody begs him to destroy 

it. 

Child's Voice: ... Strike a good blow for us unborn children. 
Mother: (closer than the rest) And strike a blow for all dead 
mothers. 

Roland's last words before he blows down the Dark Tower 

with his trumpet are: 

... I Roland, the black sheep, the unbeliever -
Who never did anything of his own free will -
Will do this now to bequeath free will to others ... 
And you, you Dragon or whatever you are 
Who make men beasts, come out - here is a man; . . , 
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The end of the play leads us to the conclusion that 

"This reluctant hero must face his destiny"-*^. 

Ian Rodger suggests that Roland represents MacNeice 

himself who, being a democrat and a socialist knew 

which are the evils of modern world. But being by 

nature a quiet man, who detested violence in order to 

fight evils, he made his hero Roland reluctant, too'*®. 

The Dark Tower had a tremendous success; it was highly 

received by the public. It is most commonly accepted 

that The Dark Tower together with Dylan Thomas's Under 

Milk Wood are the two most celebrated examples of work 

produced within the Feature Departrment of the BBC-*®. 

On September the 20""^, 1946 the dramatized feature of 

Enter Caesar^'^ was broadcast. This play is the study of 

the background and the rising to power of the first 

great dictator of the modern type. MacNeice aimed at 

presenting Caesar as "a ruthless opportunist and 

egoist"®''. Democracy ended with Caesar's rise to power 

and the establishment of a dictatorship -it brings 

echoes of modern dictatorships which had flourished 

before the war. 

The Announcer, in the opening of the drama, wonders if 

Caesar was "an idealist, a power-politician, an 

inspired statesman, a necessary evil, a warning to us 

or a model". This question may as well reflect 

MacNeice's times and certainly there is a connection 

with modern politicians, especially with Hitler who is 

to be mentioned later on. Here, as in other plays, 

MacNeice has used the schoolmaster's device; it is 

considered to be a favourite of MacNeice, perhaps 

because he himself was a schoolmaster once. MacNeice 

cannot easily get rid of autobiographical elements in 

his plays. He makes his schoolmaster offer some clues 

concerning the relation between modern dictatorships 
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and that of the time of Caesar. The schoolmaster 

teaches Bellum Galllcumi as he comments on Caesar and 

the political situation in Rome, we are transferred to 

those times: 

... Aye, the whole show's bankrupt, boys. Politically, 
economically, socially, morally. So something had to snap. There 
was a left wing - it had been blethering for decades - that wanted 
revolution, Caesar himself began as a left-winger, a demagogue. But 
he took his cue from another dictator before him. Name of Sulla 
That should be easy enough for you to picture; you're all big boys 
now, you can read your daily papers. A reign of terror, backed by 
marching men .. . 

The play opens with the intriguities of the Roman 

emperors, the death of Sulla and the undertaking of his 

office by Pompey. There are hints at contemporary life 

in the discussion among the senators: "... A multi-

millionaire is always rather disgusting". Before Caesar 

becomes a dictator, Crassus advises him: 

... Be a good mixer, Caesar. And be a good showman ,., 

Weren't these prototypes of a politician the same in 

MacNeice's times? 

The debate between Catullus and Cicero about the 

passing of the bill which would give indefinite power 

to one person, reminds us of a modern parliament. 

Catullus is against this bill while Cicero defends it 

on the grounds that it concerns Pompey who has proved 

himself capable of dealing with it. The way that Romans 

made mistakes in their public life, by concentrating 

all their authorities under one person, reflects that 

of modern Germans who concentrated all their 

authorities under Hitler who was believed to be a 

charismatic person; it is what the Romans believed in 

respect of Pompey. MacNeice presents the Roman public 

scorning the establishment. When Caesar's wife cheated 

on him with Clodius, people mocked that it was during a 
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religious ritual and what the goddess would have 

thought of it! 

Continuing the plots to rise to power, the senators are 

presented to fight each other for more strength, using 

most of the time ignoble means: 

Cicero: A fourth with whom, Balbus? [meaning Caesar] With a 
declass6 demagogue, a crook millionaire and a renegade! 

These expressions are still used in parliamental 

debates. Caesar's crimes reflect those of Hitler: 

Cato: Fathers of the Senate! I rise to accuse Caesar. . . . Caesar 
concluded a peace, in your name and in mine, with two Germanic 
tribes. And after concluding that peace, Caesar murdered those 
tribes. Men, women and children ... 

Unfortunately that sort of crimes did not stop after 

the fall of the Roman emprire! 

EnBmy of Cant^^ broadcast on October the 8*^, 1946, 

contained fragments from Aristophanes' comedies. 

MacNeice chose Aristophanes because he wanted to be 

convinced that his plays still appealed to the public. 

MacNeice has paraphrased eight of Aristophanes's 

comedies; in the letter he sent to the BBC, describing 

his play, he states that he has not kept accurately to 

the original but he has omitted whatever was not 

connected with his play's intent®^. 

We are in the sixth year of the Peloponnesian war and 

Aristophanes is one of the characters of the play who 

introduces the beginning of each of his comedies. The 

reflection of modern times becomes evident from the 

struggle between democratic Athens and totalitarian 

Sparta. MacNeice tried to give the background to the 

political and social situation of the 5th century 

Athens. His experiment was successful if we Judge from 

a comment in the Critic of the Hsarth-. 
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... the indefatigable Louis MacNeice gave us a most valuable, deft 
and entertaining kind of cultural charade about the Greek satirist 
and his works (called Enemv of Cant, a title which would suit 
Moli6re too). ... Whatever Its shortcoming this picture of 
Aristophanes at work and the scenes from his plays -but we should 
have been told which more often- were examples of translation at 
Its best, translation in the widest sense of the word. Here was 
Ancient Athens in terms of our own day, in terms of our own sense 
of humour moreover®'*. 

The announcer in the opening of the feature introduces 

Aristophanes as a 

completely different writer from all the others. He is an author of 
Infinite fantacy, a lover of slapstick and beauty, a good hater and 
a hard bitter, a live man, an Enemy of Cant. 

The first play is the Acbarnlan^^. which presents a 

citizen of Athens making a private effort for peace. In 

this play the purpose of Aristophanes is to ridicule 

the persons of his times with their tactics and 

conceptions. Aristophanes, like MacNeice, lived in an 

age which was characterized by intellectual flourishing 

at a time of political and social problems. Many of the 

politicians in 1945-1946 tried to be pacifists, too. 

Like Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin who met at Yalta 

in Crimea at the end of January 1945 in order to decide 

about the administrative zones in Germany after their 

allied victory. But the Germans were still stubbornly 

holding out in Poland and Hungary, until Hitler saw the 

end coming and committed suicide. It was later in 

Rheims on May the y-f" that the Germans accepted an 

unconditional surrender. The same happened with the 

Japanese after the two atomic bombs at Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki; Japan, too, signed an unconditional surrender 

on August the 

MacNeice has found the opportunity to talk about the 

bad effects of war and present his own views through 

Arlstophanes: 
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... What good's this war done anyone? ... Think what it's done to 
the national character, man. Everyone's turning nasty. Well, I've 
had enough of it 

There are hints to attitudes which apply to modern 

times, as well: 

Boeotian: ... Isn't there something we lack that you could spare? 
Dicaiopolois: I have it. A political informer . . . 

There are echoes from Blind Peter in The Dark Tower who 

was both a traitor and a political informer. MacNeice 

hated fascists who betrayed their principles and their 

compatriots. 

The next comedy comes from the Knlgh ts^'^: it is an 

attack on Cleon who was at that time the most powerful 

man in Athens. Cleon who was a leather-seller was 

awarded this post due to his oratorical skills but as a 

person he was a corrupt and vile speculator. He 

ascended high in prestige after the end of the seige of 

Sphacteria. The play presents a sausage-seller whom 

Demosthenes tries to persuade that has all the 

qualifications for a politician: 

Dem. You shall rule all those people ... Throw people into gaol and 
wench in the City Hall - ... 
S.S. ... How can you make a man from a sausage-seller? 
Dem. But that is the whole basis of your greatness - that you are a 
rogue and shameless and bred in the gutter. 
S.S. I am not fit, I think, for a government post. 
Dem. Good Lord Not fit? Don't tell me now that you have anything 
good on your conscience. What's your family? Not of the Upper Ten, 
I hope? 
S.S, No, by God. The lowest of the low, sir. 
Dem. Happy man! What a good start you've got for public life. 
S.S. But look here, chum, I've got no education. Beyond my A.B.C. -
and that's a bit rocky. 
Dem. The pity is that you've got even that. A politician nowadays 
should have no education - and no morals either. He ought to be 
both a boor and a beast ... 

Is this a suggestion of MacNeice that modern 

politicians are like that as well? Or that there is no 

morality and conscience in them? Aristophanes shows how 

a sausage-seller without any political background 
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became a politician in the 4th century B.C. Athens, 

This parody points out at what led Athens to her fatal 

aspiration for expansion which finally caused her 

destruction. Something which happened with modern 

Germany, too. 

The next comic scene is from the CI ouds^^. which is an 

attack on the new education of the sophists. 

Aristophanes, though a friend of Socrates, shows how 

both a father and a son were mentally and 

philosophically cheated by him. In this way 

Aristophanes tries to condemn the sophistical system of 

education which was provocative because its aim was to 

teach men how to argue not for truth but for oratorical 

victory; so men were able to present the bad cause for 

good. But this kind of cheat is an escapism from the 

problems of real life. People have illusions about 

their everyday transactions which lead nowhere. 

Then come the Masps^'^. where Aristophanes parodies 

justice and the jury in Athens. Under Cleon's immoral 

rules, the judges in Athens prided themselves that they 

were the masters of the state and their manners had 

been arrogant. Philocleon argues in the play that the 

jury in Athens is ocpxA )J.£YciXr), while Bdelycleon tries 

to prove that it is only a SouXsxcx jis ydcXr). 

Peace®® follows. Cleon -the Atnenian demagogue- and 

Brasidas -the Spartan general- are now both dead. So 

peace seems possible. Finally in 421 B.C. the Peace of 

Nicias was concluded. This theme is quite contemporary 

for MacNeice; 

Sepia: So now it's really peace and not Just in your play. 

It applies to both MacNeice's and Aristophanes' plays. 

Aristophanes' mourning brings echoes of modern times: 
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Aristophanes: So what I expected has happened. The wages of our 
Imperialism. Our whole expeditionary force lost in Sicily. Our 
allies revolting ... 

The escapism that Athens had tried to achieve by 

conquering Sicily has proved a disaster. History has 

also corroborated that escapism is a false fantacy 

which is bound to destroy those who attempt this. 

L vslstra ta^'* follows and presents the claims of women 

who ask for equality with men. They put forward this 

claim during one of the darkest periods in the history 

of Athens. In spite of the disastrous outcome of the 

Sicilian expedition the Athenians decided to go on with 

the war. It was then that Lysistrata captured the idea 

of forcing men to conclude peace. The question of the 

role of women in wartime was an open matter in Athens. 

But was the role of modern women in wartime of lesser 

importance to that of Aristophane's times? There were 

not any distinguished women politicians during World 

War II, but their contribution and moral strength can 

in no way be refuted. 

There come the Frogs^^. It is about the literary 

competition between Aeschylus and Euripides in Hades. 

Dionysus is the Judge and he votes for Aeschylus who 

has used the words "death" and "chariot upon chariot, 

corpse upon corpse" against Euripides' "persuasion". 

Aeschylus' violence has beaten Euripides' persuasion. 

Hasn't the same happened in our times? Most of the 

issues are sorted out via violence and not via debate 

and persuasion. 

Finally come the B1rds^^. Before starting Aristophanes 

says: 

... When Cratinus and I used to compete for the ivy, there were two 
things that make our comedies possible. Public spirit and money. 
But now there's no money and as for public spirit!... This is a 
dead city. The only life remaining is nasty life. The next few 
years are going to be pretty unpleasant ... 
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Aristophanes in this comedy does not try either to 

encourage the Athenians in their military expeditions 

or to discourage them from their ambitions. He poses as 

an impartial critic. 

Sovereignity is the strongest of all gods even Zeus 

himself. It is her that the birds ask to administer the 

city. There are allegorical implications of the 

situation in Athens and of modern age: as Athens after 

the failure of the Sicilian expedition found itself 

without any support, so did it happen with the 

shattered countries of Europe which had participated in 

the war. It may also reflect the failure of Churchill 

to be re-elected in 1945; instead, the Labour 

Government under Clement Atlee had the burden of 

readjusting the country to peacetime conditions, re-

establishing British commercial and diplomatic 

interests around the world and administering British 

life on socialist principles^*. 

The Enemy of Cant is in many ways a typical product of 

someone working in 1946 which was an age of creativity 

and democratization. As in Ancient Athens during the 

Peloponnesian war, in MacNeice's age, too, there was a 

chance for democracy and freedom to develop. MacNeice's 

colloquial translation reflects the social excitement 

of that period. Therefore, we can infer, that 

MacNeice's presentation of Aristophanes' comedies has 

been well adapted for the radio. 

The Career1s. a modern equivalent of a morality play 

was broadcast on October the 22"^, 1946. There are some 

classical characters as the Female and Male chorus, 

Eris -who represents the lust for power, Eusebes -a 

publisher who is the protagonist and represents 

conscience and Scolios -who represents the sceptical 
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intelligence. This is mostly a philosophical play about 

"the warring elements of the human personality"®®. 

As a continuation of classical broadcasting, the Drama 

Department of the BBC transmitted on October the 29**^, 

1946 a translation of the Ag-amemnon^'^ that MacNeice had 

done for the Group Theatre in 1936. 

In 1947 MacNeice made some programmes about Icelandic 

sagas. The first one was The Death of Gunnar^^, 

transmitted on March the 11**^, 1947. It concerned a 

real person who died in Iceland in 990 A. D. 

This saga, written in Icelandic prose, portrays a strange, yet 
sympathetic society where the old tradition of the blood feud 
existed side by side with the new idea of law, History and drama 
meet here, 

says the announcer in the opening of the saga. The play 

begins with the Watcher who is reminiscent of the 

Watcher in the Agamemnon, and like him he talks about 

"the long nights and the short" that he watches his 

fellows and he is "the ears and the eyes and the memory 

of Iceland". 

Gunnar has Just come back from abroad and Njal, his 

friend, is giving him advice. Halgertha, a beautiful 

girl, has had two husbands who died early. She has much 

in common with Gunnar who asks permission to marry her; 

but her father does not approve because both her 

previous husbands died from violent deaths and 

Halgertha had something to do with it. Gunnar insists 

and finally marries her although his friend Njal does 

not quite agree with it. 

After a fight that Halgertha has with NJal's wife, 

Gunnar takes her away. Halgertha kills a servant of 

Njal in a dispute about who owns a wood. Njal 

fatalistically warns his friend to expect the worst. 

They both give the promise that whatever the 
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circumstances they must keep their friendship. Then, a 

servant of Njal, kills a servant of Gunnar. So these 

further murders provoke the challenge. 

And the killing goes on. At the end Gunnar has to fight 

by himself. Halgertha reminds us of Clytemnestra's 

hatred towards Agamemnon when she refuses to give 

Gunnar two locks of her hair which would keep his 

killers away for long. She hates him for a slap he had 

once given to her; so she leaves him to his fate. 

The Watcher gives an account of what is happening 

during the last fight of Gunnar. He gives an account of 

how Gunnar has fallen; he was fighting till the last 

moment. But the "vendetta" is not destined to come to 

an end. When Gunnar's sons are standing by his grave, 

the dead is talking to them: 

Gunnar: ... Never yield Gunnar's son! 

So, his son, Hogni, together with NJal's son decide to 

go on avenging the death of the people they have lost. 

There is some relation between the underlying meaning 

of the Icelandic sagas and the contemporary events. 

Immediately after the end of World war II, at the end 

of 1945, pessimism started growing again, after 

Stalin's declaration that lasting peace was impossible 

for as long as capitalist economy existed. Stalin 

announced the development of the Soviet heavy industry. 

After this, in 1946, the world was warned of the 

increasing Soviet peril. The "Iron Curtain" was a 

reality which should try to expand, as exactly Nazism 

had done. So the fight should go on. The world had not 

taken any rest at all after the end of the war: there 

was the formation of peoples democracies in Eastern 

Europe; Greece was again engaged in a civil war in the 

beginning of 1947. The cold war was at its start. The 

fear of a Third World War was not a utopia at all®®. 
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The second Saga was about Gunnar's friend, NJal, and 

his family who all met their destiny by being burnt in 

their hall. The title of this play was The Burning- of 

NJ.ar^° broadcast on March the 12*^, 1947. Like The 

Death of Gunnar this saga, too, has the Watcher as one 

of the main characters. Apart from the Watchman's 

reflection of classical drama elements, the apparition 

of Gunnar in the opening of The Burning- of Nial is 

reminiscent of that of Darius in the Persians of 

Aeschylus. 

Another play produced about Iceland's myths and 

tradition was the Grettir the Strong'' broadcast on 

July the 27**^, 1947. The Saga Grettir is the story of a 

famous Icelandic outlaw who was killed in 1031 A.D. 

Iceland at that time had no king and the heads of the 

families tried to arrange their disputes. But sometimes 

these disputes were settled by force. 

In April 1947 MacNeice went to Rome to record his 

impressions from the eternal city. It was his first 

visit to the city. The outcome of this visit was 

concluded in the broadcast Portrait of Rome, on June 

the 22"'=', 1947. As MacNeice wrote, "it is a patchwork 

quilt of past and present"^^. The aftermath of World 

War II in Rome is the rising of the black market and 

the underpayment of the people; the eternal city is in 

poor conditions. But in spite of the city's present 

situation, the visitor is reminded of the old gradeur 

of Rome. Past and present lie side by side. Ancient 

Romans and Early Christians, mediaeval barons and 

Renaissance Popes, Michelangelo and Cola di Rienze, 

yesterday's fascists and today's black marketeers, are 

all glanced against the physical background of a city 

where history plays leapfrog^^. 
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After Rome MacNeice continued his tour , by visiting 

India in order to accomplish his duties for the BBC. 

When he finished his official visit there, he travelled 

to southern India and wrote many reports of the 

atrocities he saw there^*. Together with him was 

W.V.Thomas who wrote about MacNeice: 

Louis, that lone walker with the probing mind, brought the 
classicist's detachment to the warm chaos of India and Pakistan. 
His long, highly intelligent face gave him the right appearance of 
indrawn meditation. He was a yogi, whose sacred books were Greek''®. 

After finishing the broadcasting of the programmes 

about Indians, Trimalcbio's Feast'^'^ was on the air, on 

December the 22"^, 1948. It is a dramatization of a 

Latin novel of the time of Nero, the Sa tvricon of 

Petronius. In this play there are ex-slaves and people 

coming from all parts of the Roman Empire, the nouveaux 

riches of the day; Trimalchio is a prince of big 

business and a giant of vulgarity. 

The announcer in the play invites us to the reign of 

Nero, in the Southern Italian town of Cumae, to a 

crazy, unjust and decadent world. The discussion in the 

feast moves around rhetoric and literature from Homer, 

especialy about the Cyclops and Ulysses. Is this a wish 

of MacNeice for a modern Ulysses to relieve the world 

from the Cyclops who torture us? The cold war was now 

at its peak, the Soviets had invaded Czechoslovakia and 

the division of Berlin in East and West was a 

reali ty^®. 

In 1950, when MacNeice was sent to Athens as the 

director of the British Institute, he wrote and later 

produced the Portrait of Athens''"^ which was broadcast 

on November the 18**^, 1951. In the fifth century B.C. 

Athens was the most civilized city in the world. Yet, 

Athens as a modern capital dates only from 1834 A.D. 

and the visitor from the West is accordingly open to 
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shocks. MacNeice admits these shocks in his portrait 

but suggests that there is a continuity, Modern Athens 

is modern but some of her past is also in her®®. 

MacNeice was shocked at the first place because he 

expected to find what he had been taught since he was a 

little child. After the shock, he is able to Justify 

the appearance of modern Athens and he admires the 

character of the individuals who have remained the same 

through the centuries. The protagonist is a visitor who 

comments that modern Athens "does not accord with 

scholarly images of a garden in a dream drowsy with 

bees, mellowed with marbles, tasteful repose", The 

visitor, played by Alan McClelland, is accompanied by 

his chorus, played by Hedli Anderson and Dylan Thomas, 

There are small references to the contemporary events 

of "No" and the German Invasion. He gives an image of 

Modern Athens with people sitting in the cafeneion not 

doing anything. But this is not a characteristic of 

Modern Greece, MacNeice reminds us of Socrates who 

found pleasure in talking. The visitor brings to mind 

St Paul who spoke in the temple of the Unknown God, 

There is a small interval because it is afternoon 

siesta and we start going back in time, in the 19th 

century Bavarian Kings, the Turkish slavery, the 

Byzantine era and earlier Roman Athens, Then we move 

further back to classical times, Pallas Athena -who was 

the patron of this city- gave her presents, the arts of 

civilization. As the night fades. Modern Athens appear 

again. Before the sun rises, Socrates sacrifices to 

Asclepi us. 

The second radio feature that MacNeice wrote and 

produced about Greece during his stay there, was In 

Search of Anoyla^'' . broadcast on December the 11**^, 

1951. It is inspired by the unique experience that the 
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writer had from Easter in Crete. He had been there with 

his family and the Dodds. 

The protagonist is an archaeologist who is looking for 

the real meaning of life. He dreams of Knossos, 

Phaestos and Ida. This programme is not so much a 

documentary but an attempt to examine the influence 

that the place exercises on a foreign visitor®^. There 

are references to Ancient Crete: 

John: ... There was once a king who ruled in Crete called Minos -
Andy: I know. He built a labyrinth. 

And the talk turns to the excavations of Arthur Evans 

for the Minoan palace, MacNeice's attitude to classical 

education is reflected in the discussion between John 

and Mary: 

Mary: Oh, Crete again! Early Minoan Three, Middle Minoan Two! Why 
do you stuff the boy's head with things three thousand year's old? 

This feature might be an autobiographical of MacNeice, 

too. The archaeologist, John, might be himself; John 

has a wife and son, like MacNeice. Easter celebrations 

match perfectly with MacNeice's holiday in Crete during 

that time. When John asks his son if he has slept in a 

cave we are reminded of MacNeice's adventure in Crete 

with Dodds when they slept in a cave and "... Living on 

sheep's milk and cheese and bread that's as hard as a 

rock". 

As we are transferred into the present^ a chorus repeat 

the last words of a song and of the words of the 

characters. The chorus here sounds like an echo. During 

Easter celebrations, MacNeice seeks for connections 

between Easter and the Eleusinian mysteries. 

The Minoan environment is so influential that there are 

references to the thread of Ariadne. Then the 

discussion turns to political issues, concerning the 

Germans and the guerillas. In the discussion are heard 
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complaints about the government's payment to widows. 

The play closes with a Cretan wedding. The last words 

are those of a welcome for the strangers: 

Greek Voice: Kalos oreesate! 
John: Kalos sas vreekame! 

The CBntre of the U/orld^^, broadcast on January the 

28**^, 1952, was written when MacNeice was still in 

Greece. It is about the ancient oracle of Delphi. 

MacNeice describes the Delphi of today, with the rough 

roads and the excessive heat. He had been there to 

attend a performance of Oedipus. The feature, as 

B.Coulton comments, is disappointing. The visitors are 

two very sophisticated women and an academic who 

stresses that Delphi was first a political necessity 

and then with the passage of time became a tourist 

attraction: "This whole business of the Oracle has been 

disgracefully romanticised". At the end of the feature, 

a shepherd wonders what all this fuss is about®'*. 

MacNeice through this play has tried to capture the 

atmosphere and the appeal that a place of such a 

political and historical importance in antiquity has 

today. 

The love for Horace found its expression in Carpe 

PienP^ broadcast on October the 8^^, 1956, which is 

both an anthology of verse and a portrait of a modern 

"Horatlan" gentleman. There are translations or 

paraphrases from Horace's Odes and English poems 

written in the Horatian style®®. The main character is 

Qulntus who protests against the present and hopes to 

find happiness in love. He is in bed waiting for the 

doctor to come. In the meanwhile, he talks to his wife, 

Elaine. He speaks in Latin but he has to translate it 

because his wife does not understand the language: 

Fastidiosam - arrogant; desere - desert; copiam - luxury; abandon 
arrogant luxury: et - and; molem - a mass, a pile - the buildings 
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of London, of Rome, he means; ... Say goodbye to arrogant luxury 
and to the towering buildings that reach the clouds and cease to 
admire the smoke and the riches and the racket of wealthy London. 

These were the words spoken by Quintus' father every 

time his mother bought a new hat. But her own, 

partially philosophical and partially indifferent, 

answer was: "It will last our time", meaning the world. 

Then Quintus remembers one of his former loves, Pyrrha 

-her real name was Maude. However he was so much 

influenced from Horace that he saw every relationship 

in his life through this perspective. A Latin reader 

recites an ode from Horace "Quis multa gracilis" (Odes 

1.5). In the course of the discussion, Quintus asks 

Elaine to play again his favourite tune of "Alexander's 

Ragtime Band", because it makes him recall his past 

which also includes a trip on the Titanic. It is the 

first hint that MacNeice identifies himself with the 

character of the play who stands for modern Horace. As 

the news of the sinking of the Titanic reached the 

world, a Latin reader reads extracts from Horace's Odes 

1.3 "Sic te diva potens": 

Quintus: Yes, the Unsinkable ship - the old Greek idea of hubris. 
Many of the preachers the next Sunday took Horace's view about it. 
And I remember talking in the 1930s to one of the young writers of 
the time - was it Day-Lewis? no, MacNeice - and he told me that in 
the town where his father was rector, some little place in Northern 
Ireland, one of the locals - a fisherman perhaps - wrote a doggerel 
broadcast on the subject. Impias rates ... the wicked presumptuous 
ships provoking heaven to punish them. 

Quintus continues with his recollections of his former 

girlfriends. He now recalls Jane whom he identifies 

with Leuconoe of Horace's Odes I. 11 "Tu ne quaesieris". 

When she requested him to go to a palmist to read their 

future, he refused to "commit himself" and that was the 

end of the relationship. 

From the love affairs we shift to World War I, in the 

year 1915 when many of our protagonist's friends were 
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killed. After quoting from Horace's Odes 1.24, "Quis 

desiderio", Quintus concludes that his life is the 

other way round to that of Horace's because 

Horace, you see, was born into chaos and war - and he fought on the 
losing side with Brutus and Cassius. But then came peace and 
leisure and a stable society. Whereas my father, and I for that 
matter, grew up in peace and leisure - and what seemed a stable 
society. Yes, just the other way round. 

As the waiting for the doctor to come continues, 

Quintus remembers how he celebrated the end of the war 

in Trafalgar square. He quotes from Horace's Odes 1.37 

"Nunc est bibendum". Again he is not happy with the 

arrangement he has done of his life. He shows a 

philosophical mood. In politics, he is a liberal, he 

always prefered the Golden Mean, which also reflected 

Horace's values and philosophy. There is another hint 

at MacNeice's identification with Horace here; 

I, my dear, am a failure - to use that nasty word, an escapist. And 
I know that, like all good poets, Horace is often inconsistent; he 
can be escapist, too. Oh yes, many of his themes are the themes of 
popular song-hits; ... 

And chronologically we arrive at World War II. Quintus, 

pronounces his Judgement of that war and mentions his 

father's opinion about it: 

He'd have thought it worth fighting, I think, He'd have taken his 
hat off to Churchill, as would Horace, if he'd had a hat. But one 
thing I'm sure of; the atom bomb - my father would have thought it 
a crime. And as for what's happened since ... Vis consili expers 
mole ruit sua. 

Quintus' father obviously stands for Rev. MacNeice. It 

becomes more evident when Quintus talks about his 

father's reaction to the Dublin Easter Rising. 

All the time Quintus asks Elaine to change the 

gramophone records. When finally the doorbell rings 

announcing the arrival of the doctor, he asks Elaine to 

put on the "Mistress Mine" and he unleashes a frenzy of 

Latin verse: 
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... 'journey's end'; vitae summa brevls ... carpe diem ... pulvis 
et umbra . . . eras ingens - but what sea? What a dark sea! nil 
desperandum . . . No, Qulntus. Carpe diem! 

This programme was well received by the audience. An 

Audience Research Report gives an Appreciation Index of 

62 with an average of 65. The majority believed that 

MacNeice had caught the atmosphere and illustrated the 

character and philosophy of Horace very skillfully®^. 

East of the Sun and ^est of the Moon broadcast on July 

the 25^^, 1959®®, is a Norwegian folk story in the 

prototype of Eros and Psyche: the four winds are 

present, the family of the girl, the prince and the 

troll stepmother with her daughter -and love prevails 

at the end. The writing and production of East of the 

Sun and West of the Moon is another proof that 

MacNeice, as a deep romanticist, favoured the 

adaptation of myths; it seeems that modern audience was 

in need of some romance, too. 

Between October the 6*"^ and December the 22"=^, 1960 

MacNeice had arranged for some parts of the Odvssey to 

be translated and adapted for radio. Apart from himself 

other poets like Patric Dickinson, Ted Hughes, Terence 

Tiller and Anthony Thwaite participated in the 

translation®^. 

A world of fantacies emerges in One Eve Wild broadcast 

on November the 14^^, 1961^*^. The hero happens to have 

lost his eye; he is a sports commentator and a 

concealed romantic. The subject of his dreams is a 

fantastic girl called Heliodora. His trademark is that 

in this world there are "no more heroes"®'' . The man 

faces a crisis in his marriage which is overcome after 

a car accident he is involved and he is nursed by his 

wife. We have a happy ending in this story. 
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As the announcer declares in the opening of the 

programme, it is a romance portraying a frustrated 

romanticist: 

We will attend a day in the life of a man of our time, who would 
like to be Homer or Hector or Hobbs without having the hand for it 
... a half-Homer with but one eye blind -but also with one eye 
wild. 

The play starts with a couple, Roger and Margaret, 

during a usual day; he has to prepare an article and 

then to be in time for a meeting at Lords and she is 

nagging about everyday routine things, complaining that 

he is incapable of committing himself to the household 

and his family. Their son Timmy must be cared for and 

all is left to Margaret. When Roger is left alone at 

home he starts typing his article which is a report 

about an athletic meeting. But he is distracted by his 

own thoughts about Meleager's myth: 

Baia men alia roda. Yes Meleager ... 'Fill up and pledge her again 
and again, my Heliodora, pledge her and mix that sweet , sweet name 
with the wine' ... 

However his wife with his son desert him because he no 

longer pays any attention to her and he is not willing 

to move to a farmhouse in the country. While she is 

packing we listen to Roger's voice from the radio 

commenting on an athletic match. 

Later on when Roger is going with his friend. Joker, to 

a quiet place there is a parrot which is singing: 

"Pretty Polly ..." -echoes from an early poem of 

MacNeice about a parrot. Another Parrot is singing 

"Helio-dora ... ". They are in the Zoo and Roger does 

not feel well when he is listening to this name. Roger 

imagines that he is playing tennis with Heliodora and 

she is talking to him in a sweet way; she is pleased 

that she is playing well in spite of not knowing the 

game. While Roger is thinking of Heliodora, his wife's 

voice is heard saying: "... Your style, Roger dear, is 
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absolutely archaic . . T h e s e words are reminiscent of 

what Margaret had uttered when she first met Roger in a 

tennis court. That's why now we have the Juxtaposition 

of both his wife and his fantastic lover, Heliodora. 

The Joker asks Roger where he got the name of his 

mistress from. The Joker calls Meleager a decadent 

poet : 

J. Well, post-classical. All about love. 
'Fill up and pledge her again and again, my Heliodora, 
Pledge her and mix that sweet, sweet name with the wine, 
And for me the garland of yesterday wet with perfume 
Wreathe my head with it but to remind me of her... 

Again here, as In Search of Anovla, MacNeice's views on 

classical education are apparent: 

J. I take it you studied classics? 
R. Only at school; then I switched. 
J. Quite right, my dear fellow. A classical education these days is 
something of a broken reed. But you can't remember Meleager's date. 
R. I don't know, 2nd century, 1st century, I don't know, B.C. 
J. B.C. is near enough perhaps. But talking of dates, that time ... 

It explains MacNeice's attitude to classics; that is, 

situations repeat themselves, we can explain modern 

world with those data, different periods resemble each 

other, so that it seems so close. 

Roger is imagining of being in Ancient Greece with 

Heliodora. The dialogue and MacNeice's detailed 

instructions remind us of a pastoral setting in 

classical times. Heliodora might well be Persephone, 

because all the time she is repeating that her mother 

is awaiting for her; her mother might be Demeter and 

Roger might be Pluto because all the time he flirts and 

tries to seduce her. In a letter that MacNeice had sent 

to Miss Finn, the actress who played the role of 

Heliodora, he wrote: 

... Heliodora is literally a dream girl so while being as seductive 
as possible, perhaps should be Just very slightly rarified. She 
must be recognisably the same lady on all three appearances but 
obviously in her Edwardian role there is more conscious style than 
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when she is being a girl in ancient Greece, who by the way should 
sound very young®^. 

In the discussion that Roger has with Heliodora he says 

that he'd like to be in Olympia to watch the Games and 

she urges him to take part as a wrestler: 

H. You're the best wrestler in the island. 
R. In the island, yes. With no one but shepherds to wrestle with. 
For Olympia you have to be trained. Though If I were trained . . . 
H. You would win the crown, I know you would. 
R. I don't say that, but ... 

H. I saw your bout with Thrason. You seem to know all the holds. 

When Roger is trying to seduce her, she shouts: 

H, Oh stop! There's someone coming. 

R. He's not, that's only old Dryas, he's sitting down there with 
his goats. 

Then Roger's mind is transferred into modern times and 

he is reminded of the same incident with his wife. But 

this time he is so shy because it's him who reminds 

Margaret of her mother who is waiting for her and 

that's Margaret who is trying to seduce him. 

The next thing that happens is that Roger wakes up in a 

hospital where the nurse tells him that he was knocked 

down by a taxi by St John's Wood church. Then Roger 

wants to go out to make a call and Joker asks if he 

wants to call Heliodora. 

R, Heliodora's dead. 

It seems that Roger has now decided to live in the 

present and forget about his dreaming world. Then 

Margaret is coming back because she was worried about 

Roger who was not on the scheduled broadcast on the 

radio. She finds him at home being in a frenzied and 

confused condition; in the beginning he is having 

hallucinations asking all the time for her to come and, 

eventually, he recognises her. Now he is back into real 

world and has been reconciled with his wife. We may 

assume that the crisis that Roger has faced reflects 
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the crisis in the attitude of the post war generation. 

World War II had come to an end for many years now but 

the situation was still boiling. The cold war was 

threatening to overturn the world balances. But after 

all this hardship people had already started finding 

out their own way. 

The Dark Tower's theme of the quest, is repeated in The 

Mad Islands which was broadcast on April the 4^^, 

1962®^. Muldoon is ordered by his long-lost mother to 

go in search of the quest : 

... So long as he is out there sailing it, the whole of that sea is 
defiled. It is for you to make it pure again. 
Muldoon: With blood you mean mother? 
Mother: With Blood . . . 

In this myth there are echoes from the Odvssey. It 

reminds us of Circe who turned men into pigs; only 

Odysseus had managed to escape transformation. Here we 

have two sisters, Brenwen and Olwen who are trying to 

lure our Quest hero, but he resists them. They reveal 

to him that all the men who visit them are turned into 

cats. As Odysseus was trying to reach Ithaca -his 

quest- so is Muldoon trying to reach his own quest, to 

find and kill the man who has killed his father. Apart 

from the quest theme, the similarity of this play to 

that of The Dark Tower, is that Roland was nearly lured 

by Neaera and then by Sylvie but at the end he put both 

of them aside and continued on his own free will. There 

is even present the one-eyed man who is reminiscent of 

the Cyclops of the Odvssev, This man is cheated by the 

miller of Hell and throws both his eyes into the mill 

in order to grind them and make new ones. So now he is 

totally blind like the Cyclops Polyphemus. There is 

another echo from the Odyssey as well, concerning the 

Lotus eaters: Muldoon is going to the island of the 

Queen of the Twilight and there he meets the tempters 
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who are trying to lure him. But Muldoon has been warned 

by Skerrie, a whale which has taken the shape of a 

beautiful girl and helps him, not to take anything 

otherwise he will become like them which means that he 

will be doomed to eternal darkness. 

Finally our hero comes to the end of his quest which 

has proved to be a failure, the false venom of 

vengeance that his mother has imposed on him. But now 

everything has been revealed and he is free to set out 

again for the sake of his own life. It is what exactly 

Roland did; when the ring stopped shining and his 

mother wanted him back, he considered his own free will 

and went on. 

From the presentation of some of MacNeice's scripts for 

the BBC we can infer that he was most highly motivated 

about the social, political and historical issues of 

the period between 1941-1946. This is quite 

understandable because those were the most vigorous 

years of modern history. MacNeice's expression of his 

thoughts in his plays is representative of the 

influence that social and political history exercised 

upon the intelligentsia during the decade of the 

thirties^-*. The maturing of this thought is reflected 

in the plays which MacNeice wrote and produced for the 

BBC. The political, historical and social changes were 

so rapid that in order to explain and understand them 

MacNeice took refuge into the past. This movement of 

his did not go astray; he found the equivalent of many 

events and actions into the classical times, those of 

Greece and Rome. And he discovered that the attitudes 

and actions of people as well as the events which 

follow them bear a terrific similarity. Therefore he 

was in a position not only to understand but also to 

foresee the coming events of his times. 
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1930's and 1940's mark a prodigious struggle for 

freedom. With the appearance of Fascism and Nazism, 

those who believed in liberty and human rights became 

very much conscious of their duty to safeguard them. 

The big crash, followed by the period of Depression, 

with the rising of dictatorships and the expansion of 

imperialistic Germany was one of those periods when the 

Greek and Roman past seemed to be reborn in a different 

way from that of preceding ages which consciously or 

otherwise recaptured classical themes. Humanists have 

tried to conceive the idea of freedom through the 

centuries in their own way. MacNeice is one of those 

who manifested a non-religious notion of human liberty. 

Because of his classical education he concentrated 

mostly on conceptions of liberty taken from the 

classical period. Even though he came from a deeply 

religious Christian family, he himself was in sympathy 

with the spiritual background of 1930's and 1940's 

which was largely dechristianized. 

It is not accidental that from the study of the 

classical influences on MacNeice's poetical work we 

arrive at the conclusion that between the years 1930 

and 1940 he mostly expressed classical ideas. Apart 

from the historical and political motives, this 

attitude can be easily explained through his contact 

with classics. He started studying classics from the 

age of fifteen, then he continued his education at 

Oxford and after that he took up a position as a 

classical lecturer in Birmingham; all these 

preoccupations were enough to give shape to MacNeice's 

beliefs and personality according to the messages of 

classical tradition. 

The struggle for freedom conducted by MacNeice's 

contemporaries may be compared with that conducted by 

the Athenians during the Peloponnesian war. This is 
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evident in MacNeice's masterpiece, the Autumn Journal. 

where these themes are pervasive. In the final canto of 

the Autumn Journal, there is an invocation where the 

poet wishes to sleep in Asclepius's temple and wake up 

cured; this is the climax of this long poem which 

betrays MacNeice's desire for a return to classical 

times. The occasional reaction of MacNeice against 

classical education can be received as a spontaneous 

reaction of somebody who has dealt with a subject for 

so long in the course of his life. But there can be no 

doubt that he contrasted the formal conservative 

structures of the classical education he had received 

with the essential vitality of classical ideas. 

After 1940, classical themes are not so frequent and 

when they appear they have mostly the form of personal 

questioning and thinking rather than a primary concern 

for human values; this realization comes out of 

MacNeice's collection Ten Burnt offerings, published in 

1951: in Day of Returning. like Odysseus, he feels 

nostalgia for his own country - being at that time in 

Greece. But the paradox that is easily noticeable in 

these poems is that MacNeice does not mention anything 

about the civil war which had just ended. Although his 

job involved culture he was not involved in the issue 

of civil war at all. This attitude can be explained by 

the assumption that Greece was largely a country of 

mind not of reality for him. This view is evident in 

Day of Renewal in which is expressed the opinion that 

the world needs a renewal after the war, in the same 

way that the Athenians needed it after the Persian 

wars. 

There is a shift to the Peloponnesian war again with 

Autumn Sequel, in 1953, where the role of Thucydides as 

a historian is discussed. This poem sounds didactic: 

"Such are the political ends" comments the poet on the 
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Athenian victories and the destruction that followed 

the Sicilian expedition. MacNeice condemns the 

imperialistic policy of Ancient Athens and suggests 

that Alcibiades was not responsible for the destruction 

of Athens; the system itself which was corroded, was 

responsible for this. MacNeice sounds like an impartial 

historian criticising not only the past events but 

trying to understand and evaluate his contemporary 

ones. Ancient history is a good media to realize what 

is hiding behind every modern action. 

In the course of the next years there is no important 

classical influence in MacNeice's poetical work. Only 

in his last collection, Tho Burning- Perch, published in 

1963, there is the poem Memoranda to Horace which 

expresses Horace's beliefs about poetry. There are also 

three odes of Horace translated into English. As we 

have already discussed, MacNeice would like to identify 

himself, as a poet, with Horace. 

From MacNeice's translation on the Agamemnon of 

Aeschylus and its comparison with other translations we 

come to the realization that MacNeice's version is, if 

not the best, one of the best existing translations of 

the Agamemnon into English. The reason for this 

inference is that the vocabulary is so vivid, clear and 

accessible to modern readers that this work can be read 

as a piece of literature by itself. The translation of 

images and actions especially those relating to 

Agamemnon, Clytemnestra and Cassandra are strong and 

vital, conferring an Independent poetic distinction on 

a translation. Also the way that MacNeice has rendered 

certain parts of the drama reflect his attitude to the 

modern world which is conceived as a continuation of 

the ancient past. MacNeice in this way confirms his 

view that political and personal themes, repeat 

themselves through history. Furthermore the 
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relationship of a citizen to power which was 

agonizingly polarised in ancient tyrannical society, 

was also extremely anguished in MacNeice's time. 

Classical education gave him an insight into it. 

These also apply to his radio plays written for the 

BBC. Radio gave him an opportunity to come into direct 

contact with the people of his country and try to 

persuade them to understand what was basically 

important to their lives and to their nation. MacNeice 

has used his perception and knowledge of antiquity in 

order to understand the dramatic changes of his times. 

Classical themes expressed in his poems and the 

Agammenon are also reflected here. A brilliant example 

of MacNeice's masterly technique of mingling classical 

ideas with modern ones, is the Enamv of Cant, This 

continues in Carpe Diem in which we are faced once more 

with MacNeice's admiration of Horace and identification 

with him. The classical inspiration as an important 

driving force in his work seems to run down 

conspicously in his later period. This is certainly 

true not only of his poetry but also of his radio 

scripts -here also after the 1950's classical themes 

f ade. 

After reviewing the multi-lateral work of MacNeice -

poems, translation, radio plays - we can say that his 

attitude to the external world and his work shows a 

deep influence from his classical background, even 

though occasionally we meet with a reaction against 

classical education. 

MacNeice is the last of a generation which was trained 

in that way. There are few people now who have had that 

training in our society. Unlike most representatives of 

classical education in England he was able to make 

people understand something about modern predicaments 

by showing them the links between past and present. In 
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this light the poet appears like his Athenian 

predecessors to be one of the great teachers of his 

time. 
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The Group Theatre and the Production of the Agamemnon 

The Group Theatre was established by Ormerod Greenwood, 

Rupert Doone the dancer, Robert Medley the painter and 

designer and other young actors from the Westmister 

Theatre in February 1932. It was the newest theatre in 

London"*, Its aim was to give new dimensions to the 

English Theatre by creating plays which combined music, 

dance and poetry. The plays which were staged by the 

Group Theatre were all new verse plays taken from the 

most interesting decade of the century^. The plays were 

initially influenced by Stanislavsky, Cocteau and 

Brecht but other distinguished writers, composers, 

dancers and actors were drawn to it. Among them were 

W.H.Auden, B.Britten, T.S.Eliot, 0.Isherwood, 

L. MacNeice, S.Spender and W.B.Yeats^. Experimental 

plays like those of Auden and Isherwood The Ascent of 

F6. On the Frontier and The Dog beneath the skin, 

S.Spender's Trial of a Judge and L. MacNeice's Out of 

the Picture found their first realization in the Group 

Theatre*. 

But in 1936 the Group Theatre, because of shortage of 

cash, reduced the number of its performances; it gave 

only occasional Sunday performances and it paid more 

attention to new plays rather than original ways of 

staging. The content of the plays staged, concerned 

either documentaries with social content or early plays 

which found an equivalent in modern life. In this last 

category also fell the staging of the Agamemnon^. 

As we have mentioned above, the Theatre lacked 

appropriate funding. That was the reason why some of 

its productions might seem unrehearsed, the actors 

could not afford more time for it. Characteristically 
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W. H.Auden in the introductory note on the programme of 

the Agamemnon wrote: 

The Group Theatre has playwrights who wish to write for it, 
painters who wish to design for it, composers who wish to compose 
for it. But it suffers under an overwhelming disadvantage: It has 
too little cash. There are actors who would like to play for it IF 
they could afford it®. 

The progressi veness of the Theatre is also shown from 

the fact that it opposed to Fascists^. All the people 

who co-operated were fervent supporters of free thought 

and opposed totalitarialism. 

MacNeice contacted the Group in 1934 when he sent to 

Doone his play, Station Bell, which was an Aristophanic 

political fantasy. But this play was rejected by Doone. 

Then Auden suggested that MacNeice should translate for 

the Group Theatre a play either of Aristophanes or 

Aeschylus®. 

The Agamemnon of Aeschylus, translated by L.MacNeice 

was performed twice, on Sunday the 1"* and of 

November 1936. It was produced by Rupert Doone, who had 

also done the choreography; the music was by Benjamin 

Britten and the masks and costumes were by Robert 

Medley. There was the chorus of Citizens, a chorus of 

dancers and another one of women slaves. Clytemnestra 

was played by Veronica Turleigh, Agamemnon by Robert 

Speiaght, Cassandra by Vivienne Bennett, the Herald by 

Francis James, Aegisthus by Guy Spaull and the Watchman 

by John Moody. The Greek Commentary in the play was 

spoken by Louis MacNeice^. 

All the critics agreed that MacNeice's version, though 

simple in language, managed to transfer into modern 

times in a modern idiom the grandeur and genius of 

Aeschylus; it fell musically on the ears and the 

chorlcal parts were very effective (.New Statesman and 

Na tlon, The Era. New Republic, The Observer') . The New 
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StatBsman and Nation did not like the splitting up of 

some speeches and especially that of Cassandra's final 

words which were given to the chorus, thus depriving 

her of a magnificent exit. Also the reminiscence of the 

translation of Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral did not 

please The Times who found that the gap between 

Aeschylean and modern time is not filled by the 

naturalism in MacNeice's language. 

The protagonists of the play received a warm welcome. 

Mr Speiaght, as Agamemnon, with V.Turleigh, as 

Clytemnestra, spoke their words beautifully and 

presented a matched noble couple ( The Era. Daily 

Heral d. The Times. The Observer') . Only The New 

Statesman and Nation found that Mr Speaight was too 

liturgical and V.Turleigh not convincing. It did not 

like the cast with the exception of V.Bennett, as 

Cassandra, and it is for her that it recommends seeing 

the performance. Miss Bennett received the best 

reviews. All of them were very enthusiastic. She 

managed to play her role with pathos and high 

sublimity. She transferred on the stage all the horror, 

power and pity of her situation <The New Statesman and 

Na tion. The Era. Daily Herald. The Times') . 

What really caused a great rage and opposition from the 

critics was the dress and role of the chorus. There was 

not even a good word for them first because their 

mixture of modern dress (dinner jackets) and gelatine 

masks was a failure; this dress was aimed at bridging 

the gulf between past and present, between the audience 

and the players, but it achieved the opposite result. 

The second reason was that they did not show to the 

audience that they were the only friends of Agamemnon 

in Argos. Their behaviour did not suggest that at all 

iThe New Statesman and Nation. The Era. Daily Herald. 

The Times. The Observer') . Especially the Dail v Herald 
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had as a title "They had no word for this" suggesting 

that even the "Greeks had not a word for the music of 

B.Britten and the evening Jackets of the chorus". Apart 

from the discontent for the appearance of the chorus, 

the costumes of R. Medley were praised as attractive and 

memorable (.The New Statesman and Nation. The Era. The 

Times') . The music was not appropriate and effective at 

all: "The musical obligate was Greek to me" wrote The 

Observer. The music consisted of gramophone records and 

someone reciting in the original Greek. The masks were 

withdrawn in the second performance after the outburst 

of critical disapproval. 

The evaluations of the critics varied a lot but there 

was agreement on the view that it is "a gallant effort 

to show us something of the beauty which is essential 

in Greek drama" iThe New Statesman and Nation') , that 

"The atmosphere of terrible, inevitable tragedy and 

brooding suspence was created and preserved perfectly" 

(The Era) . that "The production was nearly always 

intelligent and imaginative" (Dai1y Hera 1d) and "It 

deserved high marks" (.The Observer) . Less generously 

The Times said that the formalism of the rituals of the 

dance of death has gone too far. Also the staging only 

of the Agamemnon without the rest of the Orestela 

brings doom which is not compensated. Also The Times 

could not forgive MacNeice for the transferring of the 

lines of Cassandra because "she is allowed to go like 

one unconsidered slave to the slaughter". On the 

contrary the insertion of the first lines of the 

Choephoroe (in the production) was well received 

because "it is a hint of the further horizons of the 

story and has brought on once more a body of dancers 

who have several times delighted the eye and the 

imagination (The Times) . 
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But what was the feeling left out of all this 

performance was that the attempt to present a Greek 

tragedy in 1930's had failed to preserve the atmosphere 

and to bridge the gap of time C The Observer') and this 

masterpiece of Greek tragedy failed to be recreated in 

England (.The Times') . 

Perhaps we can both answer to the above statement and 

finish with the words of M.Sidnell: 

What theatrical presentation would not have fallen short of the 
sense of tragedy of life as it was felt in the winter of 1935? If 
the Group's Agamemnon marked the death of theatrical tragedy, the 
production was, perhaps more at fault of not registering that event 
more deliberately, for not being contemporary enough'®. 
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